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SUMMARY OF TUE PROJECT

AND ITS FINDINGS

Despite a decade of fluctuating efforts to spread the full benefits of America's

affluence and opportunities to various population groups suffering more than their

share of deprivation, the critical question remains unanswered: When unemployment,

underemployment; and low incomes seem concentrated upon a particular group or

individual, is the primary cause to be found in the shortcomings of those individuals

or in the institutional structure of a society which denies them opportunity? If the

cause is to be found in the individual -- lack of skills, lack of education, language

deficiencies, undermotivation -- the operational response should be to change the

individual. If the institutional structure is at fault -- discrimination, excessive

credentialism, lack of information, transportation, etc. -- the answer is most likely

to be found in clanking institutions. Every remedy and every program must make

some assumption about this dichotomy. If the assumption is incorrect, the solution

chosen is unlikely to be successful.

1-1
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In exploring for obstacles to economic success for various population groups,

one obvious possibility is that cultural and language differences may pose serious

obstacles. Those obstacles may be such as to make it difficult to function success-

fully in employment situations structured to fit the majority. The obstacle~; may

merely deny one the opportunity to demonstrate performance because ,-f employer

bias or misconception. The obstacles may impede attainment of or performance on

the job. Culture and language variables might also block the acquisition of skills nec-

essary to c: .iin and perform on the job.

Seeking an assessment of the extent to which cultural and linguistic differences

might prevent members of various minority groups from profiting from available man-

power training programs, the Division of Manpower Development and Training in the

U.S. Office of Education contracted with the Olympus Research Corporation for the

project, of which this is the final report.

This project was initially a response to a problem that over the years has

proved itself particularly resistant to solution: the consistently low level of success

that members of minority groups have experienced as they move through the American

educational establishment. There are those who argue that their chances of success

could be improved if their educational program were carefully tailored to respond to

the characteristics of their cultures which distinguish them from other cultural groups

and from the mainstream of American life. Others argue that this very tailoring is

discriminatory and that minority students and trainees should instead have experiences

and opportunities identical to those that the majority have. Some minority spokesmen

condemn both these positions as focusing on an insignificant problem -- these same

culture and language variables -- and draining energy and attention away from
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the real source of the problem, which is not cultural at all, but rather the overall

socioeconomic environment, the unrelenting pattern of deprivation that is the lot of

so many members of America's racial and ethnic minorities.

The very fact that this problem arouses such controversy suggests tint it is an

important area for further exploration, and it is just such further exploration that

is the task of this project. It is important to emphasize, however, the tentative

nature of the project. The impact of cultural and language differences has been

explored, but the controversy has not been laid to rest, and probably will not be by

any formal research because it is fueled by the NH rarge of human experience, by

political, social, economic, psychological, philosophical, and even educational con-

cerns. Nonetheless, this project has allowed the researchers to formulate some

hyoutheses about the role of culture and language in the manpower training experi-

ence of blacks, Chicanos, native Americans, and Appalachian whites; and these

hypotheses point to where new efforts can be more profitablv tociNed.

rig:tuIIN01.0GY

In order to make clear the description of this project and the rather complex

concerns it addresses, it is helpful to define several of the terms which arc used in

the report:

(1) Culture: A body of customary beliefs and social forms and a related

pattern of human behavior manifested in thought, speech, action, and

artifact which combine to produce a distinct complex of cha racteristics

that distinguish one population group from other groups
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(2) Dominant culture: The culture (as defined above) manifested by the

majority of the population in a given area, such as (for the purpose of

this study) the United States

(3) Cultural and language variables: Those cha racteristics of attitude and

behavior, um: of languages other than English or ii e of nonstandard

English, which are unique to a population group and help to distinguish

it from other groups

(4) Minority group: A group comprised of a minority of the population of

an area that is either distinct from the overall population due to cultural,

language, or physical characteristics, or is seri rated from the overall

population by attitudes of the dominant culture that assume such distin-

guishing cha racte rist ics

The population groups considered hy this study are blacks (Afro-Americans), chicanos

(Mexican-Americans), native Americans (Indians), and Appalachian whites.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The primary objectives of the study were (1) to determine the extent to which

cultural or language differences prevented members of the to rgct groups from profit-

ing from vocational education and manpower training and (2) to recommend remedies

for any observed obstacles to successful training.

These objectives were approached throuith a series of distinct but related steps.

First, an extensive review of the literature already produced about these variables

was conducted. On the basis of this review, commonly held opinions about the vari-

ables in general and their efft.t.t on education in part kula r were gathered. From this
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information, a framework for further imp' t) was devised, consisting primarily

of a questionnaire/interview survey of administrative, support, and teaching staffs

at manpower training centers. These personnel were asked to identify any cultural

and language characteristics that they felt their trainees from a given minority shared

and to assess the effect of those characteristics on trainee performance. An important

and additional source of information was a variety of interviews with spokesmen of

the different minorities studied, as well as three conferences organized by ORC --

one on Chicano and another on black concerns and a thirst in which representative

leaders from various minorities reviewed the draft report of the study.

InToTHEsEs FoRmuLATED FRom Tin: MUM'

The findings of this study have been organized as a series of "hypotheses."

The term normally suggests the setting up of an assertion which the study will then

attempt to prove or disprove. I lowever, this study an earlier step in the process.

It has explored the relevance and impact of cultural anti lati:Atge variables and then

has documented the following findings, conclusions, and assen ions which arc de-

serving of further exploration and testing to determine the full implications of each

of them on the training experiences of minority groups:

(1) Culture and language differences existing within various minority groups

are often as pronounced as the differences among population groups,

making it exceedingly difficult t(, reach !.,oralliatins about a given group

that are sufficiently accurate to be a 1::-.thil base for practicable recom-

mendations. Nevertheless, there can be no inilysis and no policy with-

out generalisation. It is n::cessury. therefore, to exercise care that
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recommendations and policy actions address only those factors which are

generalizable.

(2) No cultural attributes internal to and typical of the groups studied were

discovered which posed general obstacles to the ability of trainees to

learn and profit from vocational education and manpower training. How-

ever, misunderstandings by administrators and instructors about the nature

and implications of their trainees' cultural backgrounds did occasionally

impose obstacles to both teaching and learning.

(3) With blacks and Appalachian whites and many and probably most chicanos

and native Americans, there are no language differences sufficient to

create serious obstacles to the learning process in training programs.

In all of these groups, English tends to be the dominant language. How-

ever, there arc those in all of these groups who are inadequately skilled

in English, and for them this deficiency is an obstacle. For many chicanos

and native Americans, whose retention of their native language is generally

more pronounced than in other groups, language tends to loom much larger

as a significant factor in training.

That cultural differences pose no significant obstacles to the cognitive learning

ability of minority group members, while language obstacles to learning exist only

for those unable to understand and communicate in English without serious difficulty,

does not mean that cultural and language differences cause no serious problems.

Further examination of the data gathered in this study produces these additional

hypotheses:
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(1) Although it does not significantly interfere with a trainees' ability to

learn, culture does function as a factor in various misunderstandings of

minority trainees by instructors and other staff -- misunderstandings that

can cause the teacher, and the learning environment he creates, to he in-

effective, In other words, staff attitudes toward and perceptions of trainee

characteristics are significantly greater obstacles to the learning process

than are the characteristics themselves.

(2) The economic deprivation, the limitations on experience ar:1 opportunities,

and the poverty-dominated social atmosphere shared in different forms by

many membors of the minorities encompassed 1), this study arc much more

likely to combine to create serious obstacles to successful training and

well-developed vocational aspirations than arc specific cultural and language

variables.

(3) There are preferences for life styles and location which dissuade some

minority group members, particularly those from rural backgrounds,

from taking full advantage of the economic opportunities pre.' ided by im-

proved employability.

The implications of these last three hypotheses give rise to the final general hypothesis

of the study: Any effective assessment of the educational problems of minority members

in training programs is not complete unless it considers the social, economic, and

political realities of the trainees' environment. Each of these hypotheses is discussed

and supported in detail in chapter 8 of this report.
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HYPOTHESES MOUT SPECIFIC MINORITY GROWS

Behind the general hypotheses of the study are the specific hypotheses which

were formulated about each of the groups studied. In the following discussions, these

are spelled out in groups for further clarification.

Blacks

There are no variables peculiar to blacks which pose significant obstacles to

successful vocational training. Staff misconceptions that assume the existence of

variables, which do not in fact exist, create an atmosphere of poor communications

that hinders trainee performance and may also excessively limit the occupations to

which trainees are assiped. Some blacks from rural backgrounds and central city

ghettos do use nonstandard English which may cause them to be resented by training

staffs and avoided by employers. Their ability to understand and communicate and

learn is not impeded, but they do contribute to discrimination against themselves.

Most if not all of the factors which seem to affect the general performance of

blacks in training programs are the result of past and present discrimination and the

socioeconomic deprivation many of them have experienced in such areas as income,

education, and housing. Blacks are particularly likely to reject training opportunities

in what they perceive from a background of discrimination to be demeaning occupations.

Chicanos

Those of Spanish background in the United States include descendants of the

original inhabitants of the American Southwest with whom the Spanish conquistadores

intermarried, immigrants from Spain, Mexico, other Latin-American countries, Cuba,

and Puerto Rico and their descendants. The interviewees for this study were primarily

located to the Southwest and excluded Cubans and Puerto Ricans and involved few Latin-
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American immigrants from countries other than Mexico. '111e term "chicano" is used

to encompass this heterogeneous group. The geographic, economic, and attudinal

heterogeneity of the chicano population makes it particularly difficult to generalize

about the influence of their culture, on their success in training, and on their voca-

tional aspirations. Chicano spokesmen, nonetheless, st rongly express a desire to

develop, maintain, and utilize a sense of cultural identity.

Evidence from this study indicates that the extended family of the chicanos and

the life-style and responsibilities that grow from it constitute a cultural characteristic

that has a positive effect on the success of chicano trainees. Although the degree to

which it exists is not clear, some chicanos are deficient in English language skills,

and for them this lack presents a serious barrier to successful training. The ambiguous

attitude of training staffs about possible solutions to this problem serve to aggravate

the situation.

Several characteristics of the chicano population commonly described as cul-

ture based are, in fact, much more likely to he socioeconomically based:

(1) The allegedly negative influence that barrio life has on training success

is in fact due to the qualities that barrio life shares with all economically

deprived ghettos.

(2) The alleged preference of chicano workers for manual labor is in fact

not a preference, but a choice forced upon them by the labor market

and other socioeconomic forces that restrict their upward mobility.

(3) The alleged inability of the chicano to he motivated by anything other

than immediate gratification (where it exists at all) is a reflection of
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the poverty-based experience chicanos share with other minorities which

makes any long-range planning a luxury.

The stereotre of the chicano as unable to make a serious commitment to a time-

structured situation -- the "maxiana syn. ::rome" -- is not apparent among these trainees.

Native American::

It is even more difficult to generalize about native American culture and language.

The language of one tribe is often different from another, and few traits are widely

shared among tribes. Lanimage problems are a barrier to successful training and

employment for many native Americans.

There are no cultural attributes which by themselves interfere with their ability

to learn in training programs. However, many instructors fail to understand, or even

to perceive, cultural attributes which are relevant to the learning situation. It is this

lack of awareness that often results in teaching that is so ineffective that it jeopardizes

the success of students subjected to it.

Two factors that contribute greatly to separating many native Americans from

the mainstream of U.S. experience are the poverty and rural isolation that have con-

sistently been the lot of so many. Although it is impossible to fully isolate the effect

of poverty and isolation from the effect of culture, there is evidence to show that

poverty and isolation are more likely to be the cause of some educational problems

for native Americans tnan are cultural variables.

Appalachian Whites

Cultural and linguistic differences do not significantly affect the training per-

formance of Appalachian white trainees. The rural style of residence and life, close

family ties, and the Appalachian dialect are identifiable characteristics in the lives
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of Appalachian white trainees. However, the first is a socioeconomically derived

factor, and the study produced no clear-cut relationship between the other two and

the level of trainee performance.

Training staff perceive a strong preference for training in manual skills among

Appalachian trainees, but this seems more likely to be a response to economic and

geographic realities than a cultural characteristic. Whatever differences exist (if

any) between the performance of Appalachian trainees and some supposed national

norm are the result not of culture or language, but their economic environment.



INTRODUCTION: PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES

The "war on poverty" that began in the early 1960s with considerable optimism

has faltered in its drive to improve the lot of the disadvantaged in this country. At

the same time that the problems of the disadvantaged have been revealing themselves

to be considerably more complex than they were originally perceived to be, the capa-

bility of the government and of the remainder of society to help alleviate those prob-

lems is being called into question. A look at the current condition of manpower train-

ing programs for the disadvantaged the programs that are the focus of this study

illustrates this shift from an atmosphere of confident to one of conflict and

questioning.

One challenge to the current status of training programs comes from the train-

ing population itself. Trainees from a variety of minority groups -- which provide by

law a disproportionately large number of the trainees in such programs -- have

challenged what they see as a paternalistic pattern in the structure of training programs.

Increasingly, they are making demands for more information about the reasons be-

hind the structure and content of these pro rain:, and for more decision-making

power in the creation of the programs.
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They criticize the programs on any number of bases, from the methods of

funding determined in Washington to the alleged discrimination by an individual in-

structor or by the entire training system itself. One of their strongest demands is

for training programs that result in "economic relevance" for the trainee. They

often question whether the skills training they are receiving wilt. make them really

competitive in the specific job market they must enter when training is completed.

Recently completed evaluations of training programs indicate that these trainees

may have some grounds for questioning the relevance of their training.

It is unlikely in this new atmosphere that a program could succeed unless it

is directly responsive to the desires and to the self-determined needs of its target

population. This new awareness among the population groups that are more than

proportionately represented in manpower training programs gives rise to the problem

addressed by this study -- the role of cultural and language variables in manpower

training programs. Minority groups themselves have concentrated on the cultural

and language characteristics which distinguish them from others, which make them

unique.

Another factor which converges with this concern among minority groups is the

growing assertion that, in addition to the content of a training curriculum, the

structure and functioning of a program contain a distinct set of attitudes about real,

or imagined, differences between trainee life-styles and what is presumed to be a

national norm. The trainee attack on program paternalism is a manifestation of this

problem. This often unacknowledged set of attitudes creates a situation that has a

sipificant effect on minority trainees, whether actual, relevent variables indeed exist.
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These two factors, then -- developing self-awareness and increasing awareness of

staff attitudes toward minority trainees embedded in programs -- have been at least

partially responsible for the dual insistence by minority spokesmen on the following:

(I) Recognition by training programs of those actual cultural and language

characteristics which they feel must be considered if a member of their

group is to have optimum chances of success in training

(2) Identification and countering of the program attitudes described above

which they see as a systematic pattern of subjective and distorted value

judgment about certain characteristics of their respective groups

Such a pattern, they feel, severely hinders effective interaction between program

staff and trainees.

Aside from the opinions of the trainees themselves, any number of assumptions

about the relatim ship of cultural and language characteristics to the learning situation

prevail I- f= .crican education. An egalitarian position is taken by some educators

who, ..ier the heat of immediate political pressures and national mandates, absolutely

refuse to recognize any essential functional differences in the learning styles of people.

At the other end of the scale arc some who demand that thy slightest measurable

difference in student cultural or language style be immediately and promptly accounted

for in the educational milieu.

Given on the one hand this concern with cultural and language variables by

educators and by minority spo cesium, and on the other hand the additional charge made

by some of the latter that focus on these variables directs critical energy toward an

insignificant problem and away from a far more important factor in the success of
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the learning experience: the socioeconomic environment from which the trainee

comes, which permeates his activities and perceptions during training, and to which

he returns after training -- it becomes important to inquire into the role that these

variables actually play in the learning process of minority trainees.

It was from this complex network of concerns that the main objective of this

study was determined, and it was primarily as a result of these concerns, as they

became more and more apparent during the course of the study, that the main ob-

jective was modified and expanded to delineate an approach more likely to result

in a useful assessment of the role of the variables in trainee experience.

As shown in the summary of the hypotheses of the study in the previous chapter,

the researchers gathered more data than needed to identify relevant variables. In

fact, those gathering the data had little choice in the matter. Many respondents

criticized the focus of the study, and many also insisted on providing information

about factors which they felt far exceeded the noted variables in their effect on the

vocational aspirations and level of performance of minority trainees. Two major shifts

in focus recommended by respondents have already been noted:

(I) To concentrate on the subjective, and often distorted, attitudes toward

real or imagined variables embedded in the content, structure, and

staff of training programs

(2) To focus attention not on the variables, the significance of which is

slight, but rather on the socioeconomic deprivation and discrimination

faced by members of minority grops which is far more damaging to

their aspirations and performance
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Further development of the objective resulted from a recognition that studies

such as this take Lilac:: in a social climate in which departure from, or nonparticipatien

in, the mainstream of American culture is usually looked down upon by the dominant

majority. This attitude persists in the face of considerable evidence which shows that

there are many structural devices in American society that prevent some groups from

participating in the mainstream regardless of how strongly they may wish to do so.

No one is more aware of this than those who have suffered from it most. To

question minorities on their differences is sometimes tantamount to assaulting them on

the very spot they hurt most. They are keenly aware that many investigations of this

sort are loaded with normative value judgments based on the patterns of the middle-

class white. One minority person interviewed attacked the study on exactly these

grounds: "You keep studying us to prove that we're different so you can say you're

better than us. Hell, man, we're not different from you. You're different from us.

How's that?"

On the other hand, some minority spokesmen not only endorse the notion of

their own cultural differences, but go one step farther to stress the superiority of

their culture to that of the general mass: "We're not only different, we' re super

different." Counterclaims of ethnic superiority are not new on the part of oppressed

peoples, nor are they necessarily unfounded. They are merely cited here to illus-

trate the complex and sensitive field in which studies of this sort arc undertaken.

Another factor that contributed to the further development of the original

objective was the discovery that some respondents in the staul were less concerned

about the actual implications of the variables to the training world than they were
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about the social and political implications of such a venture. One black spokesman

feared that even if evidence for the positive or negative impact of the variables in

training situations could be gathered, such evidence would be used "to the further

detriment of black people in an area that is economic and social -- not educational."

An interview with a local Chicano community organizer in East Los Angeles

provided the view that "just the recognition of our differences from Anglo culture

provides him with the argument that we are inferior. But we have to argue from

the base of our differentness to get quality education. We get it coming and going."

The fact that the hypotheses presented in this study go beyond the limitations

imposed by the original objective is a recognition of the importance and, in many

cases, the clear legitimacy of many of these concerns.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

Three of the minorities studied in this project were specified in the original con-

tract: blacks, chicanos, and native Americans. These were logical choices for

a study of the role of cultural and linguistic performance in training programs for

the reasons discussed below.

SELECTION OF NONDOXIINANT POPULATION GROUPS

The four criteria for selecting the groups for this study arc as follows:

(1) Each group contains a numerically substantial minority of this

country's population.

(2) There is widespread (though by no means unanimous) agreement that

each of these groups is a distinct and identifiable subgroup of the

entire society.

(3) A relatively high percentage of the members of these groups is classi-

fied by the government as disadvantaged, and as such, arc by law to

provide a disproportionately large number of the trainees in the

:3 -1
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programs which are the focus of this study.

(4) There is considerable concern expressed within each of these groups

that they must develop a positive ethnic consciousness among their

own members and must receive increased recognition of and respect

for their particular groups by the dominant culture.

In the early stages of the study it was decided to include as one of the minority

groups to be studied the grouping commonly designated as "rural Appalachian white."

The first three reasons given above for the selection of aforementioned groups also

apply to this group. As for the fourth reason, although this group is perhaps not as

politically oriented or as pronounced as the ethnic conciousness of the other three

groups, there is a pride expressed by many rural Appalachian whites in their culture

and its manifestations (e. g., music, crafts, and so forth).

An additional reason for selection of this group is that, unlike the others in

this study, rural Appalachian whites share obvious and visible commonalities with

the mainstream culture in areas of color, lineage, religious patterns, etc., even

though certain cultural and speech "differences" are attributed to them. Because

of this difference between the rural Appalachian white group and the others in the

study, it is included here to seek insights into the question of whether some of the

"cultural differences" attributed to the ethnic or racial minorities (as influencing their

level of performance in training and vocational aspirations) may in fact be more a

result of subjective attitudes toward trainees induced by external and visible characteris-

tics (such as color) than actual vocationally relevant behavior factors.
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DEFINITION OF CULTURE AND LANGUAGE VARIABLES

Culture could encompass the entire environment within which an individual lives.

To have so defined the cultural variables would have deprived the study of meaning.

Obviously a combination of factors in the environment, some personal and some

institutional, causes members of some minority groups to have, on the average, a

more difficult time competing in the job market than the total labor force. For

purposes of this study therefore, culture is defined as already stated in Chapter I.

Culture is defined a-: a body of customary beliefs and social forms and a related

pattern of human behavior manifested in thought, speech, action, and artifact which

combine to produce a distinct complex of characteristics that distinguish one population

group from other groups. Therefore, the cultural variables we are concerned with

are those which are typical of a certain group but arc internalized into the attitudes,

responses,and life-styles of individual members of the groups. As an example,

discriminatory practices of a majority against a minority might be part of the cultural

However, for purposes of this study, the discriminatory tendency would he

a cultural variable of the majority. Out of the common experience of being

discriminated against, the minority will develop patterns of response which could

become some of the cultural variables assessed in this :,tudy. As an additional example,

if it were true as often alleged that Negro slavery enforced a matriarchal family pattern,

the matriarchal family, not the slavery, would be the cultural variable with which

this study would deal. Thus, alleged preference for cooperation rather than

competitiveness among native American and ",Machismo" as the male role among those

of Spanish backgrounds would be appropriate.
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Our definition of language is more inclusive. It involves the problem of those

for whom another language is their native tongue, whether learned in their childhood

abroad or in homes in this country, and English as a second language. It involves

any who have difficulty either understanding or being understood in oral or written

English. It also involves those whose use of nonstandard English, even though it is

their native language, makes communication difficult or who are discriminated against

because of it.

As already noted, those definitions require differentiation between situations where

differences in culture or language impede an individual's ability to learn in post-secondary

manpower and vocatiinal skills training and tht)se in which the differences affect the in-

structor's attitude toward and understanding of the trainee and, therefore, the effec-

tiveness of the teacher. The result may he similar, but the remedy may be very

different, involving change in the trainee vs change in the instructor.

SUMMARY OF THE METHODOLOGY

In order to accomplish the objectives of the study, the following specific steps

have been taken:

(1) A staff was chosen, drawn from the racial and ethnic minorities to he

studied, and was approved by the Office of Special Concerns and by

the Division of Manpower Development and Training, U.S. Office of

Education.

(2) A survey of the literature on the educational problems, the culture, and

the language of each of the four groups studied was made to determine:

(a) What cinclusions regarding the objectives of this study had already
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been drawn by authorities in various relevant areas.

(b) What the appropriate conceptual framework for pursuing the goals

of this study should be.

(3) Within the framework derived from the survey of the literature, a

questionnaire was designed, tested, and then used to survey adminis-

trators and instructors in vocational training programs regarding:

(a) The positive or negative influence of the culture and language of

the minority trainees on their vocational outlook and levels of

performance.

(h) The impact of the socioeconomic and political structures of the

dominant culture on the vocational outlook and levels of performance

of minority trainees.

(4) Social scientists and other spokesmen who arc members of the groups

covered by the study were then asked for their perceptions, ideas, and

scientific theories regarding these same concerns (vocational outlook

and level of performance in training of minorities). Symposia to accomplish

this task were organized by the research analysts (for blacks and Chicanos)

involved in the study.

(5) Through a comparison of the data provided by the survey of the literature,

of vocational centers, and of minority social scientists and spokesmen, the

following actions were taken:

(a) Points of agreement and disagreement between these three sources

were located.



(b) Characteristics that the target populations shared with one another

and those that distinguished them from one another were identified.

(c) Hypotheses were formed regarding the effects of cultural and

language variables on the vocational outlook and levels of performance

of members of each of the four groups.

(d) Hypotheses were formed regarding other variables that appear

to affect vocational outlook and levels of performance.

(e) Guidelines were drawn for possible courses of action based on

these hypotheses.

(f) Some significant questions requiring further investigation were

posed.

LITERATURE SURVEY

The project research analysts scanned current literature pertaining to the culture,

language background, history, and socioeconomic and political composition of the

designated population groups. They supplemented their pixsonal efforts with an

Educational Resources Information Center search that had a similar focus. These

searchers covered the following materials: magazines, periodicals, academic journals,

books, doctoral and masters' theses, official government reports, other studies

financed by the government or by private means, and descriptive and anecdotal material

from sources such as black or chicano studies programs. The bibliography accompanying

this report is but part of the literature reviewed. The objectives of these searches were:

0) to determine what conclusions regarding the project concerns were generally

accepted by authorities, (2) to minimize the possibility of repeating work completed

by other projects, (3) to identify and inventory works relevant to the concerns of the
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project, and (4) to provide the information from which a categorical and an operational

framework for further research could be derived.

Two general observations grew out of the literature search. The search

identified several focal points which were incorporated into categorical framework

and refined to an operational framework on which further inquires, such as the

questionnaire, were based. The general observations were:

(1) There are many references to culture and language variables as significant

to a variety of educational concerns, but these references tend to assume

the significance of the variables rather than proving it, and few of the

studies relate the variables directly to contemporary occupational

education concerns.

(2) Most of the literature is directed to the impact of such variables upon

children and youth in elementary and high school. References to adult

skills training are extremely sparse.

(3) Descriptive and anecdotal writings, however lacking in controlled

objectivity, often contain more relevant information than more scientifically

oriented writings. The latter seldom relate the variables directly to the

educational concerns of this project.

Perhaps the major inferences to be drawn from these general observations are

that inquiries into the nature of the variables have tended to be highly theoretical on

the one hand and casually anecdotal on the other. They have not asked either of the

most basic questions: Do the variables in truth exist in any significant way? How do

they manifest themselves behaviorally in training situations? Nonetheless, the
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search uncovered a considerable amount of information that supported, clarified,

and modified the data gathered later on in the questionnaire and interview survey in

the field. This information has been incorporated into the findings with regard to

each minority in the latter chapters of this report.

A more immediate benefit of the literature search was the focal points it

identified, around which was built the framework for the development of the further

inquiries of the study. Initially eight categories, or points of focus, were delineated:

(1) Linguistic variables: Concern was focused on the problems created

by a dominant non-English language, by bilingualism, by a late intro-

duction to English, and by minority attitudes toward the learning of the

language of the dominant culture.

(2) Family structure: The type of family structure -- nuclear or extended

(3)

-- was examined along with those interrelationships which internally

and externally contribute to the social and personal growth of the

individual.

Basic philosophies: Some cultures have a particularly strong religious

or philosophical base and react to outside influences with these beliefs

in mind. The effect that this type of tradition has on the attitude of

a culture toward educational processes was explored.

(4) Time sense and competition: Time factors and competition are particular-

ly important to a highly urbanized and industrialized society. Questions

such as the following were examined to determine their import for the

specific concerns of the study: How do cultures that view time casually
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reorient themselves to the temporal dictates of the dominant society?

To what extent need they, or should they, engage in such reorientation?

Should the value systems of the highly competitive dominant culture be

incorporated into the value systems of the minority groups? If they should,

what alternatives are there for improving the economic condition of the

various minority groups?

(5) Distribution of power and role expectations: Role expectations of individuals

in a culture and of their responsibilities to themselves, their family, and

society are important in determining the division of labor and power.

The question of how such varying expectations affect attitudes toward

different kinds of education was asked to determine the significance of

this cultural focal point to concerns of the study.

(6) Environmental consciousness: Urban or rural living conditions create

differing attitudes which were explored. Rural societies, such as those

of many native American tribes, have a strong tie to their land and to

nature, a sense of belonging and a place to go home. Questions that were

considered with regard to this point were: What significance does

consciousness of this sort have (if any) for urban minorities that have

strong group identities but no land base to which it can return? And

what effect does this attitude have on group members in training programs?

(7) Self-concept:, To establish and maintain a positive self-image is important

to all people. This personal identity of the individual determines his

behavior toward his culture ana the rest of society. The question considered
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here is: What effect do the identity problems faced by members of various

minority groups have on their educational performance and vocational

attitudes?

(8) Socioeconomic values: The study considered the extent to which the socio-

economic values of the minority groups were different from those of the

dominant culture, and the effects of shifts in their value systems toward

the value systems of the dominant culture.

These eight categories were broadly ranging areas of exploration, or J much of

the material gathered for them was of only peripheral value to the study. However,

the process of examining them did help considerably to narrow the focus of the study

to the kinds of questions that produced the specific findings of the study and also

the specific operational framework on which the questionnaire and interview schedules

were based.

The operational framework that follows was derived from the categories de-

scribe above as well as from concerns expressed by respondents to a pilot ques-

tionnaire that was tested in the field for two weeks prior to the development of the

final format. The questionnaire that was developed attempted to determine the ex-

tent to which manifestations of each of the following areas of cultural characteristics

existed among minority trainees, and the effect that the characteristics that did exist

had on training performance and vocational outlook:

0) Family structure: Characteristics such as extended family, close

family ties, family responsibilities

(2) Sex roles: Characteristics such as male dominance, female dominance
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or subservience, clearly defined roles for the father and the mother

(3) Community structure: Characteristics such as style of residence and

life, urban vs rural, a community-oriented sense of responsibility and

motivation for achievement

(4) Individual, group, and community values: Characteristics such as

attitudes toward time, toward competition, strength of religious beliefs

and affiliations

(5) Language proficiency: Characteristics such as bilingualism and English

deficiency

(6) Relation to dominant culture's socioeconomic and political structures:

Such characteristics as resentment, perceived attitudes of the dominant

culture, and actual effects of dominant culture pressures and

discriminations

(7) Other variables attributed to the minority groups by the respondents

QUESTIONNAIRE

A tentative questionnaire was developed from the findings of the literature

search and was tested in the field. On the basis of reactions from those being

interviewed and further refinement of the findings from the literature, the specific

framework described above was delineated. From it a final instrument was de-

rived which incorporated several features not in the pilot questionnaire, such as

the list of cultural features and stereotypes, the grading scale described below,

and questions regarding the influence of the dominant culture's socioeconomic and

political structures on the vocational outlook and levels of performance of the target
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populations. The questionnaire served three primary purposes:

(1) It operationalized some relationships between the variable and the

training situation.

(2) It provided a format for registering the perceptions of occupational

administrators and instructors about these relationships.

(3) It offered a set of questions to elicit further information about project

concerns from those involved in the actual delivery of training programs

to trainees.

The basic questionnaire format was modified to produce distinct instruments

for each of the four minorities surveyed. However, all of the questions gave the inter-

viewers the ability to use the following instruments:

(1) A list of cultural features and stereotypes the respondent could check

if he or she felt these were descriptive of the trainees with which he or

she was working.

(2) Sections on each of the characteristics listed in the operational

framework (described in the previous section of this chapter), and

a grading scale on which the respondent could note the degree and

type of influence he or she felt each characteristic had on various

aspects of training. For example, questions were asked about the

instructor's perception of the influence of family structure and values

on such items as the trainee's willingness to enroll for training, his

occupational preferences, attendance rate, dropout rate, etc. The

respondent had the opportunity to scale most answers on a five-point
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basis reflecting influence that was: "greatly positive," "moderately

positive," "neutral," "moderately negative," or "greatly negative."

Although the specific procedures for the administration of the questionnaires

varied according to the needs and problems encountered in surveying the staffs of

the different training centers, there was a general pattern of administration that

all of the researchers in the project began with, Iron. which they could deviate as

they saw fit.

Initial contacts were made with regional manpower administrators and state

Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) or vocational education directors,

who suggested the most appropriate centers in their respective areas for our interests.

Contacts were then made by telephone, and follow-up letters were sent to the center

directors, requesting appointment times and the selection of representative staff

members. Preliminary information was included in the letter as to the nature and

purpose of the project, and the relative importance of the samples to the overall

project.

During the ensuing field visits, the questionnaire was distributed to partici-

pating center staff. The pattern of interviewing varied, of course, from center to

center. Generally, however, the interviewer discussed the overall implications of

the research with the center director, responded to questions, and then presented

the questionnaires to the center staff, usually on a group basis. There was a

brief introduction to the staff of the purpose of the research, followed by an expla-

nation of the questionnaire.

Questionnaires were administered by researchers who were members of the
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minority that was the focus of the particular questionnaire. Great care was taken

to assure the respondents that they had the freedom to answer any, all, or none of

the questions, as they desired. In the case of some adverse reactions to the ques-

tionnaire format or to the whole process or focus of the study, care was taken by

the interviewer to assure tile respondents that expressions of negative as well as

positive reactions to the process would be welcomed.

Although the basic format of the questionnaire was set up in such a way that

it could be easily tabulated by a computer, respondents were encouraged to move

beyond that basic format and include whatever anecdotal or "editorial" comments

they felt might be relevant to the study. In all cases, the questionnaires were left

with the respondents to be filled out and returned later.

SAMPLING PROCEDURE FOR THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The data sample for the questionnaire is reflective of several considerations:

(I) A research design decision that would give (within the framework of

the time, travel, and other constraints of the study) the most effective

available means for an initial assessment of the role of the variables

in training programs was through a survey of the perceptions of staff

working in those training programs (modified, of course, by the find-

ings of the literature survey and the additional Sources of information

identified at the end of this chapter). Staff members have the most

extensive contact with minority members actually in training programs

and are thus a logical source from which to gather opinions on variables.

In addition, the biases they might bring to such an assessment (as is
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in the project hypotheses) are likely to be in themselves sipificant

factors in affecting the level of trainee performance and vocational

outlook.

(2) The choosing of programs where (a) the primary objective is vocational

and manpower training, and (b) an appreciable percentage of the enrolled

trainees is from one of the target populations.

(3) An attempt to sample each of the geographical areas where a significant

number of members of the minorities studied could be found.

(4) An effort to get a full range of staff perceptions at each of the centers

surveyed by interviewing, at each center, instructors, support staff,

and administrators.

The Sample for Blacks

Data regarding black trainees have been gathered from training center staffs

where black enrollment constitutes the highest percentage. The average trainee pop u-

lation in these centers is: black, 63.96 percent; chicano, 7.91 percent; native

Americans, 0.18 percent; and other, 27.75 percent. The respondents themselves

represent diverse population groups. Of the national sample, 32.7 percent were

black staff members, 61.4 percent were from other population groups, and 5.9

percent could not be identified by population group. An attempt was made to elicit

a questionnaire from an administrator, a counselor, a curriculum specialist, and

three instructors at each center. The results of that attempt give a distribution

of responses as follows: 17.8 percent from administrators, 17.8 percent from
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counselors, 10.8 percent fi. ct-criculum specialists, 45 percent from instructors,

and 2 percent from other positions.

Centers selected were located on the East Coast, in the Midwest, the Far West,

and the South. A total of 101 questionnaires was elicited from MD IA and OIC staffs

in these areas. If the test sites for the preliminary questionnaires are included, a

total of 23 sites was visited: six in California; four in New Jersey; two each in Penn-

sylvania, Ohio, and Connecticut; and one each in Florida, Georgia, Delaware, Indiana,

Tennessee, Rhode Island. Centers were also visited in Oakland, California, and New

York City, where the staffs refused to complete the questionnaire because of their ob-

jections to its focus, approach, and possible use.

A list of the centers visited, a copy of the questionnaire used to survey these

respondents, and statistical summaries of their responses can all he found in the

Appendices of this report.

The Chicano Sample

The initial objective of this section of the study was to include the three main

Spanish-surnamed groups in the United States: Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and Cubans.

The differences among these groups, however, made it impractical to lump them

together. Consequently, it was decided to limit the study to the chicano group.

A total of 72 questionnaires was elicited from staff at approximately thirty

Skills Centers and vocational centers in the Southwest that have a high percentage

of chicano enrollees. A tentative questionnaire was administered at seven centers

in Northern and Southern California. The final questionnaire was administered at

five centers in Southern California, eight in Arizona, seven in northern New Mexico,
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and four in southern Texas. Colorado, although considered very important, could

not be visited due to the limitations of time and funds. A list of the centers visited,

along with a sample questionnaire and statistical summaries of staff responses, can

also be found in the Appendices.

The centers surveyed in this section of the study are grouped in two different

categories based on some specific features. Category A designates Skills Centers

and vocational education institutions. This type of center is for the most part staffed

and run by whites. Some exceptions occur in northern New Mexico. Another feature

of those centers is that they enroll a variety of population groups. Category B

designates Operation SER-MDTA, Operation SER-Concentrated Employment Pro-

gram (CEP), CEP, OIC, and community centers staffed and run primarily by chicanos,

and which have Trainee populaLions who arc also primarily chicano. The distinction

between these two groups is made because it is one that distinpishes chicano training

centers from those other minority groups, and because it points out some relevant con-

trasts in staff perceptions of trainee variables that are described in Chapter 5.

In category A, nineteen whites and thirteen chicanos were interviewed. Five

of the chicanos and three of the whites were administrators. Three of the chicanos

and one of the whites were counselors. Four of the whites were curriculum special-

ists. Five of the chicanos and seven of the whites were instructor.

There are two factors which must be taken into consideration when noting the

high number of chicanos in this group: (1) the proportionately large representation

of northern New Mexico CC Itic:TS in which chicanos are rather well represented, and

(2) the tendency of the centers to assign chicano staff members to the task of filling
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out such forms as questionnaires that relate to their own population group. The

California centers where the tentative questionnaire was administered, for example,

did not have nearly so high a percentage of chicano staff.

The staff distribution in category 11, on the other hand, better reflects the reasons

given for its definition. Administratoru were: eight chicanos, one white; counselors

were: five chicanos, one white; curriculum specialists were: two chicanos, one white;

instructors were: ten chicanos, four whites.

The Native American Sample

A total of 55 questionnaires was collected at fourteen institutions which enroll

native American trainees, five of which are in Arizona, four in New Mexico, two in

Oklahoma, and one each in California, Colorado, and Wisconsin. A list of these

centers is included in Appendix A.

Initially, the centers were selected because they met two criteria: (I) they

provided vocational technical training, and (2) trainee enrollment included native

Americans. Actual visits to designated centers revealed, however, that the

percentage of trainees from the target population was quite low. Consequently, the

field work pattern was modified to include such educational institutes as the Institute

of American Indian Arts in Santa Fe and Bacon College in Oklahoma, where an

appreciable percentage of the student population is native American.

The Rural Appalachian White Sample

Three centers in West Virginia, four in North Carolina, four in Tennessee,

two in southwest Virginia, two in Vermont, and one in Kentucky yielded a
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total of 67 questionnaires from staff working with rural Appalachian white trainees.

Of the sixteen survey centers, eleven were represented in the computerized

analysis of the findings. The returns from the other four centers were not available

to be included in the computer runoff, but are incorporated in the findings of this

section of the study where they are particularly pertinent to the conclusions drawn

from the computer. The percentage of respondents to the questionnaires in this sample

includes: administrators, 16.7 percent; counselors, 4.9 percent; and instructors,

76.1 percent. The staff interviewed was 99 percent white, and the trainee population

they worked with was 96 percent white.

LIMITATIONS Ot: THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The general findings which are discussed in the ensuing chapters should be

qualified by the following limitations which, in most cases, arc functions of the

particular type of survey conducted:

(1) The data collected do not identify the degree to which differences in

the structure of the training programs or variances in the manner of

referral to these programs may have influenced the trainees' vocational

outlook and level of achievement.

(2) The questionnaire was not sufficiently detailed to determine the degree

to which the sex, age, and educational background of the trainees have

influenced their vocational outlook and levels of performance.

(3) The interviewees were administrators and staff members at vocational

training facilities. The sample was large enough to be representative of

the staff at those particular centers and of staff in MDTA Skills Centers
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serving those particular minorities. It is not representative of all

post - secondary vocational skills training institutions. The data do not

reflect the trainees' perceptions of themselves or of the program.

also lack input from those agencies hiring the trainees after completion

of their program.

(4) The range of sampling possibilities was restricted by economic and

time constraints. Also, the selection of sites for visits was determined

in concert with regional and state officials, making it difficult to ascertain

which centers were actually representative of the training environment

in the area and which were simply "showplaces."

(5) The operational framework and the questionnaire derived from it

obviously run the risk of oversimplifying the extremely complex inter-

relationships of culture, language, and an individual's attitude and

actions. The results of any survey, no matter how thorough, will of

necessity be less than a full reflection of the rich interactions of cul-

ture, language, and Jividuals.

OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION

In order to mitigate the limitation? of the basic survey of the study and to add

further dimensions to the findings, several steps were taken:

(I) As already noted, the specific information gathered from the literature

survey was used to weigh the survey findings through comparison, criti-

cism, and elaboration.

(2) A series of open-ended interviews with a variety of minority experts,

spokesmen, educators, and training center personnel was conducted to
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balance and elaborate on the survey data.

(3) During the field trips to the centers for the administration of the question-

naire, a great number of conversations about the impact of the variables

on education occurred between the interviewers and respondents. Anec-

dotal records were made where these conversations fixed on points of

interest to the study.

(4) Symposia were organized by the black and chicano research analysts to

supplement the findings of the study.

A symposium, "Perspectives on Black Manpower Vocational Development:

Cultural Parameters," was sponsored through the Afro-American Studies Department

of Howard University in Washington, D.C. The panelists, all blacks and authorities

in their respective fields of endeavor, included a political scientist-sociologist, an

attorney, a linguist, an adult educator, an educator in urban education and career

opportunity, and a community action administrator. Position papers by the participants

can be found in Appendix C.

A symposium, "Chicano Culture and Occupational Opportunity," brought

together six chicano professors from different California colleges. They included

two sociologists, a political scientist, a historian, an economist, and a psychologist.

A transcript of their panel discussion can be found in Appendix D.

After the draft report was completed, it was submitted for review to a panel

representing major minority organizations. After the documents were read, they were

assembled in a seminar setting to critique the report. The draft report was then

modified in respect to some of their criticisms and identification of additional evidence.
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Written Comments of these panelists and an edited transcript of the symposium

discussions are contained in Appendix E.
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BLACK CONCERNS

The format for this chapter, as well as for the ensuing three chapters on the

concerns of the other minorities in the study, will be a presentation of the hypotheses

formulated from the findings of the study. Each hypothesis will also be explained

in detail and the data which prompted its formulation will be provided.

A. There are no cultural and language variables_peculiar to blacks which pose sig-

nificant obstacles to successful vocational trainin

There was substantial agreement among both the writers encountered in the

literature survey and the respondents to the questionnaires and interviews that cul-

tural or language characteristics related to education distinguish blacks from mem-

bers of the dominant culture. They found very little evidence either in studies that

had been conducted or in their own observations that supported the existence of such

characteristics. The few distinguishing characteristics that some felt existed were

judged either to have no particular effect on training or to he other than cultural or

linguistic in origins. In fact, this concern that the study was focused on an insignifi-

cant aspect of the problem was one of the strongest points insisted upon by all data

4-1
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sources. This attitude is summed up in the following comment by one of the staff

members interviewed:

Language is no real barrier in this training program and there are

cultural differences among some blacks but not to the extent that socioeco-

nomic and political factors play insignificant roles. There is no completely

separate black culture that exists among the majority of blacks in the United

States. Much of the customs, habits, and socioeconomic values of the United

States are also values of the blacks.

Some of the literature surveyed seems to challenge this conclusion in that a

great deal of it is directed toward preparing teachers to work with students express-

ing a different set of values from their own. The problem with these materials is

that rather than attempting to demonstrate or prove the existence of educationally

relevant variables, they tend to assume their existence as a working premise that

teachers are not inclined to question.

The results of the questionnaire lend strong support to this first hypothesis.

The first part of the questionnaire was designed to determine to what extent staff

members of the training centers, who are in almost daily contact with black trainees,

perceive their behavior to he aligned with popular stereotypes about them. The staff

members were requested to indicate which of a list of 15 predetermined features

they considered to he cultural features of their black trainees. The list included

features of family structure, sex roles, community structure, individual and group

values, language, and superstition.

The findings are presented in two categories: those responses made by black

staff members and those made by nonblack staff. A majority of both categories
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felt that the popular stereotypes regarding blacks were completely inaccurate.

There was also agreement between black and other interviewees about which of

the items on the list they did perceive to be features of the trainees. Although

there were some quantitative variations between the responses of the two catego-

ries of interviewees, both groups agreed substantially on all points.

Combining the findings of the questionnaire with information from the other

sources used by the study results in a clear-cut and detailed support of the first

hypothesis regarding black trainees; -- that of family; the second hypothesis, sex

roles, and the third, community structure. All are vital to this study. The fourth

and fifth factors, individual and group values and language, respectively, are also

discussed below.

Family

There were several categories which described various features which have

been attributed to black families. To the category of extended family (close ties

with members outside the parent-child nuclear family unit) 57.6 percent of the

black interviewees responded that they did not perceive this to be a cultural feature

of the trainees, while 51.6 percent of the other interviewees agreed with them. In

other categories relating to the family, the respondents rejected them even more

strongly. More than 60 percent of the black respondents and more than 71 percent

of the others did not perceive any of the following to be cultural features of the

trainees: close family tics and family interdependence, achievement for the family

rather than for oneself, and father as head of the family.
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Sex Roles

Within this special category of family structure, 78 percent of the black re-

spondents and 83 percent of the others did not perceive either male dominance or

female subservience to be cultural features of the trainees. In this category, how-

ever, falls one of the two characteristics that the respondents felt was in fact a

feature of the trainees' culture: 63.6 percent of the black interviewees and 71 per-

cent of the others perceived the mother as center of spiritual and effective cohe-

siveness of family to be a characteristic of their trainees' families.

While this is substantial statistical support for this characteristic as actually

functioning in the lives of trainees, that view should be qualified by at least two dif-

ferent arguments found in the literature that challenge the black "matriarchal"

stereotype. Dr. Robert Hill, in a 1971 report for the National Urban League, chal-

lenged the image outright when he observed:

Contrary to the widespread belief in the "matriarchy" among blacks,

our findings reveal that most black families, whether low income or not, are

characterized by an "equalitarian" pq pattern in which neither spouse dom-

inates, but share the decision-making and the performance of expected tasks.

. . . National earnings data do not support the popular conception that wives'

earnings in most low-income black families are often greater than the hus-

bands'. Recent Bureau of Labor statistics data indicate that in 85 percent

of the black families with incomes under $3,000, the husband's earnings

surpassed the wife's. Thus, contrast)/ to the stereotypes of black men as

weak," -irresponsible,- and "peripheral," the husband is the main provider
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in the overwhelming majority of black families, whether low-income or

not. . . . Contrary to the belief that dependency is characteristic of most

families headed by women, recent Census Bureau data indicate that two-

thirds of the women heading black families work -- most of them full-time.

Out study found that most assertions about widespread desertion in black

families are not based on actual desertion rates. In fact, recent HEW data

reveal that not even the majority of AFDC [Aid to Families with Dependent

Children] families can be characterized as "deserted"; only one-fifth

of the black families receiving AFDC in 1969 were so described. 1

In their book, Grier and Cobbs take a different approach, pointing out that

when a so-called matriarchal situation exists, it arises from a background that is

considerably more complex than a simple cultural preference:

The simplistic view of the black family as a matriarchy is an unfortu-

nate theme repeated too often by scholars who should know better. If a man

is stripped of his authority in the home by forces outside of that home, the

woman must naturally assume the status of head of household. This is the

safety factor inherent in a household which includes two adults, and it by no

means suggests that the woman prefers it that way. If a woman is widowed

she may assume many masculine functions.
2

This is one facet of the recurring argument that black characteristics as well as

1Robert B. Hill, "The Strengths of Black Families," National Urban League,
August 1971.

2Price M. Cobbs and William H. Grier, Black Rage (New York: Bantam
Books, 1969).
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black problems arise from situations that are more external and concrete than

loosely defined cultural preferences.

Community Structure

The only other characteristics that questionnaire respondents identified as

being manifested in their trainees' lives was a ghetto style of residence. Thus

72.7 percent of the black respondents and 72.6 of the others saw this as a signif-

icant feature. However, its significance is limited by the fact that life in the ghetto

seems to be anything but freely chosen or dictated by cultural attitudes.

The late Lorraine Hansberry, a black writer, typifies the response of

black spokesmen to the notion that life in the ghetto is by choice and due to the

values of blacks: ". . . Blues or no blues, life roots or no life roots, Negroes

of all classes have made it clear that they want the hell out of the ghetto just as

fast as . . . anything . . . can thrust them." There seems to be resounding agree-

ment that the ghetto is a harsh socioeconomic reality imposed on the blacks rather

than something that they chose or that evolved out of their culture.

Individual and Group Values

A series of characteristics that were listed under this heading was rejected

by both groups of respondents as characteristic of their black trainees by percent-

ages ranging from 57.6 to 84.8. These categories were: achievement oriented

toward the community or the ethnic group, more cooperatively than competitively

oriented, free of anxiety in their attitudes toward time, undependable in time-

structured situations, strong religious feelings and affiliations, and superstitious

in their beliefs.
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Language

Asked whether the category "monolingual speakers of a dialect" described

their trainees, 57.6 percent of the black respondents and 74.2 percent of the others

answered that it did not. Also, 81.8 percent of the blacks and 75.8 percent of the

others did not perceive bilingualism (i.e., dialect/English) to be a feature of their

trainees. It would seem, then, that iftnguage as well as culture does not function

significantly as a variable affecting trainees' levels of performance and vocational

outlook.

This conclusion is supported by the response of a black Skills Center

administrator to an interview question about factors that have a negative effect

on trainee performance:

Language also is not a factor. Sometimes it appears that many

of the educational facilities from which trainees have come may be

deficient in teaching him, in exposing him to the language skills nec-

essary to perform adequately on the job, or adequately in an academic

setting. However, when he is fully exposed and when he has the oppor-

tunity to learn, his language pattern is similar to that of anyone else's.

I think this has been demonstrated time and time again, because if you

notice those people who come out of the ghetto areas -- whatever ghetto

really means -- and achieve by going to college and moving on in a

successful way, you will notice that their language pattern readily

adapts to those of their associates.
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This is an elaboration of the attitude toward language as a distinguishing vari-

able that Was most often encountered in the interviews and in the comments

added to questionnaires.

Another response to the question of language as a significant variable in

the training of blacks is the observation made on different occasions by two of

the participants in the symposium on black concerns sponsored by this project.

Reginald Pearman, in his symposium report (see Appendix C), emphasized both

the need to fully explore American linguistic patterns before assuming a defini-

tion of standard English and the need to preserve a pragmatic approach to the

functional nature of language by encouraging the use of the particular form

of the language that best accomplishes the specific task that the individual

has before him.

Dr. Joseph Applegate, a black linguist, concurs in this emphasis on

the intricate and complex quality of linguistic concerns and on the need to pre-

serve a multipurpose image of language:

In short, what I am suggesting is this: If a serious study

of the speech of people in the black urban community is to be con-

ducted, the methods that have been established for collecting data

for sound linguistic descriptions must be used. First, let us have

an accurate definition and description of the language called "stan-

dard American English" as it is currently spoken. This should

include consideration of the language used by all speakers in the
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American English speech community; no segment of the community

should be arbitrarily excluded. Then, the descriptions should be

as accurate and as complete as possible both for standard Ameri-

can English, for urban English, and for the speech of the black

community. Only when these things have been done can we assume

that we have established a firm base for discussion of urban speech

patterns of the kind that we have heard this evening. Anything less

implies that we are disregarding our responsibility as linguists

and as scholars, perhaps succumbing to previously conceived ideas

about the speech of certain ethnic groups.

On the basis of the responses to the questionnaire, the interviews, the

symposi,ni, and other materials gathered in this section of the study, there

seems to be reasonably broad support for the first hypothesis about black

trainees. There do not appear to be any cultural or language variables that

substantially affect their level of performance in training or their vocational

outlook.

However, in gathering this supporting material, the project staff dis-

covered that there was a significantly widespread feeling that although cultural

and language variables did not directly hinder the training experiences of

blacks, there was one way in which they were indeed relevant to training.

This discovery led to the second hypothesis of the study regarding black

trainees.
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B. Staff misconceptions that assume the exietence of cultural and language vari

abler that do not, in fact, exist create an atmosphere of poor communications

that hinders trainee performance and may also excessively limit the occupations

to which trainees are assigned.

Many staff members who were surveyed indicated an attitude of casual

acceptance of black stereotypes Some of them felt that trainees were not capable

of being helped by training programs. A sampling of the statements which were

made to justify this attitude includes:

"Most of these women can get welfare and non't really wart a job."

"You know blacks don't like to work anyway. All they do is hustle from

one training program to another."

"If they just knew how to communicate, they could learn faster."

"Their attendance is very poor for some reason. Maybe they don't care

about training like other people."

These casually expressed attitudes on the part of some staff seem to run

directly contrary to the material elicited from staff in support of the first hypoth-

esis. Although when questioned about specific stereotypes, the staff tended sub-

stantially to reject them, the presence of comments such as those quoted above

indicates that there may be a strong residue of the kind of vaguely hostile feel-

ings that those stereotypes could generate that remains after the specific stereo-

type has been rejected.
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Even in situations where there seems to he a genuine interest in optimizing

the opportunities of !Clack trainees, there is sometimes a determination to avoid

challenging the kind of attitudes expressed alxwe, as well as other stereotypes.

This caution can often serve to freeze those attitudes at the status quo. The com-

ments of one Skills Center administrator illustrate that type of dependency on the

status quo:

Once we had a major appliance course, but the business community

said "No." They had to object to hiring them because if white women came

to the door and saw that the repairman was black, they would throw their

hands up and say, "Go away. " They would not let them in. That was four

years ago. But now there is a great need for people trained in this area,

and they are hard to find, so nobody complains that we have such a course.

These people are hired when they finish the course. Some have gone ahead

of whites to general supervisors, where they have up-front offices and wear

Brooks Mothers suits.

Another area where staff misconceptions may damage trainee performance

and opportunities can be found in the fact that a majority of the questionnaire respon-

dents perceived black trainees to show a preference for training in manual skills.

This statistical judgment is challenged by several experts, as well as by many of

the comments written on questionnaires. For example, the chairman of the Afro-

American Studies Department at a major university noted during an interview that

"It's impossible to speak of racial occupational preferences, except to say that the

blacks desire as wide an occupational choice as is available. Like any other group,
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blacks tend to go where there is incentive and opportunity. " This assertion re-

verses the implication of the questionnaire findings by implying that trainee choice

of manual skills is not one that they make, but rather one that is imposed on them

by a lack of other opportunities.

This view is also corroborated by the question raised by Dr. Clyde Berry, an

Opportunities Industrialization Center executive and coordinator for the Insti-

tute for the Study of Multicultural Education at Riverside, California, when asked

about the occupational preferences of black trainees. He observed rather pointedly

that opportunities in present training areas are being automated out: "Are they

trained for self-employment? Traditional training areas in manpower and voca-

tional training should be replaced with career training in medicine, education, ad-

ministration, etc., as they will never be replaced by automation. . . . These

services will be needed in the black community now and forever. " This rather

tangential answer is clear in its implications. He does not feel the question of

black occupational preferences is worth asking until there are some desirable alter-

natives available to prefer.

Many questionnaires contained comments such as the following: "Curriculum

guides should plan for additional courses beyond the trades area. These should

include some professional areas of opportunities. Comments such as this would

not be made if the respondents' experiences with blacks indicated that they preferred

only manual skills training. If as these illustrations suggest, there is no cultur-

al preference for manual skills training, then the inaccurate perception of the major-

ity of questionnaire respondents that such a preference does exist could severely limit
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the occupational outlook and training possibilities of trainees. There seems to be

enough evidence, anyway, to warrant formulating this hypothesis as the basis for

further inquiry into the effect of staff attitudes.

Although there do not seem to be any cultural or language variables affecting

the performance of black trainees in training programs, there do appear to be mis-

conceptions on the part of some staff about these variables that can have a negative

effect on training. However, there are factors which seem to have considerably

greater effect on training performance and vocational outlook than staff mispercep-

tions. These factors were by far the most strongly emphasized by respondents dur-

ing the gathering of data and resulted in the third hypothesis of the black section of

the study.

C. Most, if not all of the factors which seem to affect the general performance of

blacks in training programs are the result of past and present discrimination, and

the socioeconomic deprivation many of them have experienced in such areas as in-

come, education, and housing.

The deprivation that many black trainees faced as they grew up and still face

during training creates some concrete and critical problems that, while they remain

unsolved, have a definite effect on the training situation. Such basic concerns as

income, food, health care, and housing, which may have all been at a survival level

before training and which may still be at that level when training is completed, can

occupy so much of the trainee's attention that focusing on his courses may seem

a luxury for which he has little energy.

This same deprivation is reflected in the often extremely low quality of educa-

tional experience the trainee has had. The atmosphere both in the ghetto schools
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and in the ghetto itself is rarely supportive of a desire to achieve academically.

In fact, the avenues to academic achievement are often cut off to the black student

in his first few years in school through structures such as tracking systems. As

a result of this kind of experience, his performance in training can be affected by

,both a lack of basic skills and a poor attitude toward educational activity in general.

One interviewer noted that at several of the training centers he visited, there

was little or no public transportation available to and from the centers. Such specif-

ic, concrete, and external problems as this can result in drops in program attend-

ance or other characteristics of low levels of performance. Another specific problem

referred to by many respondents and interviewees was the lack of support for trainees

who encountered legal problems during training. They asserted that a staff member

who could act as a buffer between the trainees and local police (as well as the provi-

sion of legal assistance in court) would increase the rate of successful completion

among black trainees.

The underlying assertion from which all of these problems arise is that there

is a need to focus efforts and energy on the economic and social realities that the

trainees face rather than on their cultural characteristics. Many respondents sug-

gested that the most effective way to increase the level of trainee performance was

to improve and broaden the range of support services provided for the trainees.

The assumption in this recommendation is that, if he does not have to expend near-

ly all of his energy contending with the problems of his socioeconomic environment,

he may be able to apply enough of that energy and attention to his course work to

succeed in the program.
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Equally as significant as the economic deprivation that black trainees experi-

ence is the pattern of discrimination that they face, particularly in the labor mar-

ket. In fact, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was in direct response to this discrimi-

nation. Since the enactment of that law, many research studies have been conducted

to disclose the extent to which such discriminatory practices continue among

major industries throughout the nation. The results of these studies show findings

of widespread continued patterns of discriminatory practices toward blacks by the

industries studied. The findings of two of these reports, presented here, are rep-

resentative of the findings in all the studies, and disclose patterns of discrimina-

tory practices toward minority group members and toward blacks in particular, in

both the private and the public sectors of the economy.

Discrimination in the private sector is illustrated IN a study of the trucking

industry sponsored by the Equal Opportunities Employment Commission in 1971.

A summary of the discussion of the findings states:

There is substantial evidence indicating that discrimination in the

trucking industry is systematic in nature. The more important contributing

factors discussed . . . are (1) the referral system of hiring, (2) reinforced

by the biases of the predominantly Anglo-male rank and file, (3) combined

with equivocal and unvalidated selection procedures and standards, (4) in-

equitable lines of progression, and (5) many prevalent employment practices

which have been found in violation of Title VII. These elements are inherent

.aspects of the employment system and contribute to the discriminatory em-

ployment patterns which exist in the industry. This conclusion is consistent
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with a major study of employment discrimination by the University of

Michigan, Survey Research Center, which held that "nonability oriented

and discriminatory personnel decisions are not idiosyncratically deter-

mined, but are both patterned and predictable."

The study on the status of equal opportunity in state and local government

employment was done in 1969 by the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights. In a

summary of its report, under the heading "Patterns of Minority Group Employ-

ment in State and Local Government, " the Commission stated:

The basic finding of this study is that state and local governments

have failed to fulfill their obligation to assure equal job opportunity. In

many localities, minority group members are denied access to responsi-

ble government jobs and often are totally excluded from employment except

in the most menial capacities. In many areas of government, minority

group members are excluded almost entirely from decisionmaking posi-

tions, and, even in those instances where they hold jobs carrying higher

status, these jobs usually involve work only with the problems of minority

groups and tend to limit contact largely to other minority group members.

Examples include managerial and professional positions in human relations

commissions or in welfare agencies.

This type of discrimination often produces the deprivation described earlier.

The lack of employment and income inevitably results in inferior or no education,

housing, and medical care. Though some few "window dressing" positions are

provided for a minute percentage of blacks, the vast majority remain virtually
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at the bottom of the economic strata of this society, where they are either underem-

ployed or unemployed. Many blacks continue to experience the nightmare of being

denied a job at any level of employment.

Those "window dressing" positions are used in a concerted effort to show

that the so-called "qualified blacks arc not discriminated against. Such positions

have been made available to a few blacks, but in them, although they arc conspicuous

for obvious reasons, they exercise little or no authority.

Blacks dominate another unique position in the employment picture. They

are the primary members of the group of workers that fall into the "last hired, first

fired" category. A 1972 article in the Washington, D.C., Even'ng Star, titled "Blacks,

Chicanos Hit Hardest by job Layoffs," states that blacks and chicanos "are bearing the

brunt of layoffs as government departments and agencies move to meet President

Nixon's 5 percent job-cut deadline of June 30. Federal officials explain that blacks

ad Spanish-speaking Americans are being hardest hit by the job layoffs because they

are the last hired 'so now they are the first to be fired.

These various facets of job discrimination against blacks all find their roots

in the traditional depiction of the blacks as occupying the lowest job categories that

exist. To everyone but them, this was considered their place. For the majority,

this "place" turned out to he jobs such as lawn boy, domestic servant, laundry

worker, ditchdigger, garbage collector, delivery boy, elevator operator, orderly,

busboy, janitor, locomotive fireman, and other jobs considered too demeaning to be

filled by whites.
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In the face of such extensive and long-standing discrimination arguments

that the level and success of black occupational experiences are culturally moti-

vated hold little weight. They are no more compelling than similar arguments

made by slave owners that are recorded by Grier and Cobbs:

The journals of slave owners tell of their exasperation when their

slaves refused to work or worked poorly or broke farm tools. They attrib-

uted such behavior to "poor moral fiber," shiftlessness, and stupidity. One

wonders who is stupid, the slave who dawdles or the owner who expected

him to do otherwise.

This pattern of discrimination is actually defended and strengthened rather

than attacked by the historical pattern of vocational education and even by some

characteristics of MDTA training programs. Throughout most if not all of the

southern and border states, there has existed a two-tiered vocational-technical

educational system operated by the public schools. These institutions were the

basis of racial discrimination for the masses who had to receive their education

in public schools. In almost every public school jurisdiction there was at least

one "vocational" or "technical" high school that was not open to black students.

Those schools were regularly funded and equipped with the most modern machinery

of the times. They offered full- and part-time courses in many of the occupational

areas from which blacks were excluded. If a student other than a black was unable

to attend college upon completing an academic high school curriculum, or if he

simply chose to, he could enroll in one of these schools where he would be equipped

with a trade upon completion.
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For black children, there was no such training provided by public or private

schools. The few private institutions that still exist are as they were in the past;

they were poorly equipped, unaccredited, and too expensive for attendance by all

but a meager few. In the public school system, instead of relevant vocational

training, "manual training" or "workshop" was a part of the regular daily aca-

demic curriculum designed for "colored" or "Negro" children. Only an hour or

two was spent in the shop each day by each child. The majority of children got to

shop only once or twice a week, since just one schoolroom was provided for this

purpose, and was additionally divided according to sex.

There was usually only one teacher for each shop, and he or she was respon-

sible for teaching all of the "manual training" offered at a particular school. For

the girls sewing, cooking, and laundry were offered in elementary school. In high

school nursing was added to this list of courses offered in the shop. The nursing

course often amounted to less than the Red Cross's present first-aid course. The

boys had a choice of carpentry, chair weaving, and tailoring in elementary school.

Auto mechanics and upholstering were added to that list in the high schools. In a

few schools, mostly high schools, band and shoe repairing were offered. The

band enrolled either sex.

It should be noted that the rural schools designated for attendance by black

children were invariably named "county training schools" (e. g., Choctaw County

Training School). The rural schools for others, however, were named for persons

considered famous by members of that population group. Schools for blacks were

said to have been closed during most of the regular school year so that the children
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could assist their parents in planting or harvesting the landlord's crops. Only

in recent years has this practice been discontinued.

In addition to the hapless situations described in the preceding paragraphs,

for many years academic high schools for blacks carried the "industrial" desig-

nation as part of their official names. So did many of the reformatory schools

in which only black youngsters were incarcerated. There is no indication that

this was ever the case for others; schools for them, other than academic, were

either "vocational" or "technical."

Considering the consistency of the naming pattern, it is not likely that these

dissimilarities occurred by accident. No remotedly industrial curriculum was

used in the schools bearing this name, and courses were not available to blacks

until they reached a higher grade level than that at which the same courses were

offered to whites. This meant that if blacks were able to complete high school,

they would not have been exposed to the same basic education as others.

Federal manpower training programs were developed, in part, in response

to this pattern of educational discrimination. However, they ran into an immediate

semanttc problem growing out of the southern educational system just described.

The word "training" is viewed unfavorably by blacks. For those from southern

and border states, it reminds them of a background of discrimination and inferior

conditions. While doing research for the cultural and linguistics project, interview-

ers found that respondents asked "Why do they have to call these students trainees?"

In general these questioners felt that the answer was obvious. Those persons who

set policy and plan programs seem to assume that blacks must be trained since
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they are deficient of the psychological capacity with which to think and make valid

decisions for themselves.

Actually as well as semantically, the manpower training system contributed

to the historical pattern of discrimination. During the early years of MDTA, there

was no federal civil rights law to protect blacks. Segregation in the public schools

was still being vigorously enforced. Then, as now, MDTA stressed that selecting

and assigning trainees to courses in occupational areas which would meet the

established needs of the business community be done by the local Employment Ser-

vice. The Employment Service has a reputation for excluding blacks from policy-

making positions of any consequences. As a result, the selective requests of em-

ployers for nonblack employees continued to be recognized and filled with the aid

of MDTA.

In the South the Employment Service arranged for domestic and motel service

courses to which only black females were assigned, and a service station attendant

course to which only black males were assigned. A list of available courses. believed

not to have included either of the three above, was circulated throughout the local

and state service agencies without any patent indications that blacks were excluded

from enrollment. In fact, the wording accompanying the lists and policy statements

from central offices required agency workers to inform all recipients of the avail-

ability of training in the courses listed. Those interested were to be referred to

the Employment Service by established referral forms on which were to be indicat-

ed the specific services the recipient was requesting. Blacks, upon returning from

the Employment Service, stated that the courses in either domestic and motel ser-

vices or service station attendant were closed. The recipients reported that if
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they insisted that the Employment Service "man" explain why they were not being

informed about the courses of their interests, they were told that no such courses

were available for their "race" or for "colored."

In other parts of the nation the situation took on characteristics that are now

prevalent in much of the South since the enactment of a federal civil rights law pro-

hibiting discriminatory practices toward blacks and other minority group members.

This means that all federally funded programs such as MDTA must be fully open to

all persons. Nonetheless, discrimination appears to be practiced at present in the

patterns of selection and assignment to occupational areas. In many Skills Centers

it was observed by questionnaire respondents and interviewees that only one or two

blacks were assigned to courses where there was a high demand for graduates from

these skills areas. This is especially true if the skills area was in a craft or trade

from which blacks were traditionally excluded.

In courses traditionally considered occupational areas for blacks, only one or

two, if any, nonblack students were assigned to them (e.g., food service and licensed

vocational nurse). Skills Center staff who made the observations stated that they

are not in accord with this assignment pattern practiced by Employment Service

counselors. Some comments by staff members indicating their attitude toward the

Employment Service trainee selection and assignment practices were written on

survey questionnaires. One staff member wrote:

In the recruitment of trainees, they should be given a greater under-

standing of the vocational choices and the extended choices available in each

occupational field from which to choose. They should then be allowed freedom

of vocational choice.
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Another staff member wrote:

I don't know whether the admission system can be classified as socio-

economic or a political system. I do know it stinks, and the people who can

profit most in training are usually eliminated.

And a third staff member's perception is that

While often due to factors in 5.3 [5:utside socioeconomic and political

influences a trainee settles for less than 15i} innate ability might dictate.

He in many cases is directed to occupational approaches where mobility is

not more readily accessible. This raises the question as to whether society

has the right to tell a man or woman he she. should not fulfill his Fr het.]

potential. or whether society with this institution tt.he Employment Service]

as its arm has the right to prescribe an occupation for him -- re-

gardless of whether it is considered a beneficial type of nudge.

One reaction to this discrimination that blacks have encountered in their con-

tacts with employers, with the general education system, and with vocational train-

ing programs in particular has been a tendency to reject training opportunities that

they see as fitting into the pattern of discrimination. The particular sensitivity of

bl acks toward this type of "opportunity" gives rise to the fourth and final hypothesis

which this study has formulated about black trainees.

D. Blacks are particularly likely to reject training opportunities in what they per-

ceive from a background of discrimination to be demeaning occupations.

Few if any persons in the white community realize that each generation of

black parents shared with their children the profound resentment they held for the
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only jobs they could get. The children were forever reminded that they should

attain a socioeconomic level higher than that of their parents. They were to "get

a good education" in order to have "a good life like other people. " They were coun-

seled that good positions for which they had prepared themselves might not be im-

mediately available, but the day would come when they would be. These children

were to remember the disdain their parents expressed toward manual labor. They

were to strive to attain positions equal with all others. Regardless of the prevail-

ing belief outside their communities, black educators and ministers were reinforc-

ing the counseling of the children's parents. Such counseling continues to this day.

Consequently, blacks as a whole view the kinds of employment they have been

traditionally limited to and training fnr such employment as demeaning both to them

as individuals and to blacks as a group.

Being exposed to black awareness programs, minority history, black journal-

ism and mass media, blacks are now more aware of the many opportunities in edu-

cation, employment, housing, and so forth which are potentially available to them.

With a federal civil rights law that promises redress for prohibited practices against

them, they are more likely to reject training opportunities in what they perceive,

from their background of discrimination, to be demeaning occupations (regardless

of the attractiveness of the job title).

An example of the black trainees' attitudes toward training opportunities for

menial occupations is indicated by the statement of a southern Skills Center adminis-

trator. He said candidly that

Blacks do not want "small motor repair. " They consider it will end

up being lawn boy preparation which they see as just the same old thing.
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Something they could do without training. We had to re-do it and change it to

"small and marine motor outboard repair" when they took to it. They were

hired because there was a need for qualified people. They don't want this

"hands on" stuff. They want to sit behind desks but, the "hands on" stuff is

all the program offers.

In one Center the administrator complained because the drafting course had

been discontinued "on a temporary basis. But for more than a year Employment

Service had not assigned any trainees to the course." This administrator suggest-

ed, as an illustration of where the program's focus lay, a tour through an elaborate

mock home built in the Center to be used for training in domestic services. This

facsimile was complete with thick expensive carpeting and svnerbly appointed fur-

niture. The kitchen was equipped with all of the modern conveniences, including

an electric dishwasher and garbage disposal. Nothing else in the Center appeared

to have received nearly the excellent consideration iii planning and construction

that this training aid did.

Shortly after the first class began in the domestic service course, persons

superior to him or from the Employment Service assigned trainees to work in

homes in the white community for the purpose of "practical experience, " he said.

The director indicated this course was considered demeaning to the trainees and

infuriated them. Trainees assigned to the course dropped out, and new ones re-

fused to accept assignment to the course, it was reported. This type of emphasis

in program content is certainly a greater factor in the poor performance of black

students in manpower and vocational training than is their culture and language.
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Some courses are offered under sophisticated titles such as "licensed voca-

tional nurse. " However, when a training center director explained the duties of

this skill, they amounted to no more than the responsibilities of a hospital order-

ly. Yet the director and Employment Service counselor stated that they were un-

able to understand why no trainee applicants have accepted assignment to this

course.

Another facet of this attitude is black response to training opportunities in

the crafts and trades areas from which they have been traditionally excluded. The

length of the training cycles in these areas are questioned with regard to whether

they are long enough for adequate preparation for the trainees to enter a craft or

trade, either as an apprentice or journeyman, or are just long enough to prepare

them to enter as "helpers. " Many trainees realize their fathers occupied jobs as

"helpers" in crafts and trades without training. Whenever this is considered to

be the case, they are likely to reject such training opportunities.

The findings of this research indicate a national consistency in the attitude

of blacks toward training in manual and menial occupational areas. A Skills Cen-

ter director in California stated quite simply that

. . . [The students prefer nonmanual types of training to manual. They have

attached stigmas to laundry and dry cleaning and other hands-on type of train-

ing and jobs, even though the demand for employees in these areas is greater

than the supply would be if they could find the trainees. They prefer business,

clerical, and office types of endeavors at less pay than manual types.

An additional factor that is more likely to have an effect on the level of per-

formance of trainees than cultural and language factors is the overall structure of
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the training programs themselves. The findings of this study indicate that the

attitudes and policies imposed upon the training centers or those which these in-

stitutions construct themselves are felt by respondents to be more significant bar-

riers to trainee success than their culture and language. In most training centers

the method of screening and selecting trainees is considered inadequate. Neither

the center nor the staff members have the opportunity to assist in the selection

and course assignments of the trainees. This often results in the selection and

assignment of trainees for course offerings that are not related to their occupa-

tional preferences or need.

The general practice of the Employment Service counselors is to assign the

trainees to "slots" wherever there are openings, according to training center staff

members. As an alternative to such assignments, applicants for training are

placed on a waiting list. In many instances the waiting period ranges from three

months to two years. Even if the trainees are eventually admitted, they may en-

ter with negative feelings toward the center which they think has kept them out.

This arbitrary screening process produces an attitude on the part of the trainees

and staff members which is not conducive to learning. It was emphatically suggest-

ed by staff members that this policy be replaced by a more tenable arrangement.

Uncertainty of funding was also a major concern of staff members. They

felt that this frustrated whatever positive efforts they tried to make, leaving both

staff and trainees with negative feelings about the possibility of a successful pro-

gram. It was the expressed desire of most staff members that these programs he

funded on a more permanent basis in order to minimize disruptive effect3 in the

teaching - learning process.
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Some other policies of MDTA-type training centers reported by many inter-

viewees to adversely affect black trainee performance and success are:

(1) Hiring an unreasonably small percentage of black staff members at

centers where most of the trainees are from that population group

(2) Inadequately recognizing events and rituals considered important to

the black trainee population (e. g., Martin Luther King's birthday,

display of the black liberation flag), while on the other hand, consis-

tently celebrating events considered important by other trainees at

the same centers (e.g., George Washington's birthday, Labor Day,

etc.)

(3) Providing little or no literature or training manuals depicting black

models

(4) Excluding minority history in course offerings

(5) Not establishing channels for relevant program input by black trainees

and members of the black community

These views represent what the interviewees considered the more flagrant

examples of policy misalignment that directly affect the trainees during their en-

rollment in vocational education and manpower training programs. It is the per-

ception of the majority of the interviewees that these policies and practices, what-

ever their origin might be, play a more important role in a negative manner than

the trainees' culture and language regarding their willingness to enroll for train-

ing and their performance and success during training.

A vast majority of the respondents and interviewees agree that the crucial

variable in any aspect of the black experience in this country is not one of culture
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or language -- it is, quite simply, color. Whitney Young, the late executive direc-

tor of the National Urban League, put it this way:

The other unique factor is that the Negro, once here, even if he some-

how acquired a sufficient amount of affluence to escape, could not escape

because of his color. Members of religious or national groups can change

their affiliations and then even run for President. They can change and get

lost in the larger society. But color has a note of finality; the Negro is unable

to get lost.

All of these factors, then -- the economic deprivation that the trainee faces,

the racial discrimination that surrounds him in every area that he enters, the struc-

ture of his training programs, the lack of supportive services and, perhaps most of

all, color combine to overwhelm factors of culture and language in the question of

relative influence on the level of performance and vocational outlook of black trainees.
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CHICANO CONCERNS

Like the blacks, chicanos seem convinced that social and economic factors

overshadow culture and language as the causes of problems in skill training. Those

who were interviewed felt that many of the characteristics that are attributed to their

culture are in truth derived from their socioeconomic predicament, which is neither

cultural in origin nor completely characteristic or unique to the chicano. However,

the tendency to reject culturc language as factors is not nearly so clear-cut

among chicano respondents as among blacks. Chicano spokesmen, as well as many

questionnaire respondents, took great pains to reject sweeping generalizations about

the nature and significance of their culture and language. Nonetheless, they agree

that they are part of a distinct culture and that there are certain specific character-

istics of that culture which may be important to training programs. Moreover, they

are deeply concerned that their culture, which they see as threatened with extinction

through assimilation into the American dominant culture, be preserved and strengthened.

In addition to their cultural concerns, chicano respondents felt that there were

language problems that interfered with the performance of some chicanos in training.

5-1
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Language was also seen as a crucial element in the preservation of the chicano

culture, and partially because of this perspective, considerable emphasis was placed

upon solving the dilemma that seems to surround the issue of bilingual training. This

focus on chicano culture and language is tempered, however, both by the socioeconomic

influences noted above and by the high degree of heterogeneity that makes any general-

izing about the chicano of questionable value.

A. The geographic, economic, and attitudinal heterogeneity of the chicano popula-

tion makes it particularly difficult to generalize about the influence of their culture

and language on their performance in training and on their vocational aspirations.

An immediate example of this heterogeneity is the confusion that sometimes

arises over the use of the labels "Mexican-American" and "chicano." It seems

from the evidence gathered in this report that "chicano" is preferred by those more

strongly and openly assertive of their ethnic and cultural identity and more directly

and aggressively involved in the chicano movement. "Mexican-American" on the

other hand seems to be preferred by those who, although they hold similar ideals

and goals, express them and go after them in more indirect and conventional mys.

The term "chicano" is used in this report for simplicity, not to take sides in any

such differentiation.

Chicano writers strongly insist on their diversity and may constitute one of

the most heterogeneous ethnic groups ever to be studied by sociologists. With ref-

erence to the scholarly study of the chicano, we would be well advised to stop trying

to find the "typical" or "true" and seek rather to establish the range of variation.
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Generalizations extrapolated from the community in which a chicano writer happened

to grow up, or which a white sociologist or anthropologist happened to have studied,

can be particularly misleading. The nature and roots of this diversity take many

forms -- they can be: (1) subjective or internal (individual or group self-image,

personal involvement or lack of it in the social and political aspirations of the chicano

minority, etc.), (2) objective or external (environmental setting: urban, rural;

regional setting: California, Texas, New Mexico; distance from the Mexican border),

or (3) a mixture of both.

With regard to the internal type of source for diversity, the chicano writer

Penalosa hypothesizes that the extent to which chicanos conceive of themselves as

belonging to a separate ethnic group would probably fall along a continuum of spec-

trum of which three main segments can be identified: those at the extremes and

those at the center. He writes,

At one extreme are those who acknowledge the fact of their Mexican

descent but for whom this fact constitutes neither a particularly positive nor

a particularly negative value, because it plays a very unimportant part in

their lives and their self-conception. At or near the middle of this putative

continuum are those for whom being of Mexican ancestry is something of which

they are constantly conscious and which looms importantly as part of their

self-conception. Their Mexican descent may constitute for them a positive

value, a negative value, or more generally an ambiguous blend of the two.

At the other end of the continuum are those who are not only acutely aware

of their Mexican identity and descent but are committed to the defense of
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Mexican-American subcultural values, and strive to work actively for the

betterment of their people.'

An example of the external basis for diversity is the model offered by Drs.

Ramirez and Castaneda, in which they see three types of chicano communities that

they classify as traditional, dualistic, and atraditional. They define these types of

communities as:

(1) In traditional communities, forces which push chicanos to develop their

value systems in line with either Mexican rural or urban values tend to

predominate. These communities are generally rural and are located

near the Mexican border. Chicanos usually comprise the majority of

the population in these communities. Traditional communities are most

likely to be found in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas, the inland valleys

of California (such as San Joaquin and Coachella), and the border areas

of California, Texas, and New Mexico.

(2) Forces to incorporate values of the mainstream American middle class

tend to predominate in dualistic communities, but the other two forces

are also present in considerable strength. In general, the more middle-

class chicanos in these communities show more evidence of incorpora-

tion of values of the mainstream American middle class, while lower

'Fernando Penalosa, "Chicano Multilingualism and Multiplossia" (Long Beach,
California: Department of Sociology, California State College, 1971), unpublished
paper.
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class chicanes exhibit values which are more typical of chicanos of

traditional communities. These communities are generally semi-urban,

and are usually a good distance from the Mexican border. Chicanos

are usually in the minority in these communities, which can be found in

cities located in the greater Los Angeles metropolitan area (Riverside,

San Bernardino, etc.), and in the San Francisco Bay area (San Jose).

They also constitute subareas of major cities in the Southwest and

Midwest.

(3) In atraditional communities, forces to incorporate values of the main-

stream American middle class clearly predominate over all others.

Values of most chicanos in these communities are more nearly similar

to those of the mainstream American middle class in that community

than they are to those found in the traditional chicano community. For

the most part, these communities are urban in character and are

located at a considerable distance from the Mexican border. Chicanos

usually constitute a very small percentage of the population in these

communities, with most of the lopulation being composes of memLers

of the mainstream American middle class. Atraditional communities

can be found in cities located within the Los Angeles metropolitan area

(examples Monterey Park and Montebello) and also in suburban areas

of other large cities in the Southwest and Midwest, such as Albuquerque,

San Antonio, Houston, Phoenix, Denver, and Chicago.
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Deluvina Hernandez identifies a series of dissimilarities in the various

chicano action groups which might be pertinent to consider here as another argumem

for the heterogeneity of this minority: (1) varying interpretations of the concept

"liberation of La Raza" (e.g., to what extent will there be liberation through assim-

ilation, or liberation through local chicano community control, or liberation through

rejection of white association), (3) variation in identification of goals (e. g., upward

mobility through joining the "system, " upward mobility through changing the "system,"

upward mobility through bypassing the "system"), (4) variation in degree of activism

or militarism, (5) conceptualization of chicano ethnic identity, (6) variation in

number and degree of cultural or ethnic characteristics manifested, (7) variation

in methods used in achieving specified goals (e. g., extent of rejection of anything

white, extent of acceptance of white inputs, extent of inclination toward communica-

tion with whites, extent of reaction to white action). All of these differences add to

the heterogeneity of the numerous segments which comprise the chicano group's

efforts to achieve self-development and autonomy; they determine the degree to

which the achieved results differ as well.

A situation that intensifies the heterogeneity of the chicano culture -- but

which at the same time delineates a unique characteristic of that culture -- is the

high level of change and dynamism that infuses the experience of the chicano. Rendon

claims that the chicano community is undergoing one of the most rapid periods of

change of any people of the Americas.
2 The particular nature of this dynamism of

2Armando Rendon, Chicano Manifesto (New York: Macmillan & Co., 1Q71).
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of the chicano experience is that it is constantly incorporating changes taking place

in the two home areas of the chicano population: Mexico and the United States. It

is a culture with a continuous and inexhaustible sequence of first and second genera-

tions which will only stop when, or if, the border is closed.

It seems clear from such arguments that there is no room in an analysis of

chicano culture for casual or sweeping generalizations. Perhaps the primary im-

plication of all this evidence of heterogeneity is that any conclusions about influences

on chicano trainees must, if they are to be of any use whatsoever, be formed about

a much more specifically and concretely defined group than the whole universe of

chicano trainees. Not only must the vast variations within the culture be taken into

account, but the analyst must also look at the variations in trainees' language abili-

ties and at the vast array of social and economic factors that will sometimes serve

as much to distinguish trainees one from the other as to lump them together into

a uniform socioeconomic group. Any analyst, then, is cautioned to be as specific

as possible in his approach to chicano trainees and their problems in training.

B. Chicano spokesmen strongly express a desire to develop, maintain, and use a

sense of cultural identity.

Although they are concerned that generalizations be treated with sufficient

skepticism, chicano spokesmen strongly emphasize the existence of a distinct

chicano culture. They see their culture as facing a crisis of existence. One of

the panelists in the chicano discussion sponsor,..A by this study asserted that, with

regard to the heavy pressure on the chicano to let himself be assimilated into the

dominant American culture, he is faced with the choice of continued deprivation
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and discrimination, a kind of "colonization" or "cultural genocide." He must

either suffer because of his culture or abandon it. It is in the face of this crisis

that chicano spokesmen urge a vigorous defense of their culture. Another panelist

asserted that a more productive attitude by the dominant culture could bring a

solution to chicano "problems." He remarked that rather than to stress an accul-

turation and assimilation of a people, whites should accept them as they are, "with

the built-in positive coping mechanisms" that are in a group of people such as

chicanos, and then the whites "should reinforce" these.

One method that chicano spokesmen employ on their own to improve the health

of the cultural image of the chicano is to provide an assessment of the conclusions

about their culture drawn by dominant culture "authorities." For example, one

writer, in a criticism of the views expressed by white social studies, said that

. . . contemporary social science views of Mexican-Americans are precisely

those held by people during the days of the American frontier. In short,

there has not been any significant change in views toward Mexican-Americans

for the past 100 years. . . . What we have, instead, are contemporary social

scientists busily perpetuating the very same opinions of Mexican culture that

were current during the Mexican-American wars. These opinions were,

and are, pernicious, vicious, misleading, degrading, and brainwashing in

that they obliterate history and then re-write it in such a way as to eliminate

the historical significance of Mexican-Americans, as well as to simultaneously
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question the legitimacy of their presence in contemporary society.
3

A most ambitious and sophisticated product of white social studies on chicanos

is "The Mexican People: The Nation's Second Largest Minority, " done at the Univer-

sity of California, Los Angeles, through a Ford Foundation grant supplemented by

a grant from the college examination board. Despite the fact that the study took

seven years and cost more than $400, 000 -- was a modern and exhaustive look at

the chicano scene -- conspicuously showed the well-known chicano as co-author --

recognized the rather obvious reality that the chicano is mostly urban, highly

bilingual, and extremely heterogeneous, it was heavily criticized by chicano writers.

Another approach to the development of a healthy chicano self-image is the

simple and oft-repeated assertion by chicano spokesmen that their culture does in

fact exist. The wiiowing statement by another chicano writer reflects emphatically

where a chicano majority stands on the issue of their culture.

There is no doubt in my mind that we Chicanos as a group comprise

a culture, that in our functional exercise of culture we constitute a com-

munity, or several communities, that as individuals we perform our social

roles according to the influences of this culture and the efficacy of this com-

munity, and that Chicano culture, Chicano community, and Chicano rule are

distinct, unique, and American.
4

3Octavio I. Romano, "The Anthropology .1 Sociology of the Mexican-American:
The Distortion of Mexican-American History, " El Grito (Fall 1968), vol. II, no. 1.

4Jaime Sena Rivera, "Chicanos' Culture, Community Role -- Problems of
Evidence and a Proposition of Norms toward Establishing Evidence," Aztlan
(Spring 1970).
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And today's chicano movement, aside from its social and political goals, has

all the features of a cultural activism and revival. Hernandez writes, "The Move-

ment is a concept that is many things to many people, but to all it is the_perpetua-

tion of cultural and ethnic identity, and the betterment of social, economic and

political conditions for Mexican people in the United States. "5

It is within the framework of this general concern of chicano culture that

both spokesmen and questionnaire respondents have identified specific cultural

and language areas that they feel may affect the performance of chicano trainees.

C. It is generally accepted that the extended family of the chicano, and the life-style

and responsibi,ities that...grow from these, constitute a cultural characteristic that

has a positive effect on the success of chicano trainees.

A substantial majority -- 77. 3 percent -- of the respondents to the question-

naire agreed that the extended family is a characteristic of the chicano trainees

with whom they were working. There is also considerable reference in the litera-

ture to the extended family as a common element of chicano life. The moderator

of the chicano panel discussion describes the extended family (familia) as a tight

group of nuclear families, living in close proximity, who engage in considerable

social interaction. Chicanos see the high degree of interaction, and the sense

of interresponsibility that goes with it, to be the factor that distinguishes their

family experience from that of nonchicanos.

513eluvina Hernandez, "La Rata Satellite System, " Aztlan (Spring1970).
Emphasis in the original.
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This characteristic of extended family holds significance for training in the

area of motivation. The closer the trainee is to being a member of, or the product

of an extended family, the greater the need to encourage him not by appealing to

him as an individual, but by contributing to the family.

Ramirez, Price-Williams, and Boman, a team of sociologists, have found

evidence of this need in fourth grade children. They administered a picture stories

test (i. c. they asked the children to tell stories to accompany pictures of educa-

tional scenes that were shown) to chicano and white fourth grade children. The

stories were first scored by using the traditional need-achievement scoring system

developed by McClelland (as modified by Riccucitti and Clark, 1965), and scored

a second time by using a scoring system for achievement for the family which was

developed by the investigators. The results showed that there were no significant

differences between the two groups when the traditional need-achievement scoring

system was used but that chicanos scored significantly higher when the achievement

for the family scoring system was employed. This achievement motivation has

usually not been understood by either social scientists or educators, thus frequently

leading them to the conclusion that chicanos are not achievement oriented. This

has been further complicated by the fact that schools have usually not made an

attempt to involve chicano parents or other family members in the educational

process, thus making it difficult for the chicano child to exercise this unique

motivational orientation.

Dr. David Lopez-Lee et al., in a study of chicano students just completed

at California State College in Los Angeles, demonstrates the same thing: The
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sense of achievement for the family motivates chicano college students more strongly

than it does white college students.6

There is a commonly held stereotype of the extended family, which is seen as

having a negative effect on trainee performance because it puts so many demands on

the trainee beyond those of self-improvement that he is unable to effectively do his

work. The results of the questionnaire reject that stereotype. Respondents felt that

the extended family had a positive effect on the willingness of the trainees to enroll in

the program; the trainees' occupational preferences; their relationship with administra

tors, counselors and instructors; their relationship with fellow trainees; and their

socioeconomic values. The only negative influence that the family was perceived as

having was a slight one on the dropout rate.

One result of such a strong sense of family is a tendency toward a cooperative,

rather than a competitive approach to activity. At least two of the participants in the

par el discussion emphasize this cooperative focus. The focus could be significant to the

training situation because if it was not understood by instructors, they might well inter-

pret the lack of response to their conventional, competition-based attempts at motivation

as laziness, lack of interest, stupidity, or any other educationally pejorative quality.

Machismo

One element of the chicano family experience that may at times work against this

cooperative attitude, and which may also have significance in the training situation, is

the characteristic often casually referred to as "machismo. " Chicano scholars agree

that this quality does exist, and they are supported in that opinion by the respondents to

the questionnaire who felt rather strongly that male dominance was a characteristic of

6David Lopez-Lee et al., The Cal-State L. A. Chicano Student (Los Angeles:
California State College, 1971).
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chicano families. Spokesmen are quick to note, however, that machismo is an

extremely complex and often misunderstood characteristic that should not be used

as a catch-all explanation for chicano family problems. Montiel, in a broad critical

review of the writings on the Mexican and chicano families by both Mexican and

American authors who have used the concept of machismo as the central device to

explain family roles in Mexican and chicano studies sums up his review of the liter-

ature with these statements:

From the tremendous volume of literature that makes reference to the

Mexican American family several generalizations emerge regarding their

ideological, philosophical, and theoretical orientation. . . . First is the un-

questioned acceptance of the "masculinity cult" to explain family roles. Unlike

Mexican studies, however, machismo is not generally linked to what can be

called a psychoanalytic orientation per se, but rather is arbitrarily interjected

to explain family roles or concomitant problems irre:jpective of the data avail-

able. For instance, permeating the literature pertaining to the "problems of

the Mexican American" is the idea that the nature of the family is best charac-

terized by the cult of masculinity, which is said to he to blame for their problems.

Secondly, this indiscriminate use of the concept of machismo coupled with what

loose methodological approaches accounts for another characteristic of the litera-

ture -- low level theoretical sophistication. Finally, the strong evidence of

speculation (plus the patronizing and condescending sentiments of the writings)

further makes the findings and interpretations highly suspect. 7

'Miguel Montiel, "The SociaY Myth of the Mexican-American Family, " Voices --
Recordings from El Grito (1967-71). Emphasis in the original.
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In spite of this questionable base of much of the literature dealing with machismo,

at least one of the scholars interviewed felt that it was a quality which sould be exam-

fined, since it did relate to some of the problems faced by chicanos. His reply was that

he feels that machismo is multidimensional, caused by sexual exhibition, stubbornness,

individuality, or the attitude of "boss of the family." In the chicano community, any

one of these may be the reason why these people do not agree on certain things. This

behavior may be, to an extent, socioeconomically determined; but regardless of its

origins, it is clearly present and must therefore be acknowledged and dealt with.

Probably the most significant implication of the findings of this report regarding

machismo is that it is a factor which needs more thorough and responsible study than

it has had until now. It seems that it can produce a stubbornness and an atmosphere

of conflict that might require a training institution staff perceptiveness which would

have to be somewhat complex. However, neither the specific nature of such aware-

ness nor the means for developing it are now available, and the initial need for more

thorough study of the concept again becomes central to any further study of machismo.

Female Subservience

Another aspect of the extended family that may have relevance to the focus of

this study is the role of the mother which is characterized, both by the literature

and by the questionnaire respondents, as being thk. center of spiritual and effective

cohesiveness of the family. This characteristic has been interpreted by many in

a negative or pejorative way as female submission or subservience to the male

wife to her husband, sisters to their brothers. This interpretation is particularly

likely to arise when coupled with an analysis of machismo. Such an extreme pattern

may exist in some particular places and situations, but there is no evidence that
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it exists as a general rule. It is clear, moreover, that the role of the female in

the chicano family is undergoing rapid change. In an interview conducted for this

study, Mario Garcia, Professor at San Diego State College, describes this change

that is occurring as the result not of a reaction against the chicano family structure,

but rather as a part of the general chicano reaction against oppression by the domi-

nant culture:

The family comes out of the class structure, therefore, it has a tie-in

with the whole capitalist system. When you put the family structure in terms

of chicano communities, . . . there are extended families, but they are

extended families only because again it's a reaction to their oppression.

Most people wh have been migrant workers at one Fime-1 or another have

had to rely on large families in order to have more people -- the more

people to work, the more money comes in. The same thing to some degree

exists in urban areas. Again with . . . extended families, you find that

in most the idea of chicano families popular concept you have the mother,

the father, the kid, and all the other things. 13ut you find that in many

chicano communities in urban renewal that's not true. There is no father,

The father has abandoned them -- and not because of the fact that he can't

live with his family, but because of econom reasons he's forced to leave

his family to find work, So to that extent the popular concept of the strong

mother, father, ( ldren, really doesn't exist. Moreover, the chicano

female -- the chicano within that family structure that does exist in the

barrios and in other chicano communities -- is very oppressed. The chicano

female represents the most oppre;.;ed of any member of the chicano community.
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She's oppressed as a woman, . as a worker, . . . oppressed as a member

of a nationality, of a distinctive nationality group. She represents the most

oppressed of any one within the chicano community. And for people who

speak of and praise the chicano family and the role of the mother, it's just

a lot of bull. She's extremely oppressed, and she is reacting against it.

With regard to its significance, then, both for performance by chicano trainees

in programs and for their vocational outlook, the extended family, the motivational

attitudes that arise from it, and the changing roles.of family members that are

interwoven in it should all be taken into consideration by program staff in making

their planning and their day-to-day operating decisions. Perhaps a more primary

concern is with the need for far more specific, focused, and responsible studies

of all of these qualities of the chicano family.

In lieu of such studies, and perhaps of equal importance, is the need to encourage

an attitude of openness toward trainee attitudes by staff. Since most of the character-

istics discussed in this section vary radically in their nature and implications according

to the specific circumstances of the trainee, even with the help of better studies, the

staff member must still he aware of and sensitive to the very particular factors

which color the general cultural characteristics of his trainees, This caution may

seem overly obvious, but it is in response to the widely documented and widespread

tendency on the part of those working with all nondominant population groups to

generalize, to stereos} pe, and to be quite ignorant of the specific differences of

their own trainees.
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D. Although the degree to which it exists is not clear, some chicanos are deficient

in English language skills, and for them this lack presents a serious barrier to suc-

cessful training. Training staff ambiguity about possible solutions to this problem

serve to aggravate the situation.

The evidence is strong that English is the native tongue of most chicanos in the

United States. Nevertheless, the results of the questionnaire show that the staff re-

spondents agree overwhelmingly in perceiving a lack of proficiency in English as an

important roadblock to the vocational success of the chicano trainee. In fact, the

answers to this section of the chicano questionnaire achieved the highest degree of

consensus in the whole questionnaire. The panel discussion (see Appendix D) also

pointed out that English deficiency is the initial stumbling block in education for many

chicano children, and this primary negative experience is often a major factor in the

poor preparation of trainees and other chicanos entering the labor market.

It is a fact that Spanish is still a very strong feature of many chicanos, but to

what extent in specific numbers it persists as the only or one of the various functional

languages of the chicano has not yet been determined in a national or even regional

scope. And if little is known of the exact extent in numbers, much less is known about

the nature and types of the monolingualism or bilingualism among chicanos. To this

effect, Perialosa, one of the chicano panelists, tries to make some inroads in this

field that he considers completely unexplored.

Such an axiom [that the chicano population is "bilingual') should be

scrutinized, for upon further examination, Chicano "bilingualism" turns out

not to be so much an established fact as an extremely problematic field for

research, virtually unexplored in any depth at all. True, there is
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bilingualism among Chicanos, but what is its extent? What is its nature?

In what social contexts and for what purposes are the various linguistic

codes used? What are the educational and other social consequences?8

Penalosa also points out the practical significance of defining the range and dimen-

sions of the linguistic phenomenon in the chicano population for the education of its

students at all levels and types of instruction.

. . . For example [in the case of a bilingual type of instruction or schoog,

the question as to whether both languages shall be used in the same period

to discuss the same subject, or whether only one language is to be used in

a given time period should be settled, taking into consideration sociolinguistic

as well as administrative factors. 9

This concern with the need to deal directly with the problems of and perhaps

the opportunities provided by, bilingualism in the classroom seems to be an obvious

one. However, a curious ambiguity arises out of an analysis of the responses by

training staff to questions concerning the use of a bilingual approach in training

programs. It has already been noted that a large number of the respondents felt

that z.t lack of proficiency in English hat. a strong detrimental effect on trainees'

level of performance. In an attempt to find a solution to this problem, the question-

naire included questions asking how respondents thought the use of native language

in training -- an essentially bilingual approach -- would effect various aspects of

their training experience.

8Pefralosa, "Chicano Multilingualism and Multiplossia, " op. cit.

9Ibid., p. 4.
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Of the interviewees, 74.7 percent feel that the use of the native language in

occupational training would positively affect the trainees' willingness to enroll;

64 percent sec the same influence in the trainees' preference of skill areas to be

trained in, 70.7 percent in the trainees' rate of progress within the program; 62.6

percent perceive the same beneficial influence in the trainees' level of vocational

proficiency upon completion of the program, and 68 percent in the trainees' self-

image. With regard to the trainees' relationship with program personnel, the

positive view is also high, notwithstanding the high absention percentage, which

in this case sinpl), means that administrators, counselors, and instructors were

answering only for their respective group or category. These results show that

a great majority see the use of the native language as a helpful solution to the limita-

tions and roadblocks suffered by a portion of the chicano trainees in the pursuit of

successful training.

However, when that theoretical solution to chicano training problems is given

a concrete, specific application in another question, the respondents rejected it as

a solution. The question was phrased as follows: Do you think that your Mexican-

American or chicano trainees should be taught occupational skills in his native

language and taught English -- as a separate skill necessary to function in a

job situation? The phrasing of the question reflects explicitly the awareness on

the part of the questionnainr of the essential need for the mastering of English.

It is not, then, an either/or type of situation, but rather a "this plus the other"

type of solution, recognizing that both English and Spanish should be used, although

each one for different reasons and purposes. Nonetheless, in spite of their earlier
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acceptance of the idea of using the native language in training, the respondents

rather solidly rejected the specific application of the principle offered in this

question. Only 32 percent of them thought that chicanos should be taught skills

in their native language, and a solid 58.7 percent felt that this was not a good

idea.

Thus we have the paradoxical and contradictory conclusion to an initially

promising argument in favor of the use of Spanish as a teaching tool for those

. chicano trainees lacking proficiency in English. It might he pertinent to prok-

a little on the "why" of this break of logic between the premises and the conclusion.

One possibility is that the response manifests the sort of mental blocks that arise

when dealing with the use of a foreign language in an educational system pledged

to uniformity. Another conscious or unconscious reason might be rooted on

personal or vested interests of the interviewees, be they chicanos or %mites,

who not being bilingual could feel threatened in their positions once Spanish would

be declared a legitimate and useful tool of instruction. A general support of this

interpretation comes from one of the white instru:tors in a Skills Center who

declared that, even though she as a teacher with a job felt very threatened by

some of the questions (the one under discussion among them), she had to agree

that there was a very good point to them.

Another reason might he the economic side of the matter. As another very

dedicated white instructor said, "I have spent more than a year gathering and

preparing all these training materials [audio-visual aids, etc] , and it has taken

a lot of money and time. Now imagine how much it would take to duplicate all of
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it in Spanish." This instructor as an individual has a point, but the system as

a system does not because if time and money can be spent to prepare materials

in English, why not provide funds and time to do the same in Spanish, when those

could be so beneficial to a large amount of chicano trainee population in the South-
.

west? And it must be pointed out here that if the chicano population, which is the

target of the vocational centers, would be told that they can receive skills training

in Spanish, the number of persons willing to enroll would increase considerably.

Another possible interpretation might be found in the follov: ing statement by

a chicano instructor in a Skills Center:

In order to train the Mexican-American, he must first be taught English.

This is the language he must use every day to accomplish and transact business,

to communicate with clerks, telephone operators, employers, etc. It is no

service to the Mexican to teach him a skill in a language that he will not use.

The chicano talks in "pachismos" -- a dialect far removed from upper-class

Spanish -- and the bookish Castillian means nothing to him. In fact, being

taught a skill in Spanish would be worse, because he would have to start by

learning the language properly.

This objection, though, might be answered by teaching, not in Castillian, but

in "pachismos, if this is an efficient way of communication for the trainee.

The whole question of bilingual training as a solution to the language problems

of the chicano trainee, then, is by no means answered. As with so many other varia-

bles, it is still primarily in the realm of opinion, and since tint opinion is so divided,

once again the need is for a more systematic exploration of the many implications
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0,/
of bilingualism in learning. This is the emphasis that Penalosa placed on the prob-

lem earlier, and it is an emphasis that is heightened by the apparent ambiguity among

instructors and other staff toward the problem.

Another impetus that ultimately urges the use of Spanish in training is a con-

sideration by some scholars of language as an essential ingredient in the survival of

a culture. Language and culture are so mutually interdependent that the maintenance

or disappearance of one of them determines the maintenance or disappearance of the

other. Hernandez writes:

The survival of a human group depends upon the operation of its mecha-

nisms or devices for overcoming threatening situations and for adaptation to

diverse environments. If a more powerful group seeks to destroy a weaker

group, through assimilation or other means, it begins by destroying the sur-

vival mechanisms of the weaker group. One of the major survival mechanisms

of the Chicano or Mexican-American ethnic group is the Spanish language. A

Chicano who cannot speak Spanish is culturally deprived, whatever the reasons.

. . . The schools in the U. S. have been and are still primarily dedicated to

one-language instruction: English. . . . If contemplated from the viewpoint

of a stronger group's attempt to eradicate, through assimilation, oppression,

suppression, or offer means, a weaker group, then it does make sense to

suppress the Spanish language. The Spanish language is a major survival

mechanism. 10

This monolingual bias may well be responsible for the rejection of a bilingual

approac i to training by questionnaire respondents. They may have had the

Hernandez, "La Raza Satellite System" op. cit.
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one-language approach so ingrained in them by the educational system that they

were unable to grasp the possibility of an alternative being any better.

Another aspect of this same problem of the relationship of language to culture

and the relationship of both of them to learning springs from the fact that those

who face an unresolved conflict of cultural allegiances are held back in their prog-
"

ress in both languages. Expanding on the same idea, Penalosa notes:

Attitudes towards one's own ethnic group or a different one are believed

to be strong predictors in success or failure in learning the language of each

group. Thus the success of bilingual education for the Chicano, at least as

far as the mastery of Spanish and English is concerned, is likely to he heavily

dependent on the students' attitudes towards the majority culture and their own. 11

It is obvious, then, that linguistic variables play a very important role in the

outlook, success, or failure of chicanes in any kind or level of formal instruction.

The responsibilities for dealing successfully with language lies with the two skies

involved in the same endeavor, but each one in a different way: educational planners,

administrators, and teachers on one side: and students or trainees on the other.

ftIPenalosa spells out the specific tasks for each group:

Further clarification of Chicano multilink,rualism and multiplossia is indeed

urgent if educators are realistically to plan with the Chicano community for

the education of the Chicano student. These phenomena must be mode clear

to the teacher himself, and he must make them clear to his students, so

"Chkano NIultilingualism and Multiplossia, " p. 7.
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there will be mutual respect for the different varieties of speech and their

speakers. At the same time students should be learning or improving those

varieties of speech (codes) which will be needec, or useful in the different

life situations in which they will be finding themselves and for which their

education is supposedly preparing them. 12

Besides those tasks pointed out by Peilalosa as a responsibility of the first

group, there is another which should be considered as a premise for any steps

taken with regard to bilingualism: to accept it not as an "abnormal" or "temporary"

type of phenomenon, but as a very "normal" and probably a rather long-lasting one

in this country. He notes:

Gumperz has pointed out the fact that total bi- or multilingualism is the rule

rather than the exception in a wide variety of societies. . . . Chicano society

(or culture, or subculture) is certainly then in this respect neither abnormal

nor unusual. And inasmuch as the situation has persisted for more than a

century and is still in full vigor, it is certainly not a mere temporary phenom-

enon which will be disappearing in the near future. 13

It is this acceptance of bilingualism, as a viable, and perhaps even desirable

means of operation, that is the crucial first step to dealing with the language situa-

tion of the chicano. If educational planners and instructors can accept this premise,

then the whole question of the effect of the language characteristics of chicano

trainees on their performance in training becomes one that can be approached,

understood, and perhaps in the end resolved.

12Ibid., p. 10
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E. Several characteristics of the chicano that are commonly described as culture

based are, in fact when they exist at all much more likely to be socioeconomically

based.

1. The allegedly negative influence that barrio life has on training success

is in fact due to the qualities that barrio life shares with all economically deprived

ghettos,

In the section of the questionnaire dealing with the influence of barrio life on

various aspects of training, that influence was seen to be universally negative with

the exception of its effect on the trainee's relationship to fellow trainees. This

stands in sharp contrast to the respondents' assessment of the influence of the

extended family on training, which they saw as quite positive. Why this contrast?

One possible explanation (conjecture yet nonetheless interesting) is that most people,

including anthropologists and sociologists, look at any social structure beyond the

limits of the family not so much as a cultural characteristic as a socioeconomic

phenomenon. Insofar as this assumption is correct, it would also be sound to con-

clude that when the interviewees perceive the barrio as a negative influence, they

are not blaming it as a cultural factor but as a socioeconomic one. And since there

is little question that the socioeconomic predicament of the chicano has a negative

effect on his performance in training, then as a manifestation of that predicament,

the barrio is seen as a part of that negative effect.

In discussing the problems of developing business in the ghetto, the panelists

in the discussion sponsored by the study provide an illustration of this acultural

quality of the ghetto. In pointing out that business development in the barrio would
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incur higher costs than anywhere else in the city because of higher insurance costs,

higher absenteeism, and higher turnover, they were careful to note that these last

two problems -- absenteeism and turnover -- were not functions of the chicano

culture but rather functions of the deprivation of the ghetto that cuts across all

cultural lines. In pointing out the source of the problem, one panelist noted suc-

cinctly that, "You don't even have to introduce the word 'Chicano.' So long as you

introduce 'lower levels of income' and 'lower levels of education,' then that is

sufficient. "

2. The alleged preference of chicano workers for manual labor is in fact

not a preference at all but a choice forced on them by the labor market and other

socioeconomic forces that deny them any upward mobility.

It is a popular idea to consider chicanos as especially inclined or equipped

to perform manual skills. This stereotype has been an expedient, employed by

high school counselors when advising chicano students in their career orientation.

They often conclude that a manual trade or skill is the best prospect for a chicano

student. The educational structure, as a very efficient servant of the dominant

society, has in fact been assigning to specific population groups specific careers

and slots in the socioeconomic world for a long time, and the way it justifies that

approach has been to create a cultural ability or inability for certain types of work.

Thus even if we had found that chicanos themselves thought their brothers to

prefer manual skills to any other type of work, the plausible explanations for it

are either that (1) they have been brainwashed by the same dominant ideology, or

(2) they are just being realistic, and so they have decided to "prefer" what sometimes
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is at their reach. WLy bother aspiring for what is unattainable? One of the comments

made to a question about chicano preference for manual training would summarize

the point: "No more than any other ethnic group, but there again, our society treats

them as outcasts, so what's available to them?"

A lengthy economic analysis by one panel member of the causes of this strict

limiting of what job opportunities are available to the chicano bears repeating here,

because it points out one of the key structures that discriminates against the Chicano,

and that may well be the primary source of many stereotypes about him, especially

the one that asserts that he prefers manual skill occupations. This analysis also

indicates a possible source of many of the problems that chicanes encounter in train-

ing, and in any learning situation. We present his discourse in full in the following

paragraphs.

Economists in the past few years have been very interested in the concept

of investment in human beings. That is the investment in the individual to a

large extent determines the total earnings an individual will make in his lifetime.

The average citizen in the U. S. -- by the age of 22 -- has invested a very large

amount in himself. He has done this in two ways: One, the formal education

provided by the community from public funds. The second one has been the

salary he has given up while he is going to school. He has foregone consider-

able amounts of income during the four-year stay in college, plus he was also

giving up some income while in high school. In addition, there are other in-

vestments made in the individual. When a person obtains employment, whether

it is with a firm or the government, there is additional training provided for
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the employee. The firm invests in the individual through executive training,

managerial programs, or even training in special skills. Relating this to

the chicano, we find that a very large number of chicanos have very low levels

of investment as individuals. They lack in most instances professional or

advanced training. Let me advance some reasons why I think that partially

as a result of the culture of the chicano and to a large extent the impact of

liscrimination that this is the case.

The first and most critical reason is that the initial stages of learning

for a chicano tend to be more expensive than that of the Anglo to achieve the

same educational result. Chicanos at an early age, as a result of their bi-

lingualism, in order to acheive the same level of education -- let us say the

same reading profi ,:acy -- need a higher level of expenditure per pupil than

the Anglo. Chicanos need bilingual training, special books, and special

programs -- all these are expensive, more expensive than a comparable

Anglo program. The unfortunate reality is that as a result of their bilingualism

or their bilingual culture, Chicanos need a higher expenditure per pupil during

the primary years, but they in fact, due to discrimination, get less than the

Anglo in terms of expenditure per student. Chicanos because of their lack of

political power do not obtain the same expenditure per student. So the initial

investment made for chicano students is much lower than that made for Anglo

students. There is also a result of types of discrimination. The type of

discrimination with which we are familiar is overt discrimination in terms

of the individual's civil rights. But there is another kind of discrimination
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which I consider to be more expensive in the long run. It is that discirmi-

nation which is made in the allocation of public monies. Public expenditures

which are made, not by the individual, but by governmental bodies, essential-

ly discriminate against the chicano because of the housing pattern of chicanos:

they live in a barrio or in a well-defined geographical area. If you examine

the pattern of public spending, you will find that public schools in chicano

areas are neglected. They have a lower expenditure per pupil than the Anglo

areas. The discriminatory pattern of public spending is more pervasive

than this because recreational opportunities, medical facilities, and the

general welfare of the chicano is to a large extent determined by the pattern

of public spending.

The second point is that chicanos, due to the lower level of income, are

less able to give up wages that could be earned while they are obtaining addi-

tional education. Remember that foregone wages constitute a real cost to

the chicano. When he goes to high school, or when he is in college, he not

only has to pay the additional expense of tuition, hooks, etc., he also has

to face the expense of not being able to earn during this period. So the

special training, professional training; or even college training cannot

easily be afforded by a low-income chicano. This result is due to the low

levels of income of the chicano families, and more specifically in terms of

the chicano culture, to families having a larger number of children. That

means that the expenditure per child in a chicano family, given the same

family income, compared to the Anglo family, is much lower. So the prob-

ability of that chicano family being able to afford to send a child to college
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is much lower than that of the Anglo family. . . . Fewer children essentially

means a higher expenditure or the ability to make higher expenditure per

child. So we have two things: one, chicano family income lower than the

Anglo; two, the expenditure per child in a chicano family is to yet because

of the higher number of children.

The third point is that the lack of general education on the part of a

chicano also works against him. I am defining general education as a liberal

arts degree or high school education. This lack of general education makes

the employer very reluctant to invest in a chicano for a managerial or white-

collar position. A prospective employer who is searching for a managerial

trainee will be faced with some training costs per managerial trainee. If

he hires a chicano, as compared to an Anglo, he will pay higher costs of

training if he has to hire a chicano vis-a-vis an Anglo because the Anglo has

had the benefit of higher investment prior to his being hired. lle has had on

the average a higher level of education. So a chicano presents to the prospec-

tive employer a higher expenditure in terms of the training than for his Anglo

counterpart.

Let me now summarize: Occupational opportunities of chicanes will

continue to be highly limited so long as the above pattern continues. We need

to recognize several critical points. Chicano training calls for more money

than Anglo training, and this is critical at the early stages. We also need to

recognize that chicanos are less able to ilford to give up wages during a

training period. And third, firms hiring chicanos pay higher costs than if
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they hire Anglos for the same training program. As a result of a pattern of

discriminatory public expenditures, chicanos have obtained much lower levels

of investment from educational institutions financed from public funds. Chicanos

need more funds than Anglos to achieve the same educational results, but they

have received less. Finally, chicanos have larger families and have lower fami-

ly incomes, a combination that results in a very low expenditure in the education

of the children by the family.

In the face of such strong social and economic factors, it makes little sense to speak

of a preference for low-skill jobs. The implication of these findings seems to be that

rather than rationalize the status quo by calling it a cultural preference, effort should

be focused on expanding the occupational choice of chicanos as widely as possible.

3. The alleged inability of the chicano to be motivated by anything other than

immediate gratification is in fact where it exists at all a reflection of the poverty-

based experience that chicanos share with other nondominant population groups that

makes any long-range planning a luxury.

Some evidence rejects this stereotype outright. A study by Charles Weaver,

cited in the panel discussion, inspects workers in a wide variety of occupations in

San Antonio, Texas. His well-documented conclusion is simply that in every aspect

of the occupations he studied, chicanos proved to he as dependable and efficient as

white workers. There were no significant differences whatsoever between the whites

and the chicanos studied.

Those spokesmen who do not reject this stereotype completely point out that

simple economics prevent the chicano from planning ahead. Whether he is following
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various harvests as a migrant or waiting out his poverty in a barrio, he is always

in the kind of economic crisis that forces him to focus all his energy on where his

next meal is coming from or on how his next bill will be paid. There is no energy

left to plan on levels other than that of immediate survival.

F. The stereotype of the chicano as unable to make a serious committment to a

time-structured situation -- the "maliana syndrome" -- is not apparent among

Chicano trainees.

The strongest evidence in support of this hypothesis is that respondents to the

questionnaire rejected it by a 2:1 ratio. Further solid evidence in support of this

hypothesis is the conclusion of the study by Charles Weaver described in the pre-

vious section. Both instructors of chicano trainees and employers of rhicano work-

ers fail -- at least in these surveys -- to perceive their students or employees to

be undependable in time-structural situations. This stereotype may arise from

such characteristics as that of a cooperative rather than a competitive orientation

which was described earlier in the chapter. Without a strong individual competitive

urge, a chicano may appear to be unconcerned in a timed competitive situation.

Wherever the stereotype arose from the results of the questionnaire and of Weaver's

study, it was indicated that this hypothesis most probably does not hold true and

should simply be abandoned.

CONCLUSION

The findings of this study indicate that it is unwise to accept any generaliza-

tions that purport to cover the whole of the chicano culture. Nonetheless, there
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is a concern among chicano scholars and spokesmen that the culture be strengthened

and preserved. This can best be accomplished, they say, by accepting the strengths

in chicano culture and building programs based on those strengths, rather than try-

ing to eliminate the culture by assimilating chicanos into the mainstream culture.

The extended family and bilingualism arc two such potentially culture-strengthening

characteristics, and as such should he encouraged and developed. It is through such

ethnic strengths, the spokesmen siy, that chicanos will be better able to cope with

the problems facing a minority culture in the United States. However, the findings

of the study also emphasize strongly that much of what is attributed to the chicano

pejoratively as coming from his culture is either predominantly economic and social

in origin -- and therefore, not within the scope of cultural and language concerns --

or it simply does not exist whatsoever.
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NATIVE AMERICAN CONCERNS

The average yearly income of the native American is $1, 500; unemployment

among them ranges as high as 60 percent; and the average educational level achieved

by them under federal supervision is five years of school. Statistics such as these

outline the harsh results of more than a century of oppression, discrimination, and

deprivation of the native American as whites pushed westward and vigorously im-

planted their European culture as the dominant one in the United States.

In recent years, attention has been focused -- both by those working with

native Americans and by these people themselves -- on education as a key to improv-

ing the conditions that were the result of this oppression. Reflective of this concern,

native enrollment at all levels of education had increased in recent decades. Unfortu-

nately, this increase has not been matched by a proportionate rise in the percentage

of native Americans successfully completing educational programs. A 1969 Senate

report on the conditions of native American education points out that (1) more than

one of every five men have less than five years of schooling, (2) dropout rates for

native Americans arc twice the national average, (3) only 13 percent of the students

6 -1
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in federal "Indian schools" go on to college (the national average is 50 percent), and

(4) only 3 percent of those who enroll in college graduate (the national average is 32

percent).

Clearly, then, there are serious problems either within the native American

educational experience, or affecting it from outside, which are preventing it from

being a successful means for escaping from the oppressive conditions that currently

surround these people. It is with one aspect of this educational experience that this

study concerns itself: manpower training programs. The question that frames the

study concerns itself with one aspect of manpower training programs; What effect,

if any, do native American cultural and language characteristics have on the level of

performance and vocational outlook of native trainees?

The hypotheses that resulted from a consideration of this question are the re-

sult of the literature survey, the questionnaire, and the various interviews and con-

versations with native spokesmen and others concerned with him that are described

in the section on methodology.

A. It is difficult to generalize about native American culture and laiNgualle. The

languages of different tribes are often conLpllistinet from one another, and

there are few traits that are widely shared by tribes.

This is the most common hypothesis in this study, one that is shared equally

by all the groups studied. It is of considerable importance because there is a natural

and widespread urge to generalize about culture, and such stereotyping can easily

result .n the use of content or technique in a training program that, while it is quite

appropr tate for one group of native Americans, might be utterly inappropriate for

another ;coup in the same training situation.
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Many studies have nevertheless attempted to identify those attributes shared

by the native American community at large. In his survey on native education,

for example, Berry' cites research identifying the following to be the most widely

shared psychological characteristics among native Americans: reserve, generosity,

individual autonomy, bravery and courage, fear of the world as dangerous, a "practi-

cal joker" strain, and dependence on supernatural power. Another source of this type

of generalizing tendency is the non-native respondents to the questionnaire adminis-

tered for this chapter of the study. From a list of sixteen potential cultural and

language characteristics, this group of respondents identified thirteen as characteris-

tic of their native American trainees.

However, the findings of this study argue much more strongly for an awareness

of the differences between native Americans than for acceptance of any sweeping gen-

eralizations about them. Berry makes this point when he cautions against the very

type of generalizing that he has just engaged in:

At the time America was discovered , the differences in language

and customs from tribe to tribe were as great . . . as those between the

English and the Chinese. It is no less true today. Some groups, such as

the Zuni and the Hopi, have retained a great deal of their culture, while

others (Narrangansetts, Nanticokes, Chickahominy, Lumbees, etc. ) have

preserved very little, except their conviction that they are Indians. It is

even hazardous to generalize about a particular community, since there arc

IBrewton Berry, The Education of American Indians: A Survey of the Literature,
Final Report (Washington, D. C.: Office of Education, U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, 1968).
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cleavages and differences between the old and the young, and between the

every-present conservatives and progressives. 2

The research done by this study supports this assertion of strong differences among

native Americans, and it indicates that some of those differences have implications

for training programs.

In the area of sex role definition, a common stereotype is that of a domineering,

warriorlike male and a subservient female. An illustration of this image is the ob-

servation of a respondent employed at one of the California Indian training centers:

Husbands at times resent their wives' success or are not willing to allow

their wives to complete their courses, should they he lagging behind the

husbands. Indian wives tend to accept physical violence inflicted upon them

by their husbands as an expected way of life. Husbands tend to consider

some family considerations as beneath their dignity, such as caring for

their children.

In opposition to that stereotype, however, arc the perceptions of many other

respondents. For example, a member of the White River Apache tribe maintains

that contrary to initial impressions in some Navajo and Apache families, it is not

unusual for the man to serve :nerdy as a figurehead ruler. Behind the scenes the

wife quite often holds the reins of power and makes the important decisions. This

perception is in part supported by the results of the questionne i re in which native

American respondents rejected male dominance and female subservience as being

characteristic of the culture of their trainees.

-Ibid., p. 71,
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Another example of this kind of diversity in native culture lies in the fact

that while in some tribes women :re usually excluded from certain religious

ceremonies, in other communities, particularly on the east coast, women are

not only included in important religious ceremonies but have in the past enjoyed

a shaman-like status within the tribe.

A further diversity that Berry makes is that there exists differing attitudes

between the old and the young. This difference manifests itself in the responses

of some of the staff at centers in Arizona and New Mexico. They found that some

of the older Indian trainees were reluctant to enroll in courses where women

dominated. In the case of a cartography program where both men and women

were enrolled, the older men preferred not to be situated in a work area ad-

joining that of a woman. On the other hand, the younger male trainees, ranging

in age from late teens to mid-thirties, showed no outward concern over the pres-

ence of women in their classes.

One respondent, who taught at several different Bureau of Indian Affairs

schools before his involvement in vocational education, provided a further example

of the kind of diversity encountered just within the narrow confines of attitudes

toward sex roles. Navajos, he said, had well-defined strictures regarding sociali-

zing between male and female members of the same clan. To avoid making any

faux pas, the respondent seated the girls and the boys in his classes on separate

sides of the classroom. When he was placed in an Apache school, he asked his

students if the same strictures were maintained. While his students were fascinat-

ed by his description of Navajo social strictures, they gave no indication that any

similar strictures existed within their own tribe.
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There are other aspects of this diversity among the native Americans which

are not directly related to training situations, but which are strongly enough present

in trainee,. lives to have a possibly significant indirect influence on training. One

area of diversity is the varying perceptions that exist regarding the characteristic

of extended family. Comments from respondents at one Navajo community college

have suggested that Navajo culture is generally characterized by many extended

families -- aunts, uncles, mother, or father living with the married couple. Elabo-

rating on this same point they asserted that home, family, and land are all highly

valued within the Navajo community.

On the other hand, one of the professors at the University of New Mexico

points out that one can also find numerous nuclear families in the Navajo community.

Some Navajos have found that numerous relatives who are unwilling to nuke a con-

tribution to the general family upkeep are a heavy economic burden. Thus in some

cases, to avoid their own failure as a result of such burdens, they have broken ties

and moved away from the immediate vicinity of their families.

An additional indication that the generalization of extended family should In

treated with caution lies in the ambiguous findings of the questionnaire about it.

The native respondents did not perceive the extended family to be part of the culture

of their trainees while the non-native respondents did. Beyond that, there was no

agreement, even within each group of respondents, about the effect that the extended

family had on the training experiences of native Americans.

Another area of diferentiation that is not directly related to the training experi-

ence, but which nonetheless could reveal a great deal about trainees' approach to
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problems, is the nature and degree of economic involvement that manifest them-

selves among different tribes. At present, for example, many of the Navajos on

the reservation are involved in some form of subsistence agriculture. If the Four

Corners3 Regional Commission succeeds in putting its plans for economic develop-

ment into operation, the Navajo !reservation will house art extensive irrigation and

agriculture project. It is hoped that when the project is completed, it will be ad-

ministered and operated by the Navajo tribe. As evidence of their involvement in

the project, the tribal council has funded certain manpower training programs such

as "Navajo Farm Enterprises. These projects are to train and qualify tribal

members in such vocational areas as operation and maintenance of farm equipment.

Attempts have also been made to build up agricultural enterprises in the Apache

community. In one such project, the results were less positive than in the Navajo

project. So long as Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel were permitted to assist in

planting, caring for crops, and overseeing the harvest efforts were relatively pro-

ductive. However, when Apaches were directed to assume complete responsibility

for the enterprise, it gradually failed. Whether through a lack of interest or a

lack of sufficient supervisory assistance, the project was unproductive.

In another instance, a Bureau respondent asserted that the Apache in a cattle-

raising project showed little interest and eventually non-native ranch hands had to

be hired to care for the cattle. It is quite possible that there are many factors

operating in these situations which are more important than t ribal attitudes. However

such divergence in the results of economic enterprises bears further investigation so

3"Four Corners" is the geographical point where four states -- Utah, Colorado,
Arizona, New Mexico -- meet.
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that whatever the reason the Navajo are experiencing more success in this type of

project, projects can be more specifically designated to meet the particular needs

of the Apache, which do not seem to be the same as those of the Navajo. One

possible explanation, one that is supported by the ways that members of the two

tribes operate in economic enterprises, might be that Navajos are more inclined

toward group organization and endeavor, while Apaches are more inclined toward

individual activities. Such a distinction has some clear implications for training.

B. Language problems are a barrier for some native Americans to successful

training and employment.

There is a variety ot statistics which Indicate tne extent of spoken language

problems among tne native Americans. More than half ot tne children in federal

schools, for example, do not use English as a first language. More than 15 percent

of all native schoolchildren come from homes in which no English is spoken. A

report by the Arizona Employment Security Commission concerning the Navajo

Reservation unemployed labor force -- which was 62 percent of the total Navajo

labor force found that 42 percent of the unemployed could not speak English.

Literacy is also a problem. Of that same unemployed labor force 50 percent

could not read or write. The 1969 Senate report on native American education

indicates the breadth of this literacy problem. Using as a definition of literacy,

five years or more of schooling, the report note that in 1969 there were 57,448

native Americans between the ages of fourteen and sixty-five with less than five

years of school completion. There is also no guarantee that every Navajo who

reached that level in school was actually able to perform at that level.
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Social attitudes which surround the entire question of language ability and

learning can make the problem even more severe. Many native adults, for example,

did not begin to learn English until they were in their teens. Because they did not

begin learning English at a preschool or primary level, the experience has often

been a slow and tedious one for them, and has sometimes left them with only mini-

mal language skills and a marked accent in speaking. Furthermore policies that

were sometimes operative when they were learning the language have left deep

scars on some language learners. For those now between the ages of thirty and

fifty, instances of being publicly degraded for speaking their native tongue or for

manifesting some cultural trait were fairly common.

This kind of treatment often produced a solid antipathy toward the learning

of English, and in fact was likely to have a negative effect on any learning environ-

ment in which native Americans encounter non-native instructors. One respondent

noted that these people often learned their English from merchants, shop owners,

etc., who were not particularly well developed in their own mastery of English and

who knew nothing of the methods of teaching a language. This particular group of

"instructors, asserts the same respondent, also tended to blame the native for

the poor quality of their language learning, thus exacerbating an already bad

situation.

With regard to the nature of the language problems that some native Americans

face, it has already been noted that a significant number of them come from homes

where only a tribal language has been spoken. Their first contact with English

may be when they first go to school. Others are definitely bilingual. They have
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been dealing with two languages perhaps since birth. Still others, such as many

of the Cherokee in Oklahoma and other upper Midwestern tribes, speak only English.

With these last, language problems are not culture bound, but rather are the prob-

lems shared by any rural group when faced with the need to shift from their regional

speech to the standard English which characterizes textbooks and instructional aids.

There is a variety of specific language problems identified by the respondents

to the questionnaire. One asserted that many tribal tongues do not use the same

sounds as in English, and consequently, native Americans may have articulation

problems that might cause them to be misunderstood. At one Skills Center the

director noted that the program had not been successful in teaching its students to

use the dictaphone because the native clerical students consistently omitted the

correct verb tenses in using the machine. This is a rather direct way in which

the particular problems that natives have with language can interfere with the level

of trainee performance and vocational outlook.

There was also an emphasis among questionnaire respondents on the need for

English language training as an occupational skill. Although some skills can be

learned without English mastery, they say, English is needed in order to read

trade manuals, instructions, and in order to function with even minimum facility

on the job market.

The questionnaire respondents tended to reject traditional language learning

methods, such as translation. They also criticized the fact that new English as

a second language materials were developed only with European or Eastern orien-

tation, never with an orientation to the specific needs of the native Americans.
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C. Thete are no cultural attributes which by themselves interfere with the native

American's ability to learn in traininproams. However, many instructors

fail to understand, or even to perceive cultural attributes which are relevant to

the learning situation. It is this lack of awareness that often results in teaching

that is so ineffective that it jeopardizes the success of the students subjected to it.

Perhaps the strongest support for this hypothesis comes from the fact that

of the sixteen supposedly cultural characteristics that non-native and native staff

were asked to assess on the questionnaire, there were only five on which both

groups agreed. Moreover, in the evaluation of the effect that these various char-

acteristics had on training performance, there was only a single item on which

the two groups agreed. This divergence points to a serious gap between the per-

ceptions of native characteristics by non-natives and by the native Americans

themselves. Many respondents expressed a concern for a lack of effective com-

munication between them and trainees, which prevents them from meeting trainee

needs. They noted a tendency by trainees to avoid verbal responses, and felt that

a primary effort that they often had to make with new students involved Just getting

them to speak at all. This nonverbal characteristic was perceived to he especially

evident in conflict or other problem situations. Thus the instructors themselves

see the educational situation of the native American trainee as ripe for misunder-

standings, if fur no other reason than because of a poor interpersonal communica-

tions system between students and instructors.

Although this gap may he in part due to language difficulties of trainees, another

factor in its existence is the difference between the values and perceptions of natives
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and those of non-natives. An example of this difference that is particularly relevant

to training is the native American attitude toward competition. While competition

is central to the functioning of the mainstream culture, it is not a normal quality

of tribal life, perhav because it contradicts certain values that the native holds

strongly. In order f o compete, one must set himself apart from others.

Within the native communities that have a high degree of cultural solidarity,

there is a strong feeling of tribal identity. Often it is the chief or other tribal

leaders that speak for the people of the tribe. It is not normal for individuals to

offer differing opinions on tribal matters. They seem to some observers to have

less a need to express themselves in the individual ways that are so common in

the dominant culture.

Perhaps this lack of focus on individuality is in part the result of a treatment

of children by parents and other tribal members as individual and responsible at

an early age. Children are both respected and provided with prescribed routes by

which they move toward adult responsibility and pri vilege. Because in this process,

the child is clearly and concretely acknowledged as an individual with a role to play

in the tribe, he may well feel less a need to establish his own independence through

competition.

This bias against competition is socially reinforced, particularly in situations

where a native American has been away from the influence of the tribe. One of the

instructors in language arts at the Institute of American Indian Arts noted that when

students first entered the Institute from the public schools, they were both competi-

tive and verbally responsive in class. However, after a few weeks they would be
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relatively unresponsive. He attributed this change in part to the pressure that

others exert on new arrivals to abandon their "white" behavior patterns and act

more "native American. "

The relevance of this attitude toward competition to training situations becomes

clear when the difference between the responses of the natives and non-natives to

questions concerning competition are noted. Quite simply, the natives do not see

competitiveness as a characteristic of their native trainees, while non-native re-

spondents do see it as a characteristic of their native trainees. Whichever group

is accurate in their observations, one of them clearly is misunderstanding their

students and probably organizing their teaching methods, in part at least, around

that misperception.

Way and Thomas in an article called "American Indians and White People"

note one clear classroom implication of this lack of awareness of the native American's

attitude toward competitiveness. A native child who receives a gold star on his class

progress chart may respond to the recognition with em harassment. A native student

praised before his classmates for his intelligent answer or outstanding work may

decide to volunteer no more answers in the future. Part of the explanation for such

behavier lies in the fact that a student singled out in such a manner may be more

conscious of what he sees as an implicit criticism of his classmates who have been

working just as hard. Way and Thomas suggest that

parents do not praise or reward their children for doing

what is proper and right; they are expected to behave well, for this is "natural"

or "normal. " Thus a "good" Indian child reflects no special credit on himself
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or on his parents. He is simply behaving as a child of his people should

behave. Oa the other hand, the "bad" or ill-intentioned child is censured,

and the child who makes mistakes is shamed, which, in an Indian community,

is a grave punishment.

This extreme reaction to public verbal criticism is another characteristic

with obvious implications for classroom situations. Apparently, the use of physi-

cal force is almost unheard of in normal families in native American communities.

According to some researchers, such a high stigma is attached to public verbal

denouncement that parents use it as an extreme form of punishment. The connota-

tion that this attitude gives to verbal exchange in the classroom makes such exchanges

a very sensitive area that must be approached by instructors with understanding --

an understanding that, from the results of the questionnaire, does not seem to exist

in any great depth.

Another characteristic that may cause problems in training as a result of

misunderstandings by instructors arises from the fact that native American chil-

dren are accorded a degree of independence and responsibility comparable to that

of adults. Often, for example, they take an active and major part in decisions

which involve them, such as going away to boarding school. This atmosphere of

independence is also present in some of the government day schools set up for these

people. Children are permitted to wander around the classroom during lessons.

Time allotments for homework are less strictly defined and less strictly adhered

to than in public schoo' s. In secondary school students may be permitted to leave

during class if they decide they do not wish to attend that day. As a result they
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frequently tend to respond inappropriately when unexpectedly transferred to highly

structured situations.

An example which vividly demonstrates this has been provided by a counselor

who administered educational tests. Having distributed the testing materials and

given the instructions, he took out a stopwatch to time the section the students were

working on. When he told the students to begin, the non-natives began to work

rapidly. The Navajo in the group got up, walked around the room, and asked the

examiner for a closer look at the stopwatch since he had not seen one like it before.

While this incident is an illustration, not a proof, it does describe a trend that many

of the questionnaire respondents and other interviewees tend to confirm.

Each of the problems discussed so far can be seen as aspects of the native

American's rejection of competition. And a further indication of that rejection is

manifested in the native trainee's preferences in teaching and learning methods.

These people tend to reject, according to staff surveyed, traditional class participa-

tion methods of instruction. They show a marked preference for individualized, pro-

grammed study, and in some cases, have responded positively to role playing. Both

of these methods are probably popular because they avoid direct competition and

provide the trainee with structured defenses against being singled out from his

fellow trainees.

A further characteristic one not directly related to competition, but one

that could create problems in training situations if it were misunderstood -- is the

attitude of many native Americans toward illness. In the event that a native trainee

from certain tribes is examined by the school physician and found to be well, and
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yet he still believes himself to be ill, he is likely to leave suddenly, return to the

tribe, and consult the medicine man.

With all of the cultural characteristics cited above, the problem is not that

there is an innate attitude that might interfere with the trainee's performance.

Some of them could in fact function to impro:re that performance. However, with

all of them, if they are misunderstood by instructors, and if those instructors

structure their classes and their own actions in ignorance of the implications of

such characteristics, at the least those classes will fail to elicit the best possible

responses from trainees, and they may work very directly to ensure no positive

responses from trainees.

D. Two factors that contribute greatly to separating many native Americans from

the "mainstream" of American experience are the poverty and rural isolation that

have consistently been the lot of so many of them. Although it is impassible to

fully isolate the effect of poverty and isolation from the effect of culture, there

is evidence to show that poverty and isolation are mare likely to be the cause of

some native American educational roblems than are cultural variables.

The breadth of living experience of the native American appears to have a

considerable impact on the level of his performance in educational programs. Gaps

that may exist between a trainee's experience and the program's assumptions about

that experience -- even in such mundane matters as knowing how to use the local

bus system -- may seriously hinder the trainee's participation in a program.

Economically, most reservation areas are underdeveloped. In the case of

the Navajo, business ;Ind commerce are generally concentrated along the interstate
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highways across the reservation. This opportunities for any prolonged contact

with the non-native community are minimal. The native American, consequently,

has rather limited insight into non-native behavior and social structures.

This lack may partially explain why government attempts to move these

people from the reservations to urban areas have met with such little success,

why from 70 to 85 percent of those relocated eventually return to the reservation.

This tie to the reservation can have a somewhat direct effect on training program

success. If the environment of the center is too foreign to the trainee, he may

be strongly tempted to return to the less promising, but more familiar reserva-

tion. This inclination to return to the familiarity of the reservation is encouraged

also by the strong family ties that both groups of respondents to the questionnaire

agree was a cultural characteristic of their trainees. If the family tells the trainee

that he is needed at home, he is very likely to go, even if there is no possible use

there for the skills he is acquiring. Several of the Bureau of Indian Affairs person-

nel interviewed provided examples of this phenomenon. In this case, then, the

cultural characteristic -- strong family ties reinforces one of the results of the

socioeconomic factor of rural isolation to create a situation that has serious impli-

cations for the approach that training programs take to their trainees.

The poverty from which the native American often suffers has many implica-

tions for the level of his performance in training. The ghetto-quality basic education

that he often receives as a child manifests itself in situations such as the one presented

by a commercial art instructor in one training center: The instructor displayed some

of the student's art work, explaining that his people's almost total lack of any contact
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with art in elementary and secondary school made it necessary for this boy to

begin much more basically than would have been necessary for a group of non-

poverty students.

Another example of the influence of poverty is the observation by an instructor

in Oklahoma that his trainees who came from rural Mississippi, and who were con-

siderably more deprived even than his poor Oklahoman trainees, had a significantly

lower level of language skills than the Oklahomans.

Perhaps the most significant implication of poverty for the native American is

that low income imposes a continual crisis orientation on many families. Making

ends meet for that day or week takes precedence over any long-range planning.

Parmee has pointed out in his study of the San Carlos Apache that

Under such conditions of poverty and unemployment, home life and schooling

are bound to suffer. As people live from day to day in "economic misery, ft

the simple tasks of home life, such as getting the children off to school each

day, become great hurdles, and any plans for the future becom- swallowed

up by the overriding problems of today. In such circumstances parental

size and complexity of the daily family trials. 4

Thus what may appear to an outsiJer to he laziness and apathy are often the visible

symptoms of a preoccupation with daily survival. The practicality of long-range

planning is problematic for the native American under such circumstances. This

difficulty of making any long-range plans is intensified by the harsh economic

'Edward A. Parmee, Formal Education and Culture Change (Tucson; University
of Arizona Prus,-;, Nos).
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fact that the only jobs to which this population has immediate access tend to be

seasonal employment or subsistence agriculture, both of which function to rein-

force the cycle of poverty and crisis existence.

A further aggravation of this pattern arises from the nature of some training

programs. Programs often fail to prepare trainees for such problems as complex

job qualifying exams, union membership requirements, and other certification

requirements. This is sometimes the result of poor planning, sometimes circum-

stances beyond the control of the program (such as discriminatory union practices),

and sometimes the result of the too short training cycle built into training programs.

There is just not enough time to provide a trainee with the skills that he needs, with

the remedial work he may need before he can move through the program successfully,

and with the special preparations he may need to meet additional requirements of

the occupation and the labor market he is entering. In the face of these problems,

many native Americans have come to look on training programs with their stipends

as much the same as seasonal employment. They complete a training cycle, are

rejected by the job market, and return later for training in another area. The

major implication of this criticism is that as a result of his extreme poverty, his

rural isolation, and his language problems, the native American trainee to the

extent that he shares these characteristics -- cannot successfully move through

the structure of most training programs as they now exist. The program must be

able to adjust to his often substantial needs.

Thus the native American has some cultural characteristics that -- however

much they must be modified by his particular circumstances -- should be better
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understood by the program personnel that he encounters in training. He also has a

need for language programs that arc focused on his particular needs, again with

the caution that it is a mistake to apply the same language assumptions and materials

to all natives. Finally, he is often severely deprived, not because of his culture,

but rather because of the extreme poverty and rural isolation from which he often

has suffered.
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APPALACHIAN WHITE CONCERNS

In the three groups studied thus far -- blacks, chicanos, and native Ameri-

cans -- there seems to be general agreement that social and economic factors are

much more likely to have a significant effect on the level of performance of group

members in training programs and on their vocational outlook than are cultural and

language factors. These findings concerning the Appalachian whites indicate that

the same is true for them.

A. Cultural and language variables do not significantly affect the training perform---
ance of Appalachian white trainees..1=114101. 4

Perhaps the evidence that points most clearly to this hypothesis can be found

in a summary of the responses of Skills Center staff members to questions about the

cultural characteristics of their trainees. The respondents were asked whether

they perceived any of the following characteristics to be cultural features of their

Appalachian white trainees. The percentage of respondents who answered "yes" or

"no" precedes each characteristic in the following tabulation:

7 -I
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Which of the following do you consider cultural
features of your Appalachian trainees?

Percentage
CharacteristicResponding

No Yes
64.2% 35.8% 1. Extended family (ties with members outside the

parent-child family unit).

43.3 56.7 2. Close family ties and family interdependence.
80.6 19.4 3. Achievement for the family rather than individually

oriented.
58.2 41.8 4. Father head of the family.
68.7 31.3 5. Male dominance (authoritarian tigure).

61.2 38.8 6. Mother: Center of spiritual and effective
cohesiveness of family.

71.6 28.4 6.5. Female subservience.
28.4 71.6 7. Rural style of residence and life.
79. 1 20.9 8. Achievement oriented toward the community, the

local group.
62.7 37.3 9. More cooperatively oriented than competitively

oriented.
46.3 53. 7 10. Speakers of an "Appalachian" dialect.
97.0 3.0 11. Bilingual.
58.2 41.8 12. Free of anxiety in their attitude toward time.
67.2 32.8 13. Undependable in time-structured situations.
58.2 41.8 14. Strong religious feelings and affiliations.
73. 17,, 26.9% 15. Superstitious in their beliefs.

A slight majority of the respondents found "close family ties and family in-

terdependence" and "speakers of an Appalachian dialect" to characterize their trainees,

but the only characteristic to emerge from these statistics as conclusively descriptive

of the trainees was not properly a cultural feature. "Rural style of residence and

life" is not the result of culture, rather it is socioeconomic or even geographical

facts of existence which may or may not influence trainees' behavior, but which are

not properly within the scope of this study.
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The substantial number of conjectures from literary sources alleging that

the Appalachian white population embodies a variety of common characteristics,

such as extended family, lack of time anxiety, strong religious feelings, Anglo-

Saxon (early Elizabethan) speech patterns, etc., makes the generally negative re-

sponses of training center personnel toward these issues surprising. There could

he three different reasons for these responses: (a) there are few sipificant differ-

ences, cultural or otherwise, between occupational trainees from Appalachia and

any others; (h) There may he perceptible differences, but staff members remain

oblivious to them because they themselves share the same characteristics; or (c)

in the minds of training staff, whatever general characteristics exist that conceiv-

ably separate the training needs of Appalachian whites from any other population

groups are not fundamentally "cultural** differences, but are due rather to other

factors which may appear to be cultural.

The evidence strongly points to (c) as a most reasonable explanation of why

the interviewees responded as they did. While respondents indicated on other parts

of the questionnaire that family structure, "life-style," etc., had distinct effects on

trainee outlook and performance, there was a general refusal to identify or "label"

these characteristics as being "cultural." In many cases, those interviewed went

beyond the questions asked to note that given such economic improvements as a

large job market, a stimulated regional economy, etc., "any problems stemming

from a family dialect, or any other so-called regional characteristics would quickly

evaporate." In short, it was felt by most respondents that underlying causes for

training-related problems had a great deal more to do with economic conditions of
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the area than with "cultural issues." The reasons for ostensibly different behavior

patterns on the part of Appalachian trainees, then, probably have more to do with

the "culture of poverty" than other cultural issues.

As an interesting sidelight, the interviews and conversations with training

staff revealed a great sense of regional pride on the part of almost all interviewees.

If any differences between "Appalachian types" and "others" were stressed, it was

with an emphasis on the positive attributes of the local society (strong work ethic;

contributions to music, literature, culture, etc.). Respondents were careful to

point out that these attributes which they identified were positive ones. They also

gave no indication that these attributes had anything to do with the problems faced

by Appalachians in training programs.

B. The rural style of residence and life, close family ties, and the Appalachian

dialect are identifiable characteristics in the lives of Appalachian white trainees.

Howeve r, the first characteristic is a socioeconomically derived factor, and the

study produced no clear relationship between the other two and the level of trainee

performance.

A substantial number of respondents identified a rural style of residence

and life as characteristic of Appalachian trainees, though that characteristic is soci-

oeconomic and geographic. There were slight indications that the respondents per-

ceived close family ties and an Appalachian dialect to be characteristic of their

trainees. In general, however, none of these factors was perceived to have a partic-

ularly significant effect on a variety of aspects of trainee life.
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The family structure was perceived to have a moderately positive effect on

trainee willingness to enroll in programs, on trainee occupational preference, and

on trainee orientation to continuous employment. While this is perhaps useful in-

formation, it does not seem to differ significantly from the kind of information

gathered about any other group. It is by no means unique to Appalachian whites.

There were no other particularly significant relationships uncovered by the qestion-

naire between the characteristics listed earlier in this chapter and the lire of the

trainees. The Appalachian dialect that was seen by some respondents as a charac-

teristic of their trainees was perceived to have only a minimal effect of training and

would affect the trainee adversely only if he were seeking a professional-level job

in a metropolitan area outside the Appalachian region.

C. Training staff perceive a preference for training in manual skills among Appa-

lachian trainees, but this seems more likely to be a response to economic and geo-

graphic realities than a cultural characteristic.

A large percentage (74.6) of the respondents felt that trainees show a great

preference for training in manual skills. The reasons for this preference were not

tested in the study, but speculation allows for such possibilities as: (a) availability

of training in the area, based upon the job market (predominantly low skilled), (b)

the influence of family and peers, and (c) the influence of general economic condi-

tions in the area, etc. There was no clear-cut feeling that language or cultural

factors in any way caused this preference.
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D. Whatever differences exist (if any) between the performance of Appalachian

white trainees and some supposed national norm are the result not of culture and

language, but of economic environment.

This hypothesis is derived from the suggestions of many respondents that

any search for factors that influence Appalachian whites in training should focus on

economic factors rather than on cultural and language factors. It is also a deduction

from the results of the questionnaire, which indicate that respondents see no cultural

or language factors as having any more than the slightest influence on training.

This hypothesis suggests that those who conduct training programs would

probably find it more fruitful to approach the problems of their trainees as part of

an economic and social pattern that may also include cultural factors. To look for

cultural variables to explain these problems is to turn away from the center of the

problem and create a danger that these problems will never be completely understood.

In considering the effect of family structure, life-style, and socioeconomic

characteristics on various aspects of trainee exper!e.nce, we compared the answers

of the total population of white respondents in all four samples with those of the

white respondents in the Appalachian sample. This comparison was intended to de-

termine whether there was a difference between the attitudes of the larger group of

white staff toward their predominantly nonwhite trainees and the attitudes of the

white Appalachian staff toward their predominantly white trainees.

The questionnaire results indicate that in several areas a slight difference

in the responses of the two groups did exist. These differences can perhaps be in-

terpreted to indicate a slightly more positive attitude by white staff toward white
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trainees than there is by white staff toward nonwhite trainees. However, these

findings are statistically far from conclusive, and in order to determine whether

such slender indications actually point to significant information, we would have to

analyze those findings in conjunction with many of the other findings of the survey,

such as those regarding misconceptions by staff of trainee characteristics. The data

collected in this survey are not detailed enough to allow this kind of careful cross

referencing that such an analysis would entail. It remains for a more limited and

detailed study to explore this sensitive cross-cultural, or cross-racial area.
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GENERAL HYPOTHESES

The general hypotheses of this report are drawn from those hypotheses about

the specific minority groups which seem to have significance not only for the specific

group that they are describing but also for nondominant population groups in general.

These include those hypotheses which are shared by ni_ -.3 than one group, as well

as specific observations which might provide insights into groups other than the one

about which a given observation is made. It is important to keep in mind that these

are hypotheses,not firm conclusions,and are generalizations of generalizations.

They are supported by the data collected in this study, but are not conclusively

"proved" by those data. Perhaps the best way to approach these hypotheses is --

as the term "hypothesis" suggests as a series of assertions supported by all of

the available data and deserving of further exploration and testing to determine the

full implications that each of them has for the training experiences of minority groups.

When policy decisions are needed they must be made on the basis of what is known

without waiting for all of the facts to be in. We have sufficient confidence in these

hypotheses to base recommendations upon them. But we recommend further exploration

8-I
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for full assurance and firm policies.

A. The differencesices that exist within each of the minorit population rows in this

study are often so pronounced that they make generalizations about a given group

too inaccurate to be a useful base for practical recommendations.

The approach that the chapter on chicanos takes to this hypothesis indicates

the kind of thoroughness that must accompany any study which seeks to generalize

about a population group. It was pointed out in that chapter that there were attitude

differences, geographic differences, and differences in economic situations, all of

which would have to be considered in detail as modifiers of any course of action

determined by one of the culture-wide generalizations that follow.

This same caution surrounds the hypotheses formulated about the native

Americans. In almost every cultural area with which the study concerned itself,

a wide range of variation among the tribes was found. Thus it becomes necessary

-- when considering the effect of such factors as family structure, attitude toward

time-structured situations, and language on native American trainees -- to note very

specifically what tribe or tribal subgroup is being analyzed. Without this spec-

ification such generalizations are counterproductive. Probably more than for any

other group, however, the study did find culture-wide characteristics that hold for

this ethnic group. However, these too should always be subject to modification by

the specific situation of the trainees involved.

One characteristic that seems to be widely shared by native Americans is

poverty and the physical, social, and developmental deprivation that accompany it.

Perhaps the reason that the study rejects generalizations about culture and language
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so emphatically is that in all of the groups it was their socioeconomic plight that was

seen as the most commonly shared characteristic, overshadowing cultural considerations.

In fact, the perception of the study was that for blacks and Appalachian whites, no

cultural characteristics existed which had any significant effect on training. Social

and economic considerations were the only significant factors.

Difficult as generalizations are, however, there can be no analysis and policy

prescriptions without them. Therefore, we proceed cautiously to generalizations,

conclusion4and recommendations with due awareness of the tenuousness of doing so.

B. Culture, viewed as a factor in the learning process of a trainee from any of the

minority groups studied, does not generally interfere with those trainees' ability

to learn.

Although some of the respondents to the questionnaire, instructors in manpower

training programs, thought that there were characteristics of their trainees which

interfered with their ability to succeed in training, and although a great deal of the

literature surveyed assumed a variety of cultural variables operating in the learning

process of minority trainees? there was no substantial evidence uncovered by this

study that supported the existence of these variables. In fact, when the overall

evidence regarding any one of the groups studied is gathered and reviewed, the

implications tend to be relatively strong that the perceptions of some instructors

and of the literature mentioned above are inaccurate.

The results of the Appalachian white questionnaire strongly refute the stereo-

types that are casually attributed to that group in a wide range of literature. Both

the literature surveyed and the respondents contacted in the black section of the study

strongly rejected cultural factors as playing any significant role in the black training
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experience. The study found chicano and native American respondents more willing

to identify actual cultural characteristics, but both groups argued strongly against

the assertion that any of these characteristics, in themselves, interfered with the

performance of members of those groups in training.

C. For blacks. Anpalaclaan whites. most chicanos. and mans native Americans.

there are no lingpistie variablts_that create serious obstacles to the_learitinst_nroc-

ess in training programs. In all of these groups English tends to be the dominant

language. Some in these groups are inadequately skilled in English, and for them
...1111.MMEIMMEMEM

this deficiency is an obstacle. For chicanos and some native Americans, whose

retention of their native language is generally more pronounced than in other groups,
,110MMIMMIN.MIMINIMMII

language tends to function as a more significant factor in training.

As do the first two hypotheses, this one cautions against casual assumptions

with regard to culture-wide characteristics. In two groups - blacks and Appalachian

whites -- there are strong indications that culture-bound language problems simply

do not exist. They may well share the same language problems that all economically

deprived people face, but in that case attempts to deal with those language problems

need not be delineated by the characteristics of the particular cultural group. In

fact, failure to recognize that their problems are primarily the result of poor

preparation and lack of wide experience, rather than the result of some inalterable

cultural characteristics, could hinder efforts to correct the situation.

For bilingual chicanos and native Americans, and for members of those groups

who are monolingual speakers of a language other than English, there are clearly

problems that need to he faced. However, a major finding of the study is that these
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problems have not even been adequately defined, much less solved. There is a

critical lack of thorough and specific analyses of the language problems faced in

these groups and an often-expressed need for language learning materials that are

developed for the specific needs of these groups. There has also been a failure to

differentiate between language problems which interfere with the ability to communicate

and learn and those which may bring a negative response from training staff and

discrimination in hiring from employers.

Thus the concerns of this hypothesis are twofold: On the one hand, language

problems that are not culture bound should be recognized and treated as such, and

on the other hand, language problems that are culture bound need to be thoroughly

analyzed and dealt with within a cultural framework. The study found that in many

situations, neither of these goals had been achieved.

Further examination of the data gathered in this study produces three additional

hypotheses for the study (discussed below in D, E and F).

D. Although it does not significantly interfere with a trainee's ability to learn, cul-

ture does function as a factor in various misunderstandings of minority trainees by

instructors and other staff, misunderstandings that can cause the teacher, and the

learning environment he creates, to be ineffective. In other words, staff attitudes

toward, and perceptions of trainee characteristics are a more significant factor in

the learning process than are any characteristics themselves.

The study indicates that this problem of misperception of trainee cultural

characteristics exists in training programs of blacks, chicanos, and native Amer-

icans. In some cases the evidence is a pronounced difference between the dominant
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population group staff and the minority staff working with a given group. In other

cases, such as with the rejection of competition as motivation by many native

Americans, the characteristic will be identified, and then several instances of the

ways that teaching can ignore this characteristic -- can work against it -- will be

uncovered. Often staff will attribute to culture those behavioral characteristics

that are in fact lue to the crisis-bound, impoverished life that the trainee undergoes.

E. The economic deprivation, the limitations on experience and opportunity, and

the poverty-dominated social atmosphere shared in different forms by many members

of the minority groups encompassed by this study are much more likely to combine

to create obstacles to successful training and to well-developed vocational aspirations

than are specific cultural and language variables.

This hypothesis is more strongly asserted by questionnaire respondents and minority

group spokesmen than any other in this study. With every group studied there was

strong agreement that cultural and language problems faded into insignificance

when compared to the critical and pervasive effects of socioeconomic factors. If

these widely expressed concerns are to be heeded, then it clearly becomes necessary

for any study of cultural and language problems to see itself as a secondary concern 9

one that may provide some mitigation of the problems of nondominant population groups,

but one which is not addressed to the heart of the problems that these people face.

Many of the sources in the black and chicano sections of the study point out

that the ghetto and the barrio are not culturally chosen, but rather economically

determined existences in which no choice is allowed. The same distinction is made

in answer to the argument that members of several groups prefer training in manual
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skill', Many study sources reply that it is pointless to speak of "preferences"

when -- because of social and economic factors -- no real choices exist. The de-

pressing effect that poverty has on education is outlined in several sections, with

a particularly interesting description of chicanos as human resources who, because

of their economic situation, have been underinvested in (educationally), and there-

fore are not as valuable to an employer as a dominant culture member who has been

able to invest considerably more in his education and development.

F. There are preferences for life-styles and location which dissuade some minority

group members, particularly those from rural backgrounds, from taking full

advantage of the learning opportunities provided by improved employability. Such

preferences are understandable and not to be criticized. However, there must be

realistic alternatives and each individual should have and know he has freedom of

geographical and occupational choice and access to the standard and acceptable life-

style..

The implications of the last three hypotheses -- that it is not culture, but staff

misunderstandings of culture, and even more important, that it is economic deprivation

that is the overriding cause of educational problems -- give rise to the final hypothesis

of the study as seen in G below.

G. Any effective assessment of the educational problems of minority group members

in training programs is not complete unless it includes the social, economic, and

political realities, as well as the cultural and linguistic characteristics, of the

trainee's environment.

This is the logical conclusion of al! the hypotheses presented above. Essentially
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it is a common-sense caution that there is no single solution to this intricate complex

of problems. In fact, any exclusive focus on just one of these areas of concern could

never solve the problems faced by minority trainees. The problems clearly rise as

a result of all of these various influences, and it is a logical necessity that any attempt

to solve these problems must consider all factors that produced them.

This hypothesis actually extends beyond the scope of the study, and as such,

cannot be developed in great detail here; but it is a direction to which the study

clearly points, and any further attempts to assess and alleviate the problems of

minority group members in manpower training programs should clearly begin with

this hypothesis as the basis of such a study.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Even though the findings of the study are stated tentatively, policy must be

based upon whatever enlightenment is available. While a first recommendation

would have to be further research to more definitively probe differences in response

by age, sex, ethnic origin, and education, and to develop programs and procedures

to compensate for various differential factors, the data and analysis from the study

clearly support five general recommendations and four subsidiary ones:

1. The basic finding of this study should be widely disseminated and emphasized

among administrators and staff of manpower training programs.

That is, though cultural differences exist and may affect the readiness to learn

and the cognitive learning style of trainees, they do not interfere with their basic

ability to learn aad profit from manpower skill training. Staff and instructors should

not be allowed to excuse themselves by blaming their failure to teach on the trainees'

limited ability to learn. As long as the trainees have the ability and willingness to

learn (or the data indicate they do), it is the instructor's job to learn how to teach

them and the administrators to see that it is done. Likewise, language differences

interfere only because of the limited ability of some minority trainees to communicate

9-1
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and understand in English. This is true of only a small proportion of all minority

trainees and when it is true, it is the program's responsibility to provide English as

a second language (ESL) training to make skills acquirement and employability possible.

Nonstandard English may "turn off" instructors and potential employers, but it does

not interfere with learning ability.

This basic finding should also be generally disseminated to actual and potential

manpower trainees, as well as those who may tend to use their supposed nontrainability

as an excuse to Justify their fears of undertaking training in unfamiliar circumstances.

2. Materials should be prepared and staff training provided to familiarize instruc-

tors, administrators,and other staff of training institutions of cultural differences which

may lead them to misconceptions about the abilities and responses of their trainees.

"Sensitivity training" is not enough. It is helpful to alert staff members to the

need to be tolerant of individual and group differences. However, that is no substitute

for knowing enough about specific culture and language differences and learning styles

of trainees to recognize how trainee response to various teaching techniques will be

affected. Administrators should be made cognizant of various holidays and family

occasions important to various minorities and taught to be sufficiently flexible to

give those equal recognition with the standard holiday. Audio-visual and written

materials should be prepared at the national level and made available to all training

centers and AMID (Area Manpower Institute for the Development of Staff) to alert

staff to specific variables.

3. All criteria used to assign individuals among various occupational offerings in

training programs should be examined under national office direction to assure that

misconceptions about trainee ability and the relevance of various criteria to job
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performance do not arbitrarily exclude any with a reasonable chance of job success.

If, for instance, a high school diploma is assumed to be a minimum requirement

for entrance into training for a particular occupation, that may serve as an absolute

bar to entrance of members of a minority group which produces few high school grad-

uates. The criterion must be ability to perform satisfactorily on the job, and training

center staff should accept part of the responsibility of convincing employers to drop

irrelevant selection criteria.

4. Wherever possible, competent staff should be drawn from the same racial and

ethnic groups as the majority of enrollees.

This increases the likelihood of understanding and may also provide role models.

Socioeconomic status was found to be a more powerful obstacle to training success

than cultural attributes which follow racial lines but cross socioeconomic ones.

Therefore, those selecting staff must recognize that a staff member or instructor of

the same race or ethnic origin but from a different socioeconomic strata may be no

more alert to cultural differences than members of the majority population would be.

While being a member of a minority group may increase an individual's chances of

being disadvantaged or even may be the primary cause of it, it is still the socio-

economic disadvantage which is most likely to cause training difficulties. This fact

must enter into staff training, as well as into staff selection.

5. Discrimination, overt and institutional, remains a serious problem in training?

as well as employment, and must be rooted out.

The. implication was strong throughout this study, as among others, that dis-

crimination, both overt and institutional, remains the primary cause of the socioeconomic

status which affects a minority group as a whole or the negative response of training
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center staffs. It is the responsibility of every administrator of manpower policy and

program at national, state,and local levels to eliminate every vestige of racial and

ethnic discrimination within their jurisdiction. For that which impacts upon program

from outside their jurisdiction, they can only compensate.

6. The following recommendations result from the hypotheses drawn by the study

regarding the language problems of trainees:

a. A review of existing ESL materials to determine which are most useful

for addressing the language problems of trainees.

b. Elimination of all child-oriented materials and development of stimulating

materials at an adult level of interest.

c. The development of new, or the modification of already existing ESL

materials to create a focus on the particular bilingual needs of chicano

and native American trainees. Much of the existing material was de-

veloped with a European or an Eastern bias.

d. The provision in training programs of sufficient time and resources for

filling the remedial needs of trainees in speaking and writing English.

With such support both their level of performance in training and their

likelihood of finding employment after training will improve.

7. The following recommendations result from the hypotheses drawn by the study

regarding the dominant culture's lack of awareness of actual cultural differences and

their sometimes casual acceptance of racial stereotypes:

a. Program and curriculum developers should give lower priority to

adapting programs and materials to the cultural characteristics of

minority groups and more to preparing instructors to recognize and
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deal with differing respuubes. Except in specific instances that are

noted in this report, cultural characteristics simply do not have that

much influence on trainee performance. Such efforts should instead be

focused on developing staff training and orientation programs aimed at

the elimination of stereotypes and misperceptions, and at making staff

aware of those actual cultural characteristics that do exist.

b. Selection and assignment procedures should be assessed and adjusted to

weed out any personal or structural discrimination that limits the occu-

pational range available to trainees.

c. Textbooks and other material should be selected which give equal prom-

inence to minority group members in illustrations and examples.

d. Staff training programs should be developed which focus on the elimina-

tion of stereotypes and which make staff aware of the actual cultural

characteristics of nondominant population group members that are

relevant to the training situation.

e. Tests and measurements that do not have built-in cultural or language

biases should be developed.

f. An overall framework that is bicultural should he developed and applied

to every aspect of training programs. The goal of absorbing minorities

into the dominant culture is no longer accepted as legitimate without

considerable qualification, and the success of any program with minority

groups rests in part on the recognition by program developers, admin-

istrators, and instructors of the necessity and value of the trainees'

cultu-?.. If the minority trainee is accepted as significant -- as something
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more than a passive problem for the dominant culture to "solve" --

then his culture too must be accepted as significant and must be an

integral part of any program that respects him, any program in which

he has a real chance of developing self-respect, responsibility; and success.

g. In order to achieve an accurate bicultural program framework, concrete

policies should be devised which would involve minority trainees and

others in various aspects of the development of training programs. The

"user input" is an absolutely necessary component in the success of any

training program.

8. The following recommendations result from the hypotheses drawn by the study

regarding the effects of the discrimination, economic,and social deprivation, and the

narrow range of experience that characterizes the lives of many minority group

members.

a. A concrete analysis of the actual obstacles to employment of trainees

should be undertaken, and it should have a twofold focus. On the one

hand, it should assess the obstacles that result from the trainee's own

experience, such as level of education, breadth of experience, language

problems, etc. On the other hand, it should assess the external ob-

stacles that the trainee may encounter, such as racial discrimination,

employer attitudes toward manpower training programs, hiring practices,

complexity of job-seeking procedures, etc.

b. Open-ended materials should be developed for use by minority trainees,

with a focus on improving the self-image of trainees.
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c. Career education materials should be developed and used as a part of

the orientation of every trainee. It is important that a trainee have a

clear understanding of the full range of occupational choices available

to him.

d. Job training programs should develop and use detailed information on

specific requirements and duties that trainees will encounter in their

occupation in the specific labor market into which they will be entering

after they complete training. Any other specific information about their

particular labor market that might be of use to them should also be made

available to them.

e. Support services for trainees should be assessed to determine how well

they meet trainee needs, and should be improved and increased where a

need is identified. In view of the apparent influence of trainees' socio-

economic environment on their performance in training, this is a partic-

ularly important area of concern.

f. A full remedial education program should be developed that focuses on

the specific needs of the various subgroups of the nondominant population

groups covered in this study. It is also recommended that the training

cycle be modified to allow time for the inclusion of this remedial work

in a trainee's program.

9. A final recommendation is that a study or project that has as its goal the de-

velopment of actual materials or programs should focus on populations that are more

specific than an entire culture group. The unique cultural, linguistic, social, political,
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and geographical configuration of the smallest target population that it is feasible

to single out should be the basis for any such projects. Projects with a more general

basis should attempt to include in their products mechanisms for modifying them to

meet the needs of the more specific target populations.
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Section I
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Culture-Language Variables

Name of Agency

Address

Telephone Number

Contact Person

Position of Contact

Date:

Interviewer:

Skill Center f-7 Multi f -1

Other (CAA, OIC, etc.) /7:77

Culture-Language Variables Research

Introduction

The purpose of this research project is to identify those factors of culture and
language which affect the occupational aspirations, training, and success of the
least assimilated Black population group members.

These questions relate to those trainees who exhibit strong or fairly strong cul-
tural and linguistic features that you associate as being characteristic of the
Black population.



Which of the following do you consider cultural features of your Black trainees?
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2.

1. extended family (ties with members outside of the parent-child family
unit)

2. close Emily ties and family interdependence

3. achievement for the family rather than individually oriented

4. father head of the family

5. male dominance (authoritarian figure)

6. mother: center of spiritual and affective cohesiveness of family

6.5. female subservience

7. ghetto style of residence and life

8. achievement oriented toward the community, the ethnic group

9. more co-operatively oriented than competitively oriented

10. monolingual speakers of a dialect

11. bilingual (e.g., dialect/English)

12. free of anxiety in their attitude toward time

13. undependable in time structured situation

14. strong religious feelings and affiliations

15. superstitious in their beliefs

Ate there any other cultural features of your trainees which the preceding list
overlooks. Please specify:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



3.

Section II

In respect to your Black trainees, do you perceive that their family structures and
values affect:

2.0 Their willingness to enroll for training

a. Greatly discourages them

b. Moderately discourages

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately encourages them

e. Greatly encourages
.11111=IM

2.1 The trainees' occupational preference

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no direct bearing on preference)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.2 The trainees' attendance

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.3 The trainees' dropout rate

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner



2.4 The trainees' orientation to continuous employment

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.5 The trainees' setting of long and short-range goals

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.6 The trainees' commitment to task completion

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

...m."

2.7 The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1- Administrators,

2-Counselors and/or
3-Instructors

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

4.
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2.8 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.9 The trainees' socio-economic values

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.10 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. greatly in a negative manner

Section III

In respect to your Black trainees, do you perceive that their ghetto style of residence
Rad life affects:

3.0 The trainees' willingness to enroll for training

a. Greatly discourages them

b. Moderately discourages them

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately encourages them

e. Greatly encourages them



3.1 The trainees' occupational preference

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no direct bearing on preference)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.2 The trainees' attendance

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

C. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.3 The trainees' dropout rate

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.4 The trainees' orientation to continuous employment

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

6.



3.5 The trainees' setting of long and short-range goals

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

wooNftwasmie
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3.6 The trainees' commitment to task completion

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a posftiv.! manner

e. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.7 The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1-Administrators,

2-Counselors and/or
3-Instructors

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.8 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

7.
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3.9 The trainees' socio-economic values

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.10 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

Section IV Language

A. How do you perceive lack of proficiency in speaking standard English to
affect the Black trainees':

4.0 The trainees' willingness to enroll

a. Greatly

b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.1 The trainees' preference of skill areas to be trained in

a. Greatly

b. Moderately

c. Not at all
.11M11111M
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4.2 The trainees' rate of progress within the program

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all
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4.3 The trainees' level of vocational proficiency upon completion of the program

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.4 The trainees' relationship with program personnel

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.5 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees:

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.6 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

B. How do you f..:el the use of dialect in occupational training would affect:

4.7 The trainees' willingness to enroll

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner



4.8 The trainees' preference of skill areas to be trained in:

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

4.9 The trainees' rate of progress within the program:

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner.

4.10 The trainees' level of vocational proficiency upon completion of the
program

a. Greatly in a pas' Live manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

4.11 The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1-Administrators,

2-Counselors and/or
3 - Instructors

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

10.
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4.12 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees:

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

4.13 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

Section IV

C. Do you think that your Black trainees should be taught occupational skills in his
dialect and taught English/as a separate skill/necessary to function in a job
situation?

A. Yes b. No
Please state why:



12.

Section V General

5.0 Do your Black trainees show a great preference for training in manual
skills?

Yes No

5.1 To what degree would you attribute this preference to the language and culture
of the trainees?

a. To a large degree

b. To a minor degree

e. To no degree at all

5.2 Do you perceive your Black trainees' religious beliefs and affiliations play
a significant role in their participation in the training process?

MO 1MM111
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a. Yes, in a positive manner

b. Yes, in a negative manner

c. Plays no role at all

5.3 Do you perceive that socio-economic and political factors beyond the control
of the group the Black trainee belongs to have significant influence on his
occupational outlook with respect to:

Their willingness to enroll for training

a. Greatly discourages them

b. Moderately discourages

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately encourages them

e. Greatly encourages

The trainees' occupational preference

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no direct bearing on preference)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner



The trainees' attendance

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' dropout rate

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' orientation to continuous employment

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' setting of long and short-range goal:s

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

13.



The trainees' commitment to task completion

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: I-Administrators,

2-Counselors and/or
3- Instructors

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' socio-economic values

d. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

14.
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The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

5.4 How do you perceive the outside socio-economic and political factors to
compare in importance with the cultural and language features of the
Black trainee.

a. Of most importance in a positive manner

b. Of most importance in a negative manner

c. Equal in importance

d. Less important than cultural and language features in a
negative manner

e. Less important in a positive manner

COMMENTS
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Section I
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Culture-Language Variables

Name of Agency

Address

Telephone Number

Contact Person

Position of Contact

Date:

Interviewer:

Skill Center /-7 Multi /

Other (CAA, OIC, etc.)

Culture-Language Variables Research

Introduction

The purpose of this research project is to identify those factors of culture and
language which affect the occupational aspirations, training, and success of the
least assimilated Spanish - speaking population group members.

These questions relate to those trainees who exhibit strong or fairly strong cul-
tural and linguistic features that you associate as being characteristic of the
Spanish-speaking population.



Which of the following do you consider cultural features of your Spanish-speaking
trainees?

...mMiNEM.
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1. extended family (ties with members outside of the parent-child
family unit)

2. close family ties and family interdependence

3. achievement for the family rather than individually oriented

4. father head of the family

5. male dominance (authoritarian figure)

6. mother: center of spiritual and affective cohesivene3s of family

6.5. female subservience

7. Barrio style of residence and life

8. achievement oriented toward the community, the ethnic group

9. more co-operatively oriented than competitively oriented

10. monolingual speakers of Spanish

11. bilingual (e. g. Spanish/English)

12. free of anxiety in their attitude toward time

13. undependable in time structured situations

14. strong religious feelings and affiliations

15. superstitious in their beliefs

Are there any other cultural features of your trainees wich the preceding list
overlooks. Please specify:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2.



Section II

In respect to your Spanish-speaking trainees. do you perceive that their family
structures and values affect:

2.0 Their willingness to enroll for training

a. Greatly discourages them

b. Moderately discourages

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately encourages them

e. Greatly encourages

2.1 The trainees' occupational preference

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no direct bearing on preference)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.2 The trainees' attendance

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.3 The trainees' dropout rate

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in 3 negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.



2.4 The train: -es' orientation to continuous employment

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.5 The trainees' setting of long and short-range goals

a. Greatly in a positive manzaux

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.6 The trainees' commitment to task completion

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.7 The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1-Administrators.

2-Counselors and/or
3-Instructors

Greatly in a positive manner

Moderately in a positive manner

Neutral (has no influence)

Moderately in a negative manner

Greatly in a negative manner

4.



2.8 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)
MIN111011411MM

d. Moderately in a negative manner111.la

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.9 The trainees' socio-economic values

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner
MENIIIINIMM

2, 10 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

.0011.01111=

Section III

In respect to your Spanish-speaking trainees, do you perceive that their barrio
style of residence and life affects:

3.0 The trainees' willingness to enroll for training

a. Greatly discourages them

b. Moderately discourages them

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately encourages them

e. Greatly encourages them

5.



3.1 The trainees' occupational prefdrence

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no direct bearing on preference)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.2 The trainees' attendance

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.3 The trainees' dropout rate

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.4 The trainees' orientation to continuous employment

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

6.



3.5 The trainees' setting of long and short-range goals

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.6 The trainees' commitment to task completion

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

.......m..
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3.7 The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1-Administrators,

2-Counselors and/or
3-Instructors

MIIIMPOIM

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.8 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

7.
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3.9 The trainees' socio-economic values

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.10 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner...iili

Section IV Language

A. How do you perceive lack of proficiency in speaking standard English to
affect the Spanish-speaking trainees':

4.0 The trainees' willingness to enroll

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c, Not at all

4.1 The trainees' preference of skill areas to be trained in

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.2 The trainees' rate of progress within the prog-Lam

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all
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4.3 The trainees' level of vocational proficiency upon completion of the program

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.4 The trainees' relationship with program personnel

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.5 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees:

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.6 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

B. How do you feel the use of native language in occupational training would
affect:

4.7 The trainees' willingness to enroll

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner



4.8 The trainees' preference of skill areas to be trained in:

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner
!=.111011.
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c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

4.9
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The trainees' rate of progress within the program:

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner
.11.....1!

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner
11111111

e. Greatly in a negative manner
ilIIIIMM

4.10 The trainees' level of vocational proficiency upon completion of the
program

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

mmolow
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4.11 The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1-Administrators,

2-Counselors and/or
3-instructors

MIIINIMMIOMIIIIM

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

10.
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4.12 Th.. trainees' relationship with fellow trainees:

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

4.13 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

Section IV

C. Do you think than. your Spanish-speaking trainees should be taught occupational
skills in his native language and taught English/as a separate skill/necessary
to function in a job situation?

A. Yes b. No
Please state why:



Section V General

5.0 Do your Spanish-speaking trainees show a great preference for training
in manual skills?

Yes No

12.

5.1 To what degree would you attribute this preference to the language and culture
of the trainees?

a. To a large degree

b. To a minor degree

c. To no degree at all

5.2 Do you perceive your Spanish-speaking trainees' religious beliefs and
affiliations play a significant role in their participation in the training
process?

a. Yes, in a positive manner

b. Yes, in a negative manner

c. Plays no role at all

5.3 Do you perceive that socio-economic and political factors beyond the control
of the group the Spanish-speaking trainee belongs to have significant influence
on his occupational outlook with respect to:

mmloomMalIPTNN.
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Their willingness to enroll for training

a. Greatly discourages them

b. Moderately discourages

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately encourages them

e. Greatly encourages

The trainees' occupational preference

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no direct bearing on preference)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner



The trainees' attendance

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' dropout rate

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' orientation to continuous employment

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Ne itral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' setting of long and short-range goals

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

13,



The trainees' commitment to task completion

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1-Administrators,

2-Counselors and/or
3-Instructors

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (Vas no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' socio-economic values

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negeive manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

14.
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The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative mauler

5.4 How do you perceive the outside socio-economic and political factors to
compare in importance with the cultural and language features of the
Spanish-speaking trainee.

a. Of most importance in a positive manner

b. Of most importance in a negative manner

c. Equal in importance

d. Less important than cultural and language features in a
negative manner

e. Less important in a positive manner

COMMENTS
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Please list any suggestions which you believe should be considered in the .evelopment
of curriculum guides for Spanish-speaking trainees.

I
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Culture-Language Variables

Name of Agency

Address

Telephone Number

Contact Person

Position of Contact

Skill Center /

Other (CAA, 01( p etc.)

Date:

Interviewer:

Multi r7

Culture-Language Variables Research

Introduction

The purpose of this research project is to identify those factors of culture and
language which affect the occupational aspirations, training, and success of the
least assimilated Indian population group members.

These questions relate to those trainees who exhibit strong or fairly strong cul-
tural and linguistic features that you associate as being characteristic of the
Indian population,.



Which of the following do you consider cultural features of you:. Indian trainees?

1. extended family (ties with members outside of the parent-child
family unit)

2. close family ties and family interdependence

3. achievement for the family rather than individually oriented

4. father head of the family

5. male dominance (authoritarian figure)

6. mother: center of spiritual and affective cohesiveness of family

6.5. female subservience

7. tribal style of residence and life

8. achievement oriented toward the community, the ethnic group

9. more co-operatively oriented than competitively oriented

10. monolingual speakers of an Indian language

11. bilingual (e.g., Indian language/English)

12. free of anxiety in their attitude toward time

13. undependable in time structured situations

14. strong religious feelings and affiliations

15. superstitious in their beliefs

Are there any other cultural features of your trainees which the preceding list
overlooks. Please specify:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2.
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Section II

In respect to your Indian trainees, do you perceive that their family structures and
values affect:

2.0 Their willingness to enroll for training

a. Greatly discourages them

b. Moderately discourages

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately encourages them

e. Greatly encourages

2.1 The trainees' occupational preference

a. Greatly in a positive:: manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no direct bearing on preference)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.2 The trainees' attendance

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.3 The trainees' dropout rate

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner



2.4 The trainees' orientation to continuous employment

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.5 The trainees' setting of long and short-range goals

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

M.111M.1.
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The trainees' commitment to task completion

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.7 The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: I-Administrators,

2- Counselors and/or
3-Instructors

.=111MINIP

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

4.
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2.8 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.9 The trainees' socio-economic values

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

111.1

2.10

...11
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The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

Section III

In respect to your Indian trainees, do you perceive that their tribal style of residence
and life affects:

3.0 The trainees' willingness to enroll for training

a. Greatly discourages them

b. Moderately discourages them

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately encourages them

e. Greatly encourages them



3.1 The trainees' occupational preference

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no direct bearing on preference)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

.011.1MININD
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3.2 The trainees' attendance

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner
MI.M.=M110

The trainees' dropout rate

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.4 The trainees' orientation to continuous employment

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

6.



3.5 The trainees' setting of long and short-range goals

a. Greatly in a positive mniner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner
111111111.

3.6 The trainees' commitment to task completion

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

1110111

3.7 The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1- Administrators,

2-Counselors and/or
3-Instructors

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.8 The trainees` relationship with fellow trainees

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

7.
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The trainees' socio-economic values

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d, Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.10 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

6111

Section IV Language

A. How do you perceive lack of proficiency in speaking standard English to
affect the Indian trainees':

4.0 The trainees' willingness to enroll

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.1 The trainees' preference of skill areas to be trained in

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c, Not at all

4.2 The trainees' rate of progress within the program

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all
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4.3 The trainees' level of vocational proficiency upon completion of the program

a. Greatly
b. !Moderately

c. Not at all

4.4 The trainees' relationship with program personnel

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.5 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees:

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.6 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all
.1111011111111

B. How do you feel the use of native language in occupational training would
affect:

4.7 The trainees' willingness to enroll

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutzal (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner



4.8 The trainees' preference of skill areas to be trained in:

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

4.9 The trainees' rate of progress within the program:

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

4.10 The trainees' level of vocational proficiency upon completion of the
program

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has ro influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

4.11 The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1-Administrators,

2-Counselors and/or
3- Instructors

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

10.
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4.12 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees:

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

4.13 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

Section IV

C. Do you think that your Indian trainees should be taught occupational skills
in his native language and taught English/as a separate skill/necessai 7 to
function in a job situation:

A. Yes b. No
Please state why:



Section V General

5.0 Do your Indian trainees show a great preference for training in manual
skills?

Yes No

5.1 To what degree would you attribute this preference to the language and
culture of the trainees?

a. To a large degree

b. To a minor degree

c. To no degree at all

5.2 Do you perceive your Indian trainees' religious beliefs and affiliations
play a significant role in their participation in the training process?

a. To a large degree

b. To a minor degree

c. To no degree at all
111=1,
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5.3 Do you perceive that socio-economic and political factors beyond the
control of the group the Indian trainee belongs to have significant influence
on his occupational outlook with respect to:

Their willingness to enroll for training

a. Greatly discourages them

h. Moderately discourages

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately encourages them

e. Greatly encourages

The trainees' occupational preference

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no direct bearing on preference)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner



The trainees' attendance

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' dropout rate

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' orientation to continuous employment

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' setting of long and short-range goals

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

13.



The trainees' commitment to task completion

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1-Administrators,

2-Counselors and/or
3-Instructors

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' socio-economic values

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

14.
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The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

cs Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

5.4 How do you perceive the outside socio-economic and political factors
to compare in importance with the cultural and language features of
the Indian trainee.

a. Of most importance in a positive manner

b. Of most importance in a negative manner

c. Equal in importance

d. Less important than cultural and language features in a
negative manner

e. Less important in a positive manner

COMMENTS



QUESTIONNAIRE FOR APPALACHIAN WHITES



Section 1

L__77 . /
A C CS 0 01 PG

Culture-Language Variables

Name of Agency

Address

Telephone Number

Contact Person

Position of Contact

Date:

Interviewer:

Skill Center Multi [L.:7

Other (CAA, OIC, etc.) / /

Culture-Language Variables Research

Introduction

The purpose of this research project is to identify those factors of culture and
language which affect the occupational aspirations, training, and success of the
Appalachian population group members.

These questions relate to those trainees who exhibit strong or fairly strong
cultural and linguistic features that you associate as being characteristic of the
Appalachian population.



2.

Which of the following do you consider cultural features of your Appalachian trainees?

11=
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1. extended family (ties with members outside of the parent-child family
unit)

2. close family ties and family interdependence

3. achievement for the family rather than individually oriented

4. father head of the family

5. male dominance (authoritarian figure)

6. mother: center of spiritual and affective cohesiveness of family

6.5. female subservience

7. rural style of residence and life

8. achievement oriented toward the community, the local group

9. more co-operatively oriented than competitively oriented

10. speakers of an "Appalachian" dialect

11. bilingual

12. free of anxiety in their attitude toward time

13. undependable in time structured situations

14. strong religious feelings and affiliations

15. superstitious in their beliefs

Are there any other cultural features of your trainees which the preceding list
overlooks. Please specify:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



3.

Section II

In respect to your trainees, do you per.vive that their family structures and values
affect:

2.0

.111111111.1110M

Their willingness to enroll for training

a.. Greatly discourages them

b. Moderately discourages

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately encourages them

e. Greatly encourages

2.1 The trainees' occupational preference

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no direct bearing on preference)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.2 The trainees' attendance

a. Greatly in a positive manner

h. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.3 The t ra inees' ci rot)°, a rate

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner



2.4 The trainees' orientation to continuous employment

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.5 The trainees' setting of long and short-range goals

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

IIIIIMIIMIIIMI.

The trainees' commitment to task completion

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.7 The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1-Administrators,

2-Counselors and/or
3-Instructors

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

4.
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2.8 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees

Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.9 The trainees' socio-economic values

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

2.10 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

Section III

In respect to your trainees, do you perceive that their rural style of residence and
life affects:

3.0 The trainees' willingness to enroll for training

a. Greatly discourages them

b. Moderately' discourages them

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately encourages them

e. Greatly encourages them

I1
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3.2
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The trainees' occupational preference

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no direct bearing on preference)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' attendance

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.3 The trainees' dropout rate

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.4 The trainees' orientation to continuous employment

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

6.



3.5 The trainees' setting of long and short-range goals

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.6 The trainees' commitment to task completion

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately In a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.7 The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1-Administrators,

2-Counselors and/or
3-Instructors

011=1111

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.8 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

.POMENI&MMI
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3.9 The trainees' socio-economic values

a. Greatly in a positive manner401
b. Moderately in a positive manner

1011111111111MM

c. Neutral (has no influence)1111!

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

3.10 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

=1.01.111MM

Section IV Language

A. How do you perceive lack of proficiency in speaking standard English to
affect the trainees':

4.0 The trainees' willingness to enroll

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.1 The trainees' preference of skill areas to be trained in

a. Greatly

b, Moderately

c. Not at all

4.2 The trainees' rate of progress within the program

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all
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4.3 The trainees' level of vocational proficiency upon completion of the
program

a. Greatly

b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.4 The trainees' relationship with program personnel

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.5 The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees:

a. Greatly
b. Moderately

c. Not at all

4.6 The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly

b. Moderately

c. Not at all

Section V General

5.0 Do your trainees show a great preference for training in manual skills?

Yes No

5.1 To what degree would you attribute this preference to the language and
culture of the trainees?

a. To a large degree

b. To a minor degree

c. To no degree at all



5.2 Do you perceive your trainees' religious beliefs and affiliations play a
significant role in their participation in the training process?

a. To a large degree

b. To a minor degree

c. To no degree at all

5.3 Do you perceive that socio-economic and political factors beyond the
control of the group the trainee belongs to have significant influence on
his occupational outlook with respect to:

Their willingness to enroll for training

a. Greatly discourages them

b. Moderately discourages

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately encourages them

e. Greatly encourages

The trainees' occupational preference

a. Greatly in a positive manner

h. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no direct bearing on preference)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' attendance

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

c. Greatly in a negative manner

IC.



The tr: tinees' dropout rate

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Greatly in a positive manner

Moderately in a positive manner

Neutral (has no influence)

Moderately in a negative maaner

Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' orientation to continuous employment

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negathe manner

The trainees' setting of long and short-range goals

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' commitment to task completion

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

11.



The trainees' relationship with program personnel
Specify: 1-Administrators

2-Counselors and/or
3-Instructors

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' relationship with fellow trainees

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' socio-economic values

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

The trainees' self-image

a. Greatly in a positive manner

b. Moderately in a positive manner

c. Neutral (has no influence)

d. Moderately in a negative manner

e. Greatly in a negative manner

12.
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5.4 flow do you perceive the outside socio-economic and political factors to
compare in importance with the cultural and language features of the
trainee.

a. Of most importance in a positive manner

b. Of most importance in a negative manner

c. Equal in importance

d. Less important than cultural and language features in a negative
manner

e. Less important in a positive manner

COMMENTS



SKILLS CENTERS AND OTHER TRAINING FACILITIES SURVEYED



For Afro-American Concerns

Opportunities Industrialization Center, San Francisco, California

Opportunities Industrialization Center, Riverside, California

Community Skills Center, Gardena, California

Pacoima Skills Center, Pacoima, California

Watts Skills Center, Los Angeles, California

Multi Skills Center, San Diego, California

J. F. K. Center for Vocational Education, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Opportunities Industrialization Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Opportunities Industrialization Center, Cincinnati, Ohio

Stowe Adult Center, Cincinnati, Ohio

Opportunities Industrialization Center, New Haven, Connecticut

Hartford MDTA Skills Center, Hartford, Connecticut

Jersey City, MDTA Skills Center, Jersey City, New Jersey

Newark Manpower Skills Center, Newark, New Jersey

Mercer MDTA Skills Center, Trenton, New Jersey

Camden MDTA Skills Center, Camden, New Jersey

Miami Skills Center, Miami, Florida

Atlanta Manpower Skills Center, Atlanta, Ceorgia

Wilmington Manpower Skills Center, Wilmington, Delaware



-2-

Indianapolis Skills Center, Indianapolis, Indiana

Memphis MDTA Skills Center, Memphis, Tennessee

MDTA Educational Center, Providence, Rhode Island

For Chicano Concerns
.111M111110

East Los Angeles Skills Center, Los Angeles, California

United Community Efforts, Los Angeles, California

Pacoima Skills Center, Pacoima, California

North Valley Occupational Center, San Fernando, California

Stockton MDTA Skills Center, Stockton, California

Napa College MDTA Program, Napa, California

San Hidalgo Institute, Oakland, California

Operation SER (Service Employment Redeye !optia) Center, West Pico

Boulevard, Los Angeles, California

Operation SER, Norwalk, Los Angeles, California

Operation SER Center, Santa Ana, California

National City Operation SER Center, San Diego, California

San Diego Skills Center, San Dieg.), California

CEP (Concentrated Employment program) Center, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Albuquerque Skills Center, Albuquerque, New Mexico

CEP Center, Santa Fe, New Mexico

Operation SER Center, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Albuquerque Technical-Vocational School, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Camp Luna Vocational Center, New Mexico
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Northern New Mexico Technical-Vocational School, New Mexico

Maricupa County Skills Center, Phoenix, Arizona

job Corps Center, Phoenix, Arizona

OIC (Opportunities Industrialization Center), Phoenix, Arizona

Guadalupe Community Adult School, Guadalupe, Arizona

SER/CEP Center, Phoenix, Arizona

Operation SER Center, Tuscon, Arizona

Tuscon Skills Center, Tuscon, Arizona

Operation SER Center, El Paso, Texas

El Paso Community College Vocational School, El Paso, Texas

San Antonio Skills Center, San Antonio, Texas

Operation SER Center, San Antonio, Texas

For Native American Concerns

Cita River Career Center, Sacton, Arizona

Southwest Indian Youth Center, Mount Lemon, Arizona

Navajo Community College, Chin le, Arizona

Fort Defiance Skills Center, Fort Defiance, Arizona

Maricopa County Skills Center, Phoenix, Arizona

Navajo Farm Enterprises, Shiprock, New Mexico

Roswell Employment Training Center, Roswell, New Mexico

New Mexico Technical-Vocational Institute, Espanola, New Mexico

Institute of American Indian Arts, Santa Fe, New Mexico

Bacone College, Muckogee, Oklahoma
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Oklahoma State Technical School, Okmulk,ree, Oklahoma

Community College of Denver, Denver, Colorado

Madera Employment Training Center, Madera, California

For Appalachian White Concerns

Morristown State Area Vocational School, Morristown, Tennessee

Livingston Area Vocational School, Livingston, Tennessee

Crossville Area Vocational School, Crossville, Tennessee

Hr:riman MDTA Skills Center, Harriman, Tennessee

McDowell Technical Institute, Marion, North Carolina

Southwest Technical Institute, Sylva, North Carolina

Tri-County Technical Institute, Murphy, North Carolina

Mercer County Vocational Technical Center, Princeton, West Virginia

Wyoming County Vocational Technical Center, Pineville, West Virginia

Raleigh County Vocational Technical Center, 13eckley, West Virginia

Wise County Manpower Center, Wise, Virginia

Washington Manpower Training Skills Center, Abingdon, Virginia

Harlan Area Vocational School, Harlan, Kentucky
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A-71

ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES

Population Group Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Black 33 62

Spanish Speaking 5 40 1 26

American Indian 1 4 4 12

Appalachian White 1 66

Total 40 45a 5 66 10013

aOne did not respond.
bSix did not respond.



Total Population Sample

CULTURAL FEATURES

Extended Family

A-72

Population Group Yea No

Questionnaires for Blacks 47.5 52.5

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 73.3 25.7

Questionnaires for American Indians 20.0 80.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 35.8 64.2
_

Questionnaires for Others

_
44.8 55.2

Close Family Ties-Family Interdependence

Population Group Yes No

Questionnaires for Blacks 45.0 55.0

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 84.4 15.6

Questionnaires for American Indians 80.0 20.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 56.7 43.3

Questionnaires for Others 50.6 49.4
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Family Rather than Individually Oriented Achievement

Population Group Yes No

Questionnaires for Blacks 12.5 87.5

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 37.8 62.2

Questionnaires for American Indians 80.0 20.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 19.4 80.6
.

Questionnaires for Others 19.2 80.8

Female Subservience

Population Group Yes No

Questionnaires for Blacks 17.5 82.5

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 35.6 64.4

Questionnaires for American Indians 40.0 60.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 28.4 71.6

Questionnaires for Others 25.6 74.4

Style of Residence and Life (ghetto, barrio, tribal or rural)

Population Group Yes No

Questionnaires for Blacks 67.5 32.5

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 68.9 31.1

Questionnaires for American Indians 60.0 40.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 71.6 28.4

Questionnaires for Others 6t.. 9 33.1
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Community or Ethnic Group Oriented Achievement

Population Group Yes

4

No

Questionnaires for Blacks 10.0 90.0

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 28.9 71.1

Questionnaires for American Indians 20.0 80.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites
.

20.9 79. 1

Questionnaires for Others

_

25.6 74.4

Father Head of Family

Population Group Yes No

.
-

Questionnaires for Blacks 20.0 80.0

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking

. ,

55.6 44.4

Questionnaires for American Indians

. .

20.0 80.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 41.8 58.2

Questionnaires for Others 30.2 69.8

Male Dominance (authoritarian figure)

Population Croup Yes No

Questionnaires for Blacks 30.0 70.0
.._

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 71.1 28.9

Questionnaires for American Indians 20.0 80.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 31.3 68.7

Questionnaires for Others 26.7 73.3
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Mother: Center of Spiritual and Affective Cohesiveness of Family

Population Group Yes No

Questionnaires for Blacks 60.0 40.0

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 68.9 ...31. 1
_

Questionnaires for American Indians 80.0 20.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 38.8 61.2

Questionnaires for Others 54.7 45.3

More co-operatively Oriented than Competitively Oriented

Population Group Yes No

Questioanaires for Blacks 37.5 62.5

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 57.8 42.2

Questionnaires for American Indians 80.0 20.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 37.3 62.7

Questionnaires for Others 35.5 64.5

Monolingual Speakers of a Dialect

Population Group Yec No

Questionnaires for Blacks 37.5 62.5

Questionnaires foiSpanish Speaking 26.7 73.3

Questionnaires for American Indians 100.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 53.7 46.3

Questionnaires for Others 31.4 68.6
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Bilingual

Population Group Yes No

Questionnaires for Blacks 25.0 75.0

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 73.3 26.7

Questionnaires for American Indians S0.0 20.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 3.0 97.0

Questionnaires for Others 30.8 69.2

Free of Anxiety in their Attitude Toward Time

Population Group Yes No

Questionnaires for Blacks 20.0 80.0

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 44.4 55.6

Questionnaires for American Indians 60.0 40.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 41.8 58.2

Questionnaires for Others 40.7 59.3

Undependable in Time Structured Situations

Population Group Yes No

Questionnaires for Blacks 40.0 60.0
..-

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 33.3 66.7

Questionnaires for American Indians 60.0 40.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 32.8 67.2

Questionnaires for Others 36.6 63.4
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Strong Religious Feelings and Affiliations

1

Population Group Yes No

Questionnaires for Blacks 22.5 77.5

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 62.2 37.8

Questionnaires for American Indians 40.0 60.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 41.8 58.2

Questionnaires for Others 36.6 63.4

Superstitious in their Beliefs

-
Population Group Yes

_

No

Questionnaires for Blacks 15.0 85.0

Questionnaires for Spanish Speaking 33.3 66.7

Questionnaires for American Indians 20.0 R0.0

Questionnaires for Appalachian Whites 26.9 73.1

I

Questionnaires for Others 26.7 73.3
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THE EFFECT OF FAMILY STRUCTURE AND VALUES

Willingness to Enroll

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Greatly Discourages 5.0 6.7 3.0 2.9

Moderately Discourages 17.5 22.2 20.0 29.9 26.2

Neutral (no influence) 7.5 13.3 20.0 7.5 12.2

Moderately Encourages 45.0 44.4 60.0 50.7 45.9

Greatly Encourages 20.0 8.9 6.0 8.1

No Response 5.0 4.4 3.0 4.7

Occwational Preference

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White
Other

Greatly Positive 25.0 8.9 20.0 6.0 11.6

Moderately Positive 45.0 48.9 60.0 52.2 46.5

Neutral (no influence) 15.0 20.0 20.9 22.7

Moderately Negative 10.0 17.8
,

20.0 16.4 14.5

Greatly Negative 2.5 1.5 1.2

No Response 2.5 4.4 3.0 3.5
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Attendance

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White
9

Greatly Positive 22.5 8.9 7.5 8.1

Moderately Positive 35.0 31.1 38.8 28.5

Neutral (no influences 15.0 8.9 40.0 10.4 12.2

Moderately Negative 12.5 33.3 60.0 35.8 41.3

Greatly Negative 15.0 15.6 4.5 7.0

No Response 2.2 3.0 2.9 .

Dropout Rate

IDegree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive I 10.0 6.7 4.5 4.1

Moderately Positive i 32.5 8.9 40.0 26.9 25.0

Neutral (no influence) . 22.5 20.0 20.9 18.0

Moderately Negative 20.0 46.7 60.0 37.3 40.1

Greatly Negative I 12.5 13.3 6.0 8.7

No Response 1-- 2.5 4.4 4.5 4.1

Orientation to Continuous Employment

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 20.0 20.0 14.9 14.0

Moderately Positive 47.5 35.6 100.00 47.8 37.8

Neutral (no influence) 5.0 8.9 4.5 8.1

Moderately Negative 17.5 28.4 22.4 30.8

Greatly Negative 5.0 2.2 - 7.5 4.7

No Response 5.0 4.4 3.0 4.7
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Setting of Long and Short-range Goals

Degree of Effect 1 Black
St anish
S; 'Ai? king

American
Indian

Appalachian!
White Other

.

Greatly Positive 17.5 4.4 11.9 8.7

Moderately Positive 42.5 37.8 20.0 31.3 37.8

Neutral (no influence
,

7.5 13.3
.

60.0 11.9 16.9

Moderately Negative
.

17.5 28.9 20.0 25.4 23.8

Greatly Negative 10.0
I

11.1
-

14.9 8.7

No Response 5.0 4.4 4.5 4.1

Commitment to Task Completion

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
'Appalachian

White

Greatly Positive 15.0 11.1 7.5 5.8

Moderately Positive 45.0 28.9 80.0 44.8 40.1

Neutral (no influence) 12.5 17.8 16.4 22.1

Moderately Negative 20.0 28.9 20.0 19.4 22.1

Greatly Negative 2.5 6.7 6.0 4.7

No Response 5.0 6.7 6.0 5.2

Relationship with Administrators

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive
_

22.5 20.0 9.0 9.9

Moderately Positive 17.5 37.8 40.0 23.9
.

21.5

Neutral (no influence) 15.0 13.3 40.0 17.9 19.8

Moderately Negative 10.0 13.3 20.0
. .

16.4 19.2

Greatly Negative 7.5 2.2 3.0 5.2

No Response 27.5 13.3 29.9 24.4
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Relationship with Counselors

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 22.5 6.7 6.0 10.5

Moderately Positive 35.0 11.1 40.0 13.4 21.5

Neutral (no influence) 10.0 4.4 40.0 9.0 13.4

Moderately Negative 7.5 4.4 9.0 8.7

Greatly Negative 2.2 1.5 1.2

No Response 25.0 71.1 20.0 61.2 44.8

Relationship with Instructors

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White

.

Other

Greatly Positive 35.0 8.9 9.0
V

17.4

Moderately Positive 32.5 11.1 40.0 20.9 23.8

Neutral (no influence) 10.0 4.4 40.0 14.9 18.0

Moderately Negative 5.0 4.4 10.4 8.1

Greatly Negative 4.5 1.7

No Response 17.5 71.1 20.0 40.3 30.8

Relationship with Fellow Trainees

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 37.5 31.1 20.0 10.4 18.6

Moderately Positive 32.5 33.3 60.0 49.3 45.9

Neutral (no influence) 17.5 20.0 20.0 19.4 18.0

Moderately Negative 10.0 8.9 17.9 11.6

Greatly Negative 2.5 1.2
Fig

No Response 6.7 3.0 4.7
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Socio-economic Values

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White
Other

Greatly Positive 15.0 8.9 20.0 10.4 12.2

Moderately Positive 42.5 33.3 40.0 40.3 39.5

Neutral (no influence) 12.5 8.9 20.0 6.0 6.4

Moderately Negative 12.5 33.3 20.0 32.8 31.4

Greatly Negative 10.0 8.9 6.0 4.1

No Response 7.5 6.7 4.5 6.4

Self-image

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 30.0 13.3 30.0 13.4 13.4

Moderately Positive 42.5 28.9 40.0 31.3 33.1

Neutral (no influence) 2.5 11.1 20.0 10.4 9.3 .

Moderately Negative 20.0
-

40.0 20.0 32.8 33.7

Greatly Negative 5.0 2.2 4.5
._

4.1
.

No Response 4.4 7.5 6.4
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THE EFFECT OF STYLE OF RESIDENCE AND LIFE

Willingness to Enroll

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Greatly Discourages 20.0 4.4 7.5 8.7

Moderately Discourages 32.5 55.6 35.8 39.5

Neutral (no influence) 2.5 13.3 20.0 17.9 9.9

Moderately Encourages 22.5 15.6 80.0 29.9 32.6

Greatly Encourages 22.5 4.4 3.0 3.5

No Response 6.7 6.0
_

5.8

Occupational Preference

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 32.5 6.7 14.9 12.8

Moderately Positive 20.0 33.3 80.0 31.3 34.3

Neutral (no influence) 15.0 11.1 25.4 16.9

Moderately Negative 20.0 35.6 20.0 13.4 23.3

Greatly Negative 7.5 6.7 6.0 6.4

No Response 5.0 6 .7 9.0 6.4
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Attendance

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other
',-

Greatly Positive 15.0 8.9 6.0 4.7

Moderately Positive 27.5 22.2 20.0 35.8 23.3

Neutral (no influence) 7.5 11.1 40.0 13.4 10.5

Moderately Negative 32.5 37.8 40.0 37.3 45.3

Greatly Negative 17.5 15.6 1.5 12.2

No Response 4.4 6.0 4.1

Dropout Rate

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 12.5 6.7 6.0 4.7

Moderately Positive 15.0 8.9 40.0 20.9 13.4

Neutral (no influence) 7.5 17.8 31.3 20.9

Moderately Negative 35.0 40.0 60.0 26.9 42.4

Greatly Negative 27.5 13.3 4.5 12.2

. No Response 2.5 13.3 10.4 6.4

Orientation to Continuous Employment

Degree of-Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 15.0 8.9 13.4 7.6

Moderately Positive 30.0 28.9 20.0 31.3 23.3

Neutral (no influence) 10.0 15.6 40.0 13.4 10.5

Moderately Negative 35.0 28.9 40.0 28.4 42.4

Greatly Negative 10.0 11.1
..

4.5 9.9

No Response 66.7 9.0 6.4
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Setting of Long and Short-range Coals

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 12.5 2.2 10.4 8.1

Moderately Positive I 37.5 24.4 20.0 32.8 20.9

Neutral (no influence) 12.5 17.8 20.0 17.9 14.5

Moderately Negative 22.5 40.0 60.0 17.9 35.6

Greatly Negative 10.0 11.1 11.9 12.8

No Response 5.0 4.4 9.0 7.0

Commitment to Task Completion

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive . 17.5 8.9 7.5 7.0

Moderately Positive 1 37.5 22.2 40.0 38.8 25.0

Neutral (no influence) 7.5 17.8 20.0 22.4 18.0

Moderately Negative :32.5 40.0 40.0 14.9 37.2

Greatly Negative 5.0 2.2 6.0 5.2

No Response 8.9 10.4 7.6
..

Relationship with Administrators

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 15.0 15.6 20.0 4.5 5.2

Moderately Positive I 22.5 20.0 60.0 26.9 18.0

Neutral (no influence) 12.5 22.2 9.0 12.8

Moderately Negative 20.0 31.1 20.0 17.9 23.3

Greatly Negative 10,0 2.2 4,5 7.6

No Response 20.0 h. 9 37.3 33.1
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Relationship with Counselors

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 20.0 6.7 20.0 3.0 6.4

Moderately Positive 32.5 11.1 40.0 20.9 19.2

Neutral (no influence) 2.5 6.7 20.0 1.5 8.1

Moderately Negative 17.5 8.9 7.5 15.7

Greatly Negative 2.5 1.5 .6

No Response 25.0 66.7 20.0 65.7 50.0

Relationship with Instructors

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White OthOther

Greatly Positive 25.0 4.4 20.0 6.0 11.0

Moderately Positive 30.0 11.1
._

40.0 26.9 24.4
.

.

Neutral (no influence) 10.0 8.9 .20.0 9.0 11.0

Moderately Negative 10.0 6.7 10.4 15.1

Greatly Negative 1.5 1.7

No Response 25.0 68.9 20.0 46.3 36.6

Relationship with Fellow Trainees

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White
Other

Great, Positive 50.0 31.1 40.0 14.9 18.0

Moderately Positive 25.0 28.9 40.0 49.3 42.4

Neutral (no influence) 7.5 26.7 14.9 14.5

Moderately Negative 17.5 8.9 20.0 13.4 15.7
....

Greatly Negative 1.7

No Response 4.4 7.5 7.6
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Socio-economic Values

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White

Greatly Positive 12.5 6.7 9.0 9.9

Moderately Positive 30.0 15.6 80.0 47.8 30,2

Neutral (no influence) 7.5 13.3 7.5 9.9

Moderately Negative 32.5 42.2 20.0 19.4 32.6

Greatly Negative 12.5 8.9 6.0 8.7

No Response 5.0 13.3 10.4 8.7

Self-image

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White

Greatly Positive I 22.5 15.6 20.0 11.9 10.5

Moderately Positive i
27.5 17.8 40.0 35.8 23.8

Neutral (no influence)
1-

1 7.5 13.3 14.9 11.6

Moderately Negative ' 35.0 44.4 40.0 23.9 36.0

Greatly Negative 7.5 6.7 1.5 8.7

No Response 2.2 11.9 9.3



LANGUAGE

Willingness to Enroll

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Great 22.5 24.4 20.0 6.0 15.1

Moderate 40.0 51.1 40.0 46.3 42.4

None 37.5 20.0 40.0 40.3 35.5

No Response 4.44 7.5 7.0

Preference of Skill Areas

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Great 37.5 26.7 40.0 14.9 19.8

Moderate 37.5 55.6 60.0 49.3 48.8

None 22.5 13.3 28.4 26.2

No Response 2.5 4.4 7.5 5.2
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Rate of Progress

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Great 30.0 31.1 40.0 29.9 30.8

Moderate 57.5 57.8 60.0 46.3 45.3

None 12.5 6.7 17.9 18.6

No Response 4.4 6.0 5.2

Vocational Proficiency upon Completion of Program

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other
-4...-

Great 25.0 28.9 90.0 20.9 25.0

Moderate 45.0 55.6 60.0 58.2 50.0
--1--

None : 25.0 11.1 90.0 13.4 19.2
-----

No Response I 5.0 1.4 7.5 5.8

Relationship with Program Personnel

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Great 12.5 11.1 7.5 12.8

Moderate 45.0 55.6 80.0 49.3 43.6

None 40.0 31.1 20.0 37.3 39.0

No Response 2.5 2.2 6.0 4.7
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Relationship with Fellow Trainees

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Great 17.5 13.3 20.0 11.9 7.6

Moderate 25.0 40.0 20.0 26.9 32.6

None 57,5 42.2 60.0 53.7 54.7

No Response ., 4.4 7.5 5.2

Self-image

Degree of Effect Black
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Great 20.0 24.4 40.0 14.9 19.8

Moderate 55.0 57.8 60.0 49.3 46.6

None 25.0 13.3 29.9 28.6

No Response 4.4 6.0 5.2
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GENERAL WORK ETHICS AND BELIEFS

Willingness to Enroll

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive i 15.0 35.6 40.0 11.6
t

Moderately Positive 47.5 37.8 17.4

Neutral t no influence) i 22.5 15.6 20.0 19.2

Moderately Negative 5.0 4.4 40.0 7.0

Greatly Negative 7.5 2.2 2.3

No Response 2.5 4.4 42.4

Preference of Skill Areas

1

Degree of Effect I Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 25.0 33.3 20.0 7.0

Moderately Positive 40.0 28.9 60.0 20.3

Neutral (no influence) 22.5 22.2 21.5

Moderately Negative 7.5 6.7 20.0 4.7

Greatly Negative 2.2 3.5r
No Response 5.0 6.7

_
43.0
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Rate of Progress

Degree of Effect , Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White

Greatly Positive 22.5 31.1 20.0 10.5

Moderately PositiveI 45.0 35.6 60.0 21.5

Neutral (no influence) 20.0 11.1 12.2

Moderately Negative 5.0 8.9 20.0 9.9

Greatly Negative 2.5 6.7 2.3

No Response 5.0 6.7 43.6
.

Vocational Proficiency upon Completion of Program

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 20.0 28.9 20.0 7.0

Moderately Positive 55.0 35.6 40,0 19.2

Neutral (no influence) 10.0 11.1 20.0 16.3

Moderately Negative 5.0 8.9 20.0 10.5

Greatly Negative 5.0 6.7 4.1

No Response 5.0 8.9 43.0

Relationship with Administrators

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 22.5 28.9 8.1

Moderately Positive 27.5 24.4 60.0 14.5

Neutral (no influence) 22.5 17.8 20.0 15.7

Moderately Negative 7.5 8.9 20.0 7.6

Greatly Negative 2.5 2.2 .6

No Response 17.5 17.8 53.5
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Relationship with Counselors

Degree of Effect 1 Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 30.0 11.1 9,3

Moderately Positive 25.02 13.3 40.0 12.2

Neutral (no influence) 12.5 2.2 20.0 13.4

Modclately Negative 7.5 4.4 20.0 3.5

Greatly Negative 6

No Response 25.0 68.9 20.0 61.0

Relationship with Instructors

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking

Greatly Positive 32.5 17.8

Moderately Positive 17.5 8.9

Neutral (no influence) 20.0 2.2

Moderately Negative
._4_

2.5 , 4.4

i
Greatly Negative i

4

No Response I
i

27.5 66.7

American lAppalachian
Indian White Other

8.7

40.0 i 13.4
4- -t

4--
20.0 16.3

20.0 I 5.2

r-- i
I

; 20.0 55.8

.6

Relationship with Fellow Trainees

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 25.0 20.0 40.0 8,1

Moderately Positive . 40.0 28.9 40.0 19.2

Neutral (no influence) i 25.0 35.6 24.4

Moderately Negative 5.0 8.9 20.0 4.1

Greatly Negative 1.2

No Response 5.0 6.7 43.0
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Self-image

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White
m...erOther

Greatly Positive 25.0 28.9 20.0 12.2

Moderately Positive 42.5 31.1 40.0 20.3

Neutral (no influence) 17.5 20.0 11.0

Moderately Negative 7.5 6.7 40.0 13.4

Greatly Negative 2.2

No Response 7.5 11.1 43.0
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Should trainees be taught occupational skill in his dialect and taught English/as
a separate skill/necessary to function in a job situation?

Population Group 0 Yea No

Black 5.0 37.5 57.5

Spanish Enf eking 8.9 35.6 55.6

American Indian 100.0

Appalachian White

Other 42.4 12.8 44.8

Preference for training in manual skills

Population Group 0 Yea No

Black 7.5 65.0 27.5

Spanish Speaking 11.1 62.2 26.7

American Indian 100.0

Appalachian White 6.0 74.6 19.4

Other 8.7 66.4 25.0

....... . ......
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Preference to the Cultural and Language of the Trainees

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White
Other

Great 52.5 51.1 80.0 41.8 36.0

Moderate 27.5 15.6 20.0 35,8 33.1

None 12.5 17.8 14.9 18.6

No Response 7.5 15.6 7,5 12.2

Do religious beliefs and affiliations play a significant role in their participation in
the training process?

Degree of Effect Black

,
Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Great 32.5 24.4 17.9 22.7

Moderate 12.5 4.4 40.0 28,4 14.5

None 55.0 66.7 60.0 49.3 55.8

No Response 4.44 4.5 7.0



THE EFFECT OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL FACTORS

Willingness to Enroll

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White

Other

Greatly Discourages 20.0 2.2 9.0 10.5

Moderately Discourages 35.0 28.9 60.0 37.3 36.0

Neutral (no influence) 12.5 22.2 40.0 29.9 23.8

Moderately Encourages 25.0 13.3 17.9 19.2

Greatly Encourages 7.5 4.4 1.5 4.7

No Response 8.9 4.5 5.8

Occupational Preference

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 15.0 6.7 20.0 9.0 7.6

Moderately Positive 35.0 24.4 40.0 22.4 23.8

Neutral I no influence) 15.0 22.2 34.3 26.2

Moderately Negative 15.0 33.3 40.0 25, 4 30.2

Greatly Negative 17.5 6.7 4.5 5.2

No Response 2.5 6.7 4.5 7.0
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Attendance

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Greatly Positive 12.5 2.2 6.0 4,1

Moderately Positive 32.5
,

24.4
,

40.0 20.9 17.4

Neutral (no influence) 22.5 26.7 20.0 34.3 28.5

Moderately Negative 20.0 33.3 40.0 26.9 36.6

Greatly Negative 12.5 4.4 7.5 7.6

No Response 8.9 4.5 5.8

Dropout Rate

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Greatly Positive 10.0 4.5
...

2.9

Moderately Positive 27.5 22.2 60.0 16.4 15.1

Neutral (no influence) 22.5 20.0 20.0 35.8 26.2
A

Moderately Negative 30.0 31.1 20.0 25.4 39.5

Greatly Negative 10.0 15.6 9.0 9.3

No Response 11.1 9.0 7.0

Orientation to Continuous Employment

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 17.51 8.9 4.5 5.8

Moderately Positive 30.0 17.8 40.0 26.9 24.4

Neutral (no influence) 17.5 20.0 20.0 26.9 20.3

Moderately Negative 22.5 37.8 40.0 22.4 32.0

Greatly Negative 12.5 4.4 10.4 9.9

No Response 11.1 9.0 7.6
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Setting of Long and Short-range Coals

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 7.5 11.1 3.0 5.2

Moderately Positive 30.0 20.0 40.0 29.9 22.7

Neutral (no influence) 17.5 22.2 20.0 25.4 25.0

Moderately Negative 30.0 22.2 40.0 20.9 28.5

Greatly Negative--- 7.5 20.0 11.9 11.0

No Response 7.5 4.4 9.0 7.6

Commitment to Task Completion

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 10.0 2.2 9.0 7.0

Moderately Positive 32.5 20.0 20.0 25.4 20.3

Neutral (no influence) 1 20.0 22.2 60.0 25.4 25.0

Moderately Negative i 27.5 37.8 20.0 23.9 30.8

Greatly Negative 7.5 4.4 7.5 7.6
.

No Response 2.5 13.3 9.0 9.3

Relationship with Administrators

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 10.0 11.1 6.0 7.6

Moderately Positive 10.0 15.6 4U.0 22.4 14.0

Neutral (no influence) 30.0 31.1 20.0 23.9 23.8

Moderately Negative 25.0 22.2 40.0 14.9 22.7

Greatly Negative 2.5 3.0 4.7

No Response 22.5 20.0 29.9 27.3
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Relationship with Counselors

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 12.5 6.7 4.5 4.1

Moderately Positive 22.5 8.9 40.0 16.4 16.9

Neutral (no influence) 22.5 6.7 20.0 9.0 14.0

Moderately Negative 20.0 2.2 20.0 6.0 15.7

Greatly Negative 3.0 1.7

No Response 22.5
-

75.6 20.0
, -

61.2 47.7

Relationship with Instructor

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 10.0 4.4 4.5 7.0

Moderately Positive 22.5 11.1 40.0 23.9 18.0

Neutral (no influence) 25.0 8.9 20.0 16.4 19.2

Moderately Negative 12.5 2.2 20.0 4.5 15.7

Greatly Negative 4.5 2.9

No Response 30.0 73.3 20.0 46.3 37.2

Relationship with Fellow Trainees

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 22.5 8.9 3.0 6.4

Moderately Positive 37.5 28.9 40.0 34.3 30.2

Neutral (no influence) 27.5 44.4 40.0 41.8 41.3

Moderately Negative 10.0
.

8.9
.

20.0 7.5 12.2

Greatly Negative 2.5 1.5 1.2

No Response 8.9 11.9 8.7



Socio-economic Values

Degree of Effect Black

r
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 17.5 6.7 9.0 7.6

Moderately Positive 27.5 24.4 40.0 35.8 28.5

Neutral (no influence) 12.5 15.6 19.4 19.8

Moderately Negative 27.5 33.3 60.0 19.4 29.1

Greatly Negative 10.0 6.7 7.5 7.6

No Response 5.0 13.3 9.0 7.6

Self- image

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 5.0
4

6.7 9.0 8. 1

Moderately Positive 35.0 15.6 20.0 20.9 20.9

Neutral (no bfluence) 17.5 8.9 40.0 29.9 20.3

Moderately Negative 25.0 37.8 40.0 26.9 34.3

Greatly Negative 10.0 20.0 1.5 7.6

No Response 7.5 11.1 11.9 8.7

Outside socio-economic and political factors do they compare in importance with
the cultural and language features of the trainees?

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Most important in a
positive manner 17.5 15.6 10.4 12.8

Most important in a
negative manner 7.5 20.0 7.5 9.9

Equal in importance 27.5 33.3 40.0 38.8 38.4

1

Less important in a
negative manner 27.5 17.8 20.0 17.9 18.6

Less important in a
positive manner 7.5 2.2 40.0 19.4 7.0

No Response 12.5 11.1 13.4
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RESPONSE BY JOB CLASSIFICATION

Population Group Admin
istrators Counselors Curriculum

Specialists Others Occupational
Specialists

Black 5 7 3 2 23

. Spcnish Speaking 15 11 2 1 16

American Indian 4 1

Others 29 19 20 1 6 98

No Response 1 140

Total 54 39 26 9



Total Program Personnel Sample

CULTURAL FEATURES

Extended Family

A-103

.
Program Personnel Responses To: Yes

,

No
,

Administrators 46.3 53.7

Counselors 59.0 41.0

Curriculum Specialists
,

69.2 30.8
.

Others 77.8 22.2

Occupational Instructors 42.9 57. 1

Close Family Ties-Family Interdependence

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators 64.8 35.2

Counselors 61.5 38.5

Curriculum Specialists 50.0 50.0

Others 44.4 55.6

Occupational Instruk tors 51. 4
,

48. 6
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Family Rather than Individually Oriented Achievement

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators 20.4 79.6

Counselors 20.5 79.5

Curriculum Specialists 11.5 88.5

Others 22.2 77.8

Occupational Instructors 25.7 74.3

Father Head of Family

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators

a

33.3
a

66.7

Counselors 33.3 66. 7
.

Curriculum Specialists 26.9 73. 1

Others 22.2 77.8

Occupational Instructors 33.6 66.4

Male Dominance (authoritarian figure)

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators 37.0 63.0

Counselors 28.2 71.8

Curriculum Specialists
30.8 69. 2

Others 55.6 44. 4

Occupational Instructors 35.0 65.0
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Mother Center o f Spiritual and Affective Cohesiveness of Family
----

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators 59.3 40.7

Counselors 61.5 38.5

Curriculum Specialists 76.9 23. 1

Other! 77.8 22.2

Occupational Instructors 53.6 46.4

Female Subservience

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators 27.8 72.2

Counselors 25.6 74.4

Curriculum Specialists 26.9 73. 1

Others 22.2 77.8

Occupational Instructors 25.0 75.0

Style of Residence (ghetto, barrio, tribal or rural)

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators
4

61.1 38.9

Counselors 69.2 30.8

Curriculum specialists 65.4 34.6..m...m..m.,.....
Others 77.8 22.2

Occupational Instructors 67.1 32. 9
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Community or Ethnic Group Oriented Achievement

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators 25.9 74.1

Counselors 23.1 76.9

Curriculum Specialists 11.5 88.5

Others 44.4 55.6

Occupational Instructors 22.9 77. 1

More Co-operatively Oriented than Competitively Oriented

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes

.
No

Administrators

--,

48. 1 51.9

Counselors 46.2 53.8

Curriculum Specialists 26.9 73. 1

Others 44. 4 55. 6

Occupational Instructors 38.6 61.4

Monolingual Speaker of a Dialect

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators 27.8 72.2

Counselors 20.5 79.5

Curriculum Specialists 34. 6 65.4

Others 22.2 77.8

Occupational Instructors 34.3 65.7
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Bilingual

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators 42.6 57,4

Counselors 41.0 59.0

Curriculum Specialists 42.3 57.7

Others 66.7 33,3

Occupational Instructors 33.6 66.4

Free of Anxiety in their Attitude Toward Time

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators 44.4 55.6

Counselors 30.8 69.2

Curriculum Specialists 34.6 65.4

Others 55.6 44.4

Occupational Instructors 37,1 62.9

Undependable in Time Structured Situations

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators 40.7 59.3

Counselors 35.9 64.1

Curriculum Specialists 38.5 61.5

Others 55.6 44.4

Occupational Instructors 34.3 65.7
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Strong Religious Feelings and Affiliations

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators 42.6 57.4

Counselors 48.7 51.3

Curriculum Specialists 34.6 65.4

Others 11.1 88.9

Occupational Instructors 35.7 64.3

Superstitious in their Beliefs

Program Personnel Responses To: Yes No

Administrators 18.5 81.5

Counselors 35.9 64.1

Curriculum Specialists 19.2 80.8

Others 33.3 66.7

Occupational Instructors 25.7 74.3
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THE EFFECT OF FAMILY STRUCTURES AND VALUES

Willingness to Enroll

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White

Other

Greatly DiscourNes 3 7 5.1 3.8 22.2 2.1

Moderately Discourages 16.7 17.9 23.1 44.4 27.1

Neutral (no influence) 16.7 10.3 7.7 12.1

Moderately Encourages 48.1 46.2 46.2 11.1 47.9

Greatly Encourages 11.1 10.3 11.5 11.1 8.6

No Response 3.7 10.3 7.7 11.1 2.1

Occupational Preference

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 7,4 12.8 7.7 11.1 16.4

Moderately Positive 53.7 38.5 57.7 22.2 45.7

Neutral (no influence) 25.9 28.2 23.1 11.1 17.9

Moderately Negative 7.4 12.8 11.5 44.4 15.7

Greatly Negative 1.9 2.6 1.4

No Response 3, 7 5.1 11.1 2.9
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Attendance

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White

Other

Greatly Positive 9.3 12.8 7.7 10.7

Moderately Positive 16.7 28.2 26.9 22.2 34.3

Neutral no influence) 18.5 17.9 3.8 12.1

Moderately Negative 42.6 35.9 53.8 44.4 30.0)

Greatly Negative 9.3 2.6 7.7 22.2 11.4

No Response 3.7 2.6 11.1 1.4

Dropout Rate

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White her

Greatly Positive 7.4 7.7 3.8 11.1 3.6

Moderately Positive 16.7 25.6 23.1 22.2 25.7

Neutral (no influence) 18.5 23.1 19.2 18.6

Moderately Negative 44.4 28.2 42.3 33.3 40.0

Greatly Negative 7.4 10.3 11.5 22.2 9.3

No Response 5.6 5.1 11.1 2.9

Orientation to Continuous Employment

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 14.8 15.4 23.1 11. 1 15.0

Moderately Positive 33.3 30.8 30.8 55.6 45.0

Neutral (no influence) 11.1 17.9 3.8 5.0

Moderately Negative 33.3 23.1 42.3 11.1 26.4

Greatly Negative 3.7 5.1 11.1 4.3

No Response 3.7 7.7 11.1 4.3
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Setting Long and Short-range Goals

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Greatly Positive , 9.3 5. 1 7.7 10.7

Moderately Positive 40.7 30.8 46.2 55.6 36.4

Neutral ( no influence) 14.8 25.6 15.4 11.1 14.3

Moderately Negative 22.2 23.1 19.2 11.1 25.7

Greatly Negative 9.3 12.8 11.5 11.1 7.9

No Response 3.7 2.6 11.1 5.0

Commitment to Task Completion

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Greatly Positive 5.6 5.1 11.5 9.3

Moderately Positive 37.0 38.5 50.0 22.2 40.0

Neutral (no influene:1 16.7 23.1 I 19.2 33.3 19.3

Moderately Negative 29.6 23.1 19.2 11.1 22.1

Gieatly Negative 5.6 2.6 11. 1 5.0

No Response 5.6 7.7 I 22.2
1

4.3

Relationship with Administrators

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
1 Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 9.3 15.4 23. 1 11. 1 12. 1

Moderately Positive 37.0 28.2 7.7 11. 1 22. 1

Neutral (no influence? 18.5 15.4 15.4 11.1 20.0

Moderately Negative 14.8 15.4 38.5 22.2 14.3

Greatly Negative 9.3 5.1 3.8 11.1 2.9

No Response 11.1 20.5 1 L 5 33.3 28.6
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Relationship with Counselors

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 3.7 20.5 15.4 12. 1

Moderately Positive 27.8 33.3 26.9
-

22.2 15.7

Neutral (no influence) 14.8 12.8 19.2 22.2 8.6

Moderately Negative 11.1 7.7 11.5 11.1 5.7

Greatly Negative 1.9
_. a

1.4

I No Response 40.7 25.6 26.9 44.4 56.4

Relationshi with Instructors

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive , 9.3 15.4 23.1
.-

22.2 20.7

Moderately Positive 25.9 23.1 23.1 22.2
.

22.9

Neutral (no influence) 16.7 15.4 19.2 11.1 13.6

Moderately Negative 9.3 5.1 15.4 22.2 4.3

Greatly Negative
2. 1

No Response 38.9 41.0 19.2 22.2 36.4

Relationship with Fellow Trainees

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaki:ig
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 18.5 23.1 23.1 11.1 25.7

Moderately Positive 46.3 46.2 50.0 33.3 38.6

Neutral (no influence) 25.9 15.4 15.4 11.1 18.6

Moderately Negative 5.6 10.3 3.8 33.3 12.1

Greatly Negative
2. 1

No Response 3.7 5.1 7.7 11.1 2.9
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Socio-economic Values

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 17.4 17.9 19.2 11.1
1

11.4

Moderately Positive 44.4 33.3 46.2 55.6 36.4

Neutral (no influence) 7.4 7.7 7.7 8.6

Moderately Negative 25.9 30.8 15.4 22.2 31.4

Greatly Negative 7.4 7.7 6,4

No Response 7.4 2.6 11.5 11.1 5.7

Self-image

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 14.8 25.6 11.5 11.1 15.0

Moderately Positive 35.2 23.1 30.8 55.6 35.7

Neutral I no influence) 11.1 15.4 7.7 8.6

Moderately Negative 31.5 28.2 42.3 22.2 31.4

Greatly Negative 5.1 3.8 5.0

No Response 7.4 2.6 3.8 11.1 4.3
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a

THE EFFECT OF THE STYLE OF RESIDENCE AND LIFE

Willingness to Enroll

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Greatly Discourages 13.0 7.7 7.7 11.1 8.6

Moderately Discourages 40.7 38.5 50.0 44.4 37.9

Neutral (no influence) 14.8 5.1 3.8 12.1

Moderately Encourages 22.2 35.9 23.1 22.2 31.4

Greatly Encourages 5.6 7.7 11.5
fr

11.1 5.0

No Response 3.7 5.1 3.8 11.1 5.0

Occupational Preference

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White
other

Greatly Positive 7.4 17.9 15.4 17.1

Moderately Positive 27.8 28.2 30.8 22.2 35.7

Neutral (no influence) 16.7 12.8 15.4

30.8

11.1 17.9

Moderately Negative 37.0 28.2 33.3 17.1

Greatly Negative 5.6 7.7 7.7 22.2 5.0

No Response 5.6 5.1 11.1 7.1
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Attendance

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other
,

Greatly Positive 9.3
-

7.7 7.1

Moderately Positive 11.1 17.9 23.1 22.2 30.0

Neutral (no influence) 9.3 15.4 7.7 11.1 10.7

Moderately Negative 48.1 38.5 53.8 33.3 40.0

Greatly Negative 18.5 20.5 15.4 22.2 7.9

No Response 3.7 I 11.1 4.3

Dropout Rate

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other
.

Greatly Positive
,

5.6 12.8 6.4

Moderately Positive 13.0 7.7 15.4 15.0

Neutral (no influence) 14.8 20.5 7.7 22.2 20.7

Moderately Negative I 48.1 35.9 61.5 44.4 36.4

Greatly Negative 13.0 17.9 15.4 22.2 12.9

No Response 5.6 5.1 11.1 8.6

Orientation to Continuous Employment

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 3:7 7.7 12.9

Moderately Positive 25.9 23.1 15.4 11.1 27.9

Neutral (no influence) 11.1 20.5 7.7 11.1 12.1

IModerately Negative 42.6 33.3 53.8 44.4 35.0

Greatly Negative 11.1 12.8 23.1 22.2 5.7

No Response 5.6 2.6 11.1 6.4
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Setting of Long and Short-range Goals

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 7.4 5.1 7.7 8.6

Moderately Positive 18.5 23.1 7.7 22.2 30.0

Neutral (no influence) 20.4 15.4 7.7 22.2 14.3

Moderately Negative 35.2 41.0 57.7 22.2 29.3

Greatly Negative 9.3 10.3 19.2 22.2 12.1

No Response 9.3 5.1 I 11.1 5.7

Commitment to Task Completion

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 7.4 12.8 10.7

Moderately Positive 25.9 12.8 11.5 11.1 33.6

Neutral (no influence) 16.7 15.4 23.1 33.3 15.7

Moderately Negative 38.9 43.6 53.8 44.4 30.0

Greatly Negative 3,7 5.1 11.5 4,3

No Response 7.4 10.3 11.1 5.7

Relationship with Administrators

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 11.1 10.3 15.4 6.4
,

Moderately Positive 25.9 12.8
.

11.5 21.4

Neutral (no influence) 18.5 23.1 11.5
,-

11.1 11.4

Moderately Negative 24.1 17.9 26.9 22.2 26.4

Greatly Negative 5.6 7.7 19.2 11.1 5.0

No Response 14.8 28.2 15.4 55.6 29.3
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Relationship with Counselor

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachia n
White Other

Greatly Positive 7.4 17.9 11.5 7.1

Moderately Positive 22.2 30.8 15.4 18.6

Neutral (no influence) 7.4 10.3 19.2 11.1 4.3

Moderately Negative 14.8 20.5 15.4 44.4 10.7

Greatly Negative 7.7

I No Response 48.1 20.5 30.8 44.4 59.3

Relationship with Instructors

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking.

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Greatly Positive
-

7.4 10.3 11.5 11.1 14.3

Moderately Positive 24.1 17.9 23.1 22.2 23.6

Neutral ( no inluence) 13.0 10.3 15.4 11.1 10.7

Moderately Negative I 11.1 20.5 15.4 10.0

Greatly Negative 2.6 3.8 33.3 .7

No Response 44.4 38.5 30.8 22.2 40.7

Relationship with Fellow Trainees

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachia n

White Other

Greatly Positive 22.2 25.6 23.1 11.1 27.9

Moderately Positive 38.9 43.6 30.8 22.2 36.4

Neutral (no influence) 16.7 10.3 15.4 11.1 17.1

Moderately Negative 16.7 12.8 26.9 33.3 11.4

Greatly Negative 2.6 3.8 1.4

No Response 5.6 5.1 22.2 5.7
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Socio-economic Values

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 5.6 15.4 11.5 10.0

Moderately Positive 31.5 23.1 34.6 11.1 29.3

Neutral (no influence) 7.4 10.3 11.5 11.1 10.0

Moderately Negative 37.0 35.9 34.6 55.6 30.7

Greatly Negative 7.4 12.8 7.7 11.1 9.3

No Response 11.1 2.6 11.1 10.7

Self -image

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Greatly Positive 13.0 23.1 11.5 11.4

Moderately Positive 18.5 23.1 23.1 11.1 27.1

Neutral (no influence) 11.1 7.7 3.8 11.1 12.9

Moderately Negative 40.7 35.9 42.3 44.4 35.7

Greatly Negative 7.4 7.7 15.4 22.2 6.4

No Response 9.3 2.6 3.8 11.1 6.4



LANGUAGE

Willingness to Enroll

A-119

Degree of Effect I Black
I

Black

_

Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Great i 20.4 20.5 19.2 22.2 15.0

Moderate 44.4 41.0 50.0 44.4 42,1
-,

None 29.6 33.3 26,9 11.1 38,6

No Response 5.6 5.1 3.8 22.2 4.3

Preference of Skill Areas

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Great 25.9 28.2 30.8 22.2 20.7

Moderate 40.7 41,0 57.7 44.4 50.7

None 27.8 28.2 11.5 22.2 23.6

No Response 5.6 2.6 11.1 5.0
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Rate of Progress

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Great 25.9 25.6 34.6 11.1 33.6

Moderate 50.0 59.0 50.0 55.6 47.9

None 1b.5 10.3 15.4 11.1 15.7

No Response 5.6 5.1 22.2 2.9

Vocational Proficiency upon Completion of Program

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Great 20.4 28.2 19.2 22.2 27.1

Moderate 55.6 51.3 53.8 44.4 48.6

None 18.5 17.9 26.9 19.3
..

No Response 5.6
.

2.6 33.3 5.0

Relationshi. with Program Personnel

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Great 9.3 17.9 11.5 11.1 12.1

Moderate 53.7 46.2 34.6 44.4 45.7

None 31.5 35.9 53.8 33.1 37.9

No Response 5.6 11.1 4.3
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Relationship with Fellow Trainees

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Great 7.4 10.3 7.7 11.1 11.4

Moderate 29.6 38.5 34.6 22.2 31.4

None 55.6 48.7 57.7 55.6 53.6

No Response 7.4 2.6 11.1 3.6

Self-image

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White

Great 13.0 23.1 7.7 22.2 25.0

Moderate 53.7 48.7 61.5 44.4 47.1

None 27.8 25.6 30.8 22.2 23.6

No Response 5.6 2.6 11.1 4.3
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THE EFFECT OF DIALECT OR NATIVE LANGUAGE

Willingness to Enroll

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 11.1 25.6 15.4 22.2 15.7

Moderately Positive 40.7 33.3 38.5 33.3 14.3

Neutral (no influence) 9.3 25.6 26.9 11.1 21.4

Moderately Negative 13.0 2.6 11.5 5.0

Greatly Negative

-
3.7

...

,

11.1 4.3

No Response 22.2 12.8 7.7 22.2 39.3

Preference of Skill Areas

Degree of Effect Black

-
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White

-.
Other

Greatly Positive 9.3 30.8
,

11.5 11.1 12.1

Moderately Positive 33.3 25.6
-

34.6 33.3 19.3

Neutral (no influence)

_

20.4 23.1 34.6 11.1 22.1

Moderately Negative

. ..

11.1 2.6 7.7 11.1 4.3

Greatly Negative 3.7 2.6 3.8 11.1 1.4

No Response 22.2 15.4 7.7 22.2 40.7
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Rate of Progress

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Greatly Positive 16.7 28.2 7.7 15.7

Moderately Positive 29.6 25.9 61.5 44.4 17.9

Neutral (no influence) 14.8 12.8 3.8 11.1 15.0
I.

Moderately Negative
.

13.0
4

7.7 15.4 7.9

Greatly Negative
.

3.7
.

22.2 2.9

dr

No Response 27.2 15.4 11.5 22.2
A

40.7

Relationship with Instructors

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 13.0 15.4 15.4 11.1 13.6

Moderately Positive 18.5 12.8 26.9 33.3 7.9

Neutral (no influence) 7.4 15.4 34.6 11.1 14.3

Moderately Negative 9.3 5.1 4.3

Greatly Negative 1.9 2.6

No Response 50.0 48.7 23.1 44.4 60.0

Relationship with Fellow Trainees

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 13.0 23.1 13.6

Moderately Positive 29.6 41.0 42.3 22.2 15.7

Neutral (no influence) 24.1 20.5 34.6 33.3 27.1

Moderately Negative 11.1 2.6 11.5 2.9

Greatly Negative 3.8 .7

No Response 22.2 12.8 7.7 44.4 40.0
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Self -image

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other
4

Greatly Positive 14.8 30.8 7.7 11.1 15.7

Moderately Positive 27.8 33.3 61.5 22.2 19.3

Neutral (no influence) 16.7 5.1 22.2 16.4

Moderately Negative 18.5 12.8 23.1 7.1

Greatly Negative 2.6

No Response 22.2 15.4 7.7 44.4 41.4
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Should trainees be taught occupational skills in his dialect and taught English/as a
separate skill/necessary to ftmction in a Job situation?

Program Personnel 0 Yes No

Administrators 24.1 20.4 55.6

Counselors 12.8 23.1 64.1

Curriculum Specialists 7.7 19.2 73.1

Others 33.3 33.3 33.3

Occupational Instructors 40.0 19.3 40.7

Do trainees show preference for manual skills?

Program Personnel 0 Yes No

Administrators 14.8 63.0 22.2

Counselors 7.7 64.1 28.2

Curriculum Specialists 15.4 53.8 30.8

Others 11.1 55.6 33.3

Occupational Instructors 5.0 71.4 23.6
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Preference to the Cultural and Language of the Trainees

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White

Large Degree 35.2 46.2 30.8 44.4 44.3

Minor Degree 31.5 20.5 34.6 22.2 31.4

No Degree at All 14.8 17.9 19.2 11.1 17.9

No Response 18.5 15.4 15.4 22.2 6.4

Do religious beliefs and affiliations play a significant role in their participation
in the training process?

Degree of Effect Black
! Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White
other

Large Degree 24.1 35.9 15.4 11.1 23.6

Minor Degree 11.1 5.1 3.8 11.1 17.1

No Degree at All 61.1 53.8 76.9 66.7 53.6

Iilo Response 3.7 5.1 3.8 11.1 5.7
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THE EFFECT OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL FACTORS

Willingness to Enroll

Degree of Effect Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Greatly Discourages 14.8 23. 1 11.5 11. 1 10.7

Moderately Discourages 33.3 38.5 23. 1 44.4 36.4

Neutral ( no influence) 22.2 12.8 19.2 22.2 25.0

Moderately Encourages 20.4 15.4 34.6
,-

11. 1 17.9

Greatly Encourages 3.7 7.7 .... 6.4
4

No Response 5.6 10.3 3.8 11.1 3.6

Occupational Preference

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 11. 1 12.8 7.7 7. 1

Moderately Positive 29.6 28.2 34.6 11.1 24.3

Neutral (no influence) 14.8 12.8 30.8 22.2
4

28.6

Moderately Negative 29.6 30.8 15.4 33.3 28.6

Greatly Negative 5.6 5.1 7.7 22.2 7.1

No Response 9.3 10.3 3.8 11.1 4. 3
_.-J
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Attendance

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White

Greatly Positive 3.7 7.7 6.4

Moderately Positive 22.2 25.6 15.4 22.1

Neutral (no influence) 18.5 30.8 26.9 33.3 29.3

Moderately Negative 35.2 25.6 38.5 44.4 33.6

Greatly Negative 14.8 2.6 11.5 11.1 5.0

No Response 5.6 7.7 7.7 11.1 3.6

Dropout Rate.

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White

1

Other

Greatly Positive 1.9 5.1 4.3

Moderately Positive 25.9 15.4 30.8 11.1 16.4

Neutral (no influence) 18.5 30.8 15.4 22.2 27.9

Moderately Negative 35.2 33.3 34.6 22.2 37.9

Greatly Negative 11.1 7.7 15.4 33.3 7,9

No Response 7.4 7.7 3.8 11.1 5.7

Orientation to Continuous Employment

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White
Other

Greatly Positive 1.9 10.3 7.7 10.0

Moderately Positive 25.9 20.5 26.9 11.1 25.0

Neutral (no influence) 18.5 17.9 11.5 11.1 24.3

Moderately Negative 35.2 38.5 34.6 44.4 27.1

Greatly Negative 11.1 5.1 15.4 22.2 7.1

No Response 7.4 7.7 3.8 11.1 6.4
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Setting of Long and Short -range Goals

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 9.3 12.8 5.0

Moderately Positive 29.6 23.1 23.1 11.1 22.1

I Neutral (no influence) 13.0 23.1 19.2 22.2 27.9

Moderately Negative 35.2
_

23.1 38.5 22.2 26.4

Greatly Negative 5.6 12.8
P-

15.4 33.3 11.4

No Response 7.4 5.1 3.8 11.1 7.1

Commitment to Task Completion

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 1.9 7.7 3.8 8.6

Moderately Positive 22.2 20.5 26.9 11.1 22.1

Neutral (no influence) 31.5 20.5 15.4 22.2 25.7

Moderately Negative 29.6 38.5 26.9 44.4 29.3

Greatly Negative 7.4 2.5 15.4 11.1 5.7

No Response 7.4 10.3 11.5 11.1 8.6

Relationship with Administrators

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 13.0 12.8 7.1

Moderately Positive 18.5 12.8 11.5 14.3

Neutral (no influence) 25.9 23,1 38.5 22.2 25.7

Moderately Negative 24.1 17.9 26.9 22.2 22.9

Greatly Negative 3.7 2.6 3.8 22.2 2.9

No Response 14.8 30.8 19.2 33.3 27. i



Relationship with Counselor

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White

.

Other

Greatly Positive 9.3 12.8 4.3

Moderately Positive 18.5 17.9 23.1 15.0

Neutral (no influence) 13.0 20.5 23.1 11.1 12.9

Moderately Negative 16.7 10.3 19.2 33,3 11.4

Greatly Negative 1.9 1.4

No Response 40.7 38.5
.

34.6 55.6
. .

55.0

Vocational Proficiency upon Completion of Program

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Othero-
Greatly Positive 7.4 28.2 3.8 12.9

Moderately Positive 35.2 38.5 38.5 44.4 20.0

Neutral (no influence) 13.0 10.3 26.9 11.1 14.3

Moderately Negative 13.0 5.1 23.1 7.9

Greatly Negative 7.4 2.6 22.2 3.6

No Response 24.1 15.4 7.7 22.2 41.4

Relationship with Administrators

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 13.0 20. E 19.2 12.1

Moderately Positive 31.5 20.5 15.4 33.3 13.6

Neutral (no influence) 11.1 15.4 30.8 11.1 17.9

Moderately Negative 13.0 7.7 11.5 11.1 5.7

Greatly Negative 1.9 2.6 11.1 .7

No Response 29.6 33.3 23.1 33,3 50.0
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Relationship with Counselors

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 14.8 20.5 19.2 11.1 9.3

Moderately Positive 14.8 23.1 19.2 11.1 11.4

Neutral (no influence) 7.4 15.4 23% 1 11.1 10.7

Moderately Negative 9.3 2.6 11.1 3.6

Greatly Negative 7

No Response 53.7 38.5 38.5 55.6 64.3

Self-image

Degree of Effect I Black Spanish
Speaking

American
Indian

Appalachian
White Other

Greatly Positive I 9.3 7.7 7.9

Moderately Positive 22.2 20.5 30.8 22.9

Neutral (no influence) 14.8 10.3 7.7 22.2 23.6

Moderately Negative 35.2 35.9 42.3 22.2 31.4

Greatly Negative 11.1 12.8 11.5 33.3 7.1

No Response 7.4 12.8 7.7 22.2 7.1

Outside socio-economic and political factors do they compare in importance with
the cultural and language features of the trainees?

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Most important in a
positive manner

14.8 12.8 7.7 16.4

Most important in a
negative manner

14.8 17.9 11. 11.1 7.1

Equal in importance 29.6 30.8 38.5 44.4 39.3

Less important in a
negative manner

16.7 12.8 ' 19.2 22.2 22.1

Less important in a
positive manner 7.4 10.3 11.5+-

11.5
t

5.0

No Response 16.7 15.4 22.2 10.0
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Relationship with Instructors

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 5.6 7.7 3.8 11.1 7.1

Moderately Positive 20.4 10.3 15.4 11.1 19.3

Neutral (no influence) 22.2 17.9 30.8 11.1 16.4

Moderately Negative 13.0 10.3 15.4 22.2 12.9

Greatly Negative 1.9
L

11.1 2.1

No Response 37.0 53.8 34.6 33.3
I

42.1

Relationship with Fellow Trainees

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

Greatly Positive 9.3 17.9 7.7 7.9

Moderately Positive 33.3 30.8 34.6 22.2 30.7

Neutral (no influence) 38.9 35.9 38.5 66.7 40.0

Moderately Negative 13.0 10.3 11.5 11.4

Greatly Negative 3.8
_,

1.4

No Response 5.6 5.1 3.8 11.1 8.6

Socio-economic Values

Degree of Effect Black
Spanish

Speaking
American

Indian
Appalachian

White Other

'

Greatly Positive 9.3 15.4 3.8 7.9

Moderately Positive 31.5 25.6 38.5 22.2 26.4

Neutral (no influence) 7.4 20.5 11.5 11.1
,

22.1

Moderately Negative 33. ? 28.2 34.6 44.4 27.9

Greatly Negative 7.4 5.1 7.7 1i. 1 7.9
_

No Response 11.1 5.1 3.8 11.1 7.9
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"Perspectives on Black Manpower Vocational

Development: Cultural Parameters"

FOREWORD

A study of the effect of cultural and linguistic variables (CLV) on the

occupational aspirations and performance of blacks in manpower and vocational

training is incomplete unless it contains input from representative members of

that population group. With the cooperation of the Afro-American Studies

Department at Howard University, Washington, D.C., as host, the CLV Project of

Olympus Research Corporation sponsored a symposium. This symposium titled

"Perspectives on Black Manpower Vocational Development: Cultural Parameters"

was held in Founders Library at Howard University on March 8, 1972.

The panelists, all black, are involved in diverse academic and profes-

sional endeavors related to improvement of the education, health, and welfare

of the black community. Involvement in black concerns through the years has

enhanced their capacity to represent the community and provide candid perceptions

for consideration by the CLV project. Attached are the panelists' prepared

statements which reflect essentially the basis of their discussions during the

symposium.
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"Perspectives on Black Manpower Vocational
Development: Cultural Parameters"

SYMPOSIUM

Howard University
Afro-American Studies Department

Founders Library
Washington, D.C.

1 P.M.

March 8, 1972

Sponsored by:

Olympus Research Corporation
Cultural and Linguistic Variables Project

818 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006



MUTABILITY OF PERCEPTION OF
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Basic Position

Unless manpower training programs effectively nullify cross- and counter-

productive models of reward structures and institutions, those programs are

doomed to have insurmountable motivation problems.

Manpower training programs must become functionally and realistically

affirmative in a wider economic-technological context that is, and has been,

historically and politically negative.

A cross-productive system here defined is one whose rewards stem from

decisions and values contrary to those of manpower training programs, i.e.,

criminal behavior, nonwork dependency income situations, white counterculture,

and superculture patterns. A counterproductLd system here defined is o.e which

contradicts the implicit claims of most manpower training programs, i.e., a

poverty area where there are simply no jobs available.

The very visible models of the white counterculture must be understood

and explained to the satisfaction of young blacks involved in training programs:

How to justify the rejection of the work ethic by members tf the dominant culture

while simultaneously promoting it among the flack minority. White superculture

means those individuals at the "top" or the income distribution ladders whose
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rewards are grossly disproportionate to any exertion on their part, a super-

culture celebrated in the media. In short, how to explain a seniority of pre-

rogatives and promote a prerogative of competence rather than class.

II

Manpower training programs must Mid into their socialization curricula

a socio-historical dimension showing the changing concepts of the economically

permissible, probable, and possible over time.

While the psychodynamics of racism probably have remained the same, there

has been a vast fluctuation in the judgments of the dominant group abott the

economically permissible and the competence of black workers. Concomitantly

there has been a fluctuation of the degrees of optimism within black America

over the rational tility of certain lines of exertion for economic support.

By broadening the contextual basis of social judgment for manpower train-

ees, it might be possible greatly to accelerate the process of self-revaluation

so necessary for high motivation and participation in the program.

Major Argument

The major argument of this participant is that black workers live in an

apartheid ecology and economy that fundamentally contradicts the very foundation

of a manpower training program, and that unless concentrated attention is given

to the exceptions to that contradiction, the impact of a manpower development

and training program will be minimal.

The theory of manpower programs, development as well as training, is that

it is possible through training to contribute to the economic and social well-

__
being of the individual, the economy and the nation. Structural changes in the

job market and in the spatial distribution of the races complicate this assump-

tion. In reality black potential workers and subemployed workers are operating
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under the inertia of an earlier purely exploitive system which defined the

welfare of the nation ds the welfare of whites primarily, while attitudes toward

blacks, in an economic sense, shifted from a pole of seeing them as economic

nuisances or at best necessary evils to seeing them as economic assets and

necessities.

Since the Second World War, the accelerating mechanization of work has

drastically changed the structure of employment aad subtly degraded "work";

tha shortened work week and the demand for increased psychological benefits re-

flect these changes. A manpower training program has to explain its relevance

in the face of this reality.

Recommendation

1. Develop a carefully constructed elementary curriculum on macro-

or structural economics, candidly showing the trends and contradictions.

2. Develop aggressive and yet unobtrusive placement policies for trainees.

3. Demonstrate in curricula the negative probability of the average

trainee succeeding in finding himself in a counterculture or anti-

social "success" situation through a sound exposition of the sociology

of "hustling."

4. Promote in-serice training of agency staff, black and white, to

understand more profoundly the contextual continuities and alterations

of views of economic success and inclusion by blacks over time.

5. Plan for conversion of crisis failure image of manpower training pro-

grams into a more positive, supportive image.

Dr. Russell L. Adams, Chairman
Afro-American Studies Department

Howard University
Washington, D.C.
(Political Science/Sociology)
Symposium Moderator
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BLACKS AND THE MANPOWER PROGRAMS:
LEGISLATIVE CONSIDERATIONS

I. Basic Position

(A) During the 1960s the United States Congress enacted several major

public laws which purported to eliminate problems which complicate

life for blacks in this country. These laws were enacted partly

out of conscience and partly to follow the directives of the

Preamble to the United States Constitution.

(B) Blacks, as private citizens, should become more knowledgeable of

these laws and monitor more closely federal programs, particularly

those enacted specifically in their interests.

II. Major Points

(A) The Preamble to the U.S. Constitution clearly states that the

Constitution, and the legislature created by it, is established

to (1) form a more perfect union, (2) ensure domestic tranquility,

(3) provide far the common defense, and (4) promote the general

welfare. Until the 1960s Congress had failed in this charge.

(B) Each federal department or agency has the overall responsibility

to enforce compliance with Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act

in programs which it funds. The compliance effort in some instances

is inadequate to monitor all federal programs throughout the country.

III. Recommendations

(A) Blacks should become more knowledgeable and more vocal (construc-

tively) about those enactments whicn purport to eliminate black

problems. Blacks should more seriously get involved in public

hearings in order that they would be in a position to insist upon
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those laws which they believe they need, rather than only those
.

which others (whites) believe they nead.

(B) Blacks should constantly monitor federal programs which were

created to make black life better. Monitoring should take two

forms: First, to see whether in fact the program, operating under

a specific statute, is doing what it was enacted to do. Secondly,

to see to it that the program is operated in compliance with Title VI

of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

Remarks

The Preamble to the U.S. Constitution states that the Constitution, and

the legislature created by it, is established to form a more perfect union,

ensure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, and to promote the

general welfare. Apparently, earlier Congressmen did not feel that the success

of this nation turned upon the enactment of legislation which would guarantee

equitable benefits to all citizens. For several years there was no special effort

to enact laws which would create programs to eliminate problems which compli-

cate life for blacks. If anything, the contrary was true, for no other reason

than the fact that statutes are enacted to promote tLe general welfare of the

majority, and the majority in this country are white. During this period blacks

received tangential benefits from legislation as an incident of citizenship in

this country. We expect that Congressmen of today will say that past and present

legislation is for the benefit of all. We know, however, that many of the laws

enacted did not directly affect blacks because they were not in the position to

be affected. For example, the antitrust and banking laws were enacted to pre-

vent corruption in big business and high finances. Until recently many blacks

collectively did not approximate the amount of monies to which these kinds of

laws apply.
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To be realistic, legislation with major consideration for blacks was

not enacted until the 1960s. If we take a look at the 1960s we find that there

were approximately 150 major civil disorders. These disorders were brought

about by the gaps in benefits between the black and white citizens of this

country. Blacks were unemployed or underemployed; lacked adequate food, hous-

ing, education, and health facilities; could not, in some instances vote, use

public accommodations; and were generally discriminated against because of their

race. There were many things blacks could not do, but they could see. What

they saw was the gross inequities between the races. Thus in the 1960s blacks

rebelled. There were sit-ins, walk-ins, ride-ins, speeches, boycotts, looting,

fires, and all-out destruction of life, limb, and property. Attention was

focused on the black predicament as firemen came to put out fires and found no

fire hydrants in positions to be useful. Policemen were injured, but there were

either inadequate or no hospital or health facilities in the black neighborhoods.

Many died before medical attention could be properly given. Army troops were

sent in only to find streets which lacked adequate lighting. Looters were

chased into buildings where stairs were unsafe, or into a dark maze of hallways

where familiarity was the only key to return to the outside world.

There was no domestic tranquility, and it was becoming increasingly apparent

that the general welfare had been so narrow that it excluded, to a large extent,

black basic needs. Thus out of conscience, Congress acted to perfect the lan-

guage of the Preamble; to restore domestic tranquility, and promote the equitable

welfare of the nation's citizens, to eliminate by legislation those ills which

caused the riots.

The 1960s left us the Model Cities Programs under the Demonstration Cities

and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966 (later referred to as the Model Cities
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Act because "demonstration cities" was distasteful in light of the recent racial

demonstrations); the Economic Opportunities Act, Urban Renewal extensions, Rat

Control, Food Stamps, Child Care and Nutrition, Health Services, Birth Control,

Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the Manpower Development and Training Act to name

a few. The struggle for equitable benefits does not stop with legislation which

purports to provide services.

Blacks and all minorities of the 1970s should see to it that the legisla-

tive legacies of the 1960s are administered in accordance with the true purpose

for which they were enacted. Blacks should become more constructively involved

in public hearings on proposed programs which are to be established for their

benefit in order that they would be in a position to insist upon programs, pro-

jects, laws, and regulations that they believe they need rather than those

which other (whites) believe they need. Minorities should became both recipients

and monitors of programs which receive federal financial assistance. Programs,

such as the Manpower Development Program, should be ronitored for programmatic

and civil rights compliance.

Attempts to monitor programs serve no purpose if those involved are not

knowledgeable of the various requirements. Both programmatic and civil rights

requirements should be explained to all recipients in order that they might know

whether they are actually benefiting from the program as it was established.

Quite often brochures and publications concerning programs funded by the federal

government go unread because no one asks to be supplied with information. Pri-

vate citizens tend to leav? compliance with federal laWs, regulations, and pro-

grams up to the government.

This is one mistake the minorities of the 1970s cannot afford. Certainly

each federal department has the responsibility to see that programs, regulations,

and laws which come within its jurisdiction are administered properly. However,
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many federal departments and agencies do not have the staff available to monitor

all federal programs. Moreover, those with staff often find that their staffs

are not educationally or psychologically attuned to minority problems; there-

fore, their concerns about the proper administration of minority oriented pro-

grams are superficial. For example, Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act

prohibits discrimination based on race, color, or national origin in any federally

financed program. Each federal department is charged with the responsibility to

see to it that programs which they fund are operated in compliance with the

Civil Rights Act. Unfortunately, not all federal departments have the staff to

investigate and enforce the Civil Rights Act. These departments rely to a large

extent on citizen's complaints and zero in on these cases. If there are no

citizen complaints about discrimination based on race, color, or national origin,

it may well be that discrimination, if it does exist, will continue to the un-

fortunate detriment of the minority community.

It is my recommendation that those persons to be involved in the Manpower

Development Program have available the facilities to exercise their right to

KNOW the programmatic and civil rights requirements under the Manpower Develop-

ment and Training Act. In short, all minorities, particularly blacks, should

exercise their right to:

(1) Be knowledgeable about proposed and existing federal programs

(2) Participate or request public hearing on these programs

(3) Be advised by the operating agency of the steps taken to assure

compliance with Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act

(4) Make formal complaints to the federal department funding the

program if there appear to be violations in either the program-

matic or civil rights requirements for such a program

(5) Take legal action, either with the assistance of the United States

Justice Department, NAACP Legal Defense Fund, or independently,
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for the correction of violations in program or civil rights

requirements

Mildred Sharpe Morse, Attorney
Office for Civil Rights
U.S. Department of Wealth, Education

and Welfare (Legislation)

Washington, D.C.
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THE MYTH OF BLACK ENGLISH

1. Almost all of the studies of "black English" are based on so-called

deviations from standard English (American).

2. There is as yet no definition or description of "standard English," and

linguists engaged in urban language studies, research on the speech of

Afro-Americans, etc., have indicated that such definition or description

iP impossible.

3. Many of the studies of black English are based on the assumption that

there are structural similarities between this form of American English

and west African languages, although no such structural similarities can

be clearly defined.

4. Many of the descriptions of black English deal with problems of phonology,

morphology, and syntax, neglecting the fact that features cited as char-

acteristic of black English are f-'und in the speech of persons classified

as white.

5. Studies of black English overlook the fact that there are within the black

community class distinctions based on socioeconomic factors which are re-

flected in speech.

6. Emphasis is placed on the development of bidialectualism, a skill parallel

with bilingualism, although it is generally acknowledged that the number

of people who can be classified as bilingual in the real sense of the

word is very small.

7. If language is considered a vehicle for communication, and an essential

part of the communication process is identification of speaker and hearer

to establish a set of values that will affect the readiness of the audience

to receive the message, much of the unique quality of black English, if
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there is such a thing, will be found in those patterns concerned with

self-identification and values, i.e., in the semantic structure rather

than in the phonology, morphology, or syntax.

Dr. Joseph R. Applegate, Professor
African Studies
Howard University (Linguistics)
Washington, D.C.
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ADULT EDUCATION AND THE BLACK CITIZEN:
PARTICIPANT SELECTION AND

CURRICULUM DESIGN

I. Basic Position

A. Black adult education has been largely neglected by business and

industry, schools, and the local, state, and federal government.

B. Adults take courses for one or more of the following reasons:

1. They are Est oriented

2. They are action (or activity) oriented

3. They are learning oriented (some programs are voluntary,

some are compulsory)

C. The field of adult education has traditionally not been concerned

with a product that is salable, if the students were black.

II. Major Arguments

A. Adult education among whites has been involved in job training for

"upgrading" and maintaining skills, particularly in management.

B. Adult education has been remiss in not endeavoring to broaden the

education of black adults.

C. Adult education has traditionally avoided instruction for blacks

beyond the basic skills.

Questions for Reflection

A. Should the primary content of adult education for blacks be based

on the humanities, the social sciences, or vocations?

B. Should adult learning for blacks be concerned primarily with the

clarification of ideas and intellectual processes or preparing the

learner for action in community or society?

C. Should the teacher of black adults have a permissive philosophy or

seek to bring about changes in the adult student?
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Recommendations

A. The adult education curriculum should satisfy what the black adult

says he wants, in addition to what curriculum specialists say he

ought to have.

B. The adult education curriculum for blacks should be selected, orga-

nized, and evaluated by a teacher and by those taking part in the

educational program.

C. Stress should be placed on the content and subject matter for blacks

in adult education and the methods of adult education.

D. Black educational institutions should become increasingly concerned

and involved in ensuring that blacks are offered the kinds of educa-

tion and training, vocational development, and career progression

skills in various fields of endeavor.

Dr. Clarence N. Blake, Professor.
Department of Adult Education
Graduate School
Federal City College
(Adult and Continuing Education)
Washington, D.C.
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CULTURAL AD LINGUISTIC VARIABLES WHICH
AFFECT THE OUTCOME OF MANPOWER

TRAINING PROGRAMS

I. Basic Position

A. That the socioeconomic differences between blacks and whites

are self-perpetuating because they run on what might be described

as a "closed circuit."

B. That the dominant culture in America is based on sets of assumptions

which support "colonial attitudes" toward subcultures.

C. That the worth of a culture varies directly with the amount of

power and influence wielded by the guardians of the culture.

D. That most of the people in America, black, white, or "other," are

expendable and that blacks cannot reasonably expect to be brought

into the "system." The best we can do is to maximize taking advan-

tage of lowered bars to our progress.

E. The two facets to be dealt with involve what society does or does

not do for minority people on the one hand, and what the minority

groups do or not do for themselves. The gap between opportunity and,

the perception of opportunity is a major educational problem which

the minority groups must solve.

II. Major Argument

A. That the examination of variables must begin with a consideration of

what characterizes the prevailing "American" cultural and linguistic

patterns.

B. That we need to work toward the attainment of cultural pluralism

which I define as a condition which allows persons to deal with the

economy in the language of the economy and to deal with their per-

sonal, cultural, and social needs in whatever medium works for them.
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C. That the work world as the minority person sees it from the outside

is full of contradictions. It is a mutual problem to deal with the

resolution of the conflicts which occur when the minority worker

comes face to face with the contradictions.

D. That industry must seek new consumers for its productive capacity

has saturated the current body of consumers beyond its power to

absorb any more. We along with the rest of the third world can and

must obtain a piece of the productive action rather than remain as

consumers who buy what we are told by the advertising media.

Recommendations

A. General

1. Leaders must observe and become involved in the new information

education business.

2. We must make better adjustments to the "service" economy.

3. We must join the technology revolution.

B. Specific

1. We must apply new techniques for appraisal of existing skills of

trainees in manpower programs.

2. We must apply techniques of teaching standard English as a second

language to both foreign born and native born.

3. We must update the job development and placement functions in

manpower programs.

4. We must apply and extend the skills of counseling and follow-up.

5. We must apply techniques of task analysis and modular construction

of courses.

6. We must include competency-based training within the modular structure.
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7. We must make better utilization of the resources of institutes

of higher education.

B. We must apply systems approaches, and the systems must be

comprehensive.

9. We must develop a better way to utilize the teachers of skills

and the counselors as link-up resources between the trainee and

the utilizing agencies.

10. We must revamp the whole body of assumptions which influence the

employer as well as the employee.

11. The concept of involvement of the persons receiving the training

in the planning and development of the programs must be refined.

12. The processes of inclusion and involvement must be developed and

implemented at the local level and developed as a local institution

to replace the welfare mentality.

13. The community served by the manpower training center must become

involved in the political management of the program so they can

manipulate the system in ways recognizable to themselves.

Reginald J. Pearman
Doctoral Candidate
University of Massachusetts
Center for Urban Study
Branch Chief
Career Opportunity Program USOE
(Urban Education)
Washington, D.C.
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MANPOWER AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING RELATED
TO THE BLACK COMMUNITY

I. Basic Position

A. Manpower programs have raised hopes of people with training and

promises of jobs that never materialize.

B. Old-line standards used by U.S.E.A., integrated into new manpower

programs and used along with new ideas, only allow counselors to

diagnose problems, but never provide treatment or realistic remedies.

C. Fail-safe guidelines of employers provide limited opportunities for

persons who are considered high-risk employees.

D. Job developers and counselors, who are content to offer inadequate

wages, as well as below minimum wage employment in order to increase

job placement statistics.

II. Major Arguments

A. Many individuals have hopes of being employed and believe that the

new manpower programs would solve their problem: "Find me a job."

Some of these individuals are asking to be placed in menial and

low-paying positions, they only want a job. Others are looking for

better paying jobs of a meaningful nature . . . for all who do not

understand what meaningful means to the unemployed, it means more

money, better working conditions, sick and annual leave, retirement

programs (not just social security), a boss who respects the em-

ployees, a credit union, low-cost life insurance, liberal hospital-

ization policies, and promotions . . . it means a chance to live to

retire. Some people need to be made job ready; some need to be

made skill ready, and skill ready has nothing to do with washing

dishes with both hands while filling in for the short-order cook
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and bussing dishes in your spare time. In any event they are all

saying, "Find me a job."

B. All applicants are placed in categories to be dealt with according

to old-line standards by being asked many dehumanizing questions.

Would you believe that some employers want a black with unquestion-

able racial credentials. The job order reads like this: Negro male,

non-negroid features, no bush, and no process.

C. Agency guidelines solve placement problems through standardized,

rigged procedures. To defeat them, high-risk employees must pre-

sent evidence of prior experience in the field he desires to work

in. Words like "upward mobility" are not in the employment agency's

dictionary. These so-called fail-safe guidelines are only directed

toward the compilation of placement statistics, not the creation of

advantageous employment opportunities for the unemployed. Manpower

and vocational services should concentrate upon creating employment

within a broader spectrum of the job market. The situation has

poor people herded into low-level, underpaying jobs like maintenance,

food service, and if they are lucky, general office work. These

jobs require almost no training, and responsibilities delegated to

workers are negligible.

D. Many job developers and counselors are content to offer the un-

skilled or nonjob-ready applicant low-paying or menial jobs. They

would rather agree with employers who will not consider hiring

blacks, welfare recipients, unskilled workers, etc., for anything

other than the lowest paying jobs. Counselors, rather than deal

with employers to arrive at a solution to the problem, remain status

quo in their thinking.
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The new manpower programs have done a sloppy job of training low-

income persons and have created a haphazard trained group of workers.

This situation has caused employers to be reluctant to hire anyone

who has been trained in these programs.

III. Recommendations

A. Creation of programs that deal realistically with present job

market.

B. Job developers who can develop jobs according to the needs of the

recipients.

C. Training programs that are conventional and accredited, with sup-

portive remedial programs.

D. Communication should be opened between jol, developers and employers

that changes employer's thinking and understanding so his unrealistic

guidelines do not hinder or defeat job applicants.

E. Interviewers should be trained to stop searching for the complete

human being (ideal employee).

Mrs. Theresa Howe Jones
Assistant Branch Chief
Congress Heights Neighborhood

Development Program
(Community Action Program)
Washington, D.C.
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INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS

Mario Barrera

From my own perspective, that is, from the standpoint of political

science and politics, the first point I would like to make is that in

taking a look at this topic of Chicano culture and its relationship to

occupations, we need to take a look at the political status of Chicanos.

If we look at the relationship between culture and occupations from a

strictly individual perspective we are missing the most important aspect

of the relationship. In other words, what I would like to emphasize

from the first is that in the relationship between Chicano culture and

occupations the structural relationship as well as the individual one

needs to be looked at in great detail. So I would like to address myself

to this relationship and to one way of looking at the status of the

Chicano community, one way that I find to be a useful way, and that is to

conceptualize the status of Chicanos as an internal colony.

The concept of the internal colony has been used in various kinds

of publications before. It enters into political debate from time to

time, and it has been used as well by some other ethnic groups, particularly

blacks in the United States. But the concept has never been defined in

a very satisfactory way. I think one way of looking at the concept of

Chicanos as an internal colony, and emphasizing the aspect of culture, is

also to emphasize that Chicanos are identified as a group by the larger

system of which they are a part, the political system. They are identified

in terms of their culture and their cultural identification. It isn't
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only culture that enters into that identification, although culture is

very important. I think that basic biological characteristics - that is,

race - also enter into the identification of the group, and of the individual

within that group. But culture, and I'll stress particularly cultural

identification, is the exttnt to which a Chicano will identify himself

consciously as being a Chicano. Culture and cultural identification are

used by the dominant society in order to identify Chicanos in general.

This is one of the ways in which culture specifically enters into the

discussion of the internal colony.

Now the central aspect of internal colonialism for me - the central

definition of internal colonialism - has to do with the control of, or the

influence over, institutions. I think that in taking a look at colonization

as it has existed in other places and other times, the aspect is that the

institutions of a particular people, institutions of a particular race,

are controlled externally, that is, by another group of people, by

people who define themselves differently in terms of cultural or racial

identification. So it is that rather than, for example, something like

economic exploitation being the defining characteristic of colonialism.

I think the one thing that all colonialism has in common is this aspect of

external control; that is, control comes from the outside. In the case

of the Chicano, I think the central thing here is that this control is

exercised through the control of institutions, and through denying Chicanos

control over, and influence over the institutions which affect their own

lives. When I say institutions here, I mean political institutions,

economic institutions and social institutions, such as governmental
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agencies, the school system, political parties, the economic institutions

cf the barrio, elected political bodies, city councils, legislatures, the

mass media, and all of the other institutions that directly affect the lives

of the Chicanos. All of these institutions are controlled from outside the

Chicano community. It is the control of the institutions from the outside,

and the denial of that control or influence to Chicanos that defines the

situation of internal colonialism for us a cultural/racial group.

The second general point, which follow, from this first one, is that

as a result of this condition of powerlessness, various other conditions

ensue. One is that Chicanos individually are maintained in a condition

of disadvantage - a disadvantage of various kinds, economic disadvantage,

cultural disadvantage and so forth - that is, lack of access in personal

terms to those things which they would otherwise be entitled if they were

not part of a colonized people. One aspect of that denial or disadvantage

is occupational opportunity, with which we're primarily concerned here.

Occupational opportunity is only one aspect of it, but it is a very

important aspect. What I am saying is that Chicanos are identified as

being a separate community which is denied access to those institutions

which control it or influence it. As a result of bean denied that

influence various conditions follow, and one of the conditions or situations

that follows from that is the denial of occupational opportunity. It is

only by looking at it in structural terms, and taking a look at the position

of Chicanos as a whole within the American system that it is possible truly

to establish the relationship between culture and occupational opportunity.
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Again I want to stress the way identification of the Chicano - of himself

as a chicano - is one crucial issue. It is from this identification that

circumstances or situations tend to follow.

To make the discussion a little more concrete, I can draw circumstances

or situations from my own experience at an educational institution in which

I was once employed. I found myself in a situation where the longer I

stayed in the institution, the more I teneqd to identify myself as a

Chicano in terms of the really important matters - in the way in which I

related to my work, in the way in which I did my work, and the kind of

work I was interested in doing. As I became more and more closely identified

with the Chicano community in my work, I found that the negative reaction

pressures from the people surrounding me became stronger and stronger.

These people were non-Chicanos and controlled the institution. It became

evident to me, and it was strongly implied on more than one occasion, that

if my identification, and those things which came from that identification -

that is the direction of my work, the way in which I saw my work, and the

kind of work I was interested in doing - continued in the direction they

were going that probably I would suffer in one way or another. So I was

denied the kind of occupational opportunity mobility within that institution

that would otherwise be available to me. As one of the results of these

pressures, I found myself leaving that institution and going to another.

My case I think is a very concrete example of the way in which occupational

opportunity, in this case in a profession, is denied to a person who

identifies himself with a particular culture, and who follows through on

that identification.
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Another aspect that follows from this denial of control over

institutions is that Chiranos find themselves subjected to cultural

attack. That is, as a body, individually, and as a group, they find

themselves subjected to cultural attack. I would refer to this as

"cultural imperialism." This kind of cultural attack I think is manifested

through such things as the schools and the mass media, two of the crucial

institutions as far as Chicanos are concerned, and two of the institutions

over which they in fact lack control and lack influence. It is because

of that lack of control and lack of influence that the larger system

is able to use those institutions in such a way as to attack the Chicano

culture. Nov, the kind of attack the Chicanos find thenwlves subjected

to are essentially nir,od at furthering the acculturatio.1 of Chicanos,

that is the elimination ,f .1 se arate cultural id(ntit,:. The control

of these institutions is use'l in order to enforce thi,; direction of

acculturation. Through external control of those institutions there are

certain penalties or certain sanctions which are attached to people who

find themselves adopting a cultural identity and following through on that

identification. As a consequence of this control Chicanos find themselves

being denied equal occupational opportunity. ; 1 further result they

find themselves being denied equal educational opportunities. Finally,

through being denied equal educational opportunities, that is, through

the consequence of high drop-out rates and generally poor educational

experience of Chicanos, the lack of occupational opportunity tends to

be reinforced. So the school system acts as the major gate keeper in

or society as regards occupational mobility. The Chicano community
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in such a situation find itself faced with several choices. One is

that it can essentially abandon its identity by becoming acculturated.

I would call this the strategy of individual mobility in order to

improve the occupational opportunity of Chicanos - the consequence of

following a strategy of individual mobility in order to improve the

occupational opportunity of Chicanos. The second choice that Chicanos

are given by the present system is to maintain our identity but to accept

the sanctions which the system then imposes on us. This is a status

quo strategy since it is the situation as it presently exists. In other

words, as a price for maintaining that identity you accept the penalties

that are imposed by the larger system. The third choice that I see that

Chicanos have - and it is not a choice that is given to them but it is

a choice which perhaps they can make on their own - is to maintain their

identity, but to struggle collectively, which means to struggle politically,

to gain control of existing institutuions, and to create their own alternative

institutions. This I would call the strategy of de-colonization. The

way in which I orient myself to work as a Chicano political scientist

is in terms of this latter strategy, which is to work out viable strategies

of de-colonization. A lot more needs to be said as to what would be

involved in a strategy of that sort. Let me just say now that in order

to adopt this strategy, a large number of Chicanos need to struggle

collectively, and they have to aim at gaining control of those institutuions,

or at least gain a very significant influence over those institutions

that affect their lives, or create alternative institutions which would

allow them to maintain their identity and at the same time not he penalized

for it.
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Clarification Questions

it seems that you are saying that the penalties imposed once

the Chicano identity is raintained is that there is a systematic

move to penalize the person for such identification. Do you

see this also as structural as well? is it a formal thing

that happens or just informal :n your view?

Barrera: I think that. you would have to call it structural. Black

scholars and political activists who, have addressed themselves

to this problem talk about institutional racism, and this is

essentially what is involved. That is, it is not necessarily

a fotmal position that is taken by an institution, but the workings

of that institution operate in such a way as to have a racist,

or, as I would prefer to call it, an imperialist or colonial

effect on Chicanos. it is structural in the sense that the

workings of the institutions, the normal workings you might

say, of the institutions tend to enforce that kind of colonial

status.

Raigoza: But isn't it true that the internal or domestic colonial model

fundamentally is based on the notion of racism?

Barrera: Racism and culturalism enter into it if racism is conceived

as being a general category or situation, and not necessarily

just a biological matter, and that race can be partly defined

on cultural grounds. I think wn.s, important for a Chicano

is the question of self identification - whether in fact he is
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willing to say he is a Chicano, and, willing to act like a

Chicano. So the situation is racist if you take culture to

be part of the definition of race.

Lara: When you mention de-colonization, are you dealing with the

concept of Chicanos taking over in the physical location, that

is, in the Barrio? If so, would tilat mean taking over? Or

is the pattern of de-colonization you are talking about one

where the Chicano is diffused into the general society?

Barrera: In order to actually gain influence or control over institutions

Chicanos have to retain physical proximity to each other.

But Pm not saying that the situation necessarily means just

taking over institutions in the barrio, Note, for example, that

the mass media is not located in the barrio iu terms of

where the control is. What is meant is gaining influence or

control over those institutions which have an effect on Chicanos

whether they live in the barrio or not.

Lara: Are you implying that physical proximity is required in order

to maintain Chicano culture? Will a Chicano be a Chicano in

Hollywood?

Barrera: I would say that he would maintain his identity over a longer

period of time through physical proximity. That is a little

bit out of my area. I would defer to an anthropologist or

a sociologist on that particular question.
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Juan Gomez

I wish to make a number of preparatory remarks. One is that I

approach history from the definition that it is the analytical investigation

of identified problems in the past, from the perspective of configurations

present in contemporary society. I am not interested in history as story

telling. I believe that the function of history is to provide analysis,

and to suggest alternatives as seen from the point of view of a historian.

The point of reference must be the contemporary society.

I think that four outstanding aspects of the historical record

as regards the Chicano are: the process of subjugation that is a legacy

of war; the dramatic increase of numbers of population that begins to

occur in the 19th century; the increasing means of communication; and

the process of urbanization. If one looks at any number of social science

studies - setting aside whether one likes them or dislikes them or takes

exception to the terms they use to describe Chicanos - the major fault

that runs across all of them, including those done by Chicanos, is the

fact that much of their analysis is hindered by the lack of historical

depth. As a result these social scientists oft come to what they consider

novel discoveries, and make certain assertions we are familiar with,

such as those that are covered in the labels "emvrgent," "development of

consciousness," "the development of participation," etc., and usually

these developments are placed within the time span 1945 to the present.

When one looks across the spectrum of problems besetting the community,

when one looks at the tactics and the values operating socially, most

of these are historical; they date from the 19th century. Most of the
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larger aspects of Chicano history also date from the late 19th century.

The rhetoric states that for the Chicano the crucible is the 19th century.

Indeed it is, but insufficient analysis is made of the 19th century.

One of the reasons is the lack of coherent narratives and historical

frameworks for that period from a Chicano point of view, and often

ignorance of the literature, which if scanned would provide at least

minimal information or the kind of backdrop that contemporary social

scientists should have.

I think that the overall way to approach Chicano history is to approach

it from the models and perspectives provided by the theory of social

change. What I'm going to say here may sound somewhat banal, but what

I want to stress is, that this kind of approach has not be used

sufficiently in Chicano history. Social change is the alternation within

the order of human organization. This is an operative definition: it

refers to differences in structures and configurations observed over time.

Clearly significant social change involves both objective conditions and

orientations of attitudes. Though some degree of change is constantly

occurring, structural change is at specific historical moments more

pronounced than others. It should be pointed out that changes in attitudes

can occur without apparently great alternation in social structures,

and changes in objective conditions may occur without readily affecting

values or attitudes. To study Chicano history through the framework

of social change enables us to judge internal and external elements

influencing the Chicano community at a certain time. We also have to

pay attention to the forces of social order, and those forces that
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operate to maintain balance and avoid crisis, usually what political

scientists and others refer to when they talk about colonial institutions

and practices. Chicano history spans from about 1598 to the present.

The outstanding benchmark is the year 1848, of course. In the years

prior to the 1900s probably the outstanding characteristics and periods

are the following: settlement and expansion, the development of culture,

the development of institutions, the practices of political partisanship

or factionalism, inter-ethnic contact, cultural and economic conflict,

resistance and subordination. From 1600 to 1800 is the period of

settlement: the period 1800 to 1830, is a period of relative florescence

of a frontier culture; the period 1830 to 1848 is characterized by

conflict; the period 1848 to 1870 involves resistance and accomodation;

and the period 1870 to 1900 involves subordination and accommodation.

During this time you have the basis for later land preference, the claims

to cultural charter membership, distinctive subcultures elaborated,

as well as regional differentiations of this subculture - that is, a

chicano culture plus differentiations of this, what we refer to as

"Tejano," "Nuevo Mexicano," "Californiano," and so forth. We also

have the definition of mutual ethnic stereotypes, that is, the way we

are perceived, the way we perceive the other. During the 19th century

are cast the social political economic relations that govern Chicano

people and Anglo society from that time to the present.

When one looks at the historical record, one sees that the outstanding

events, or aspects of it, is the colonialization that takes place during

the 19th century, the increasing fragmentation of Chicano values and
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culture during the 19th century, which though slow continues and is

continuing to the present. The recurring effort is trying to realign

the situation, that is, to end aspects of subordination, to end the

process of fragmentation. We are going through one of those periods

presently. The historical record seems to indicate that the success of

this process is always problematical, and that to date it has not been

particularly successful. A prognosis for the future is an increasingly

worsenin situation for the Chicano at all levels. But perha s even

worse, because it had not occurred so markedly as has been occurring

since World War II, is the erosion of the culture that is, the increasing

and accelerating rate of assimilation.

My concern, then, as regards our discussion topic of Chicano culture

and occupational opportunities, is how the possible disjunctions between

the two will affect the process of fragmentation, the erosion of our

culture, and the increase of accelerating rate of assimilation. Our

topic itself implicitly, for instance, suggests accommodation for

both parties involved, but with the Chicano losing culturally more than

what he gains economically. Isn't this what we are actually directing

ourselves to - Chicano culture identification loss for supposedly culture-

free economic gain? Given such an atmosphere of accomodation, which for

the Chicano is more like total surrender, I do not see any reversing

of the current process of cultural fragmentation.
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Yamil Lara

As an economist I am faced with the problem of attempting to determine

what, if anything, characterize the Chicano culture with respect to

occupational opportunity. Allow me to refer to some basic economic

postulates for this purpose and then try to view the Chicano vis-a-vis

the postulates. I will begin by saying that normally in this society,

where there are some levels of competition, a man's wage is usually

related to his productivity - to how much he produces for his firm or

agency. A skilled worker, because of his productivity, usually :eceives

a higher wage than an unskilled worker. In addition, the salary of any

worker (for that matter of any good) is a function of two things. It

is a function of supply of that good or service and a demand of that

good or service. Now what happens in terms of the Chicano? Let us consider

unskilled labor momentarily. There is a very large supply of unskilled

labor in this society, and there is a limited demand for unskilled labor.

The result is very low wages. In comparison the supply of skilled labor

is somewhat limited, the demand for skilled labor is very high. The

result is higher wages. If we turn to the Chicano, we find an exceedingly

high percentage of Chicanos in unskilled or semi-skilled job categories,

with a very low percentage in the professional, managerial, or highly

skilled classes. Can we explain it in some way, can we relate it to the

culture of the Chicano? Remember that eighty percent of Chicanos are

found in low-skilled, unskilled. or semi-skilled classes.

Economists in the past few years have been very interested in the

concept of investment in human beings. That is, the amount of.investment
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in the individual to a large extent determine the total earnings an

individual will make in his lifetime. The average citizen in the U.S. -

by the age of 22 - has invested a very large amount in himself. He has

done this in two ways: One, the formal education provided by the community,

from public funds. The second one has been the salary he has given up

while he is going to school. He has forgone considerable amounts of

income during the four-year stay in college, plus he was also giving up

some income while in high school. In addition there are other investments

made in the individual. When a person obtains employment, whether it

is with a firm or the government, there is additional training provided

for the employee. The firm invests in the individual through executive

training, managerial programs, or even training in special skills.

Relatin( this to the Chicano, we find that a very large number of Chicanos

have very low levels of investment as individuals. They lack in most

instances rofessional or advanced trainin . Let me advance some reasons

why I think that partially as a result of the culture of the Chicano

and to a large extent the impact of discrimination that this is the case.

The first and most critical reason is that the initial stages of

learnin: for a Chicano tend to be more e ensive than that of the Anglo

to achieve the same educational result. Chicanos at an earl _age as

a result of their bi-lingualism, in order to achieve the save level of

education - let us say the same reading proficiency - need a higher level

of expenditure per _Pupil than the Anglo. Chicanos need bi-lingual

training, special books, and special programs - all these are expensive,

more expensive than a comparable Anglo program. The unforunate reality
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is that as a result of their bilingualism or their bi-lingual culture,

Chicanos need a higher expenditure per pupil during the primary years,

but the in fact due to discrimination yet less than the Anglo in terms

of expenditure per student. Chicanos because of their lack of political

power do not obtain the same expenditure per student. So the initial

investment made for Chicano students is much lower than that made for

Anglo students. There is also a result of types of discrimination.

The type of discrimination with which we are familiar is overt discrimination

in terms of the individual's civil rights. But there is another kind of

discrimination which I consider to be more expensive in the long run. It

is that discrimination which is made in the allocation of public monies.

Public expenditures which are made, not by the individual, but are made

by governmental bodies, essentially discriminate against the Chicano

because of the housing pattern of Chicanos: They live in a barrio or in

a well defined geographical area. If you examine the pattern of public

spending, you will find that public schools in Chicano areas are neglected.

They have a lower expenditure per pupil than the Anglo areas. The

discriminatory pattern of public spending is more pervasive than this

because recreational opportunities, medical facilities, and the general

welfare of the Chicano is to a large extent determined by the pattern of

public spending.

The second point is that Chicanos due to the lower level of income

are less able to give up wages that could_be earned while they_are

obtaining additional education. Remember that forgone wages constitute a
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real cost to the Chicano. When he goes to high school, or when he is

in college, he not only has to pay the additional expense of tuition,

books, etc., he also has to face the expense of not being able to earn

during this period. So, the special training, professional training or

even college training cannot easily be afforded by a low income Chicano.

This result is due to the low levels of income of the Chicano families,

and more specifically in terms of the Chicano culture, to families having

a larger number of children. That means that the expenditure per child

in a Chicano family, given the same family income, compared to the

Anglo family, is much lower. So the probability of that Chicano family

of being able to afford to send a child to college is much lower than that

of the Anglo family, which has fewer children. Fewer children essentially

means a higher expenditure or the ability to make higher expendittlre per

child. So we have two things: one, Chicano families income is lower

than the Anglo; two, the expenditure per child in a Chicano family is

lower yet because of the higher number of children.

The third point is that the lack of general education on the part

of a Chicano also works against him. I am defining general education

as a liberal arts degree or high school education. This lack of general

education makes the employer very reluctant to invest in Chicano for a

managerial or white collar position. A prospective employer who is searching

for a managerial trainee will be faced with some training costs per

managerial trainee. If he hires a Chicano, as compared to an Anglo,

he will pay higher costs of training if he has to hire a Chicano vis-a-vis

an Anglo because the Anglo has had the benefit of higher investment prior

to his being hired. He has had on the averamahigher level of education.
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So a Chicano presents to the prospective employer a higher expenditure in

terms of the training than for his Anglo counterpart.

Let me now summarize: occupational opportunities of Chicanos will

continue to be highly limited so long as the above pattern continues.

We need to recognize several critical points. Chicano training calls for

more money than Anglo training, and this is critical at the early stages.

We also need to recongize that Chicanos are less able to afford to

give up wages during a training period. And, third, firms hiring Chicanos

pay higher costs than if they hire Anglos for the same training program.

As a result of a pattern of discriminatory public expenditures, Chicanos

have obtained much lower levels of investment from educational institutions

financed from public funds. Chicanos need more funds than Anglos to achieve

the same educational results, but they have received less. Finally,

Chicanos have larger families and have lower family incomes,a combination

that results in a very low expenditure in the education of the children

by the family.

Claefication Questions

Raigoza: Let us assume that you have a Chicano and an Anglo who are both

graduates of the same college with the same liberal arts background.

Are you saying that the Chicano would still require greater

financial investment per return in comparison to the Anglo'

Lara: No. I am saying that the probability of a Chicano reaching

the same level of education as the Anglo is much lower because
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there has been a bias in the public expenditure against the

Chicano since his early years. I should add the following:

the quality of education the Chicano receives might be quite

different from that of the Anglo. We have to remember that a

high school education or a high school diploma from one high

school is not exactly the equivalent of the high school education

or diploma from another. There are qualitative differences,

and these qualitative differences result in different training

costs for the employer if he is going to hire a high school

graduate. So he is more likely to hire a graduate from a

good high school than to hire a graduate from a poor high

school.

Raigoaa: I would like you to return to another question. What if you

had this Anglo who graduates with a liberal arts background

versus the Chicano who graduates with a liberal arts background

who is being considered for some kind of managerial position.

Lara: In that case, so long as you postulate that they have had the

same educational experience, then the costs faced by the

prospective employer would be the same.

Raigoza: Do you feel that the employer would still prefer to employ

the Anglo?

Lara: If so, the situation would be one of discrimination, not a

function of cost. What I am saying is that sometimes

the employer is making a rational decision, let's say a

profitoriented decision when he is reluctant to hire a
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Chicano, visa-vis Anglos, because Chicanos may present higher

costs to him during a training program. In other cases the

employer may simply be exercising his discriminatory bias when

he refuses to hire a Chicano.
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Amado M. Padilla

I would like to perhaps change the focus here just a little bit,

and move into the realm of social-psychological perspectives in relation

to the Chicano and the occupations. In terms of a socio-psychological

analyses, I would like to focus on some of the reasons that have been

given for the small number of Chicanos in the various vocations, occupations,

professions, etc. There are a number of reasons that can be found in

the social science literature. I would like to go through some of

these, and then perhaps spend a little bit of time analyzing some of

them.

The first is that the social organization of the Chicano family

hinders economic and occupation advancement of a Chicano. The usual

explanation here is that the Chicano family places obligations upon

the offspring of the family, which are greater than they are in the Anglo

family. Some of the obligations that we are talking about here are,

for instance, financial obligations. The young Chicano student may

contribute to the support of his family because of socio-economic

considerations. As a consequence he cannot pursue his education. Another

thing that you find in literature that is very profound is that the

social organization of the Chicano family in addition to the financial

obligation creates a situation where the young Chicano person is unwilling

to move far beyond his family in terms of a geographic location. So he

finds himself bound in a close physical proximity to his family and in

this sense he becomes limited in the vocations, occupations, and professions

that he may seek. This is one of the things that usually appears in such
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an analysis.

Another thing that one commonly finds in the literature is that the

Chicano has a personality type that may be characteristic of what might

be called acceptance and appreciation of things as they are, that there

is something in a Chicano family life style which makes him complacent with

life as it is. Another thing one finds as you go Lhrough this kind of

analysis is the often repeated statement that the Chicano is fatalistic.

In his compliance he accepts things as they are and as they come. He

sees himself in a helpless, hopeless, powerless kind of situation - a

hopeless situation in which he cannot do anything to change his world -

to try to get into a vocation, an occupation, or a profession which he

would like but for obvious socio-economic reasons cannot because of the

reasons touched upon earlier. He sees barriers and there's nothing he

can do about them, and he accepts that fatality. Another thing, and this

is perhaps the most common characteristic that one finds in a social

psychological analysis, is that the Chicano lacks a future orientation,

that he is present time bound. There is nothing he does that is future

orientated, so were told. I might quote William Madsen on this point.

This is what Madsen says about this fatalistic attitude, coupled with the

lack of future orientation: "Because God rather than man is viewed as

controlling events the Latin lacks the future orientation of the Anglo and

the Anglo's passion for planning ahead. Many Mexican Americans consider

it presumptious to try to plan for tomorrow, because human beings are

merely servants of God, and it is He who plans the future." So according

to a social psychological analysis we Chicanos place our hands in God, and
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God determines our future rather than we ourselves.

A fifth thing that one often finds in the literature is that the

Chicano is unable to defer gratification: he cannot plan for the future,

he cannot prepare himself for the future. Why? Because he cannot defer

gratification. He needs to have his satisfactions now. As we all well

know, in a pursuit of a profession for example, getting through school

requires that we have this ability to defer gratification. We've got to

be able, for instance, as we've been told, to sit back and pursue our

studies, and decide that we want to take an economic loss for a few

years.

A sixth point that one often finds is that in Chicano culture

there is a censure or a disapproval for advancement, so if you try to

get too far beyond your family and your culture this is disapproved, this

is frowned upon. Then the Chicano would rather, as the story goes,

remain inconspicuous within his culture, and not try to move beyond it.

A seventh point that one often finds is that the Chicano is noncompetitive:

he has a system of noncompetitive values. Noncompetitiveness hinders

school achievement. As the analysis goes he is not competitive and he

doesn't do well in school, therefore why in the world would you expect

him to be in the professions? An eighth point is that he suffers from

tremendous language handicaps, that he never really learns English, and

as we are told by educators, neither does he know Spanish. So he suffers

from an inabliity to function in either language. Unless one can function

in a language, one cannot get ahead.

Now, the question is, do analyses such as these lead to the

inference that a Chicano is less dependable, less efficient than the
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Anglo in the work situation? The inference has been answered yes by the

Anglo employer. The Anglo employer takes these eight major points and

says, "This is good justification for me not to hire a Chicano. All these

things work to his detriment - to his being less dependable, less efficient.

Why should I risk my money, my time in training him so that he won't perform

for met" The real question, I think, is whether these attitudes held

by employers are stereotypes, prejudicial kinds of attitude, or in actuality

are there facts that support the reasons given for not hiring Chicanos. And

in trying to answer this question I did some homework and tried to come

up with some literature which might bear on this question. I came up

with a number of studies which I wont cite here, but can furnish, if

you're interested, at a later time.

I will mention the name of Charles Weaver. What Weaver has done is

to study the eight points I've run through to see if there was any legitimacy

to them. What he has done is to study a number of various occupations

in San Antonio to see if Mexican Americans are in fact less dependable,

less efficient, etc. By analyzing things such as sick leaves, accidents,

.'esee"'adv"c"entsetc'hehas°b"f°rm"cerat"t1

shown that for all intents and purposes absolutely no difference exists

whatsoever between Chicano and Anglo employees. He studied firemen,

police, and various kinds of housing authority employees, etc. He finds

that Chicanos don't take sufficiently more sick leave than do Anglos,

which is something you might expect, if they are not future oriented

for they would rather have their gratification today, and the heck with

work. If they are really less efficient workers you would expect them
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to have more accidents, which they don't have. In terms of job performance

ratings, no difference. In terms of seeking job advancements, they

are every bit as concerned as their Anglo counterparts in seeking promotions

and advancement. As a matter of fact, in one of his studies, I think,

on policemen, he found that the Chicano policemen were looking for an

advancement and promotion at a significantly greater rate than were

their Anglo counterparts. So what some of these data show is that

ChicaLps are capable workers and that the eight points examined earlier

are probably more stereotypic responses that employers give for not hiring

Chicanos.

Now I would like to shift for a few minutes and spend a little

time analyzing what the situation is like in the mental health fields,

in which I happen to be more interested as a psychologist. A recent

survey which was published in the American Psychologist found that one

percent of the psychologists of this country had Spanish surnames. This

includes Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Spaniards, South Americans, Central

Americans, Mexicans. Of this number, I think 85, approximately twenty

Chicanos, have their Ph.D. in psychology. The same survey reported that

141 of one percent of all psychiatrists in this country had Spanish surnames.

The percentage is even considerably smaller if you look for Spanish

surnamed psychiatrists who are Chicano. I would doubt if you could find

maybe more than five. At least one of the problems that Chicanos have

had in the mental health fields, should they go through a Ph.D. or through

a residency training in psychiatry, is that they have often been unable

to find employment in areas where they might be of service to Chicanos.
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They find themselves being employed in universities and clinics, medical

school, etc. outside of Chicano areas. If you look and try to locati

these Chicano Ph.D.s for instance, you would find very few of them in

Chicano areas. One of the questions that comes up is, why? And more

important, why such a small number of Chicanos in psychology and psychiatry?

I think the answers to those questions are fairly obvious. First of all

to get into psychology or psychiatry a person has to spend anywhere from

eight to twelve years in the University. This is the first problem as

we know. And this is related to all of the socio-economic problems already

mentioned. You don't find that many Chicanos in higher education, or

at least you haven't until very recently. Aside from this, departments

of psychiatry, departments of psycholology in terms of the programs they

offer are not too tremendously concerned with minority groups problems,

with problems which affect Chicanos, for instance. Many of the stereotypes

that I ran through are stereotypes which have in part originated in

psychological research and I would probably venture to say that many of

the stereotypes that continue to persist about minorities, and especially

Chicano& in this case, derive from the works of various psychologists.

So programs are not relevant to Chicanos, and even when they are relevant

in social psychology, or clinical psychology, or counseling, you really

cannot find Chicanos getting into graduate programs for a number of

different reasons. The major reason is that they don't come up to the

imposed standards of academic excellence that many universities and

departments would like. Moreover, many graduate programs are still

insistent that the "standards" must be maintained and are reluctant
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to be flexible in the admission policies where Chicanos are concerned.

There is also the problem of financial support. In my own department,

for instance, the entering graduate student has on the average a G.P.A.

close to a 4.0 in psychology and a 3.5 overall. This makes competition

for graduate fellowships fierce for all students and especially for

Chicanos should they want to apply. Aside from that, programs in psychology

are for the most part experimental rather than applied. In terms of the

way many Chicano students come into psychology, it is apparent that the

applied areas of psychology are more relevant than the more traditional

experimental psychological orientation. There are a number of ways to

alleviate this kind of problem, but this is not the time to do so.

Clarification Questions

Barrera: You mentioned among the eight stereotypes that Chicanos are

bound to their family, and this would limit their mobility.

You never answered whether or not this idea is stereotyping.

Padilla: My guess is that it is a stereotype. I suspect the limited

mobility implied here is related to a number of socioeconomic

considerations all of which mean that the individual cannot

go very far from his family.
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Jaime J. M. Raigoza

Let me begin by discussing the socioeconomic status of Chicanos.

A report issued by the U.S. Department of Commerce states in 1960 at

least 83% of Mexican Americans were engaged in factories, mines, construction,

farm, and service occupations. Even this figure may be conservative

because professional and clerical occupations are classified together.

The Mexican American professional and clerical occupation category is

listed at 17%. If we may assume half of this latter category constitutes

the clerical sector, we can safely conclude 92% of the Mexican Americans

labor force is nonprofessional. Undeniably in 1960 Mexican Americans

may be categorized as constituting a bluecollar community. In this

report, readers were urged to be counted in the 1970 census such that

specific demographic data might be accumulated on the Mexican American.

As we all know, there was no specific provision allowed in order to

count Mexican Americans in the 1970 census. There was a category for

Negroes, or Blacks -- depending upon ideological persuasion. There

were categories for other ethnic groups, Japanese Americans, Chinese

Americans, and the like. Unfortunately, I think it is indefensible

that the 1970 census excluded a category by which Mexican Americans

could be counted. If the 1970 census had included data on Chicanos,

we would have a least a ten year period by which to make some comparative

assessment on social mobility in the occupational sector. It seems

to be an administrative prerogative as to how we are classified and

nonclassified. Thus our discussion is hampered by a lack of official

statistics. Nonetheless, there is every reason to conclude that in 1970,
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the Chicano community still constitutes an overwhelmingly blue-collar

working status. So the question before us seems to be, why does the

Chicano continue to occupy the status of a blue-collar worker in American

society, and almost nothing more?

Given our discussion topic, Chicano culture and occupational

opportunities, I would not focus on the Chicano culture as if it were

operating in a "social vacuum." I would prefer to ask, how do Anglos

structure occupational opportunities for Chicanos? Above all, we experience

structured inequality. I share Mario Barrera*s view of considering a

domestic colonial model, rather than considering Chicano culture as

"pathological."

The Chicano for all intents and purposes occupies a neo-colonial

status in American society. Life opportunities that are available for

Chicanos are not the same compared to Anglos. Anglos assume that all

Americans have equal access to opportunity structures. Obviously this

isn't the case. I believe we can credit Dr. Ernesto Galarza for a pertinent

analysis of the bracero and Mexican farm worker here in California.

For example, even though Mexicans and Mexican Americans were to be found

working on the farms since the earliest stages of agri-economy in

California, it is interesting to note that Mexican Americans did not

emerge as a class of small farm land owners. In addition Mexican Americans

were not expected to be political activists. The social institutions

that to serve Chicanos failed, namely, schools, welfare, and so on.

Finally, the Chicano laborer was to mysteriously appear at harvest time,

and then mysteriously disappear when the harvest was over. The point

to be understood is individuals achieve efficacy only to the extent
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that institutions are working for him and in his behalf. Otherwise,

regardless of motivation, an individual is seriously hampered in realizing

his potential.

Along these lines, lets consider an article by Schuman, which I

think is applicable to the Chicano in large measure. Schuman in Transaction

discusses opinions about the perceived difference in intelligence between

blacks and whites. In 1940, 57% of the Anglos polled affirmed the same

position. I'm sure that if a survey were taken today comparing black

and white differences in intelligence, most people would probably conclude

that whites are no more intelligent than blacks and vice versa. But

we are still left with a problem -- if there isn't any difference in

intelligence between blacks and whites, why haven't blacks been able to

achieve more than their present standing? The explanation in the survey

held because blacks were not highly motivated, that is, if they worked

harder they could achieve the same position as the Anglo counterpart.

Failing to acknowledge the full impact of discrimination when "free-will"

is applied to minorities by whites, Schuman feels it is a racist explanation.

Further, in the occupational marketplace, employers set up other stereotypes

that carry themes of "competence" and "incompetence." The majority

community tells Chicanos if one improves by accumulating the necessary

kinds of degrees, skills, and training, competence will be rewarded. Due

to the impact of discrimination in American society, the Chicano must

possess impeccable qualifications to compensate for the stereotype that

the employer may have in his mind -- the questioned quality of the
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Chicanos performance on the job. Let us assume that the Chicano has

to perform 110% where his counterpart might be operating at 85% level

of productivity. Once again, the burden of "quality performance" is

placed on the shoulder of the minority person.

In review, first, we have no comparative data to judge if any

occupational mobility has taken place since 1960 because of the failure

of the 1970 census to provide statistics for us on the Chicano. Second,

the Chicano essentially occupies a neocolonial status in America

today, and as such is viewed as subordinate and inferior. Third, a model

which seems to provide an explanation of the conditions of minorities

is the notion of domestic colonialism. I have given a brief example

of the farm workers plight in California. We may well ask what is the

future of Chicano farm workers in the San Joaquin Valley? As mechanization

continues, the Chicano laborer will be displaced. And, as a writer in

Transaction noted, we have reached a new stage in terms of moving from

the economics of exploitation to the economics of uselessness! Four, it

seems that this country is faced with the proposition of trying to find

gainful employment for highly trained white technicians. To the extent

that public expenditures are provided in these areas, and if we assume

furthermore that these public expenditures are limited, we may legitimately

raise the question, will a priority be placed on upgrading Chicanos and

other minorities? I submit to you that those interests will be negligible

because in a society that is not able to put white technicians to work,

why should it be overly zealous in trying to provide training to develop

Chicano technicians?
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OPEN DISCUSSION

Sena: I would like to begin the open discussion by focusing on a

general question that would seem to apply to several of you.

Although I may isolate one or two of you in order to direct

you to the question, it is something that I wanted to ask

continually of all of you during your various presentations.

It seemed to me several times that what was being spoken of

was the conditions in which a particular population group, in

this case our own Chicano group, finds itself at this present

time, and has found itself historically -- a colonized group

in the way that this was talked about, and a group not properly

known about for a variety of reasons. Now, dealing principally

with the first of these two situations -- a group that finds

iself in a particular status or set of conditions, economic

blue-collar, colonized, or what have you -- I couldn't gather

whether or not if Chicano population itself must bear responsibility

for this status or conditions, because of what might be identified

as culture factors of whatever kind. For instance, you, Yamil

(Lara), place the bulk of Chicano workers in a particular

condition of low-skill, and, therefore, low-commodity exchange

ability in terms of their labor. Could you respond as to

whether or not you are able to talk at all how the group itself

might be responsible for this situation?

Lara: Let me clarify something you said at the end. In theory,

the salary a worker receives is a reflection of how much he
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is able to bring to the labor market in terms of skill. I

tried to pinpoint two things in Chicano culture which I felt

gave some of the reasons for the occupational distribution of

the Chicano. I tried to point out that there is lower investment

in Chicanos than in Anglo counterparts for two reasons. One

is the pattern of public expenditure -- biases against the

Chicano so that he gets a poor training during his school years.

The second point is the lower level of investment made on the

individual as a result of his family having a higher number

of children per family. Essentially, the family that has more

children is only able to afford lower levels of expenditures

per child. The low level of expenditures is reflected in the

amount of training, the amount of education, the amount of

medical care, the number of educational experiences the child

is exposed to during his childhood and youth, etc. So he at

the end obtains a lower level of investment than other individuals

who come from families that are smaller, the expenditures per

child in these families being higher. I also tried to stress

in terms of patterns of public expenditures the following:

not only are public expenditures biased against Chicanos as

a result of discrimination, but in addition a Chicano, in

order to achieve the same level of reading proficiency, or

other educational proficiencies as his Anglo counterpart --

requires a higher than average expenditure. The Chicano requires

more money than the Anglo simply because he requires programs
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which are tailored to fit his bicultural background. This

means that all of these additional programs bilingual programs,

bicultural programs, programs calling for special equipment --

are costly programs, and more costly than similar Anglo

programs. Although I don't think we want to say that the

Chicano culture is "responsible" for the higher level of

expenditure required by the Chicano, such factors as bilingualism,

which produces higher costs, and larger families, which results

in lower levels of investment per child, are two "cultural"

factors that should be considered in trying to explain the present

levels of training and the occupational structure of the

Chicano.

Then at this point of time such factors must be seen as detracting

from occupational opportunities in the sense that they contribute

to the cost of expanding them?

Lara: We can try to approach the problem and its solution in two

ways. First, the Chicano family must be made aware that while

it is otherwise fine to have additional children, doing so

in effect is deciding to have lower expenditure per child, and

that each child is not as well off as when there are fewer

children. Second the public must be made aware of the needs of

the Chicano as being not only the same as the Anglo, but actually

requiring a higher level of expenditure if the Chicano is expected

to be equally trained or to have the same occupational opportunity

as the Anglo. What I'm saying in effect is that the Chicano

does not need equal opportunity, he needs more than equal
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opportunity: he needs favored treatment from society at large

in order for him to obtain the same level of training.

Seim: Let me move to Mario (Barrera) with the same question, and

perhaps also Jaime (Raigoza) as well, because both of you

dealt with a colonization model of analysis for determining the

status of Chicano population. Mario, do you think there is any-

thing integral to Chicano population per se which helps account

for the kind of colonization that you speak of as regards

occupational opportunities?

Barrera: I think Chicanos are responsible for their situation in regard

to occupational opportunities to the extent that they want to stay

Chicano, to the extent that Chicanos have wanted to maintain their

cultural identity. But only in this sense are Chicanos "responsible"

for the situation many find themselves in, in whatever terms we may

be speaking about. I think the overall question has to do with how

much you accept the idea that the future society should look like

the present society, or how much you accept of the present societal

structure as being unchangable, or as being the correct kind of

structure. If you accept the structure or system just the way it

is, then the choice is very clear for the Chicano. It is either

to acculturate or to suffer. I'll even put it stronger and say

that the choice presented b An lo societ is either colonization

or cultural genocide. That is the choice that is presented. If

you are willing to work with Anglos and under this system, this is

the kind of choice you will have to put up with. If you don't
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accept the system as being legitimate, and you call into !motion

the system all along the line, then yuu enter into the realm of

a third choice, into a strategy of decolonization. Now, we

really haven't had a chance to go into this idea of colonization

in as much depth as T'd like. My feeling though, and to go one

step further than I did in my presentation earlier, is that I think

that this system is a colonial system by virtue of the normal

workings of that system, I don't think the system has to go out of

its way to colonize Chicanos, or to inflict disadvantages on the

Chicano. Maybe it does, but I don't think it has to. I think the

system is destructive of Chicanos collectively and individually

just through its normal workings. Let me give you an example, and

I think I can relate it to what Amado (Padilla) was talking about

when he mentioned the idea that Chicanos are bound to their families,

that the Chicano is not willing to pick up and leave his particular

area for greater economic opportunities somewhere else. The Chicano

is said to have less psychic mobility. He is tied to his family, or

to his barrio, and he is not one to move to New York City or some

where else in order to proceed in individual "upward" mobility. Now,

this may be a stereotype. I myself don't know whether in fact

Chicanos do have this kind of attitude or not. If they do, then

perhaps they shouldn't, and perhaps Chicanos should give up these

ties in the interest of this kind of individual mobility. I find

the notion hard to accept for myself. But given the structure of

the present system -- economically, politically, socially, and every

other way you can think of -- giving up these ties is probably the
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only choice that really exists. Either you adapt to the Anglo

culture, or you suffer economic penalities. Usually when people

write on this question it is to say that the Chicano should give

up certain traits in order to take advantage of the greater mobility

that would give him; that is, economic mobility. But if you don't

accept the legitimacy of the system as it exists, then you have a

third choice. It is to say that the industrial system which requires

this kind of mobility, and which is structured along these lines,

and which assumes that people are going to be atoms in the sense that

the only considerations they are going to take into account is their

own economic mobility -- this system has something wrong with it. It

operates on a mono-cultural kind of basis. It is a culturally totali-

tarian kind of system. Liny industrial system as it exists today --

whether it exists in the Soviet Union, or here in the United States,

or Germany, wherever -- operates on the same kind of assumption: a

mono-cultural, atomistic kind of assumption. Now, if Chicanos are

serious about changing their situation, and arriving at a fundamental

de-colonization, then that means they are going to have to call the

whole system into question. They are going to have to call into

question the whole "normal" workings of the system. It is not

enough to adapt yourself to that system, or to say, well, we are not

going to adapt to it though we are going to remain in colonized

status. I haven't done all the necessary research to back up what

I'm saying now, but it does seem to me impressionistically that in

order to arrive at an effective de-colonization for Chicanos, we
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must call into question not only that the way_ the system works doesn't

come up to the way it is supposed to work, but we even have to call

into question the way the system is supposed to work. Then we must

set up a different kind of model. And I don't know of any model of

that kind that has been established by anybody. The socialists, for

instance, don't even come close to specifying that kind of model

that would really result in de-colonization for Chicanos. In fact,

my own feeling is that the establishing of a more equalitarian kind

of system, which would reduce or even eliminate most of the barriers

that currently fact Chicanos in the American system, would also result

in even more rapid acculturation and destruction of the Chicano com-

munity than we have now in the United States. Chicanos wouldn't

have to worry about being colonized any more in that kind of system,

but they wouldn't have to worry about being Chicaros either.

Sauk: I'd like us to return to another of Mario's (Barrera) examples, but

change it a bit. Mario gave us an example of apparently how the sys-

tem works. He put it in the frame of reference that if a Chicano

insists on his Chicano identification, and I would presume also if

the people surrounding him were to insist even if he didn't on

identifying him as a Chicano, that what happens is something negative-

to the Chicano. His upward mobility, for instance, his promotional

ability, or fulfilling himself in perhaps the occupation level that

he has, is hampered in some way, if not taken away completely. Does

this mean for instance that in a training program or situation say
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where the supervisor is made aware of the probability of such

negative happening to be very high, and then into this department

is introduced a Chicano, it is inevitable that such a negative

happening will occur? Is there anything at all, within the workings

of the system, that could be done to prevent this occurrence? Let

me ask you what you think Jaime (Raigoza), since you also deal in

terms of a colonial model.

Raigoza: I seriously doubt that the occurrence could be circumvented. One

of the points I want to stress is when I talk about Mexican Americans

being forced to assume a subordinate position, basic to this sub-

ordination is the notion of ascribed inferiority. Take the idea of

work performance, which Amado (Padilla) alluded to. The data

implies there is no substantial difference in the work performance

of Chicanos and Anglos. Can we therefore assume to the extent that

Chicanos demonstrate their professional competence, they will be

rewarded with poe.tions, duties, and responsibilities commensurate with

the demonstration of competence? I seriously doubt it. So at issue

here is not work performance, but rather the salience of ethnicity.

By this I mean that discrimination will continue to be operative in

spite of what I would view as the accumulation of credentials, skills

and general ability.

Senat Is what Jaime (Raigoza) says in accord with one of your earlier

statements, Tamil (Lars)? I think you said that one is dealing with

.ether than an economic decision if for instance you have two men,
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one of whom is Chicano and the other Anglo, with the Chicano

slightly more qualified, and the employer does not choose the

Chicano. Then we are dealing with discrimination or something else?

Lara: Not quite. We are still dealing in the economic area in this

respect: the Chicano has to pay a premium for discriminatory

practices. Essentially, if the employer is biased against one

ethnic group, and he has a choice of hiring two individual at the

same wage, he will choose an Anglo, let's say, because he is

discriminating against Chicanos. But if the Chicano is willing to

work at a lower wage, or if the Chicano is able to offer additional

qualifications, or additional talents, or additional expertise, then

the employer will consider hiring a Chicano at a lower wage, or hire

the Chicano at the same wage, but with the Chicano having additional

qualificiations than the Anglo. So the Chicano is essentially bearing

the cost of discrimination either because he is obtained at a lower

wage, or because he must present extra qualifications. Now, let's

say if the employer is not biased -- which was assumed in the example

I was trying to give earlier -- but he is trying to minimize his

training costs, then he is less likely to hire the Chicano, or for

that matter any person who has a lower level of training. Let us

say we have two individuals, both with high school diplomas but one

from a good Anglo high school and the other from a poorer barrio

institution, and one individual is Chicano and the other an Anglo.

Both apply for the same job. The employer is more likely to hire

the Anglo, not because he is biased against the Chicano, but because

of the better quality of education that the Anglo has received. It
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is simply that the Anglo will present lower training costs to the

employer than the Chicano.

Sea: But suppose that an employer hires a Chicano without thinking much

other than that the man seemed most promising for the pacticular

job opening. Do you agree with Jaime (Raigoza) that it is impossible

to circumvent the situation that this Chicano will suffer because of

his ethnicity if he identifies or is identified as a Chicano?

Lara: I'm not sure what you mean by "suffer." Will he be given unpleasant

tasks, will he be faced with additional work or extreme demands?

The situation still fits that if someone identifies as a Chicano,

and receives biased treatment because of this Identification, then

the Chicano in order to retain his position will have to do additional

tasks, will have to put up with some sort of additional work, if he

wants to retain that job. If he wants the same treatment as the

Anglo, that is, expects the same treatment and lets the employer know

as much, then the employer will have simply hired the Anglo instead.

He will only hire -- assuming the bias, of course -- a Chicano if the

Chicano is willing to accept lesser working conditions than the Anglo.

But we are assuming that the employer is biased against Chicanos,

which I will say is not an unlikely assumption.

Saa: What you are saying then is that the only way the situation is

neutralized, in effect isn't neutralized at all. That is, the Chicano

can maintain his occupational level, perhaps even advance, but in

doing so he just has to suffer all sorts of possibilities of the sort

you suggest.

Lara: Yes, he essentially bears the direct cost of discrimination, because
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if he would demand equal pay for equal work, he might not be hired.

He has to offer equal work for lower pay in order to be hired. One

thing that bothers me about tha question of the job performance of

Chicanos is that I was hoping we wouldn't misinterpret this type of data

I consider this "after the fact" data. How an individual performs on

his job is not as relevant I think to the occupational distribution

of Chicanos as, let's say, in what occupations are Chicanos found,

for instance, in San Antonio, Texas. A more interesting question is:

what prevents Chicanos from being hired into specific occupations?

I think that is a much more interesting question than, how do Chicanos

perform once they are hired? Because once they are hired, they

essentially have met the qualifications. But if you look at the

distribution of the general working population of Los Angeles, and

you classify it in terms of professional, managerial, and laborers,

and then you compare the general distribution with Chicano distribution

you will find Chicano workers over represented in the lower sectors.

What explains that skewed distribution, I think, it is much more

interesting than trying to see if a Chicano professional acts the

same way as his Anglo counterpart, I would say, yes, this performance

is the same, of course. He is already there. But what prevented many

Chicanos from reaching that type of a position? I think that question

itiomuch more interesting.

Padilla: I have a point of clarification. The data on job performance were

in job occupations of the lower social economic strata such as janitor_

The highest these occupations went up were firemen and policemen. So

we are really looking at the job performance of blue collar or semi-
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skilled workers, not job performance of professionals. But the

point is well taken. The real question is, why aren't they in

some of the professions? However, the data does show that even

if Chicanos meet the minimum requirements to be a policeman, their

job performances is going to be no different from their Anglo

counterpart, contrary to popular belief about their abilities.

Lara: I would say that their job performance should be better than the

Anglo counterpart, simply because of the lack of opportunities

elsewhere. The Chicano who becomes a policeman is probably going

to be a better policeman than the Anglo counterpart, because the

Anglo has more occupational opportunities than the Chicano.

Padilla: That's a point that is well taken. As a matter of fact, one of the

running themes throughout some of the literature I examined is

that this point is true, that the Chicano probably is trying harder

to be a good employee. He's got more to lose if he's not. If this

is the case, then this is lots of future time orientation, contrary

to the stereotype.

Raigoza: Can we draw from what has just been said that given the limited

vocational opportunities presented to Mexican Americans, once these

have been made available to them, the Mexican American will probably

be a better employee than his Anglo counterpart?

Padilla: My answer is, probably yes, unless some extraordinary circumstance

occurs which might incapacitate him psychologically or socially in

some way. But he does have more to lose if he is not a good employee.

Raigoza: Then, if he is a better employee, why do we find perhaps seventeen

percent unemployment in Los Angeles today?
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discrimination.

Sga: I would like to return to what seems to be the essential initial

question. First of all, there is that, if the Chicano is going to

increase or participate in occupational opportunities, that to do

so he must be more than qualified per position to expect to be

hired. For one thing, once on the job he is going to have to

expect to do more than the job, and also suffer a variety of demands

that aren't asked of non-chicano counterparts. Only in this way will

he continue to succeed. Step per step, level per level, and even

it would appear, profession by profession, this will occur, the

only alternative to this situation is separate institutions, which

I presume would mean Chicano factories, let us say.

Herrera: This whole thing about Chicano job performance -- I think that again

we fall into a trap there if we accept the standards that are laid

down by Anglos for how the job is to be performed. Let us say that

a Chicano is going to go into a particular position. He is going to

be a social worker, or a professor, or a doctor, or a white collar

worker. There are no objective criteria for what is good job per-

formance. What I've been able to observe about certain occupations

is that once you get above a very low level of occupation, a lot of

criteria are essentially subjective - how you respond to your

supervisor, to your fellow workers, to your clients, and so on. Now

what I see as a crucial issue here is not so much a Chicano being ask2_

to perform in exactly the same way as the other people, but that there

is no allowance for cultural diversity. The standards are simply
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Anglo standards of what constitutes proper occupational behavior.

As long as that is the case, it may in fact be that any Chicano

who insists on being a Chicano, in behaving in Chicano ways, and

in looking out for Chicano interests, will not be satisfying the

accepted criteria for job performance. Let's say he is a Chicano

social worker, and has Chicano clients. Suppose he is really

looking out for the welfare of these Chicano clients, rather than

for the generalized welfare of his supervisor. To this extent he may

in fact "perform" less well than his Anglo counterpart who would

deal with Chicano clients on different terms. Now, to the extent

that we accept those criteria that Anglos set down we are asking

the Chicano to give up his cultural identity in order to meet the

job criteria and job specifications that are coming down from above

and are essentially based on Anglo cultural standards. That is what

I see as the crucial issue.

Raigoza: I would say that the Anglo standard seems to be a fluid, sliding

one, when applied to themselves. However, when they apply it to

other groups, it becomes a relatively constant one. It seems to me

that the Anglo institutions are flexible and accommodate the needs

of their community, but are rigid and unyielding when they are dealing

with other ethnic communities. For example, we note that drugs have

long been present in the barrios. For some time the social definition

of a Chicano using drugs is he's a potential criminal who should be put

in San Quentin. When drugs made heavy inroads into the white suburban

communities, affecting Anglo youths, the definition changes and it

becomes a medical problem, and a particular problem that requires
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emergency crash pads, the attention of the city council, the

enlightened interests of the police, and the interest of all

concerned parties in order to seek solutions to assist rather

than incarcerate these youths.

Herrera: I recognize that kind of problem. What I'm saying though is that

it isn't the most fundamental problem we face. It seems to me

that even if that particular problem were eliminated so that the

same standards were being applied to Anglos and Chicanos, that we

would still be in a bind, and in a much more fundamental one. Such

uniform application of standards is not a solution to the Chicano

situation simply because the assumption is that the Chicano is going

to behave like an Anglo. There is still absolutely no room being

given for cultural diversity -- for different ways of behaving,

different ways of thinking, different ways of speaking, different

ways of appearing, or whatever. Absolutely none. Anything of that

kind would be considered as affecting detrimentally your job

performance. This strikes me as being the fundamental problem. As

to whether to solve that kind of problem you have to go to separate

factories, separate bureaucracies, separate schools, and so on --

I'm not sure if that is the case. The idea of having parallel

institutions is one kind of model. But it may be, on the other hand,

that there are other kinds of models. You could still have within

one institution things and situations structured to allow for cultural

diversity among the people that work there. It may be that within

one particular kind of whole system, say an industrial system, things

might be structured in such a way that you allow for cultural diversity
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In this manner acculturation does not become a built-in part of

the whole process. Then the Chicano would not have to acculturate

himself and assimilate in order to succeed in that kind of system.

Now, is there only one industrial system that is possible, or

would it be possible to construct different kinds of industrial

systems that would make allowances for cultural diversity? It

seems to me this is the kind of model we need to start developing.

To my knowledge, no one is doing so.

Let me ask you Juan (Gomez), how you feel about whether it appears

inevitable that pressures toward acculturation cannot be thwarted,

given present systems.

Gomez: I'd like to direct myself to that question by speaking about how the

bias of peer workers operates against the Chicano, even aside from

how the employer may feel. This bias is often conscious and explicit,

sometimes unconscious and implicit.

I'm thinking right now of a mining district that is still in operation,

and where there is a single most powerful corporation. It was mestizos

and Indians who discovered the mines and attempted to work them. Then

came the period of the Mexican-American War, and the kind of

displacement that occured; then conflict with the Indians. The Mexican

title holders to the claims lost out, and Indian raids made it very

difficult to continue mining operations. What happens is that the

claims were picked up in some kind of market-bank deal by wild cat

entrepreneurs -- I guess you would call them "scrub" entrepreneurs.

This is about 1860 to 1870. These entrepreneurs consist of two

Englishmen and an Irishman -- individuals undeniable possessing a lot
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of fortitude, and a certain amount of skills. They are faced

with the problem of getting back their investments, and of initiating

a large mining operation. So they go into the area, and the first

thing that they must reckon with is that they are going to need

workers, and workers who are talented, consistent, and loyal. At

that time they could not secure any kind of worker but Mexican. So

they set up through a Mexican American local store owner to recruit

such workers. The store owner goes to the area of El Paso and

communicates with the mining centers further south in Chihuahua. He

recruits about twenty-five Chicano families. The people are brought

up and immediately they are put to work. The situation is extremely

risky because of the constant problems with the Apaches. The original

work force is decimated almost, and then continuously replenished with

new recruits. It is the Mexicans who must do the mine explorations,

the wagon driving, and the like, all of which were skilled occupations.

Also, because they traveled a lot, death was very common due to the

usual frontier hazards. Very quickly a fairly sizable community

developed in the mining locale. Soon there were around seventy-five

families; there was a strictly Mexican operation except for the major

entrepreneurs. After about ten or fifteen years have passed, things

are far more stable generally throughout the region, and there is

even other than Mexican talent available, but the mine owners were

extremely pleased with the mining operation just as it was. During

this time the Chicanos set up a religious association, built a church,

recruited a priest, established a Comite Civico. Also, at this time

there was no sheriff but a committee of guardias was appointed by
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the Comite to keep order. Repeatedly documents tell how effectively

all this was done.

Eventually, the company began to get pressure from the local Anglo

townspeople who by this time had moved into the area, and from the

ranchers of the region, concerning the compact Mexican community.

Pressure was such that steps had to be taken to bring in American

workers -- stewards, technicians, and so on -- for, prior to this

time such jobs were all being done by Mexicans. Reluctantly the

mine owners acceded. Over time, then, the Mexican workers were

almost all forced out, first because of the Anglo community, pressures

coming on the company from the outside, then by the presssure that was

created by the new white workers and technicians, who objected to the

large number of Mexicans, and particularly those in the supervisory

position. So by around1915, the general situation in and out of

the mines was extremely violent. The entire community was in a state

of lawlessness, because the internal social controls of the Mexicans

had largely broken down because of their occupational displacement

and discriminatory treatment by the Anglos. Most of the Mexicans

were now only carriers, workers who carry the mined ore on their

backs. The unions, now on the scene, argued that if they do organize,

organization shall not apply to the Mexican workers. By 1915 there

was what in effect were racial confrontations between on the one hand

the Mexican workers, and on the other the Anglo workers -- most of

them Irish and Welsh -- and the mine owners. The situation had

become polarized. Eventually the Mexicans as a significant group

were eliminated from the scene.
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It is worth noting that around the 1920s that apparently Mexicans

typically were scattered over a wide range of occupations, as in

the mining district example, but that by the late 1930 8 and as

unionization of American workers advanced, Mexican workers were

displaced in the Southwest.

What I am offering is an historical example as regards the broad

situation in which the Mexican worker finds himself. There is not

only the employer attitude to consider, but also the peer situation,

and the outside white community as well. Our problem is that we are

not a compact labor force able to neutralize the kind of pressures

I've spoken about. This situation sometimes makes for stress for

the Chicano, and sometimes it is the peer element that most blocks

his progress, and in effect creates problems for even more "benevolent"

management. However, management wants only to lessen their own direct

problems and maximize their profits.

Raigoza: I'd like to reinforce Juan's (Gomez) overall point but with

another example to suggest a different kind of result of pressures

from within and to some extent from without. Let's say we have a

school teacher who is a Chicano at an elementary school. We can expect

that she is one Chicano of a non-Chicano faculty of about fifty persons a
or so. Now, such institutions are controlled by Anglo administrators,

who instead of trying to develop viable educational mechanisms to

address the needs of Chicano students are more concerned with

mechanisms by which to mold Chicano students after the Anglo image.

Further, the Anglo viewpoint subscribes to the notion of the

disadvantaged, deprived Chicano child, and the Anglo educator feels
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It more important to bring to that child social-recreational

activities rather than deal with fundamentals of reading, writing

and arithmetic. Repeatedly one encounters the situation of the

Anglo teacher who uses ,lassroom time to take the children to the

museum of natural history, or to the beach. Presumably these

kinds of activities are "expanding" the child's world. The Anglo

teacher may say, I'm doing wonderful, and the Chicano kids may say,

Miss So-and-So is so wonderful, she takes us all over. If education

is limited to these activities, serious flaws exist. If we Weft to

imquire about instruction in new math, an answer may go as follows:

We know that disadvantaged, deprived can't understand what an

intersect is at the grammar school level. Consequently such Instruction

is not imparted to Chicano children. To return to our Chicano teacher:

how can she reverse these practices? The obstacles are considerable --

she must oppose fellow teachers, administrators, a board of education

as well. Insofar as she is removed from the decision-making ;Apparatus

few changes can be expected.

SenAOa: I would like us now to direct our attention back to the idea of familia

and the question of occupational opportunity, which was touched upon

earlier. First, let me say what is obvious to us all as Chicanos:

that familia translates as extended rather than merelynuclear family.

The nuclear fitmily concept is, of course, the household of parents

and dependent children alone. The extended family for Chicanos is a

relatively tight geographical collection cf nuclear families along

patrilinear lines of dominant social interaction.

Raigoza: It's my impression that the extended family is far more important
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to the Chicano family than it is for the Anglo family. I also think

that the emphasis on extended families holds by social class among

Chicanos. This emphasis translates as a cultural characteristic for

Chicanos in that families are expressive oriented. For instance, if

a member of a Chicano family gets into trouble and is sent to prison,

I think he continues to be viewed a3 an integral member of the

family. He isn't automatically rejected because of so-called

"deviance." Now, how do feelings about the extended families get

transferred into the occupational area? I think Chicanos tend to

look at the "whole" person more so than do Anglos. I've heard of

instances phrased to the effect that, well, I really like you --

you're a nice guy, and this has nothing to do with you personally,

but I'm going to have to fire you from this job! It seems that this

is an internally inconsistent statement. At any rate, I think a

Chicano employer and wor,Ler undoubtedly take this action on very

personal terms. Of course, this general subject requires empirical

investigation to enable us to speak about it with more confidence.

but I do feel Chicanos are more concerned with the whole person --

how he feels, and the extenuating circumstances that strongly

influence the work situation and enters into the decision as whether

to fire the man or not. I :think Chicanos would be willing to allow

greater latitude in such matters than the Anglo counterpart. Chicano

family orientations enter and influence such matters because our

training as members of extended families allows for greater sensitivit

to the extenuating histories of family members.

If we are to accept the general idea of Chicanos being more expressive
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than instrumental, you (Raigoza) might elaborate further, just to

make sure we are all dealing with the same idea, since several

disciplines are represented amoung us here.

Raigoza: I'll return to the example of the family. A person is a member of

the family by ascription. That is, by virtue of being born into a

particular family he carries a particular status within the family

that is not necessarily based on achievement. This status holds

relatively constant regardless if the individual transcends the

family's usual pattern of occupations. For example, I know of a

Mexican American family wherein one of the sons achieved an

unusually high occupational status. However, the son regularly

visits his grandfather, who has always had a rather humble occupation,

and he gives deference to the grandfather simply because he is the

grandfather, senior patriarch of the family. In other words, both

it.dividuals assume their proper family roles despite the unusual

hierarchy of rankings of prestige that occurs within the occupational

sector alone. I seriously question if the same phenomenon holds true

for Anglo families. I think Anglo family organization tends to

follow lines of achievement. If a member of an Anglo family achieves

higher occupational status than another member, does social distance

increase accordingly?

Padilla: I'd like to pick up on the general theme. There is a growing body

of psychological literature which suggests that if a person has

someone to lean on, or a group like the extended family, or a

number of good friends, that he can endure the psychological stresses

of everyday life, and be much more successful generally, than the
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person who has just a nuclear family, or no friends, or only a small

number of friends. Also, there is a growing belief among some

psychologists that there are groups of people distributed throughout

the world who because of this kind of solidarity of family life

style can endure the stresses and are not so susceptible to suicide

and other forms of mental illness. Some new literature coming out in

the psychological area suggests that mental illness, contrary to

popular belief, is not so great among Chicanos as once believed, and

that they are a hell of a lot mentally healthier than previously

believed. Now, if this is true, then what is suggested for employers

is the harnessing of an understanding about our Chicano culture. If

you want stable, secure workers, then perhaps reinforce those cultural

beliefs rather than try to break them down, which has been the pattern

until recently.

Sae: Are you suggesting then the hiring of as many members of the same

family as possible?

Padilla: No, I'm not suggesting they do that, but what I am suggesting is that

they should be in tune with culturally different people, in terms of

the positive aspects of a culture, rather than focusing on the

psychopathology of a culturally different group of people. Rather

than stress an acculturation and assimilation of a people, they

should accept a group of people as they are, with the built-in positive

coping mechanisms that are in a group of people such as the Chicanos,

and reinforce those.

It seems to me that the greatest contribution would be a destroying

of a stereotype, or something near a stereotype. Generally, now it
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is known that the old idea of extended family and kinship relations

as being dysfunctional in contemporary industrial society is not

true, and that there has been a death of extended family and

kinship relations for Anglo American population also has been found

not to be true. The case is that these relations no longer follow

classic lines, but have changed, but are still there. And in the

case of Chicano population it seems to me that you are suggesting

that if it's more widely recognized that the Chicano's propensity

to think in extended family terms more so than other groups is not

dysfunctional for him within the occupational structure. I'm not

sure directly how not, but we are dealing with the general idea

right here. What might we say to make the idea more concrete?

Lara: You could put it in one sentence: Is nepotism profitable for a

firm? It might or might not be. From the point of view of a firm,

the fact that the individuals know each other helps in a reduced

labor turnover and reduces absenteeism and friction. But would

they be better workers if they are members of the same family? I

tend to believe that they would be better workers.

Padilla: I'm not suggesting that you want to hire the whole family, but

what I am suggesting is that if a guy is a good worker, and such

a good worker that you want to transfer him across the country,

because it's going to be to his economic advantage to do so, not

to mention of course to the advantage of the firm, and he doesn't

want to go, then the employer should understand why. Maybe he

doesn't want to go because his family has always lived in Riverside,

for example, and he's a good worker here, but if he goes elsewhere,
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he might not be. This is what I'm suggesting: to build on this

kind of a cultural model -- understanding it. Now, what happens if

the guy refuses the promotion which is contingent upon moving to

another part of the country? He's liable not ever to advance again.

That cuts him off right there. I'm suggesting that he can probably

advance right here, and be much more effective, a much better

worker, when he feels comfortable. The feeling of comfort he feels

may be tied into a whole lot of cultural values and attitudes,

such as what the family means to him.

Barrera: How do you achieve that kind of understanding on the part of an

employer?

Padilla: Let me make some attempts at answering that. I think that the

Chicano has two choices, as we've alluded to before. He has a choice

of maintaining his Chicano identity. I think first of all, that if

he assumes he is going to become assimilated that he's kidding

himself. It's just not going to happen. He may get all the education

in the world, he may do everything he can to really assimilate and

be part of the other group. It's not going to happen unless he

doesn't look Chicano, and unless he changes his name. If the Anglo

is in control of the situation -- which he is -- regardless of how

much he wants to deny his Chicano identity, it's still going to be

attributed to him. Therefore, he has the other alternative of

maintaining a Chicano identity, and trying to get into the system

and at the same time continuously trying to bombard the system in

such a fashion as we're doing here, trying to sensitize the Anglo

to his culture. I think it's a very slow process. And I'm not sure
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it's going to be a change that's going to be meaningful. But I

don't see any other change or any other way of changing the system.

Raigoza: At the cultural level, we have of course the model of the Jewish

community. Now, it seems to me that the Jewish community has stressed

its ethnicity along positive lines, and this hasn't been a detriment

to their professional upgrading. On the other hand, if we talk about

it in terms of a practical level, it seems to me that it's one

thing to appeal to the better intentions of the employer towards

creating employment opportunities for Chicanos, and it's another

thing to use legal apparatus to bring about these better opportunities.

I know a worker in the film industry who was a lab technician in the

same job for twenty-five years at a major studio here in Southern

California. The supervisor of that film lab was a known alcoholic

and apparently was a great financial loss to the company. They

weren't making any profits on the film lab. The most logical person

to be upgraded to this position of supervisor was the Mexican

American worker. There was a good deal of resistance that had to be

overcome before it was finally conceded that the Mexican American

worker should be appointed to the supervisor position. But it

wasn't until a law suit brought about by the F.E.P.C. that an

agreement was made to bring about the change. It seems to me as

Chicanos we have to continue to pursue this line rather than to deal

with the prejudicial attitudes that the particular employer may

harbor.

Salfa: Let's see: there seems to be a common agreement that what we're

dealing with is the repression of one group, however that repression
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is translated, because of some essential difference. We've pointed

out instances of repression on a basis of racism -- though I would

prefer the term "ethnocentrism" which is what I really think we're

talking about, when we talk about culture characteristics coming

into conflict. An interesting question that I think we're also

dealing with is that whether acculturation occuring invariably

means assimilation as well. We do know that acculturation can occur,

but that assimilation won't. But the overall question we're dealing

with is something slightly different: is it possible to have

assimilation in terms of fitting into the United States of America

without the acculturation demanded? Moreover, in demanding such

acculturation, is the situation really dealt with, that is, that

some of our culture characteristics are attacked as negative or

dysfunctional and not examined as perhaps positive within the

occupational situation. Now, Yamil Lara mentioned two things that

increase, in his terms, the expense or the investment that's

required to deal with Chicanos. One of these is a second language

(or a first language). I'd like us to talk on this: How might

bilingualism be seen as contributing positively to the occupational

situation?

Raigoza: Bilingualism will be exploited insofar as it meets the business

interests of those entrepreneurs who control those institutions

where bilingualism is exploitable. For example, all you have to do

is go down Broadway in downtown Los Angeles, and everywhere you go

are signs saying, "Se habla espiRol," and all the sales personnel

are bilingual. Similarly, if you go .down to San Diego, right across
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the border, there's a Jack-in-the-Box food stand, which I assume

is an American franchise, and there they accept Mexican pesos as

well as American dollars. Once again, when it serves that kind of

pecuniary gain it seems to me that these institutions are very

viable. However, when we try to translate this into the classroom

situation, once more Spanish becomes a detriment.

Padilla: I'd like to support Raigoza's position by way of illustration of

something that happened while I was at the student union on our

campus the other day. I was sitting at a table by myself and three

Anglo students sat nearby. They were talking about what they were

studying. One said he was studying Spanish, and another said that

was good. How come? asked another. The answer was something like,

"Well, as you know in California there are many jobs nowadays for

bilinguals." I think this is the attitude, a force of growing

economic concern for bilingualism, but not for cultural reasons of

understanding, or as regards the cultural aspects of what

bilingualism implies.

Raigoza: I would argue as well that there will be Anglos who will emerge as

the professionals in bilingualism! And not because it is a

mechanism by which Chicanos can promote culture, but rather as an

arena by which vocations and jobs and careers for non-Chicanos can

be sustained.

Padilla: Additionally, one of the things that came out in a recent evaluation

that we made following our "introduction to Chicano Studies" course

at U.C. Santa Barbara resulted from a question we asked each student,

why was he taking the course? The class, by the way, consisted of
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about fifty percent Anglo students. The response we noted from

several Anglos was that, well, Chicanos are beginning to be

people to be recognized in California, and for us to have a couple

of courses in Chicano culture is going to facilitate our getting

a job as teachers, social workers, or sociologists, or something

else.

Sena: But doesn't the taking of such courses make the Chicano more

effective?

Padilla: My guess Is that it does not since I am afraid that the experts will

still come from the Anglo culture group.

Raigoza: After all, who controls the schools of education? Chicanos? No.

Se3a: Let me ask this: Aside from setting up parallel structures, as

Barrera suggested was one possibility, and aside from making radical

changes in the present institutions, what changes might be made

within the given institutional structures so that Chicanos do not

lose cultural identity?

Barrera: Community control of the schools.

Sena: Would this lower the expense of training the Chicano child in terms

of the total picture of investment within the area of occupational

opportunities? I ask this because it was one of Lara's points.

Gomez: In the sense that the expense would be picked up by the schools,

yes. I think that if you look at the demands made by the student

movement during the past six years, you see the demand for technical

training and industrial preparation, and so on, in just about every

situation. I think that if you had Chicano parents and young adults

having a larger voice in scho'l districts, immediately you would
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have a huge improvement in the kind of training put out by the

schools. Because it is for their self interest -- that is, the

self interest of their kids. In the situation you have now, the

skills and the industrial training that there is, as we all know,

is dated and pathetic in quality and extent. It does not prepare

the majority of the students for anything but to be dishwashers

and carwashers, despite the fancy names some of these shop courses

might have. Chicano control of their schools would make a difference.

I guess community control would be to the long term advantage of

the employer, then, since coming out of the schools would be a

person with some usable skills.

Sena: Does community control of schools then logically extend to vocational

schools as well, and perhaps too to occupational training programs?

Gomez: If just for the reasons I spoke of, yes. There are other reasons.

Lara: Let me make this point. The educational needs of Chicanos have not

been recognized by the Anglo community, so the Anglo community seems

to provide programs that have been tailored for Anglos. If there is

community control of schools, then hopefully there will be recognition

of specific Chicano needs in terms of programs which are tailored

for Chicanos at the primary and secondary levels of education. Now,

the problem is this: control of the schools is a necessary but not

sufficient condition. That is, it is necessary for Chicanos to get

control of their schools, but what is also necessary is for the

communities to raise enough money to be able to provide its schools

not only with the same amount of training as the Anglo, but a higher

expenditure per pupil than is going to be spent in the Anglo
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community. I have to keep coming back to this fact simply because

any special program, any program that is which is out of the norm,

is by definition more expensive. And that is one of the problems

that the Chicano community faces, for even if it does obtain the

control of schoolboards, it still needs additional funds.

Additional monies aside, Lara, what sort of changes would occur if

a manpower training program which was totally Chicano community

controlled did happen?

Lara: The program would be more directly relevant t. the Chicano community.

The training programs, that have been developed are essentially

training programs which are aimed at the unemployed Anglo worker.

The blacks made the demands that there are black needs. Well, there

are black needs, and we can accept that there can be educational

approaches that are essentially black-oriented approaches, then the

Chicano with the problem of bilingualism or, the asset of bilingualism

has a more easily defined set of Chicano approaches to any type of

training than other groups.

Let me deal briefly with skills. You have in the Chicano community

people who are totally out of the economic system. They cannot

communicate ...ell in either language, unfortunately. They have little

or no training. And any of the training programs which are aimed at

hard-core unemployed of the general society will not reach these

Chicanos at all. For such Chicanos, you have to deal with the

bilingual problems that they have, and then in addition to that you

have to provide him with direct skills training. Such Chicanos are

what you would call a truly hard-core-unemployed group. You have to
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develop some way of bringing these individuals back into, or simply

into, the economic system.

Let's see. In terms of a community recognizing these needs, for

instance in terms of manpower programs, then a first level is

accommodating those who don't even have sufficient reading skills to

read minimal directions for performing even minimal jobs. Is that

the idea?

Lara: You're talking about individuals in the community who have third or

fourth grade education. They're functional illiterates. Any blue

collar employment requires reading. It requires an ability to follow

instructions, an ability to work independently. These abilities are

the result of some basic education which these individuals don't

have, especially some Chicanos in parts of Texas, where the average

level of education is as low as three years. So the Chicano is about

two year behind the black in California, I think about four years

behind the black in Texas. This extremely low educational level

presents a very unique problem for the Chicano community. Most

manpower problems do not recognize this type of problem.

Raigoza: I think Lara is right when he says that community control of the

schools is a necessary but not sufficient condition. I'm reminded

of the situation in Crystal City, Texas where Chicanos who were

elected to become city councilmen only to find out they inherited

a bankrupt administration. How can you run citywide programs on

bankruptcy? Clearly the Anglos spent the resources to ensure

structured failure. The same thing can happen with control of other

institutions that Anglos may relinquish, but will not provide enough
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social logistical support to ensure its success. Finally, we may well

ask, will there always be a surplus of unskilled, "functionally

illiterate" Mexican American persons who will always constitute a

labor force that can be exploited? At least I must raise this as

a question if not a conclusion.

Sena: I might mention, perhaps in order to expand on your example, that I

had occasion last week to talk with a man from Crystal City. He

mentioned, "All right, we got control of the town, and not only the

town but the county as well, but with no one with the skills to run

a town or county." I think this point is on top of the matter of

inheriting a bankrupt situation, even literally a bankrupt one. So

I'm thinking that part of community control must ba concern not only

for education in blue-collar areas, but on up.

Lara: This relates back to the funding sources of most school districts.

The funding source is mostly local, and unfortunately Chicanos tend

to live in areas which, comparatively speaking, are poorer than other

areas of the city. So that the funding that. is provided for the

schools for Chicanos is lower than that provided for other areas of

the city. We have to break away from local funding of local schools,

if we are to break a very vicious cycle.

Barrera: What about the problems of centralized control that go against the

idea of community control? It's a matter of who controls the funds,

wanting to control what the funds are spent for, and the institutions

the funds are spent on.

Lara: I don't want control to be centralized. The choice doesn't necessarily

have to be one or the other. For instance, one model would be where
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you have equal expenditure by district, and the state as a whole

being taxed, and so equal expenditure occurs while at the same

time local control of the educational institution is retained.

Barrera: Creating a model like that is one thing, getting it to work is

another. "Community control of the schools" can be just a slogan.

But what does it really mean to take community control of the schools

if the funding source is coming from outside? For instance, teacher

accreditation is done by a state agency, federal funds come from

Washington, and the curriculum is prepared somewhere else. Now,

where is community control? There is no real change possible in

such a situation. Now, when you move in the direction of what

community control should mean, then you are dealing in the area of

recognising that in terms of dealing as part of a larger system, that

fundamental changes cannot be made unless the entire system changes.

Sae: We are approaching closing time for our discussion. Does anyone

wish to add anything we may not have covered as regards our discussion

title?

Lam There is one point about the inability of the Chicano to defer

gratification towards greater long term rewards. Some people consider

this inability as a cultural characteristic of the Chicano. Now,

from one point of view, such denial of deferral of gratification on

the part of the Chicano is a very rational position. If he can see

that the position or salary that will be the outcome of, say, his

college investment will not match that of the same investment of the

Anglo, then he is less willing to make this investment. The same

circumstance can face the individual Chicano with respect to a training
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or economic institution. But the push for Chicano factories has

to be viewed from the perspective that they may be more expensive

from one point of view, but they are far more beneficial to the

Chicano community than let's say having the Chicano workers go

outside their community to obtain similar employment. The clly

problem with the Chicano factory is that they probably are not as

profitable as a regular factory. I mean, that essentially it would

bear a higher cost, and the government would have to provide

substantial subsidies.

A0
Sena: As so too the government would have to bear the parallel deficits

of say the Chicano grammer school.

Lara: Well, the instance of the Chicano grammer school, for instance, is

not that clear-cut because you see, when you are dealing with public

enterprises the profit-loss approach is not as useful, as when you

are dealing with specific commercial enterprises. Oh yes, we're

still dealing with investment in the future, but it's much easier

to get the government to fund educational programs than for the

government to finance a mattress factory out in East Los Angeles.

For a mattress factory in East Los Angeles, run by Chicanos, will

probably produce mattresses at a higher cost than a mattress factory

say in West Los Angeles.

Padilla: I'm not clear about your point about the Chicano factory. Are you

talking about a Chicano factory that's completely Chicano run,

operated, and financed, or a Chicano factory run and operated but not

financed by Chicanos?

Lara: My point is that Chicanos do not have the capital to finance such a
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program. If the Chicano feels that at the end of the training

program he may not obtain employment, or that if he does it will

be at a lower salary, then he may not participatP in a training

program, simply because it may not pay for him while it does for

the Anglo, or does not pay as much as it does for the Anglo. So,

in personal terms, too, the investment the Chicano makes is riskier

and will probably results in a lower return for the investment than

for the Anglo. So a Chicano's decision is rational if viewed from

this perspective. Another point I want to deal with concerns the idea

of Chicano control of economic institutions. Say, for instance a

Chicano factory. A Chicano factory would pay off for the community,

and for the Chicano community specifically, but would cost society

at large much more than an average factory. Chicano factories would

probably run much higher costs in terms of dollars and cents than an

Anglo factory. Lack of experience, lack of expertise, lack of training,

working in an underdeveloped area resulting in much higher insurance

costs -- these are the higher costs. But such a factory would have

benefits for the Chicano community in this respect: Even though let's

say they are more expensive than the normal factory, than the usual

enterprise, it would have benefits for the Chicano community in that

Chicano entrepreneurial talent would be developed, Chicano managers

would be developed, Chicanos would be able to obtain employment

adjacent to their homes, and would also be able to obtain additional

experience. So as a training facility and also as a center around

which other factories can be built -- since other factories or

economic institutions will tend to be attracted by a first factory
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factory, and if they did have the capital, they probably wouldn't

establish a factory in East Los Angeles to begin with. Because if

a Chicano has capital he will directly try to get the best return

on his money, he will probably try to locate outside the barrio.

ror the barrio presents higher costs to any factory or to practically

any enterprise than the same factory elsewhere in the city. You're

dealing with higher insurance costs, higher absenteeism, higher

turnover.

Padilla: But it looks as if you yourself are now dealing with the same stereo-

types that the Anglo employer is dealing with. For instance, that

you're going to have a higher turnover. Remember that I pointed

out that this isn't true?

Lara: Actually, you don't even have to introduce the word "Chicano." So

long as you introduce "lower levels of income" or "lower levels

of education," then that is sufficient. In terms of what has been

done, in terms of commercial enterprise costs, enterprises which

have been established in the Chicano and black communities with

Government assistance have traditionally incurred much higher costs.

We're dealing with entrepreneurial talent: how do you develop

entrepreneurial talent but through experience and through availability

of capital? If Chicanos have not had the opportunity to run their

own businesses, they are going to undergo a period in which they

are going to make mistakes. They are going to make some wrong

decisions. It's a learning process. But these kinds of mistakes are

costly. So you have a choice of either hiring an Anglo manager who

has had fifty years experience of let's say handling a mattress factory

vis-a-vis hiring a Chicano who has never run a mattress factory
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because he has never had the opportunity. You are going to have

higher costs. So it's not dealing with stereotypes, it's dealing

with levels of experience, levels of training, and so on.

Sena: Carnelles, our timd is up, we must end the session. Muchisimas

grkias.
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Leroy Walser: At the beginning of this morning's meetirq, let me give a little of the

history of this project. Some two and a half or three years ago, there were sev-

eral individuals in the [U.S.] Office of Education who were concerned about the

quality of the educational experience that was taking place in the training and re-

training of individuals who were to be included into the labor market through either

the Division of Manpower Development and Training-sponsored activities or other

vocational activities. One area was a tremendous deficit, it seemed: the construc-

tion of the curriculum materials or the construction of the teaching process, the

P-1
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way that it was handled to equate or to include some of the culture or the language

problems that were in evidence to make sure the learning experience was the most

efficient and most advantageous possible. There was not much agreement on what

constituted cultural differences or distinctions or language differences or distinc-

tions that would act either as a hindrance if it were approached in one way or [asi

an advantage if it were approached in another way.

We didn't believe that the educational process or educational development had

reached its status of lionprogress. We believe that as long as there are human

beings, there will be progress in some way or another. We wanted to have an idea

of how we could improve the delivery system nationwide in manpower training

vocational training -- that would pay a little more close attention to the specific

and distinct differences that were found in different population groups in the United

States of America.

We were not interested in trying to discover which came first, the chicken or

the egg; in this situation, we were trying to discover, or our intent was to try to

discover, what things could be changed to make education and training in the man-

power and the vocational areas more relevant to the trainee or to the learner --

the student -- and to his aspirations in securing employment. Now if there were

changes that needed to he made, we wanted to hear about them and to give some

recommendations that we think could he taken into consideration.

So we wanted to preoccupy ourselves with the educational relevance and the

affinity for the culture or the affinity for the language in making that experience

more directly important to the black, the Spanish - speaking, the native American,

the Appalachian white, and other population groups that were found and that had
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wanted to have themselves included in the learning experiences. So with that kind

of background, we went to the Office of Special Concerns that is in the U.S. Office

of Education which was headed up at that time by Dick Hayes, in which office are

located several offices, three of which are the offices for Spanish-speaking American

Affairs, the Office of Indian Affairs, the Office of Afro-American Affairs. The.

structure began to evolve on how to proceed with this study. With the cooperation

of a broad group of people within the U.S. Office of Education and the cooperation

of several individuals outside the U.S Office of Education, the project began to

formulate itself and it's to the point that it has reached now. I would like again to

welcome you here and to expect a day and a half of real honest interchange, so that

the interchange here can be included into the total report that will be the final report

from this project. Included in there are the recommendations of how to deal with

the findings. Preliminary to that whether or not you people agree or disagree with

the findings, what the nature of your agreement or disagreement is, how could your

recommendations make the findings (if you find them valid) more clearly understand-

able by those people who are in charge or responsible for developing the curriculum

and the educational practices in manpower development and training and other activ-

. ities in the vocational area. We welcome you here and hope you enjoy Washington, too.

Gard' Mangum: I represent the contractor, Olympus Research Corporation. Because of

our background in policy manpower training and vocational education we were asked

to put together the team of people who did the actual work on this project. The intent

was to determine to what extent cultural and linguistic va'ibles might impede people's

ability to profit from manpower and vocational skills training. We 4 re not experts in
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to what extent they impede manpower training, vve pulled together a team of people

who were both knowledgeable in this area and [who] were drawn from the particular

minority groups to be studied. Luvert Simpkins was primarily responsible for that

part of the study and the report related to blacks. For native Americans, we began

the project with Mrs. Shirley Sells, a Navajo Indian anthropologist, and completed

it with Kathy McKee, whose background and origin is the tribes of upstate New York.

Asterio Ano-Bajo, who is unable to be with us at this conference, was primarily

responsible for the work related to chicanos. We recognize that in concentrating

on the chicano population, we left out a lot of other Spanish-speaking people. For

that reason, we particularly requested other Spanish-speaking groups to be at this

meeting so that we can get some perceptions of the extent to which those considera-

tions related to chicanos may or may not be relevant to Puerto Ricans, Cubans,

Latin-American immigrants and other Spanish-speaking.

A long time ago, Thayne Robson and I were trained in this business by a

Harvard professor, now dead, who used to say "If you want to know something, go

find somebody who already knows it and ask him." That is what we commenced to

do. You will find in the back of the report, if you have gone through it, some

materials related to the methodology. The first thing that the staff did was to dig

into the literature in the field -- as far as culture, language and training, education

related to the various groups that we were concerned with -- to see what people had

already said on the subject ar see if they could distill from all of that literature,

if not a consensus, at least a relatively solid hypothesis about what had been dis-

covered relative to those questions.
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Then they prepared a series of questionnaires closely related but directed to

the particular groups involved and then went about the country to people who were

engaged in manpower training, in settings where there were large concentrations

of the racial and ethnic groups that were involved in the study. At those sights they

interviewed both the administrators and instructors who were teaching the people,

and the enrollees who were drawn from the ethnic and racial groups involved. They

then tried to separate those perceptions, for instance among the administrators and

the instructors, between those who were of the dominant Anglo majority and those

who came from the ethnic and racial minorities to see if there was a difference

between the way an instructor who happened also to be a native American might

perceive the teaching of, say, Navajos or someone who is an Anglo in the same

kind of a setting.

Then in addition to the survey of the literature, the questionnaires, and the

interviews all over the country, there were two symposia held. One on the West

Coast, pulled together a group of chicano scholars, and you will find in the report

the transcript of recordings of that meeting. Another meeting was held here in

Washington, D.C., sponsored by Howard University, which tested the tentative

findings by submitting them to a group of black scholars. All of those three sources

of information were then distilled by Luvert, Kathy, Asterio, into reports concern-

ing each of the racial-ethnic groups involved. Then that whole thing was distilled

by other members of the staff into the report as you have it here.

Despite our having done a lot of work and pulled together.some useful inform-

ation, we feel that this now needs to he reviewed by people like yourselves, most

of whom are in one way or another on the firing line of manpower training and
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vocational education for the particular groups involved. We seek your perceptions

about what we think we've found in all of these materials and sources that we have

just enumerated to you. Then we ask two questions: (1) Is it true? That is, from

your perceptions and your experience, do you agree or disagree, or have some

modifications of the findings we have here. And (2), how useful -is it? It is not

enough to simply be the truth. The whole purpose for the Office of Education is

to come up with something that might be useful in helping them to advise educators

and trainers throughout the country as to how they might go about the business of

manpower training and vocational education, relating to groups with multiple back-

grounds of culture and language.

The purpose of this meeting today is to maximize your input and our listening.

We will review with you this morning what we think are the findings and recommen-

dations and then we will turn to you for your suggestions and comments and hope

that in a day and a half of intensive discussion we can get from you insights that

will help us then to finalize the documents and make it useful to the U.S. Office

of Education.

Joe Canchola: The linguistic variable does interfere with the learning process. It is

a distinct characteristic of the language and the barrio that does interfere with the

learning process. I live in a barrio right now and I have for 37 years, except to

go to school and come hack home at night. I know some kids in the same neighbor-

hood who don't do well in school because they have to live and perform in two

different worlds. They speak English in school. As soon as they are hack across

the creek, they take their shoes off and start playing and speaking Mexican. They

really don't like the Anglo society to come across the track and play with them
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because they know that they are there to see the oddities -- what they look like,

which is cut levis, barefooted, nose unwiped. They are making fun of them. That

alone creates a stigma, a mental barrier to the learning process. The barrio itself

is a cultural characteristic.

Edward Casavantes: I agree with your conclusions. I don't know how in the hc'l you

arrived at them because I reviewed the literature, and with one exception, one

brilliant paper written by me, your review of the literature is weak. Flow you ever

arrived at the right conclusion with reviewing the wrong literature I will never know.

But what this man is saying is actually something that you have said in a different

way. Being chicano doesn't hurt you, being looked down on as a chicano hurts you,

and this permeates the entire structure. This is what we learned at the Commission

on Civil Rights. Being black doesn't hurt you.

By reviewing the Coleman study data, we found out that the achievement quotients

in school for the blacks is irrelevant to being black. In most of the correlates the

distortions were due to socioeconomic factors. Interestingly enough, some blacks

on the Commission of Civil Rights said "That is impossible, being black has hurt

us a lot. Therefore, this idiot Coleman diun't know what he was talking !bout."

So they ran a special analysis and came up with a tiny bit of what we call the variance

which was due to being black. They were very unhappy because they were convinced

being black is very damaging. The answer is nonsense, being black is not damaging

at all, given proper schools and given quality education. Being looked down upot:

and being excluded from jobs -- that is what hurts.

What you arc saying is that th.1 neurological capacity to learn, of chicanGs or

blacks or native Americans, is unimpaired. Regardless of the fact that there is
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no native difference in capacity to learn, there may be some differences in cognitive

style. We need a massive study about cognitive style. You say that even though we

have equal capacity to learn, the life-style or the culture may he different. You

don't say what it is.
44,

A shortcoming of your study is that you should have taken enough time and trimble

concerning your initial findings to find out what are the cultural variables. I wish you

luck, I have been hunting for them for the past four or five years, and I have not

found any definitive statements of exactly how these things work. We talk about

machilaio, for instance, but machismo is a very broadly conceived thing.

A colleague of mine wrote a conceptual paper talking about four kinds of

machismo, some healthy, some not. There is a related female phenomenon: the

idea of the Virgin Mary, the patron saint of Mexico, who was alleged to have certain

feminine, so-soft, gentle, passive qualities which the woman assumes as the balanc-

ing mechanism for the machismo of the male. I defy you to start teaching your

teacher corps, your Job Corps people, how to teach chicanos, without knowing the

substantive content of what these things are.

Reva Crawford: The way you have posed the question, the only obstacle there could be

to training was if you had a group that had substandard intelligence. That's true in

a way. But in the traditional educational setting, there are cultural aspects that

can be obstacles. If you know that a group is teachable, then all you have to do

is find the right method to teach. Then you have to make changes that would be

effective for this particular group and in their ways of receiving things, which, I

think, is one of the things you were touching on But to me, this is kind of missir.g
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the question. You keep saying it is not so much the cultural differerces that these

groups have as it is the instructors' perception and whether they deal with these

characteristics.

But if we talk about traditional education, then these cultural and linguistic fac-

tors are barriers. If you have instructors who have an understanding of the people

they are teaching and who have a very urgent desire to get across to them things

that they think these people need, and try and be understanding, then they are going

to teach. You can give a good teacher any old blackboard and chalk and he can teach,

and you can give a poor teacher any amount of materials in the world and Eie ig net

going to teach. So staff selection is much more important than the materials. That

is not saying that the materials shouldn't be developed or that there isn't a scarcity

of materials for people in these situations.

However, think of this problem. How many Indian tribes do you have? Are

you going to develop separate materials for every Indian tribe in the United States,

for every language? That is not feasible. Perhaps for the chicanos from low socio-

economic status, people that don't read and write English probably don't read and

write Spanish either.

Most people think of individualized instruction as using machines. A lot of

people from universities will tell you that it is an advantage to adults to give them

a lot of audio-visual materials. The truth of the matter is that most of them don't

like machine learning because it doesn't have the charisma of a good teacher. It

doesn't provide the pride or incentive in learning. Particularly among the older

Indian adults, you find that machines are a complete null.
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Ken puffin: I wouldn't be culturally deprived if I was not black. I start out by being

handled as culturally deprived in the inner cities. I think that everybody could have

made it had everybody been handled equally. But I immediately have some cultural

barriers from the first grade on, I have some cultural barriers with the same

people, the administrator, the counselor, and the teacher. If I am taught you can

go into vocationat because your family can't afford for you to go to college,

I feel a cultural barrier.

Mario Molins: The Spanish-speaking have just been discovered in Miami as of last year.

Columbus just landed last year in Miami. There are some large institutions that

are traditional, that are supposed to be taking care of the manpower needs of all of

the citizens of Dade County. By and large, they have left out minorities. We have

just succeeded last year in bringing in other manpower programs that will incorpo-

rate the rest of the population that is not being served by the more traditional insti-

tutions. Basically, they operate on the same basis, they have the same kinds of

staff patterns, but it is the attitude that makes the difference. When you have

people that really take time out to see what the trainee needs in counseling and then

doing follow-up, that makes the whole difference. If the trainers don't recognize

the very needs of the trainees there is definitely a problem. Also if the trainc,..q

feel that they are going through a program that is really not theirs on which they have

no input in the planning stages, it is just the perceptions of others being imposed

upon them. The institutions say, "Now you are going to he just like us after you

have finished there, and you will he beautiful just like we are If the trainee

doesn't feel that he has the chance to really have input into the curricula and the
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' plan that goes into the program, he is going to feel that he is really not going to

get anything out of it.

Casavantes: As various people talk it dawned on me that one of the things that is missing

is that we are being studied, we blacks are being studied, we native Americans are

being studied, we MeXican-Americans arc being studied, so that the Anglo can find

out what our cultural attributes are so that he can best deal with us. It seems to me

that one of the most extraordinary omissions is that the Anglo has not studied him-

self. I submit to you that 95 percent.of Americans, white Anglo-Saxons, middle-

class types, could not give a lecture on what constitutes being white, middle - class,

Anglo-Saxon. In other words, what are our value systems as Anglos that we could

contrast as being chicano, being native American? Therefore, this is a blind spot.

You must teach Anglo instructors who they are, and teach them that their values

like all cultural values are artificial. By artificial I do not mean that they are not

valid. I for one will not belittle the Anglo culture because there are no values to a

culture. All cultures shave values. All cultures have survival values. They have

desirability within the context of what is happening. Anglos don't even begin to

realize, for example, that individual competitiveness is not God's word. In some

Indian tribes, competitiveness is frowned upon, for example, and to them it's God's

word too.

Main: In 'ur programs we are all predoniinantly black in black areas. So I'm not

just worried about a white administrator, or a white counselor, or a white teacher.

I am as concerned about black administrators, and black counselors, and black

teachers doing the same things. I am concerned, basically, that administrators
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don't know how to "administrate," in some cases. Some teachers don't necessarily

know how to teach, and counselors don't know tow to counsel.

Cdsavantes: Wie have some empirical data from the Mexican-American education study.

I am sorry to report that chicano teachers were a little harder on chicano students

than were Anglo teachers.

Ella M. Griffin: Though some of these obstacles you call cultural traits may be caused

by poverty, you have to decide why that person is poor. The reason that a white

person is poor and the reason that a black person is poor may be entirely different

reasons, and it is the reasons that that person is poor which can be cultural.

Mouths: The bulk of the Cubans having arrived within the last ten to twelve years in the

greater Midmi area have not experienced, historically, the kind of miniculture or

subculture, or the fact that they have not identifieq themselves as being a minority.

They come without any "hang-ups" about being a minority. They are very much

secure in one way and not in others because they don't live where they came from

anymore. They came very secure, very implanted in their beliefs, and they have

no qualms about letting anybody know about it, and so the dominant group in Dade

County hasn't come to terms with that. They want to look at Cubans like any other

minority, and Cubans will not allow themselves to be looked down upon. At least

at this time. My concern is that in the future if we don't take care that the positive

pride in their culture remains, they may finally wind up being put down as minorities

with all the negative connotations.
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Griffin: Don't you think the reason for that attitude is that there have been so many

more professional people come from Cuba than most of the other groups you have '

interviewed?

Molins: No.. The bulk of the Cubans, contrary to common misunderstanding, have

come after 1965 and are not professionals. The rounded figures are something

like 65 to 70 percent of the Cubans who have never graduated from high school. . .

those in Miami.

Canchola: I don't want to leave here thinking that I am harder on my kids in my class-

room. I might have had a reason for doing that because of all the things that I

went through.

The few teachers that managed to get through had to become so "Anglicized"

that they internalized the values of the Anglo which looked down on the chicano.

These teachers in turn became harder on the chicano because they said "You have

got to be like me. Look, I made it through and you have got to make it through,

and if you don't have great aspirations then you must be inferior." I am exaggerat-

ing a point. -But the point is that you are talking about a different generation. You

and I, we had to go through a very traditional school to get through graduate school.-

If you weren't very traditional, you didn't get through. If you didn't assimilate

,traditional values, you didn't get through. You Just dropped out. Then they evi-

dently feel that these traditional values must be the good values.

He's fighting the wiv)le system and makes f,ure that the kid that comes into the

room is very proud of the fact that he is a Mexican. Sonetimes the young teacher

becomes harder because he wants that kid to know that it is not had being a Mexican
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or speaking Spanish, like for many years you and I were told that it was terrible.

You're hard on the student but for a very affirmative reason. I have seen blacks

being very hard on blacks, "You're going to mike it better than the whites 'because 4

you are black." The kid responds, thinking you expect more from him. \Then the

kid says something like this, "Hey man, it's cool."

Thayne Robson: I wonder if it wouldn't be helpful at this point in the discussion, judging

from your comments, to alter a little bit the agenda here and maybe move into a

discussion of particular groups..

Kathy McKee: The process of delivering any educational service is a very complex one,.

and it presumes that whoever delivers it understands that while the student has to

interact with him, he has to interact with the student. Many of the people we inter-
.

viewed in these centers had very set attitudes such as, "The thing that makes an

Indiadan Indian is that Indians make bows and arrows and hunt buffalo." There care

no more buffalo. Indians don't make bows and (Arrows anymore. Therefore, there

are no longer any more Ihdia.ns.

Many people said "Well, nay parents came to this country as immigrants and

if they could make it, why can't native A.n.-ricans make it? Why don't Indians make

it? These people just aren't trying." These centers were run on a contractual rela-

tionship. "You're here for a service to be provided, we are here to provide the

service. The objective of this program is to bring you in for a processing session

whereby regardless of cosmetics, regardless of language background, hy4the time you

get out youm,ill he a certified pseudo-Anglo." People would say, "I am sorry but

Indians cannot remain Indians if they want to participate in the economy of this country."
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The results were devastating. Indians were exported or deported to training

programs hundreds of miles away from the reservation; hundreds of miles away

from the community where they lived. Statistics had shown that many of these

Indians would return to the reservations, would not use the types of training they

had received. But in spite of this, Indians continued to be sent away or continued

to be trained for,occupations that would have to be practiced in urban areas, they

could not be practiced on the reservation. Students were taken into prcgrams when

they had a reading level in English of second or third grade, who, without extensive

remediaticsi ,Icould not have passed the GED examination. Moreover, they could

not handle straihrht English from instructional materials.

Very few centers which provided manpower training for American Indians, in

fact, were staffed or had even one American Indian on the staff. Where there were

Indians present in the facilities they found themselves being drained'hone dry by

people who expected them to participate in encounter groups where they broke them-

selves down and provided item analysis of what American Indians were about.

People would admit to me that "I don't really know how to deal with Indians,

therefore, when a student does not show up for five sessions, I am going to put it

down on his little time card that he did beciiuse I don't Mint to have a conflict with

shim about the fact that he missed five sessions." It wasn't, "Well, maybe I should

sit down with him and find out if there is a reason why he is not coming"; and it

wasn't, "Well, maybe at some point we must impose discipline on a system."

Maybe your respect for a person is reflected in the fact that you go to him and

say, "Lt:ok, you are an adult; you have missed three sessions so perhaps I have

done something to offend you or perhaps the program is not filling your needs,
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ButI have to be realistic, I have to tell you there is no way in the world that I can

allow you to get out of this program if you do not attend all the training sessions,
r

if you do not pass your X, Y, and Z skills."

The result is that in .many training programs for many Indians who are in the

thirty or forty age bracket, they participate in a manpower training program as a

form of employment. They go through a program, get the stipend for each week,

are out of work for maybe one or two months before the training cycle starts again,

then enroll in another program. One studeift told me that he had been in four

different training programs. If he didnZ actually achieve vocational plaCement by

the end of this one, he had had it, he simply was not going to go back to be put in

X number of months of training and go out and find that he could not get into the job

market anyway.

I know that:s impressionistic, but these were very intuitive things that started

. rising to the surface and some of the questions are very deep ones. Do you train a

person for independence by a totally dependent program? If you keep a person

dependent all life, and you assume the responsibility for making all the decisions

for him, and you do deny him the opportunity to.provide input, at what point in his

life does he become a decision-making, independent, autonomous adult? Do you give

him a pill at the end of the program that says "ZAP! You are an instant, independdnt

Indian!" There are certain attitudinal training things which were very much absent

in the program, and one of the responses of the-students was to clock their time,

to get through it if it was bearable. And in some cases it was made bearable by the

fact that it was a residential program; therefore they had room, board, and a cash

stipend for their families -- and they make the best of a-bad s4tuation.
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Robson: I wonder, before you open it up for discussion, Kathy, if you wouldn't like to

comment on what you came up with in the research, report on some of the items

that were mentioned earlier like language and verbal communication, competition,

illness, reaction to criticism some of those things that were treated in the report

as being of special lignificance in the native American case.

McKee: Within certain communities, certain of the members do, in fact, retain strong

a

ties to tribal traditions. .Programs tend to ignore this. You may take off Christmas

and Easter be* you may not go home for an important festival. You can tell a student

you will expel him from the program. You can tell hilv you will dock his stipend,.

but the fact rearnins that if it is important to him, he will go whether or not you

grant him the permission.

Language is a very, very difficult thing to get at. One of the problems that I

found was that some training centers used a child's basal reader as a means of

teaching adults the basic reading skills. One male instructor told me he was teach-

ing a group of adults. One individual began to read, "Sec Dick. Sec Jane. Silly.

God damn!" and slammed the, book shut and refused to read anymore. The rest of

the class followed.

Casavantes: A smart man in California who had sixteen-year-old and fifteen-year-old

kids who were lousy readers said to himself, "Why arc these kids not interested in

this?" His answer was very simple: "Broads and hot rods." He said, "Well, I

am not going to teach them about sex because they probably know more about it than

I do," He got the official California drivers manual, lie said, "Do you want to

learn how to drive?" They said, "Yeah, man." "Then you got to learn to read."
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Do yotkknow what those guys did? They learned to read because the subject was

inherently interesting..

McKee: Language has built-in perceptions within it. There are things you say in

Romance Nyguages that you don't say in the same way in English. There are ways

to perceive the world in Indian languages that don't necessarily coincide with the

world view that the English language imposes on individuals. You can't ignore that

in delivering services to students. One of the things that it involves is becoming

very sensitized to your students and being able to Flo informal assessments on what

they have and where they can go. In some instances there was definite lingUistie

interference. One training center complained that while th.: Navajo trainees could

be trained to a very high level of competence in office skills, when using a dictaphone

and listening to spoken dictation-, they consistently omitted verb tense.

Griffin: May I interject a quick thing here, Kathy. I was on the N!tvajo Reservatior. one

a year or mo ago, and we were talking about curriculum, etc., for training for teach-

ers and also for children. So I was around the reservation during the day with a lot

of people, and this was very interesting; but that night I attended a meeting on the

1:avajo community education concept. It was all [spoken] in Navajo. Simnehody was

translating rapidly in my ear, and every single important point that we had covered .

during the day with reference to the basic issues, everyone of those points was

covered in Navajo . . . whereas people tend to think these days in terms.o; PERT

charts; you know, muse little boxes and all of this. The person who was talking to

this point in Navajo wade an outline on the blackboard. It was a stock of corn, and

he was talking about the growth of the children -- bringing them to a point of fruition,
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don't you see. Then the leaves on the stock of corn were the thing. Now if Indian

people had been involved in designing things of this sort, you wouldn't have this

foolish PERT chart. Despite having everything printed out all nicely, people were

falling to sleep in the day sheeting. It was boring. But if you had the Navajos or any

other Indian group express it in. terms of their ideology, etc., it becomes lively.

Ed les: Could I ask a question? If education was and is a barrier, does that mean

that Indians will not move into the in r city based simply on educational lack of

skills? I have the impres.don that the education caused them to stay ''r tral." Am

I correct in that'?

McKee: In the process of the field work I had occasion to talk to ,..any Indians employed

on a professional level, and he commitments that they had to the reservation were

very deep-rooted, moral, ethical commitments. White people hear about the res-

ervation, and they tend to think of a John Wayne movie: Let's face it, poverty is a

reality on the reservation. But there are things there that have significance to

Indian people that non-Indians cannot see or understand. One of the things that

deeply disturbs many of the young people: who stork on an intern basis coming into

Washington, when they go back to the reservation, is %%hat has been brought on the

reservation in their abs6nce under the guise Of proll.es, like, "We will get you

involved in economic enterprises because a nine -to- live day purges the soul of all

present and future sins"? They are very disturbed at having to keep everything and r

lock and key, and Indians stealing from one another. 'Hwy don't regard the.rusr-

vation as totally negative, and perhaps that's part of the problem.
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It's like the problem that a lot of minority students run into when they get

scholarships to big universities. Maybe its a quality educational institution. You

are surrounded by people who are not from your community, who implicitly or

explicitly hate you, and so it's an uphill push every step of the way to do what you

know you have to do to get out of there with a degree. So fridians4are transported

to urban places. If they go to California, they sure don't give them homes in

Beverly Hills, etc. They become a part of a form of architecture and life -style that

you could call neo-ghetto. They are strange to the people who are original ghetto

residents. They are not accepted. There may be people from different tribes there

and they have to build up a whole new set of relationships. They are shut out of

whatever is going on around them.

Everybody presumes, **Well, this person knows how to ride a bus; this person

knows how to drive a car; this person knows that he has to make three transters to

get downtown to sec the 13IA official.** And they don't! The.: dou't know how to drive!

If you have had any experience with the D.C. transit, you knew that the worst thing

in the world is to ask a bus driver a question. That's like tak ng your life into your

own hands. So people are thrown into a completely negative situation and the counsel-

ing facilities are not there to help them cope. When you get right down to it, it may

be a pace of life that within a pragmatic frame of reference just does not have that

much xralue.

So you work from nine to five, so you make more, so you spend more, so you

develop an ulcer, so you have a heart attack, so what? It is assumed that, "You

poor slob, we are going to do something for you. We are going to let you share in

the benefits of the American economy. You too can have hypertension, an ulcer,
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and premature grayness, and indebtedness." That is not necessarily au Indian's

assessment.

Many of the people who are professionals said, "We realize that the reservation

economy could be developed. We would like to see directed growth on'the reservation."

But their attitude was, "Look, I have been out there, I have been in the high-income

bracket. And when you ask me what I want, I would just as soon go back to the

reservation. If I get any amount of money together that even allows me to live very

simply, that is what I am going to do." People who Went to universities said the same

thing: "Look, I went to the university. I participated in your educational system.

The only reason I am working here is to get enough money to support a farming

enterprise, Which otherwise I couldn't do. Because farming on any degree requires

some sort of cash assets."

Mangum: How widespread do you feel that view is, Kathy? Is this something that was

found in a few individuals, or is this a rather general view? Do we have any data

on what happens to most educated Indians, for instance?

Pete Homer: I think all the people that I have been involved with, the Indian people in

Phoenix that run projects and programs who are from San Carlos or the Navajo

Reservation, are there for the reason she mentioned: lk'cause there is not the type

of job we are trained for, wQ have gone to college, we have got the experience, we

are working with projects. But if we had a project like that hack home', we would

go into that. If we could get the Aiiglo out of the BIA, Az) is sitting on that reser-

vation and administrating these programs in public health, then we could get hack

there and have all those jobs ourselves.
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Griffin: May I add to what Pete has said and draw an illustration? In the Office of Educa-

tion we arc pretty excited about the new Indian projects under Title IV. Something

is happening that is new: Sometimes universities are now subcontracting with Indian

sehoors. They provide the services which are needed so that the people in the partic-

ular community will he trained to work in that area in terms of the specific needs of

that area.

Just yesterday somebody asked me, "What about a mission school which is in a

certain area which has been doing a most remarkable job in special education?' I

don't mind mentioning it, I'm talking about St. Michaels. There is no question

whatsoever about the innovative and effective things that that school has done for

the Indian people. Now the question is, can that experience be drawn upon now

through this particular. funding? It can. You see. we are working very hard to make

the funding serve in the ways Kathy is talking about.

McKee: The whole crux of the matter for the Indians is self-determination. If you grow

up on a reservation and you see everybody in the 131A from the social worker to the

doctors at PHS making such assinine mistaKes, even when you are speaking in

English they think you are speaking in a foreign language because they just can't

seem to comprehend what the problems really are. Then you can hardly wait to

come back and take over their jobs because of what you have gorre through. The

whole point on the Indian reservations is, "Let's get all the-se other people outwho

have flubbed up so badly. Let's get some direction on our own. We want to do it

for ourselves, and this may differ from some of the other groups." However,

there are problems of being stuck in the same old bureaucratic structure.
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Very often the Indian in 13IA or the public health service becomes a hag man. lie

doesn't really make the decisions, bet he sure catches the flak when they are unpop-

ular Kith.the community. A person can smile about it, but it is very destructive

because it means that professional people who could make positive input into the

community through the very structure of the system are being alienated from their

own communities. This is something that has concerned many Indian professionals.

Right no* the going price for an Indian professional is relatively high. I have

had people tell me to get a Ph.D., and I can think of jobs where you can make over

$30,000 a year because a lot of comparties would like to have' an Indian sitting at a

desk. But to reach a point of acquiring an education, of acquiring the tools, and

being able to go back to the community and serve as a resource is a difficult process.

Very often project plans recognize that since the projects were to be set up in an

area with a high concentration of chicanos, or American Indians, ideally these

populations should run the operation. There are no manpower training programs to

train people to work in any of these programs; therefore, the plan says, for at least

the first three of the five years a labor force will be imported from outside the Four

Corners* Regional Commission to run the factories to "manpower" the projects.

Griffin: Kathy, did you see my point that two or three things are happening through

education? The thing that I want to come through loud and clear is that this whole

process has to start with childreu. The manpower thing that you do up here of

course is important too. Nevertheless the big thrust has got to come when little

kids are geared to being able to occupy leadership positions within their own

*Editor's note: The Four Corners Region encompasses that area where four states
meet at a single point: Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico.
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community. As it is now, they are having to use the most ridiculous hooks and

teaching materials, etc. In their educational system, for too long all over. the

country the Indian kids are turned off by education.

McKee: I would have xio respond to that on two levels I agree. The corruptness is not

oncothat starts on the top level. It is in the very basic philosophies of the system

of eradicating w!iat people's own priorities might he and telling them, what they are

going to have to believe in to psycholoocally survive, But one of the things that is

very frightening is if you have a large population of people between the ages of 25

and 40, These people have gone through really ragged years with 13IA, being con-

fronted with the change of educational philosophy every three or four years. They

have not experienced success. They have been 1-sited "from pillar to post." Sent

to the cities. How could you honestly accept teaching, dealing human beings off as

excess baggage or garbage? One of the immediate no,,,ds is to critically assess

these people as adults. Hopefully they have ten to twenty more profitable years of

their lives to go through. What are we going to do about it? You are right, we have

to attack it at the preschool and elenientary and secondary level. But we have a large

population of people thirty years and older, and we have to deal with them. Right

now they are being made to feel that if they crawled under the ground and were

never seen again, it would mal:e a lot of people's consciences feel much more calm;

or a lot of educators would have a much more smoothly flowing system. But the fact

remains that they are there, and whether or not they are victims or survivors, some-

thing has got to he done with them.
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Canchola: The elder people culturally and traditionally leach their children. When their

fourth grade children are coming home with homework that they don't understand and

cannot do- . . . this age group is really a tough age group for Indian people on the

reservation.

Crawford: What compounds this problem with older people is that every time you get money

for training projects and yqu get a criteria for evaluating that project, the people

mining the project want it to look as wiod.as it can possibly look lwause they are

not going to get any more money if they don't succeed, Therefore, the people who

are the most unlikely to succeed are weeded out. You can get to the very young.a

little better; so let's ignore these others because they are not going to learn as

quickly.

Griffin: In one program where the control of the funds, the assignment of personnel,

was always for the Anglo, the chicanos said, "You have two choices: Either you

change that, or you don't have a program." Then they demonstrated that we could

not get along without them. In other words, they could disrupt the program, they

could interrupt it, they could harass the hell out of it. The consequence of that was

that the director of the program resigned and was replaced by a chicano, and then

he in turn hired another chicano who hired another, and the whole program became

a chicano program.

Crawford: I would like to make a couple of points in relation to this Indian section. I

have seen white instructors working with Indians , I have heard them say, "Do you

understand?" Almost every time the Indian would answer, "Yes." If you were
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there, you knew the answer was "No." But the instructor didn't know this. I have

seen kids go almost all the way through high school before someone with sense dis-

covered that the kid didn't know how to read and the reason he was a discipline prob-

lem was that he had no idea of what was going on. Somehow for ten years the teachers

had never discovered that the kid didn't know how to read because they said, "Do you

understand?" and he said, "Yes."

In the study, for example, in Chapter 6, page 18, it says it is not culture, it is

poverty, and one of the examples you use to point that out is another observation by

an instructor in Oklahoma, that his trainees who came from rural Mississippi were

considerably more _deprived than even his poor Oklahoma trainees and had a signif-

icantly lower level of language skills than the Oklahomans. You evidently had an

instructor that had never been to Mississi.ppi.' Buthe read somewhere that the

Mississippi Choctaws were poorer than the Oklahoma Indians, so he could reason

that their language skills were lower and blame it on poverty rather than culture.

Well, that is a lie. The language skills of the Choctaws are lower because they

have a reservation, where Oklahoma Indians are totally integrated into the white

society.

Now there is not too many degrees of difference to starvation. You can say one

person is starving more than another, but that doesn't mean a lot. The thing is that

all the Choctaws speak Choctaw, and this is true from the cradle through their life-

time; the only time that they do not speak Choctaw is for the 45-minute class periods

a day that. they are in school. Most of that time they turn to their classmate and

speak Choctaw to him. They try to make replies in.English. Even among the Choctaw

communities in Mississippi, there arc about four different dialects of Choctaw, and
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of their starvation that deprives them of language skills.; Yet this is the basic point

which you use to prove that it is poverty rather than culture.

In the Indian culture, each age group of children had responsibility for the age

group below. For five- to ten-year-olds, there was an age group of twelve- to

fifteen-year-olds who show them their roles in society. This was completely broken

up when white men tried to make Indians white. They brought complete and total

disorganization. On some reservations parents had no control over their children

whatsoever.

Most of the trainees for the Indian programs come from employ:..1ent assistance

through the Bureau of Indian Affairs. It picks these trainees from certain trades,

and they are supposed to have a certain degree of education. Therefore those in

training programs are a based sample. If you want to know what the cultural traits

really are, you have got to go back to this mass that is not even involved.

Canchola: At Santa Carlos we developed programs in range. management and veterinary

science because that is what the tribe wanted. They were put together by the dif-

ferent ranches on the reservation, and we then tried to get people at the state level

to allow us to go to the different ranches and train- whoever was already there -- the

cowboys, the stockmen -- they didn't allow this. They wanted us to get somebody

different, a younger person. The younger person could be someone out of high

school or someone that was 21 or 22. We had to allow that to happen from grass-

roots, or we wouldn't get the money for the training.

We also lost another program. It was the request of the tribe that we train

people in law enforcement to do a better job on the reservation. They did not allow
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that because they wanted other people that were not there already, who would then

go out to Globe or Phoenix or someplace else to get a job. So I asked them again

for monies to train in bagic 'education in English and general education. They said

"You can't do that You havegot to train in the occupations that we know we can

place you in Phoenix." They have d troyed everyone of our programs as we went

along. So then I said to myself, "I a i going to do it anyway. I am the administrator.

I am the director of the center. I am going to do what I want." Then the state employ-

ment service and education people shot me down every since in a while.

I allow whatever holidays that are significant to the San Carlos tribe. I (Wit

worry about Christmas and the Fourth of July and what have you. I give them their

pay. ThiS is up to the local administration, and this is what the federal government

wants; that you deal with it at the local level. This is why I would like to emphasize

that those of you who arc administrators, who have been administrators, and want

to develop administrators, learn who your people are so you can deal with it that

way, and you have the prerogative and the power as an administrator to do those

things that will create the desire to learn. A chicano I had as one of my students

in the eighth grade in 1965 is married now and has a child; he said, "Mr. Canchola,

you were always harder on us than anyone else in the whole? school." I said, "I

didn't realize that, but maybe subconsciously I was."

What happens is that these administrators and counselors don't want to take the

time. I, as an administrator, found myself still getting drunk with the Indians. I

still found. myself punching cows with the Indians, and we were in class learning

about what it means to participate, Participation means, "Are you ready to learn?"

I was ready to teach. Don't forget to associate. When we arc going to drive that
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truck or punch that cow, we are going to do it equally because of our physical

machismo type of thing. This is what a lot of administrators are forgetting. They

are caught up in their own bureaucracy or higher social status, and they move out

of the district. That is why I still live in the barrio.

What I am saying is really that you as a'n administrator take the prerogative to

do the things that you think are necessary, and quit worrying about sonic of the guide-

lines that you think exist, if you are willing to 'do it because of the reprimand you arc

going to get. The reprimands that I got were very difficult, but they also knew that

I was correct and that.is why I remained there. What finally happened was that

they took my money away and there was no longer a center.

Casavantes: In the back of every propose I for funding you will note that there is a little

checkmark that says "civil rights [something] complied with," "civil rights not

complied with." Every institution either says "no," in which case it is ignored,

or it says "yes," in Which case it is ignored also. So everybody says "yes."

Consequently all you have to do if you can see that it is not happening is file

suit and after a while, you don't even have to do that. All you have to do to have

it stopped (not even at the initial review committee but at the person who checks and

logs in the proposal in the National Institute of Health or in OE) is say, "You haven't

given us the breakdown of your ethnic population." You know your director, assistant

director, deputy director, workers, field workers, teachers,. instructors. What is

their ethnic break-dawn? Without this, you haven't complied with page 32. You send

the damn thing right back. Now if we can get that done, we will have accomplished

more because then all of these recommendations will have "punch." Otherwise, you
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have to go around convincing people that we are good people and that these are

nice ideas to carry out.

Tom Law: I just want to make an observation about the term "action." When-you really

get down to the nitty-gritty, action is a bunch of rhetoric. What is really happening

is that there are various circumlocutions about the language and drawing in to the

local community to deal with it in their own way. It is just like the language that

came out with desegregation "with all deliberate speed." Desegregation with all

deliberate speed could mean a thousand years to some local communities. But the

government has not been forthright enough to say, "Okay, you guys, affirmative

action means this, this, this, and this." This is the time line, and you don't want

to use the word "quota"; it is a bad word. But I am here to tell you that the word

"quota" has been in operatiDn for minorities all along because the quota has been

zero. Why not use quotas now? We won't say specifically that "yes" against these

state that the percentage ought to be this or that because the government won't let

us use quotas.

Casavantes: The worst that can happen is that the number of minority groups hired will

increase. The Commission on Civil Rights was hkving a hearing in St. Louis on

housing or something. It just happened that at that precise moment in time,

McDonald Douglas was awarded something like $2.5 billion to build war aircraft.

Apart from your feelings about the war and war aircraft there was nevertheless

$2.5 billion to spend. We just hauled in their president and their personnel manager

and subpoenaed them ane said, "How many blacks in the St. Louis area?" They had

to find out, and we knew already.
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We said, "How many blacks do you have on your staff ?" The answer was "None."

"Since you are going to have to do a lot of hiring, you are going to hire a lot of blacks

and chicanos, aren't you?" "Oh, absolutely, gentlemen." Believe it or not the number

of blacks and chicanos hired (there are a few in St. Louis) is fairly high. I agree

with you that many times when they talk about quotas, a lot is rhetoric, but at least

we can hope that things will improve.

Crawford: The one thing that has done the most good for the Indian tribes and the one

thing that they are the most disturbed about losing is OEO [Office of Economic

Opportunity]. The reason they have been disturbed about losing OEO, and the

reason that Indians in particular were not able to do things and move was because

they didn't have a chance to get into it. You have to have money to write proposals.

You have to be able to support somebody that is writing proposals. Then you have

the machinery to do it. OEO gives money to these groups for them to spend them-

selves. Now if they get the money in and they administer their own programs, they

hire their own people; then if they fail, their people can turn to their own people to

blame, not the government, not the various federal agencies. Why not have more

plans like OEO that are going to give these particula r groups the direct responsibility

for saving, planning, and helping them squeeze money out of the other agencies to use

like they know it should be used? Instead [they] go back to some contract that shouldn't

have been made in the first place and was only made to take advantage of money because

it is better than having none, even if it wasn't what they needed.

Simpkins: The proposal foi this project, as I remember, presupposed that there were

cultural and linguistic variables affecting the nondominant population group members.
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The question wag, "What were these?" There was implication that whatever they

were arose from the nondominant population group members. When we carried

the first test instrumeu into the field, the questions were designed to sample for

any manifestations of cultural and linguistic barriers resulting from EGme internalized

kind of characteristic on the pgart,of the blacks. The attempt was rejected by the

people we had requested to respond. They said, "This is the same old stuff all toyer

again. You have already presupposed everything." Then we had to deal with it from

the standpoint of the observations which' they had made: It is not anything inherent in

these people [that is] creating a lack of success in the training program or success

in vocational endeavors. It is the culture of those who designed the programs for them.

We then developed a questionnaire which we thought they could respond to, with

an opportunity to state what they had to say. An example of that questionnaire is

incorporated in the draft of the report. What they were trying to tell us is shown

here on page 4-11. It is the culture of those who are making policies and determining

the directioh of theyprograms -- who will enter and who will not, etc. -- that give rise

to any negative outcome or shortcomings on the part of blacks, or as a whole. The

general public as well as the employer might have to be educated away from the .

cultural hang-ups they have that suggest that what they identify as cultural behavior

in others (because of cosmetic reasons or otherwise) do not really affect their ability

to learn subject mutter. I think that what is contained in this final draft is generally

and basically the evidence that we discovered and it is the crux of the whole matter.

It is the other culture imposing itself.

In two Skills Centers in California, the students were permitted to attend classes

wearing their hats. The student population is basically chicano, and they were permitted
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to wear their hair shoulder length. The administ r iii.hatuit that he found no

relationship between Success in the program and the len:th the hair or whether

one wore a hat in the class. They were-having trt mendaus succe..ss on the part of

their students. .But, on the other hand, at a Skills enter in New lrst.v, the dire( tor

complained that the course in human %NA ..eness 0t minority historic- was creatav,

problem, and he just didn't Wyk that 1.1:icks needed that anyway. Ile had it dis

continued. At the same time h. ) niploilcd about the lack of success on the pa rt

of the enrollees,

Now in Oakland, Califcrnia; and in Harlem where the attemp:s to administer

the questionnaire were rejected by the staff, l.was basically told: "This whole

matter is something else initiated by 'the man' a ;ain't us, and they just selected

you to administer the test in order to tranquilize as to get what they need." here

again the cultural thing creeps in. The populations in these instances were people

who we might believe would have been somewhat "homogenized" in their cultural

language with that of the dominant population, since there was every indication that

they had achieved degrees in institutions of hit,ther learning which usually result in

that kind of thing (cultural and linguistic homogenization). Even if they had, they

ad had so many experiences based on someone else's p;:rception of their culture

that they were antagonized and distrustful.

That is what raised a question here this morning. Who is making these decisions

that there need to be various kinds of training programs, directed toward certain

kinds of efforts [and] populations? Were these people brought in to find out what they

thought? Blacks preferred to be taught by blacks for the most part because of the

empathy that they considered would flow. Here again is.a suggestion that those who
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were not considered black would not he empathetic or even have the kind of aware-

ness of their needs as one who has shared the same kind of environment. I think

it is very valid. If we had to go out and do this all over again we would find the

same thing.

Simpkins: I think the report should be significant to those who arc administering the

programs from a central point, the Office of Education and [Department of] Labor,

and whoever else is participating in funding the manpower programs. There needs

to be some further direction in real staff development, generating [from those

offices] to those who want to administer the programs at a lower level, and suggest

to them that they do ensure proper screening and staff development, and maybe even

internships, before a staff is employed so they can have some assurance that these

kinds of perceptions that generate negative behavior toward the student population

would not exist in those who are employed in the staff.

Canchola: We need to change the attitudes of the teachers. Not only in Skills Centers

but in education-type systems to get them to include more minorities.

Crawford: 'There are Indians who would rather go back to the reservation and be hungry

than to go to Chicago or some other place and gain success.

Simpkins: The. Indian should have self-determination. He should have the right to go

lalck to that reservation if he wishes. The fact that there is a reservation is in

question that he might want to go back to it. Okay if he goes back, there can't

be policies established to form economic programs on that reservation. Why does

he have to go to the reservation without those things', Why does he have to leave
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in the first place for economic growth? That is what we are addressing ourselves

to here. We are recommending that you address yourselves to poverty, and this

covet: the whole hag. That is why I am suggesting that maybe someone will have

to explain the intent of this to tho.:e who might really be concerned.

Hanes: I think that in trying to address ourselves to poverty and education and to what-

ever we are going to concern our---,clves with, you have to address yourself to all the

forces that have an interplay upon ;In individual. I am going to give you a case in

point. In Washington, D.C., our exper',ence has been with predominantly black and

Spanish-speaking people. Anybody who comes there -- you want to motivate them

to get a job. The requirement is that anybody who has any infraction with the law

can't get a job. Any person in Washington, D.C., who is sateen years old or over

and black, [and] who has not had some type of encounter with the law, is lucky. So

we deal with that, to get that straightened out. So they come up with another one:

"Alright, you don't have a hie]. school diploma, you can't get a job." We try to

address ourselves to that. Then we move into that and they say, "If a person can

do he job, he doesn't have to have a diploma.", What does a high school diploma

mean? By the time we.gut through with that, they say that he has to pass a test.

The test is culturally biased and he can't passthe test. Or they take these kids

out of the ghettos and take them dawn to the Civil Service Commission with all those

marble walls, with all those beautiful offices, and want him to relate to that. He

can't. He failed the test. So we try to deal with that. Then when you find a system

in which all the laws arc. made by the dominant forces, interpreted by the dominant

forces, enforced by the dominant forces, anti imposed upon minorities by the
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dominant forces, there is something wrong with that structure. I know when I went

to one of these lily white schools, Ivy league schools, when I went in for my inter-

view I was the only black in the whole school there. When I went for my interview,

the first thing the fellow said to me was, "We are happy to have you here. We don't

have blacks here because blacks come In two categories -- either dumb or smart."

We have to deal with the attitude of the dominant group becaUse the attitude of

the dominant group is that all minorities are inferior. They are not supposed to'

get too much. We are supposed to get what they give us. Until we can address

ourselves to that, we just sit around here doing riothing. We are spinning our wheels.

We of the minorities ought to do a study on the majorities and see what they come

up with because attitude has to be changed. Now they have the power and we have to

develop a technique as to how we are going to survive under the dominations of power.

Some of us here have developed a technique as to how we are going to survive; but

it is not one that will lend itself to the development of our potential because we have

to spend so much time trying to survive that we can't even find the cure for cancer.

Casavantes: In a school where there is an Indian caucus, chicano caucus, or a black

student organization, minority students spend a significant portion of their time in

the activist movement doing something about changing their status quo, enhancing

their situation, and helping each other and themselves. The average white, Anglo-

Saxon, middle-class type -- all he has to do is leave class and go to his room and

study. Nobody has that much of their time in a day just to survive. I think that is

a very good point. I go with you, but .1 go beyond that to the point where you have

to spend time surviving.
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Muffin: The report says: "A. There are no cultur.t1 and language barriers peculiar to

blacks which rse significant obstacles to c%cce0,1111 vocational training" [page 4-9.

When I read that, I ast.'ained tha the rest and interviewers are saying that

because of my back Ircr.:fli as a black, when I get to a manpower train::1g program I
r

should have no hang-upi 1 t Icarain. It; that a correct assumption?

Simpkins: We wrote from the context of tsc original proposal, which suggested that

there was an inherent kind of behavior typical of, say, blacks. We found this not

to he the case.

i:; inhr'r,7t thlt 1/1,:ct. flak,. vhat kind

of I !.r.,11:..12e.% p.atcrri r v. rt.

)111.;n: So ycri are s i:17cl to 1.k of your :;L:t:y. 1 iqr

I-; ts,. yt.3u fAnd that I Art: a: v cultural hing-tios ':

ir

Simpk!ns:.

fluffia: Now to me that means that my whole backgrotmc! :II,cFn't stop n:e fron. I. :riling.

''t? No matter [that] I wan in tl kii.er city from kindergarten throu;1.1

I -110'.111 hive no cultural b rri...rs me from K ring. I am prestimi- that

p--1 w. rc I)_!sir, it all on thefin,::.tiern.iire that was askt-ti of the :m,

SiiroT.

°IC% ; in ni;_trtrow;:r r,Trams. Eti fit?

'.V.. it-to.the ;e, limitert to the (11,.L.!- tic: , the

-ve,r --, r.*1 e- y
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Duffin: Let's put a pin in that. Let me go on to the next one. come back to that.

. Let's go to the "B," the next one that you find.

The next conclusion is: "B. Staff misconceptions that assume the existence of

cultural and language variables that do not, in fact, exist create an atmosphere of

poor communications that hinders training performance and may also limit the

occupations to which trainees are assigned" [page 4-10]. Now are you telling me

then that the same people you went to said, "No, culturally we don't have any prob-

lems." You came to an obvious conclusion that the same staff you are getting the

answers from have misconceptions about the trainees?

"C. Most, if not all the factors which seem to affect the general performances

of blacks in training programs are the result of past and present discriminations,

and the socioeconomic deprivation many of them have experienced in such areas as

income, education, and housing" [page 4-13]. Are you telling me, based upon that

statement, that we still don't have a cultural hang-up?

Simpkins: Right. That is what we are telling you. What the report is saying is that the

income, housing, and economics are something different from culture.

It is not imposed upon the population group by itself, but from outside forces.

Okay, let's deal with it on a brotherly basis. We all were subjected to similar

kinds of circumstances. We were poor, We could move about in the same kinds

of environments, that so-called ghetto environment, and survive. We could speak

the vernacular. But we also -- whether it was providential or otherwise -- were

able to get out of that milieu and into some schools, etc., and negotiate that: And

here we are, which indicates that having that same culture, being exposed to that
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same culture, did not hinder us from being able to arrive at the station at ,which

we exist at this time.

Okay. If we deal with the exception without giving the rule a chance, I think

there would be a fallacy in the conclusion. What is suggested here is that if all

things were equal, the results wOukl he equal. I-am saying that if you take an

Appalachian white from Virginia or Kentucy, bring him out here and give him the

benefits of everything without the kinds of restraints you would give a black, and

even if you brought a black and gave him equal accessas you did the whitest they

are going to arrive at those stations.

Duffin: My problem is that nowhere in America, maybe in the world, is a black going

to have that opportunity, or an Indian, or a chicano, or an Appalachian white,

because our culture is such that we are not going to make it out. We are not going

to inherit the earth.

If you are saying that all we blacks, have to do is pull ourselves up by the boot-

straps and we haven't made it out in 300 years; I guess I have a problem with the

word "culture." The problem is that it is inherent. It is our culture. It is just

the same as the other cultures. If that is the given, maybe the definition of the

word "culture" has me hung up because I don't see that pattern changing because

of the predominance of the Anglo-Saxon. Your study is Saying if every man on the

earth is given an equal chance, he can learn. I don't think that's what the study. is.

The study is the difference in language and cultural variables in manpower programs,

and I think they are kind of set in terms of culture.
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Simpkins; You have supported what we are trying to say here. The blacks have the

same culture as anyone else. Okay. What I've said to Leroy is that removing

some of these restraints that are imposed by design, and that is in the report; then

the blacks can move ahead the same as anyone else in their performance and in

their vocational aspirations. We are not dealing with whether or not the dominant

culture,- as you say, is going to give up that headstart.

Duffin: If the findings get out of the small print and support the hypotheses, then I think

you have something going for you, But if it remains in the small print, we will all

have a problem because we will look alike. We sit at this table and nod our heads

when we are saying, "No."

We haven't addressed ourselves to "D" yet. "D. Blacks are particularly likely

to reject training opportunities in what they perceive from a background of discrim-

ination to be demeaning occupations" [page 4-231. That is also part of the culture.

It isn't that I don't want to be a custodian, it's the fact that being a custodian has a

bad connotation. It is the same way with vocational education in the United States.

Until we take the stigma away from vocational education, until we put the emphasis

on career education (where we might be doing it now Dr. Ma rland ',las his way),

until middle-class whites start taking vocational education and manpower programs,

they will be relegated to minorities. That is an unfortunate thing. I gave you the

impression before that education will take away manpower. It won't because, with

the needs changing in skill, obviously, what we really need is quality education

coupled with manpower, when it's offered with jobs that exist. I didn't want to give

you the impression that we do away with manpower. I would not like to see that at

all, and education just in itself is not significant. It is significant when it is coupled

with meaningful jobs.
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Crawford: I really got misunderstood when I was talking.. The problem is what comes

out if you don't read between the lines. For example, on page 8-4 it says, "For
f

blacks, Appalachia whites, most chicanos, and many native Americans, there

are no linguistic variables that create serious obstacles . . . ." Then you go into

the poverty thing. A great many people would draw the conclusion that if you take

any chicano who doesn't speak English, who speaks Spanish, if you take a Navajo

who doesn't speak English, you take a black who does speak English, an Appalachian

white who does speak EnO, !i, give I! _ : ..111 enough money, plenty of money, and

take away their other worries, you cz;li tk z ch them all in the same way, and they

will be able to learn just fine. That i.; !!,t so.

Simpkins: That was taken under consideration also. We studied the area up and down.

We had a computerized printout. I assume you are familiar with the ERIC system

of teacher education what we found was that there were a lot of assumptions

included in that. For instance, there are cultural and linguistic variables, but

never any specific cultural and linguistic. variables identified. The implications

are that if the blacks and others fail, they are entirely responsible. What I am

saying is the opposite. When they fail, the manpower or vocational staffs have

the responsibility of finding the proper way of making that person a success.

Crawford: If you don't point out what are the cultural and linguistic variances that

these teachers are not taking into consideration, you say, "Well it is not relevant

because it is not a variable to learning:' If you arc using traditional education, and

these people do have their variances within traditional education, these are a

barrier. And if you do not identify them, the teachers hive no idea what harriers
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to overcome by changing their ideas. If you Want to call it prejudices, okay, then

they are prejudices.

Casavantes: Your statement, I have come to realize, is really a hypothetical statement,

of only theoretical relevance. It happens to be absolutely true. But I think you will

be misinterpreted and misread by everyone. I read it because I knew what you were

talking about. But I must join the chorus. It must be preceded by a phrase like,

"This is almost never found because of racial characteristics which impede through

poverty, through education, through job selection." Incident ly, you should also put

down they are racial. because people say, "Well, maybe blacks are not culturally

inferior, but they are racially inferior." I suggest you put the word racial in there.

If we could find this circumstance, we will find that there are no racial or cultural

barriers that impede learning. Beyond this, there are some formal studies -- again,

that I will be glad to furnish yourwith -- that show it is possible to actually learn at

an accelerated pace under certain condiditons, even for the people from poverty

backgrounds.

Robson: I would like to come back [to this] in a minute or two, because there may be a

danger that you are reading something here that isn't here, and I would like to take

this up again. But before we do that, let's turn to Tom Law.

Law:. I would like to go with culture. I think that is where I have my hang-ups. The

operational definition of culture itself. . . it seems to me that you have come up

with a theoretical concept of culture rather than an operational definition for the

Study. The way it really is, is all of these things in "C" are a part of my culture --



the black man's culture. Culture is the sum total of all the. experiences that one has

been subjected to. Your hypothesis somehow has to state that were it not for these

circumstances, the blacks could, in fact, perform at the same level.

I would also like to make a statement about vocational education. We have been

caught in this bag of higher education and trying to develop what is acceptable. If

in many schools -- if your catalog and your job description does not read the same

as Harvard's -- then it is not academically respectable. So we are going to have

to do the same thing. We are somehow going to have to make vocational and technical

educationacademically respectable. One good way to do it is through career educa-
M.

tion. With reference to'the levels of aspiration of black people -- in this country

the whole spectrum of occupational choice has always been black jobs and white

jobs. I don't care what anybody says, it has always been that. You can still walk

into the personnel office in large corporations and have a whole list of jobs there.

They will be very happy to show you the jobs they perceive you can do as a black

man, whatever your qualifications are. That's alright, but I want to be chairman

of the.board. That is the kinds of levels of aspiration that the minorities have to

deal with. Somehow we need to affect these aspiration level&vis-a-vis these man-

power programs.

Crawford: I have to tell each of my white male teachers that when he is teaching Choctaws,

he is not teaching middle-aged women because they are going to slam their books shut

and are not going to speak to him or answer him. You can say that is his prejudices

because he doesn't take into account some of these factors.

What are these types of things that do interfere with learning situations? I don't

think that black middle-aged women that] have worked witti have this hang-up. Maybe
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we are jiptii poor, but we still don't both have the same reasons for being poor. We

both don't still have the same kinds of educational things to overcome. Saying that

there are no linguistic or cultural variables that intei'fere with learning is wrong.

Duffin: I think dominance is really who owns what. Whites own the industry in the United

States. That is dominant. We are not going to turn that around. Even if we burned

the whole damn place down, we couldn't run it anyway. That is only because of

experience. When the Indians are driving a Fortuna 500, and make their way, when

blacks have a G.M., when Appalachian Whites get into the mainstream of production,

then we will all be sitting around talking about someone else in the manpower and in

the cultural barriers. When I own EXXON, I will give all the blacks the opportunity

to re in the front office.

So when you say "dominance," you can't just say dominance of whites in terms

of more of them, you have got to talk about who really controls the variables and

also why our culture leads us into certain pursuits. That won't change. I am sayilg

until I become a producer or an involved,person, I will have to accept the less don't-

nant role. What you are saying, though, is if we want to stay in a certain locale and

population; the stigma is always going to be with us.

Robson: Can I back up a minute and take us in a slightly different direction? We start

out with a basic proposition on which there is no dispute. The report is accused of

saying you can lump blacks, chicanos, Indians, and Appalachian whites together

and somehow know how to treat them as the same:- If anyone reads the report and

comes up with that kind of a conclusion, then we have got to rewtate the report. We

don't think it says that. What it says is that you can't generalize about all blacks,

all chicanos, all Indians, all Appalachian whites. Having once said that you can't
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generalize, then for purposes of the report, we ef) rihvaii with some generalizations.

We get down to saying in the particular: definition of culture and linguistic or lan-

guage problems, there is not a culture of blacks, or a culture of chicano, or a

culture of Indians, or a language that is a barrier to learning and achievement.

Now your question as I understand it is: But for the barrio or for the ghetto,

for the persons who we say are socioeconomically deprived (which is not just a

matter of income, it is a matter of a .vhle range of att.ittkle:, and self-perceptions)

let me summarize it one more time because I want to make sure I understand what

you are saying -- that all of those factors we may identify as a, culture of the ghetto

or a culture of the barrio, and that the socioeconomical culture of the Indians on

a reservation in rural isolation is very different from the urban kind of problem.

The report doesn't try to equate them. Maybe in the report we ought to talk

about more of the culture of poverty and the ghetto. situation because you think that

is what culture really means. The report is very clear that for both chicanos and

Indians, there are serious language problems. The problems a re bilingual prob-

lems. They have very poor facility with either their native language or with :nglish

which is the dominant language for both training and employment so far as vocational

manpower programs. That language may be cultural in the sense that if there is a

culture, the language is a part of it. The existence of a bilingual language is not in

itself a barrier to training. It simply means as the report says that you may ha

to spend more time and more effort to develop the facility in both the native land: Lige

and the English language in order to achieve the degree of success for those w.lo

that problem. It is not a universal problem for any people in that group. I !glish t-
..

the dominant language for all groups in our society. That is essentially at the

finding was.
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Molins: I think what you are saying is that there is no barrier to learning, but that there
4

is a barrier to learning in terms of fulfilling or realizing the promise of learning in

a whitt-dominated culture.

Robson: Well, I think we are relatively clear on that. It is the perceptions of the domi-

nant culture about the nondominant culture that cause all kinds of problems in teach-

ing, all those things that deal with the achievement of minority students in the

educational system.

McKee: In your opening statement you say that blacks, American Indians, chicanos are

distinctively different groups with different problems. The question that comes to

mind is: If they are distinctively different groups, if each group is complex, if each

one has its own problems, then hov, do you justify lumping all three of them together

in a single study? This imposes limits on what you can really say and the depths with

which you can discuss the issues, which provokes another question: "Is this another

exercise of show and tell for members of minority groups to have lip service paid

to them?" When in fact whenever the final report comes out it will simply say what

it wants to say without necessarily reflecting accurately the community viewpoint

and without necessarily being implemented as knowledge or used. I guess that is

a classic way of saying, "Are we being used?"

Crawford: I don't think it states here that you were supposed to go out and find out if

these cultural traits were inferior or superior. But it only states that it was sup-

posed to show how it inhibited learning, and I think that there are definite factors

that show,' not that Navajo is an inferior language to English, but that not speaking
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English is a barrier to our training programs. If that was the way it was supposed

to come out, then that's the way it should have been stated in the report and then

it would not have been misunderstood.

By using vague words you are doing the same thing. "C. For blacks, Appala-

chian whites, most chicanos, and many native Americans, there are no linguistic

variables that create serious obstacles to the learning process . . ." [page 8-41.

How many is many? In all of these groups, English tends to he the dominant

language. You mean that tends to be the dominant language they speak?

Mangum: What it says is that in this country, most people in these groups have English

as a dominant language. I don't know how many, but for many people from Spanish

speaking backgrounds, many people from American Indian backgrounds, English is

their accustomed tongue.

Crawford: May I ask you to take every full-blooded Indian in the United States imd set.

with how many of them English is the dominant language. Since Navajo is t tu. Ta rgcst

tribe, we'll use them for an example. Why don't you see how many Navajos

English as the dominant language?

Mangum: The majority.. What is your estimate?

Crawford: How many ofhem, when they go home, speak Fng HO?

Homer: I would say about 5 percent.

Don Smith: How many native Americans do yeti have that t: re living oft the reset .atiOn

14 major metropolitan areas, Chicago, the nortlwrt-:1 spction of the: count ry? Any

type of native American.
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Crawford: The problem is that you have some ldians who have virtually disappeared

and are white Indians to that effect. Those Indians do not and should not even be

included in a study on Indians because for all practical purposes, they aren't Indians.

Mangum: We could argue for a long time about what the proportion is in each of these

groups, and that is one of those kinds of things that you have to go out and try to

find out. I think that it is just a generalization that we are an English-dominated

society. It depends somewhat on age, the younger they are, the more true that gen-

eralization would be. People are growing up in an increasingly English- language-

dominated society. The more isolated they are, the less true that is. Some portions

of the Indian population and some portions of the Spanish population do have serious

language obstacles. Other portions don't have.

Crawford: But this interests me because I asked about the Navajos, and one of your

colleagues said the majority of them speak English as the dominant language. Some-

body down Pere at this end said about 5 percent of them.

Mangum: That's why I raised that as a question, and I was surprised at the answer.

I still argue that for the younger population, it would be true that the majority . . .

Homer: Only while thby are listening to the teacher. As soon as they leave the school-

ground, it is all Navajo.

Mangum: It seems to me that the point where it makes a difference is when you can

start thinking in a language. If you have to think and translate, then you have got

a problem.



Cancbola: This is the same thing that is happening in a lot of the parts of Texas,

Arizona, and places like up and down the Modesto, the Fresno, and the San Dimas

where again the Mexican-American is doing the same thing. I am trying to under-

stand what the rest room is, and I don't know what it is And I was holding it off

because I don't know how to ask the teacher where to go to the rest room. Again

that is happening also, and we are going hack to our Spanish or Mexican or whatever

we speak. Teachers assume already they have learned their a, b, c, 's and are already

in the fourth or fifth grade.

The migrant problem is evident, yet they don't really see it and do something

about it. They just keep pushing it along with a lack of sensitivity., because they

don't have the right economic situation or they don't have the right pair of shoes,

or pair of levis (compared to something out of Penneys), or not having the better

pencil or the better type of candy bar, or having to settle for something that is

three-for-a-penny instead of something that costs 5 cents. They make fun of you

as you do that because your shirt is not as good as somebody else's. All of these

are cultural.

Mangum: Ed, are there any data on the proportion of the Spanish- speaking people?

Casavantes: Yes, there is. We have two very good studies on this. One of them is

our own, which actually is very conservative and shows that approximately half of

all Mexican-American youngsters entering school speak English as well as their

Anglo peers. Now, clearly, as they go along, they will gain more expertise in

the area of English. So for the Mexican-Americans -- and I speak only of the

Mexican-Americans -- your statement is accurate. But again I am joining this
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chorus that you evidently don't want to accept: Once you make the declarative state-

ment that is valid, it shohld be followed by a series of "howevers."

Crawford: This is the problem with the study. We have a man on the Choctaw Reserva-

tion with several MA degrees and we have a remedial reading specialist that comes

in with his machines and says, "Now, any third grade child can read at this speed."

The man with several MAs says, "But I can't translate that fast." Anybody who is

doing a study would say that English is his dominant language if they talked to him,

and they would be wrong.

Homer: All the people you deal with in Window Rock are 74 counselors. It is all done

in Navajo. All their business transactions, all their business transactions, all the

board of regents' meetings at Navajo Community College are done in Navajo.

Casavantes: You are talking nationwide, and perhaps words like that ought to be used,

only in certain localities. I cannot speak for all Indians as a whole. I will say

it for Spanish-speaking, and that is that you can get from the census, or from our

own study, that the use of Spanish is decreasing in each generation.

Mangum: Were you ever able to find any data on that kr Indians, Kathy? I have never

seen anything.

McKee: One of the problems is that some of the studies done have been done for the

purpose of a Senate subcommittee, and you get a manipulation of the facts. One

report says that everything is "copacetic" in the realm of Indiati education, so

there is no reading problem. Another says that there is a 60 percent illiteracy

rate within the Indian community. In terms of consistent data, no I haven't seen any.
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Crawford: To go one step further, nobody knows how many Indians there are because

so many white census takers won't go way back into the hills to find them. We have

got about 2,000 more Choctaws than they say we have. We know they are there. The

Census Department won't recognize that they are there, and that makes a big difference

in the figures also.

Canchola: Seventy percent of the students in the '71 and '72 year were Mexican-American

in the MDTA programs in Arizona. In the last part of '72 and '73, there were quite

a number of Indians listed on the San Carlos Reservation and the southern Fort

Defiance area. Yet, no one in those areas was being trained in carpentry or

electricity. They couldn't get into the trades. They couldn't pass the test. The

tests that were given were all those words that they couldn't understand because of

all the complicated verb tenses that chicanos don't have in English, that the Indians

don't have in English, yet they knew how to perform the work, but.they were not

being tested that way. I am very good at speaking the English language, but a lot

of the time I get a little bit lost. I have only 1%;arned in.the last few years how to

deal with my superiors who were mostly Anglo. But I see all my friends who have

not got to this point. They lose continuity of thought, and that is a culture characteristic

Robson: Could we come back a minute to the specifics where we were before the coffee

break? I think it is relevant that we get your best thoughts on this. On page 3-8

we start to.set out those culture factors that we are really studying. There were

initially eight categories or points of focus: linguistic va riables, family structure,

basic philosophies, time sense and competition; distribution of power and role-

expectations, environmental consciousness, self-concept, and socioeconomic values.
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to fill out. There are two kinds of problems that I think you have raised. One is

that people may not have given the right answer on the questionnaire; but there isn't

much that we can do about that now. What we did was question the administrators,

counselors, and instructors in these programs, and then we rterviewed and got the

anecdotal material from enrollees. I thought I head some Osple say there are

some things that we just didn't consider. Ft: r example, Reva, you made one ref-

erence to middle-aged Choctaw women who would not accept a male instructor, or

was it a male white instructor? Now what is the cultural variable broadly speaking,

that is associated with that phenomenon?

Crawford: Definitely language. But I think language is part of the larger perception

or philosophy, a way of perceiving things. Translating from one language to another

goes beyond language into another cultural variable. You translate according to

your own philosophy. Even though it means one thing in English, it means something

else in whatever particular tribe you are in. Family structure is a characteristic

such as extended families, what about the characteristics where there were extended

families, and the extended families have been completely broken up? Not just extended

familes; for instance, peer group structure patterns have been completely broken

up, and there hasn't been anything to take their place. Outside the home, do you

have factors of sex relationships and roles relating to people of other cultures or out-

side your family? I brought up our strength of religious belief. This again ties in

with philosophy. I think you made one statement that is true, that the tribes differ

so greatly that it is hard to lump all of them together. I think the main problem is

that even after you try to identify these things, in the end you say it is not really

relevant.



Casavantes: The statements are scientific ,;ly valid. You may have to have a degree

in social science before these statement; are intelligible, or two degrees, or three

degrees in social science an:l a specialty in this type of thing before these things

are actually interpretable.

Robson: Cultural characteristics simply do not have that much influence on a trainee's

performance. Stich efforts. . .

Casavantes: Wait a minute. This is where I keep jumping in with a highly technical

paint. The fact that people who are from different ethnic or racial backgrounds do

not have inferiority does not imply that there is not a difference in cognitive style.

It simply means that the style is not inferior. Let me give you a corny analogy.

If you talked to a black dentist, he simply will tell you that the km, structure of

most blacks is slightly different from the jaw structure of most utiitc.'s.. That does

not mean that they have an inferior jaw structure or that Cie tce'h arc ink rior, but

that he has to understand certain things about the placement of the teeth. l'A.Ick

dentists know this.

Robson: You stopped me one sentence too soon. I think our rt.xt f-E3ItCT.Ce d. a ls

what you are talking about. Except in specific instancr.s, noted cultural L'-,:j.cter-

istics simply do not have that much influence on trainee p..rfori yrce. cflort

now these aze the efforts of program curric devt.lupvrs- -stout(' ingfc.act l-e

focused on developing staff training and orientation programs aimed at the -

tion of stereotypes and misconceptions and making staff awiir of those actual cul-

tural characteristics that do exist.

Casavantes: The first point is fine. Destroy the stereotypes. ihc second one, especially
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in the case of the chicano, I defy you to find.

Mangum: Ed, in your last comment you defied us to end any actual cultural charac-

teristics that exist. If so, that is what we have been saying essentially no cultural

. characteristics interfere with the ability to profit from s ill training and vocational

education.

Casavantes: They don't interfere if you understand them. For instance, if you don't

understand machismo, which I don't understand -- I know it is there, but I don't

know how it operates in different people -- if I donA't understand it, I am not going to

be able to teach an instructor what to do.

Mangum: It seems to me that it makes a difference whether this fact of machismo re-

quires you to change your curriculum and teach a different way and use different

materials because of it, or if you have to have the instructor understand the exis-

tence of that particular cultural attribute and attitude.

Crawford: Making them aware of it doesn't mean that they are going to be able to cope

with it. A lot of people are aware of the differences without being able to know how

to effectively teach, incorporating those things. just being aware of them isn't

enough, if they don't incorporate them and use them to their advantage.

Duffm Am I to assume that we are talking about nonbilingual teachers? I guess my

problem is, I think that the greatest thing would be that if everybody who was teaching

on an Indian reservation speak both languages. I know in our program we have less

difficulty if we take as a positive requirement that the teacher in the classroom is

bilingual and can handle both languages. We go on through the process of trying

to have an English teacher trying to teach only English. To my way of thinking,

even if we're talking about. curriculum developers, the secret, and maybe the



recommendation is, that we ought to stop trying to get everybody just to learn

English. I think the reason the Jewish religicn and Israel are dominant is because

they insist that when their children leave the English school they go io the Hebrew

school. I am saying that I can't image us moving from an Indian reservation where

we should have teachers who speak tht. ianguai.,re, Navajo or whatever.

We are talking about changing attitude. It is hard for white teachers in a black

neighborhood. If they don't understand tilt ghetto, it immediately puts the teacher

on the defensive. I think that is what your study is really showing -- that teachers

don't really understand the students and are also apprehensive over that fact.. If

students whisper to each other and I don't understand, I get a little uptight over

that because I don't know if they are talking about me. We say it is English as

a second language, but we don't teach it as a second language. We teach it as a

dominant language, which is very upsetting. There is no reason why Cubans can't

talk their own language and still use English as a way of getting in and out of the

system. Europeans have done that for years.

Robson: In the literature on bilingual education for Spanish-speaking, there is a clear

division among experts in the academic journals on the advantages of bilingual

education.

Casavantes: It is really not as complicated as it sounds. I have several friends who

are specialists in bilingual education. If you called them in to set up a program

in some specific place, they could set it up for you in three days. They understand
a

the variables, they understand the structure, they go in and talk to the kids, and in

no time at all they can tell you to use this Curriculum mate rial, use that curriculum
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material. This. is one of the problems that this paper does not adapt itself to, the

individualization of instruction. It makes great generalizations with which I agree,

frankly, but it does not stress individualization.

Crawford: How do you implement it if you have a reservation where you only graduate
R

one person from college every six years? That person is immediately picked up by

the administration at $15, 000 or $20,000 a year. You can't get him into any of

the schools. You show me one person that is not Choctaw that speaks Choctaw.

Where are you going to find them?

Simpkins: Why can't you develop the Choctaw to speak English to the point he can learn

all the skills of a teacher and put that person into the situation?

(Break End of Day One)

Robson: We should move to the chicano concerns chapter and go back to the recom-

mendations. Mr. Mo lins called together a group last night who reformulated some

of the statements.

Molins: I got together with some of you yesterday afternoon and we made some changes

on some of the headings on the paragraphs that we discussed earlier. I think it

was in Miss Crawford's book that we wrote the things. Would you care to read them?

Casavantes: The lower the socioeconomic status of the parson the greater the proba-

bility that he can speak Only his native tongue. However, most minority people are

found in what I call the ninth cell. ,Construct a matrix with social class beginning

with middle-class, lower middle-class, lower, lower class according to the.old

criteria. On the other axis, put high English used, medium English used, low English

used, then ninth cell. That's the one that worries us because that is the one where
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the kid does not have enough English to handle his work.

That ninth cell may contain at least one third of the population, and it may con-

tain as much as half. This is one of the few things about which I am very ambivalent.

If you emerge from an environment where nobody speaks anything but English and

you have enough to get by, most people will learn to speak English pretty rapidly.

I never spoke a word of English until I WaS eielt. Between the ages of nine and ten,

closer to eleven, I Lived in.E1 Paso in a barrio that spoke Eng tiAh only in school.

But I learned enough English to get by. Then we moved to Tucson into what I guess

you would call an integrated barrio where the chicano kids spoke almost all English

and some Spanish. Within the year I was speaking perfect English. It was just a

question of exposure. A

With my father, it was 100 percent Spanish; My sister, 100 percent Spanish;

the lady from Spain who was in charge of our boarding house, 100 percent Spanish.

The peer influence was immense. You have to get into this milieu to develop English.

It is unarguable that all people living in America should speak good English. They

may speak anything else well, but they shotild also speak good English.

Mangum: We are just completing a research project at the university on the question

the impact of nonstandard English on the hiring process. We have recorded speaking

various ways, street English, our version of Appalachian whites from our isolated

rural areasi and then had personnel directors of various companies listen to the tape

and make judgments about the people and decide whether they would hire them on that

basis. It comes through very clearly that to speak nonstandard English, the standa rd

not necessarily in terms of the dictionary, but the standard in terms of the personnel
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director -- does militate against the person in getting hired.

Casavantes: There are a couple of things that I would like to comment on. On page

5-2 in the paragraph beginning with "Chicano writers strongly insist on their

diversity and they constitute one of the most heterogeneous ethnic groups ever to

be studied by sociologists." First of all they have been very badly studied by

sociologists. I was embarrassed to think that psychologists had studied Chicanos

badly. It turns out that sociologists and anthropologists have done us one worse.

Mexican-American psychologists have made fewer errors than sociologists and

anthropologists. The net effect is that the anthropologists looking for the quaint

and unique went to the barrio and found a bunch of people who were wearing the

highest number of serapes and the old ladies with the black mantias across their

heads. The houses were dilapidated, and they said, "Here we have now found the

true Mexican-American," and proceeded to study and describe them, sometimes

well--that is the danger. For example, there are very few things said in the study by

Madsen about Mexican-Americans in south Texas which are not absolutely true.

But taken into f.:ie general context, his statements are false. He confounded geography,

social class, technology, and culture. It may well be that for purposes of educating

people Madsen may be valuable. I think I mentioned to you yesterday a study in

Pepique (ficticious name) by chicano psychologists who said, "I don't care where

they come from, what their attributes are, and whence they come, we are going

to find out who these kids are, and we are going to feed them what they need. We

don't care where their deficiency conies from." He has clone a remarkable job, and

ultimately that may be our job:

The studies are very, very poor. The chicano scholar would be well advised
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to stop trying to find a typical or true, but seek rather to-establish a range variation.

That is an absolutely magnificent statement about studies except for one thing,

nobody has done it. We would be well advised to stop trying to find a typical, that

is true. Generalizations, extrapolated from the community in which a chicano

happened to grow up or a part which sociologists or anthropologists have studied,

can be particularly misleading.

dope Robson: The seeds of that statement are found in the symposium of the chicano scholars

in the back of the book as well as in some of the writings that were reviewed in the

literature. Now whether it is founded on sound research or whether it is the asser-

tions of good chicano writers. .

Casavantes: I am afraid it is impressionistic. To say that chicanos have a different

culture, a different lifestyle, different attitudes and values, that does not mean a

thing to me until you can pin them down and say, "These a re their characteristics."

Robson: Alright, should we move on or do you want some more comments?

Walser: I would like to ask a question concerning page In view of the discussion

I heard yesterday, I would like to haye someone reflect to me, a black preferably,

if he might or she might, on the second sentence of the lead paragraph.

Law: I don't separate the two. The fact that we share a culture and language has

caused a problem in education which means that social and economic factors, as I

see them, are my culture.

Mangum: I don't think we really cleared that up. It seems to me you still have to dif-

ferentiate between internal and external factors: those kinds of things that are an

inheritance of the group from which you come as opposed to those which are socio-

economic. I am a white, Anglo-Saxon, rural :Vrrnon. There are certain kirdens
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that I carry in my attitude toward life and the world that I carry from my great

grandparents. But then, also, there is the socioeconomic setting within which

I have operated throughout my life and in which I now operate. it is really neces-

sary to differentiate those for some purposes.

For instance, if you can generalize that American Indians in general reject a

competitive culture in preference to a cooperative culture, that is separate from

the question of the socioeconomic setting in which particular Indians operate.

We must differentiate the two for.some educational purposes. That is really what

we are trying to do here. It is the way we have looked at culture and language.

We are identifying as culture that inheritance that you bring into your socioeconomic

setting, which is, in a sense, internal because that's the traditionp with which you

were born.

Robson: Let me add an additional point. I have a lot of sympathy for the argument that

in the barrio and in the ghetto socioeconomic poverty becomes a culture. It is

the culture. I think we have really got to spell out in the first chapter more about

what we Inean by "culture." We need to make the kind of distinctions Garth has

suggested and come back to the basic kind of propositions you are suggesting. It

seems to me the question then has to be addressed as to whether or not the culture of

poverty is the same or different for Whites, Chicanos, Blacks, Indians, or whatever.

You don't really find the concentration of urban poverty in the ghetto sense for

Indians, except in a much smaller and lesser degree. There are concentrations in

Chicago and Los Angeles, but relatively small. They are not in the magnitude of

the barrios or the black ghettos. How would you distinguish between culture of poverty
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for Chicanos versus the culture of poverty for Blacks? I happen to think there is

a strong difference between the urban and rural settings.

Casavantes: There was an article in Scientific America about ilk years ago wore Oscar

Lewis talked about the culture of poverty. The statement by Oscar Lewis in effect

overstates the argument. Cohen and Hodges are mahodologically more pure, and

they actually "factor out" three dominant factors and then they do a "refactor"
.6

analysis and come out with eight or nine pure factors. Again it is a methodological

way of approaching the problem.

Cohen and Hodges -- although they insist that they are not going to do any psycho-

logical interpreting of these variables -- then, like you people, proceed to do a

beautiful job of showing how these simple attributes are very, very functional and

how they work for the people in the culture.

Having read Cohen and Hodges carefully, you can go back and read Oscar Lewis

who again is more impressionistic. Those two articles were both essentially urban.

I know of no subsequent study that tries to make a diAinct ion between urban tower

class attributes and rural lower class attributes.

Walser: The part of that sentence that is giving me problet)", :tnd I don't understand,

is still on page 3-1, the second sentence: It was "felt tit it tre social and economic

factors influencing their performance were ntrOli:; i l.Rt on"' tAt.0,:t 10CW,(i on

dealing with the cultural and language factors was mispl,icyd."

Robs= I think we should rewrite that. I think we wou!d not s.f that it is misplaced.

What I think we intend to say is that if you really want to cont ribute to the improved

achievement in a learning setting, You ought to concent rate on the socioeconomic

factors. Now if you identify those as a part of the culture, then obviously culture

factors and socioeconomic factors become one aid the same.
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But I really think that one of the basic thrusts of this report from beginning

to end is that you really have to concentrate in this country -- if you want to improve

the quality of learning and achievement, on the needs of minority youngsters from

a very poor background. To try to improve their survival and economic security,

the whole range of social and economic factors that really influence them must be

distinguished as independent from the culture. That is where we think the strongest

emphasis ought to be placed: in improving the achivements of the disadvantaged,

Minority adults in manpower'and vocational training.

Mo lins: I want to make one comment on that. What manpower really means is jobs

that are economic not cultural. But to be able to get a job, you have to have some

cultural relation to a setting in.which you have to go out and get a job. In that sense,

culture is significant. In terms of language specifically, obviously in many places

you must speak English relatively well, and without much of an accent, to be able

to compete with others for the same job. In the case of Cubans, again it has been

particularly difficult to obtain training even, because all the training has only been

available in English. It has been directed to those who can master English at least

to the extent that they can communicate. The whole opportunity hinges on their

ability to speak English, and there isn't, right now, any Spanigh-language occupa-

tional or vocational training for manpower in Miami.

Mangum: This language thing has to he stated very strongly. But I am still concerned

as to a practical recommendation on culture. These cultural things are used as an
...

excuse in manpower training and vocational education. Officials say, "We can't do

a good job of giving vocational education or manpower training to Indians because

thelr cultural attributes prevent them from learning effectively." The important
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message in this report is "hogwash." If you can't do a good job of training American

Indians, chicanoi, and blacks, it is because you haven't put together the kind of

training program that can train them. You can't go around sayitg that it's impossible

to do anything with them.... forget them. Economists are the greatest caveaters

and hedgers and on-the-other-handers lathe world, but you may be worse. '3y

the time you get through with all the howevers, there may not be anything you are

prepared to say flat out and straight out. We want to be sure that when we are

through we have said something positive.

Casavantes: You can say something positive. The only caveats'are in the fact of sub-

stantive knowledge of the specific cultural variables. That is the only thing that

bothers me about this report. It acknowledges the existence of cultural differences

and that these differences are very important in the training 011ie person, but no-

where are they outlined and empirically validated. Your paper is very well written,

except you can't prove a thing.

Duffin: Let me just see if I can get into this paragraph. In 1967 in Philadelphia we had

a tremendous course in English as a second language. We had difficulty plaeng many

Puerto Ricans. The answer was very simple. It had nothing to do with training.

Many had just come into the country. All we had to do was get one strong supervisor

who spoke Spanish placed in each of those shops. Then they hired all of the trainees.

So you see, training and the economic situation was not so much. of a barrier.

To say that English is the dominant language is correct, except where does it

get us in terms of can a guy do the job? So every time we wanted to make an inroad

with Puerto Ricans, we had to convince the guy in the shop that all he really needed
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was a Spani)h-speaking foreman, and we immediately had them hired.

Economz s and the social atmosphere are part of the culture. They don't

have to be rriers in every case, but they are barriers en we insist that all

of the training for the jobs be at an English level. There is no reason, as the young
.

lady was pointing out, that the Indian has to leave the reservation at all, if we

could find in manpower a way to secure him so that he is content in making a living

right there. That is my problem with manpower. We are trying to take people out

of a certain environment and put them in others, when we could really do the job

most likely right there.

Ctawford: Don't you think we. create misunderstandings when we say that? He was

talking about the fact that many Spanish- speaking people were omitted from the

programs because they speak no English at all. You say that no emphasis whatso-

ever should be focused on the language factor.

Mangum: That is not what this says. "Culture and language do not seem to be significant

influences on the performance of the black trainees; therefore....." then it goes

on and uses that as an example.

Man: "...performance or the innate ability to learn." There is a hell of a lot of dif-

ference between those two statements. See? It is not the performance; the ghetto
it.

or bath° experiences definitely lower aspirations and capacity to learn in the tra-

ditional conditions.

Simpkin: Maybe rather than the '`capacity" or "potential", the "desire" to learn.

Duffin: I firmly believe that if a chicano was being trained in his native language and

he was also introduced to English, and the instructor was bilingual, and they were
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all moving together, you would achieve a greater deal of success. Manpower un-

fortunately doesn't deal with that problem because we are in such a hurry to get the

guy a job. I don't think it takes any more time. I do think you do have to address

yourself to those cultural things so that I can say, "You are achieving. We are

moving you ahead in your language."

Manpower has problems because it is a hasty thing. The job market opens up,

let's get a guy ready to be a machine tool operator, and yet we miss all of those

cultural and social things that really have him hung up. Somewhere along the line

we have got to pick that up if it means that we have got to fund it so that the guy

comes in once or twice a week, and we continue that process.

Simpkins: I think what we are addressing .sere are the existing barriers with regard to

the culture of the populations we are speaking of. In other words, back to the tradi-

tional again. We all have firm in our minds that the traditional zipprolches to edu-

cation and employment are not practical for the existing cultural situation. What

I suggested yesterday in an attempt to answer Leroy's question was that we suggest

for..policy purposes that teacher; and instructors for manpower and vocational edu-

cation be trained from the population that we are concerned with, to work v. ,t those

populations of students so that the instructors themselves have a bilingual capacity.

I have found that in research for this, bath in interviews and in literature, where

this was the case, more rapid learning takes place.

Canehola: Efforts are being made in manpower to train instructorg and make them

aware of differences. They have been very successful.. Sonic of the instructors

are chicano, some are black, and some are Indian. I am real proud of the AMIDS

[Area Manpower Institutes for Development of Staff] program and what they a re

trying to do, because it has worked in Arizona in getting those awa !eilesses out.
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Art Hernandez: We have been discussing the content for the last day or day and a half

as if there was nothing wrong with the process. I would like to talk about the process

itself before we get to the content. The motive behind this whole thing as far as

your office is concerned, Leroy, as I understand it, is getting research findings

that are going to help you establish some sort of policy and improve the delivery

system of manpower programs. Right? But you could only do that if the research

is good or valid. If it is invalid, then you have got a lot of junk to look at.; So far

the impression I get is that you are not sure that you have got something. The motive

of the research corporation may be considerably different, since it was paid.

One thing I saw hetre was a very good political process of lumping the three

minorities together to make it more meaningful. Whereas if you had to deal with

each one separately, you would have quite a problem. I don't quarrel with the

goal. I think it is a reasonably good goal. The other goal was to identify the specific

variables that affect vocational aspirations and the level of performance. That again

is a very good goal, but I didn't see too much there.

Now let's start with the report itself. Let's start over where we talk about the

basic assumptions you are going to be working with, The definitions, for example,

on page 1-3. The definition of culture. Since the whole report turns on what you

define as culture, I simply took a dictionary and looked it up and found a much more

comprehensive and much more thorough description of culture than .what you use here.

It seems that in the discussion yesterday people were referring to that weakness.

So right off. I.think the definition is poor. Then you get to pagt1-4 and started

discussing the theoretical orientation of the study. At this point, as a scholar, I
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expected a discussion of cultural theory, but there is nothing there. Fo;example,

there are some theories which say that culture changes when it is technology that

changes. Technology is changing now all over. What is happening to culture?

There is nothing in there about that, so my conclusion up to that page is that there

is a very low level of theoraical sophistic.ition in this report.

Now I go into methodology on page 3-3. This is the actual design of the study.

How you we going to go about it. What it amounts to is a field study and consists

of a survey of the literature, a questionnaire, and some interviews. When I looked

at your review of the literature, I foupd you listed eleven items; and somewhere in

there, I found a few more. So I would say there are eleven to fifteen items, which

I would not call an exhaustive review of the literature by any means.

Someone explained that there were other books reviewed, but they were not

included here. If that is the case, then to maintain the integrity of the report, you

should publish those things separately. There is no reason why you couldn't have

a volume 2 and list everything you went through. I have a very cynical view of some

of these things, and they would be more meaningfut to me if that was an annotated

bibliography rather than just a listing of books. The valve to scholars of that kind

of thing is that unpublished manuscripts are difficult to find in libraries. Most of

that stuff is easy to find, so your survey of the literature does not really contribute

that much. At least it doesn't to me.

Then I looked at the questionnaires about 72 and the number of people

were actually involved came to thirteen Chicanos. It is pretty hard to say the sample

was valid. Consequently, the conclusion I have up to that page is that this method-

ology is very loose. Consequently, how can I deal with the contents? I can see that

the contents are going to be more guesses than valid findings. If I were to go a little
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further into the snotty I could begin to find other weaknesses, little by little. I

thought to myself, "Alright. If I were associated with this report, could I say here

is a valid piece of stuff that we are very proud of?" I don't think it would win any

awards. Secondly, could I take it to the scholars of the chicano problem and say,

"Here is a report that will contribute to your inquiries." No, I don't think it would

do that either. I don't think it extends our understanding or our knowledge of chicanog.

As research? I don't think it does that either.

Most of the report is appendices. The report itself is very small. It looks

impressive. The first thitag I did was weigh it and ask myself, do I really want to

read all of this.

Don't misunderstand my motives. I didn't come 2,500 miles to tear something

apart. This is always easy to do. It is much harder to build something up. If

this report were well done, would it contribute something? Probably not because

the real game here is political. You can probably get all the research you want to

support some position. Ultimately it is how you handle yourself politically.

What about the recommendations? The number one recommendation that was

made all day yesterday, on which we all agree, is self - determination. Let us have

the money and let us get to deal with the cultural problems, and that deals with

research. I could do a lot with the amount spent on this study. I wouldn't put it

rin research. I think ere is enough research going on. I would put it where it

would really do some good.

Some of the stuff is contradictory. Notice that all of those recommendations

deal with low-level processes. They don't really deal with politics. They deal
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the people that are dealing with the problems. I am surprised that people are letting

that go by.

Man: Program and curriculum developers should shift their efforts away from adapting

programs and materials to the cultural characteris:ics of the nondominant populations.

There is this whole process here of separating culture from language. You

cannot do that. Language is the medium of culture.

Probably in summary I would say the methodology of the report is Eo weak that

I don't even want to deal with tile; Cellttlit. If I had to make a recommendation, I

would say, "Give us the money, don't give it to somebody else, " The research on

chicanos started very early, and we still have a body of knowledge that is very weak.

I think we could get a lot more by simply asking, "What is the culture now? What

is status of the language now?"

I can walk into classrooms in east Los Angeles and walk up and down the class-

room and hear the stomachs of kids grovding. 'here are plenty of food

stamps. But the bureaucratic red tape for getting food stamps is fantastic. My.

neighbor who is a steel salesman and earns around !.,20,000 .t year or more -- his

children are on food stamps. They are in college. '1 hey arc on food stamps because

they have Oc :hired tlicrw-. 'lye. Th;y 1.1-, 1/4)11.1 live in

their pads, and they have preat time. So the poor still h iv, problems. One of

the problems is that they don't knov how to function politically over here as a power.

With all due respect to my friends, my Indian friends, my hiack friends, and

chicanos who worked on this, I would conclude that yo,.1 wen; used. The more often',
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we provide information, the more often we get used. I have hesitations about the

report. I wouldn't be associated with it. It is a damn poor report. Having said that,

I would like to be sure I get paid.

Mangum: The one thing that we ought to be clear about is that we are not trying to shift

any responsibility to you people. We are asking you to say what you think. The

ultimate report, after all, is our responsibility. We get advice from you people

and several of you have said you don't want your name on the report. Of course,

our responsibility will ultimately be to decide from what we have heard, what to say

to Leroy in the final report. The taxpayers of the United States paid us for doing

the job, and they ought to blame us for anything or credit us for it, if there is any

credit to be had.

It seems to me that it is vital that we get to this question of Reva and Art.

Remember that we are talking about vocational education and manpower. The vital

question is: "If you were giving some advice to people who were running a Skills

Center somewhere as to where they ought to put their scarce time and other resources

for these groups of people, would you put your time, effort, and resources into

developing materials and training materials directed toward cultural attributes (like

some of the ones we have talked about here), or would you rather say we had better

put our efforts into training staff to understand the culture, or to efforts that relate

to some of the socioeconomic factors that Ken was talking about?

Crawford: You talk as if we either have to totally ignore one sand accentuate the other

or vice versa. That is not so. Just like you were talking about in this recommenda-

tion, to shift efforts away from adapting programs and materials to cultural ser-

vices. I don't think there is anybody that is going to say that there are enough
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minority groups. It does not mean that you have got to have the preponderance

of all your efforts concentrated on cultural or bilingual types of things. But it

doesn't mean that you have to say that nobody should have anything td do with it

Hernandez: You missed my fundamental objective. I =didn't go into any of these things

because that is playing the same old ball came. As the man said, F am interested

in being on the board of directors. The fundamental recommendation I would make

is to give that money to those People who have problems. Give it to the group of

Indians to do their own research. Give it to a group of chicanos that are interested

in doing some research. We may come up with the same kinds of conclusions, but

I rather suspect that if you give it to us, we would have a different focus.

Smith: The point is, Art, what would you do with the programs that now exist? That

is where the focus of this report is. Not on whether or not money has- been given

to Olympus Research to do another research study. The question is, given the on-

going programs that are now there, where would you see people putting their emphasis

in those programs now? Or would yob scrap those programs?

Hernandez: He gave you a very good clue from Philadelphia. SornetiMes you can get

people placed simply by training supervisors. I would say, "Alright. Put some

money into a program to train Indian supervisors, bilingual superYisors," But

you missed the point of the whole discussion -- in Indian communities it is a different

world, a different way of thinking. If you put money in their hang, they might say,

"No, we don't want to get into that economic race that you are talking about. We have

a different kind of world."
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I must say that having been up here in Washington a number of times to review

proposals, as far as-the Indian populations are concerned, it is still a patronage

kind of systen. The only way to change that kind of system is to give the resources

to the Indians. Let them make their own self-determination. Now the same thing

with the blacks. Whenever that argument comes up in these rooms, they always

say they are not qualified. They are not qualified to do this kind of research. I

am just as qualified to waste money as anyone.

Mangum: All the recommendations that you are making, Art, and the rest of you, are

really one recommendation-- that you would give the groups the funds as a manpower

revenue-sharing program? Instead of giving it to the states and cities, give it to

representatives of the various ethnic and racial groups, and let them decide what

to do with it, whether to train, etc.?

Hernandez: First let them have the decision-making power regarding the funds. That is

my number-one recommendation. The second one will actually follow from the first.

It is up to them as to what they want to do with it.

Mangum: So in effect, it is the manpower revenue -sha ring approach, instead of putting

it through political jurisdictions to the target groups as such.

Canchola: The records prove that at the San Carlos Skills Center this was very true,

and again I am going to blow my own trumpet. The three years we were there, more

was done with $300, 000 than has been done for so many adults in the San Carlos

area. This was because of the atmosphere and the attitude expressed by the majority

of the staff with staff training from AMIDS. Politics took that money away from us

this past year. The only reason we continued last year was because we made so

much noise from the Indian community that Goldwater got into the picture. But they
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took it away again. I think it should be done that way -- given to the people in the

local area.

Mangum: It seems to me that is a very useful recommendation. hacked up by tie OIC

experience in places where there.are concentrations of people, so that all the target

group is relatively homogeneous. The Los Angeles Skills Center, and a variety of

places where they do tend to have most of the population of a particular ethnic racial

group, seems to work very well.

Hai les: I think we have to bear in mind tie political implications involved in the whole

setup. It is true that OIC for the first year received about $32 million. We did

a good job, second to none in the country. Our program in Washington, and I would

imagine in Philadelphia and New York, stood out as the hest manpower programs in

the nation. We were doing a good job. We thought we were helping folks. We placed

thousands of people in millions of jobs. In Washington alone VA.' adt..1 ovr $15

to the economy in three years. The next year camt_ :trivmd and they cut n '2(1

million. Then they .1.1t us $22 million. Then they cut us out altogcthyr. c one

August 15, we are through.

As far as giving the money to us is concerped, we have got to go the whole

route. Let the people decide whom to train, whom we want to place, and how .se

are going to do it. We won't have any control over the situation now. So we just

take our chances. We thought we weredoing a pretty goo:1 job.. I know in Washington

we did. We turned out 836 graduates June 10, and we have placed 93 percent of

them making over $5,260 a year. Our retention rate would he over 87 percent over

a year. I think that is a pretty good record. We can't get the money to do it.

puffin: Just because we represent 01C, we are not doing everything right. We have
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centers that obviously don't do as well as Philadelphia and maybe New York.

You recommend a review of the existing ESL material. Who is supposed to
.011.

review the ESL material? Maybe it might be that all the chicanos review all ESL

material, and all the blacks. You should have stepped up to the point and recognized

the fact that no matter what we do, we are losing the battle on the manpower front

because of the policies. We were doing a good job and they took the bread and all

that other jazz.

I am saying that if you are going to recommend something, I like to get right

to the nuts and bolts of it. If a guy is allowed not to review the ESL material, if he

is allowed to hire incompetent instructors (manpower is loaded with incompetent

instructors and counselors who think they ere do-gooders and have fallen out of the

sieve in the school system), if you are going to do something and recommend some-

thing, as I see it, let's get to the heart of what's really wrong with manpower.

One of the things that you found was that most of the programs were administered

very poorly in most cases. If we have the money, we at least could make the same

mistakes. Maybe not as badly, but we could make some of the same mistakes.

ItAnd I think that we would fare better. I want to deal with the recommen tions, to

upgrade them to the level I think they ought to go. The heart of the matter is that

when you say "a review of existing ESL material to determine which are most

useful" means very little to me if you don't put some muscle in there.

Casavantes: These two people were talking of the most obvious thing of this entire con-

ference. It was so obvious that I hadn't caught it. If this report hi:d been written

correctly and appropriately, the conclusion that would have inevitably arisen is this
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conclusion: You are saying, "What are the attributes of Mexican-Americans? Let's

put them down on paper."

A second ago I said to you, when I was giving you the literature, that it really

doesn't make any difference if you get a chicano in there to do the trai ng, he will

know the attributes. He doesn't have to be taught. In other words, give the Navajos

their money. I suspect that they will do at least as goo'.1 a jell and probably a !letter

Job than is being done now. I will guarantee that they will only do a poor job one

time, and after that the other Navajos will say, "Shape up, Fred." This gets this

thing on the road where it is supposed to be. I figure we ought to fall on our faces

on our own, rather than have somebody else fall on our faces for us. I think we

will fall on our faces one time and then we will learn.

The other thing you said is that the whole process is political. Let me change

this thing so completely around that you would normally think that this had nothing

to do with it. Except that it has everything to do with it. I work for the Drug Abuse

Council, and we have come up with almost no generalization', about drugs and drug

abuse except one -- drugs tend to he legal or illegal. The two most dangerous drugs

in the world are tobacco and alcohol.

There is one chicano serving life in Texas for smoking a joint. The whole drug

scene is a political bag. They use politicians to funnel money arid professional

drug-professionals. I am one of them right now. I am a professional Drug' Abuse C'oun-

cil exploiter in that I am ripping off money from somebody else in order to try to

find out what the whole scene is. I mean it is political. Who is going to have power

to determine what drugs are dangerous and what drugs are not? Translate that sentence.
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We are not going to have power over what programs are valuable and what programs

are not. By the way, who runs the Drug Abuse Council? Sixty percent of the people

who are hung up on rugs are minority people. They have one bl,tck and one chicano

on a Lhirteen or fourteen-man board. Don't you see what we are trying to tell you?

Crawford: If we decide that every particular group should be deciding their own group

needs. what that really means is, we all have very different needs and unless

you list the needs for eighteen different black groups and needs for every Indian

tribe and needs for every other group, it is going to get kind of difficult. The only

other thing we can do is say, 'Give the money to develop the materials and develop

the staff training to the particular group," unless you want to sit down here and

go through every group and decide what their needs are arbitrarily through the people

that represent the groups here. I can tell you our needs are different from the

needs of others. There are some differences in some northern black needs and

some southern black needs, but it is not just geographic.

Mangum: I think we are inclined to be sympathetic to this approach. But the thing we

have to decide now is if this is the only thing we have to say. Chapter 9 is to have

but ohe sentence. "Give the money to minority groups." Would you like to see

anything else or is that the end of the advice?

Hernandez: The more you add, the more you try to legitimatize the report. You cannot

justify the stuff in terms of a research report. Because even to the coding process

on page 3-18, you admit yourselves theft you goofed on the coding. Consequently,

from the very first when the questionnaires started coming in you didn't set up your.

questionnaires in such a way that you could relate sex or age to particular findings.
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The thing was bad all the way through. Sure I can give you a lot of recommendations

based on my experience, but you are the guy who has got the money. You are the

guys who have to do the work of doing these kinds of things.

Mangum: We are not here to shift any of the responsibility, and we have asked for your

advice. If that is your advice, fine. When you have given us all you want to dive us,

we will just adjourn. I

Casavantes: I would only add that I am really in great sympathy with this thing because

I have seen it work, and I have en it work very well. Notice incidentiy that it

is what I mentioned yesterday as basically a John Bircher position. We said we

would rather do it ourselves. Once you put in recRiRmenclation number one, the

main thrust of our recommendation is simply: Give the money to the people who will

be actually doing the work. Then they will take a set of recommendations that you

have outlined here and will themselves work out the details for Denver, Colorado;

for Albuquerque, for Philadelphia, for Newark, whatever. They WO will conic up

with these recommendations. Fund the people who are actually going to be izsvolved

in the work projects themselves.. Secod, let them develop guidelines which parallel .

the outline given in Chapter 9. Let.them develop items specifically related to each

one of these.
Ci

Mario Molins: I think we have to be more careful than that. `1!.tece are bureaucracies

at the local level that we have to deal with. You can't say 1-0.V1 the national level,

"Let the localsmal1/4e the decisions," when the locals may he totally Mop:. ive in

terms of the bureaucracy at the local level.

Casavantes: This is one of the subtle strategies of the Ni 4on rat i( which we

have been to he an extraordinarily racist orp,atazat ion. .*:;!.:re !IF not been one
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step forward since this Administration took office. There have been some regressions

despite allegations to the contrary. If there have beer advances, it is because
a

thinority people themselves make extraordinary efforts in this deMand.

We have nagged the National Institute of Mental Health for two years to increase

the number of chicanos on their staff. It is still 2 percent. I myself have, on video

tape, said to the National Institute of Health Director, "Will you send out a memo-

randum to all your initial review groups that unless there is an affirmative action

plan, any proposal will be immediately returned." He said, "No. I won't do that."

So this i5 the political process of no mean dimension. So we got mad and formed

the Coalition of Spanish-Speaking Mental Health Organization. We are doing the

4thing ourselves. We are not going to hassel with the bureaucracy.

Robson: I think it is not quite that black and white on this Oarticular issue. Turn the

question around and ask, "What is the role of the dominant culture in relationship

to the services for the nondominant culture?" There is no legitimate role. I think

you have interesting problems of political socialtheory for the nation and the society

in which you are involved. If you really want to change the delivery system and the

institution, you are in fact going to deal with those administrators, teachers, and

instructors. That is where 90 percent of the money is right now. That is where

90 percent of the services are. You can make a recommendation to give the money

to minority groups to serve minority groups,. and you will end up with a relatively

small proportion of the money and probably in second-class facilities.

I was involved at the Washington level Yihenthe first OIC was funded for Reverend

Sullivan in 1967. I sat in that meeting in the Department of Labor as Executive

Director of the President's Committee on Manpower and took a hell of a lot of flak
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when that year we put in some -$25 million to start that program. Every place we

went to in the cities except Philadelphia, we took all kinds of hell from the mayors

and the power structures in those communities. I got threatened in a.couple of

communities. One of the most unpleasant afternoons I ever spent was in Phoenix,

Arizona, becauF;:.: of the attempt to set up a OIC program there.

So I think you have got a lot of interesting problems in terms of what it is you

are really.trying to change and where progress can be made, given the practical

realities of our system. What this report is trying to say, which I think is still

the number-one recommendation and number-one important problem, is -- we have

got to change the dominant culture's attidues, perceptions, and response to the non-
.

dominant population in this country. Every major piece of research and writing

that I know of backs up that basic proposition.

Crawford: People have been saying that for a long, long time now, and it hasn't done

much good because you haven't seen any action. . .

Robson: Oh, I think we are making progreis in the country. [think you would have a

hard time arguing.

Lady: The action has been taken through force. It it tht .,:;11 things like this which you

force.

Hernandez: That is very nice. I think if I v.t.c.: sitting in ..1 Sowte hearing my first

question to you would be, "Ilow do I do it?" I retponded to you by saying the first

step is to put the resources illt the !ion(16 (%1 :wiple who are roncrneid with that

problem. Now the answer that al',vays comes hack vit h that kind of an approach is:

"You guys are not ready yet to handle those kipl- of funds. You don't knov. what to

do with them."
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Robson: I don't think that is the answer. That is not the answer I hear being given in

this country. The answer is now, "we are going to give the money to elected officials";

i.e., governors, mayors, and county commissioners. I think that means OIC is-going

to get less money, not more. I think, if I understood what Mario was saying, that

minority' groups in this country have and probably will turn out to haVe a much bet-ter

record of gettlhg funding out of federal agencies than they will out of the local power
-0--

structure. Despite the treaties with Indian tribes, and we are still fighting about

that, what is the status of the Navajo nation which falls into four states' sovereign

power? The facts of the matter are that in our governmental system at the federal,

regional, state, and local level, there is a movement toward funneling all of the

money and all of the programs through the constituted units of constitutional govern-

ment. By definition, minorities do not control those. . only when they become majorities

Ctawford: There is a point though. Indian reservations have, with almost every agency,

gone around the state and dealt directly with the federal agencies, directly with HEW,

directly with 0E0. They have not gone through the state government. And minority

groups do not necessarily have to go through them either, if we can put some kind of

input Into things like this, to show that agencies can work directly with minority groups..

Casavantes: This is a racist federal government and we can prove that, too, because

we have a massive study of it. As racist as it is, the individual states are more

racist because they have got more specific targets. Through the National Institute

of Mental Health we could fund to a tiny, little Oriental woman in Sacramento who

wanted to do a study of old people, how they, congregated, and how they utilized,park

space because they wanted to take this part out and build a high-rise. She said this
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constituted the only recreation that these old people had. We gave her a little, tiny

thing like $12,000. That woman wouldn't have got to first base with the mayor of

that city. In this sense, revenue sharing is a subtle racist move.

Mangum: It seems to me that we have got our meeting bogged down. Art has given us

some criticisms, probably valid, of the report. We are not interested in being

defensive about the report. It is 'written, the money has been spent. The question

I lay before you is this: Is there anything else (in the few minutes left that we have

together) that you can give us as help on the report? Ultimately, it is going to be

our responsibility to decide what we put downto'give to Leroy, and his responsibility

to accept it or throw it back to us. We would like to get all the contributions we

can get from you. You have been tremendously positive to this point. These things

you are saying right now are very positive. Now the questicin is: Are the r(-; more

things that could be said in another half hour?

Duffin: There was no discussion about recommendations for bilingual instructors.

I feel very strongly that you must have found out that bilingual instructors fare better

than English-speaking teachers who can't understand kids during the lunch break.

In terms of the survey, the blacks in the South in a manpower program have

a different culture from the blacks in the urban society. Was that reflected in it?

I don't know about the chicano and the Indian or the Appalachian white. But. I have

got to believe that if you coupled all of those together, there has got to be :-ume

misinformation in it..

Casavantes: Excuse trz.3. Wouldn't you agree with me that if there was a little po:.-ket.

of unemployed bliteks on the outskirts of Tuseuloosa, Alabama, th...se p....op.c would

be the best people to write the props Gil anti pin the prov:rat:i?
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Duffur You can take self-determination a long way. I am not saying that every white

or that every chicano or every Indian or every black can participate at a certain

level in administering programs. I do believe that somewhere along the line as it

is developed, they can surely make some input as to what they want to do, but I am

not hung up over it. A black in Tuscaloosa may not know all the parts to writing

a proposal, but he could surely make some input that would be relevant and, if in-

corporated, it would make it meaningful.

However, let's face the fact that people with the Ph.D.'s and the biggest muscle

are those who write the proposals. Until they find another way to disburse grants,

studies are going to be written by someone, so why not Olympus? I think we have

made our inputs to their report, and they will be cognizant of it. I don't think the

report will hurt because it does say some worthwhile things. I think our obligation

here is to make known where we don't agree with it and where we do agree with 'it,

and be on record.

The answer basically to your question is that I don't think the blacks in Tuscaloosa

can really get the program together. I think they can make the input. As they are

trained they will be much more proficient at it. What.I am getting at, administratively,

is that I would rather see a guy come down who is interested in the blacks of Tus-

caloosa; you know, the ordinary joe who doesn't know everything. I am tired of seeing

a guy come in that knows everything about everything, and he is saying that this

is what is good for the blacks. Just listen. If some of the people we hire could

just be good listeners. I know I have a problem with black administrators who thin

they know everything for blacks. We don't.
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One of the things that you did not address yourselves to is the referral of the

people to the program. Does a guy really want to be in the program? The employ-

ment people refer people into the training program, but does that guy really want

that job? I think that the referral mechanism should have been one of the things

that would have helped you decide whether some of the informatiOn was valid.

I used to say to the trainees, when I saw a lady who needed two chairs to sit

on, who wanted to he a secretary, "When you see a receptionist in one of these white

offices, she is always a fox. She might be dumber than hell, but she always looks

good. There ale about ten of you behind her doing all the work. If you can be satis-

fied with good typing skills or some other kind of skills, okay. Don't try to be a

flashy secretary out front, because you are not going to be that. They are not going

to hire you. No matter what kind of skills, you are just not going to make GIL1.8

front office or GM's front office or some of the federal front offices."

Hernandez: I am interested in changing that..

Duffin: Well you had better work on a lot of other people then. You ought to look at

the role of the employment service people in terms of the referral mechanism,

because to my way of thinking, the answers you got were a result of the people that

were recruited in manpower training programs. I don't know if they were the people

that should have been there.

You must have found out something about the leachers and if they needed addi-

tional- training. You had to do something like that. I was a former teacher and

worked in administration a little bit. You know right away v.hether that teacher can

get off the mark. You have to hire research people; to my way of thinking, to he

able to say, "That's my kind of teacher." You must have found out whether a teacher
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in those manpower programs can get off the mark.

Are the counselors on the ball? I have walked up to counseling programs where

the counselor couldn't even write in the phone numbers. You know they have a problem

in counseling. Did you find anything about counseling to make the information valid?

The same way with administrators. Did the administrators exude the kind of

esprit-de-corps motivation that made that shop what it should be? If it didn't, every

answer that you have got, to my way of thinking, is going to be negative. If the

administrator is lousy, everybody in that program is lousy. The instructor is

saying, "All the trainees are lousy. I hate to come to work." Did you find that

in terms of the administrator?

I guess this is the last thing I have to say. A concrete analysis of the actual

obstacles in the employment of trainees should be undertaken and it should have a

twofold focus. Dopie know anything about the former trainees who went through the

program and hy4 the cultural and linguistic barriers affected them? We only talked

to the people in the program. We didn't talk to anybody outside. On the one hand,

a study should assess the obstacles that resulted from the trainees' own experiences,

such as the level.of education. Did you really match up what the guy said about

the trainee and what was really in the folder of the trainee? Maybe you didn't have

the time.

There is a very wide chasm between what the instructor thinks about the trainee

and what the counselor thinks about the trainee. Do they come together in what we

call in OIC a "disposition conference"? Are there disposition conferences in manpower

programs so that what the instructor, counselor, and administrator are saying is

valid about that same trainee. Maybe you should have had all three in the room at
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the same time. In 8b [page 9 -6' you say: "Open-ended materials should be developed

for use by minority trainees, with a focus on improving the self-image of trainees."

I am trying to figure out what open-ended materials are and why they need to be

developed for self-image.

Mangum: I wish I knew what that sentence means myself.

Duffin: Career education materials should be developed and used as part of the oriental ion

of every trainee. It is important that a trainee have a clear understanding of the

full range of occupational choices avail::Ye to him. I think a lot of the material

that you gathered has some rekvance to e.,reer education. What is happening in

manpower? Do the counst'ors, instructors, and administ raters see this as career?

Everything that you said in the study came acro,,s to me as stopgap. I think you

treated language and culture as kind of a stopgap. I believe if you work on the.culturt.,

the language, and the career educational piece or the manpower piece, then we are

moving the guy toward the mainstream society.

It is also recommended that the training. cycle be modified to allow time for the

inclusion of this remedial work in a training program. I guess what I am saying

to Leroy is, if you don't make that mandatory when you give grants out, along with

the proper recruitment, counseling, and trainft methods, I think you will lose the

ball game because manpow.er will always be stopgap in the minds of evbrybody.

I don't see manpower as stopgap. Like the educational process, it is full time,

and a guy should be able to come hack and get recycled. But the feds have got to

make it mandatory that when you are talking about dealing with an individual, it 11,1.4

got to be what we call a "whole man" concept. It can't be just around language anc!
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culture. It has got to be around everything that makes that guy a halfway decent

trainee.

Walser: Ken, you are hitting on something that I hit en the very first thy. In the total

educational procedures and processes that are taking place in this country and man-

power, there are certain areas in which we are doing pretty well. Performance in

certain skill areas is pretty good, but it is not taking into account some of the other

aspects of the human being in the manpower programs. Two of those aspects were

causing a lot of controversy and lack of direction, and no movement was taking place

because there was no information available which the policy makers themselves could

use and which were applicable to that whole man. It is easy to say "the whole man, "

but it is hard to define it.

This is part of the thing that Ed has been talking about the past two *ays. The

intent of this was to begin to open up the dialogue on what the role of culture and

language in the educational process of manpower should or should not be.

Having said that, then you come back to the other recommendations that have

been coming in here. I haven't heard a recommendation yet that I didn't think was

good. Some of them, I think, are excellent. Some of them I've got to understand

a little better. The point of this intent was to open up the dialogue into the dis-

cussion of the whole man. That was what the intent was when we began to work on

this concept. Now whether or not the concept has been translated into implementations

and actions is the point.

Casavantes: Tell UE what you can hope to do with the recommendations because I leave

these meetings very frustrated most of the time without hearing from the people
a

who are in effect going to implement these recommendations.
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Duffin: Let me make my last recommendation. As opposed to a "post," we ought to

have a "Pre" on RFP's or a session after R FP but before the project work state-

ment is finished. All these gentlemen have the greatest integrity, I am not ques-

tioning that.

Crawford: Do you know whether the trainees were actually reflective of the minority

groups that they were representing? Or were they either so far below or so far

above the national educational level of their people that this whole thing is a bunch

of mishmash and doesn't mean anything.

Mangum: The general tendency will be for them to be somewhat above the norm for

their socioeconomic class. It will depend on the particular occupation in which the

trainee occurs. There are certain occupations to which, as Ken implied, the employ-

ment service would only refer people who had high school diplomas. To some other

occupational training they would refer less educated people. In general, in MDTA,

it is about eleventh grade.

Crawford: The reason I am saying it is that I know of at least two institutions for

Indians where all the students are going to be high school graduates. That is

terribly misleading.

Molins: I have a couple of specific recommendations. I would like to go into very

short comments after the recommendations. Specifically, I would like to make one

recommendation that there be efforts to ensure that there will indeed by bilingual,

bicultural administrative staffs in local organizations that are going to deal with the

programs or grants. Then it has got to be specified that they have got to be there

at the planning level, at the decision-making level, at the operating level.
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Hai les: I would not necessarily want a policy, to come otit that required me to have

a bilingual teacher by the way of Spanish-speaking people. .

Molins: Allow me. That is what I am getting at. In fact, that is just what I

was getting ready to say on page 9-5, item f: "An overall framework. . ." I

would substitute the word "bicultural" for .:..ticultural" so that no one group or

two groups are favored or dominant. Because they have to be flexible to whatever

it is the particular minority in that program is about. Then I want to go to general

kinds of things, like you have to be specific as to who is going to be given the authority

and charged with the responsibility of carrying out the recommendations. Otherwise

it will be no go.

Molins: If I may, I would like to add some comments. I don't know if they should be

an addendum to this entire Conference or if you want to include them as the next

paragraph of the chicano concerns. Cubans are a very urban kind of minority, and

so they have some attributes that are the same as the urban chicanos and urban Puerto

Ricans. But some are different. They have a high level of self-esteem, and they

don't want to be assimilated into t dominant American culture. And yet they don't

want continued deprivation and di :3crimination. They must either suffer because of

their culture or abandon it. Well I am sure nobody wants that to happen to therm.

Certainly that is a fact with Cubans. Cubans may even understand what is expected

of them in their new homeland. But at the same time, they are prevented from reach-

ing the expectations about them anyway because of the cultural barriers.

Casavantes: It is absolutely possible fora person to be bilingual and bicultural. In

other words, I can be a chicano. . . I can be an American. . . I can switch rolls

when the circumstances call for it. I am not in any sense selling out. It simply --,
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means that under certain circumstances, I can exercise certain attributes and

qualities. . . sing Mexican songs, so r speak, and sing American songs.

You were raised Cuban. I was raised in Mexico, and nobody looked down on

me until I came to the United States. I then found myself inferior. You figure that

out. The point is that there is no conflict between being bilingual:and bicultural.

Other groups have solved this. I think Italians have done a good job. I think Jews

have done a good job of being both Jewish and American. The Italians have done a

good job at being Italian and American.

Mo lins: But it requires a very positive kind of activity to maintain that kind of

value system, biculturalism.

Further, I have a general kind of comment. Please don't misunderstand because

I come here very openly and I have no hidden agendas, and I want to get that on the

record, As I said yesterday, Cubans have just been discovered last year in Dade

County. At the national level, maybe Cubans have not been discovered yet. They

are not equivalent of the Puerto Ricans' forum or Operation SER for the Cuban popu-

lation. The recognition that Cubans have received at the national level, in my

opinion, is negative. It has been in a very political kind of way. They have been

exploited even at the political level and have been used only when it is more to the

benefit of the grantor than it is to the Cuban grantee. The Cubans ought to be in-

cluded in any kind of study or considerations of the Spanish-speaking. Contrary

to popular belief they don't all water ski in Biscayne gay.

In specific terms I have some recommendations. These come in two parts:

For the academic school systems, there is a definite need to continue and strengthen

English as a second language. However, ESL should be offered but only as a preface
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to the regular English that all kids have to take in the high schools, not given a second-

rate look at grammar and literature. The second part of that is a specific program

instituted for Spanish-speaking, "native" speakers to keep alive their positive values

of their native culture. None of these programs, as they exist today, is nearly

adequate in any kind of way.

Now in terms of manpower vocational training, someone has got to seek a bal:m

in terms of the basic requirements for jobs. For example, you can train a mech-

. anic in thi technical skills to be a mechanic and handle tools without the necessity

to have the individual know English as a prerequisite, because there are mechanical

vocational courses in Mexico, Argentina, and Cuba. They are all conducted in

Spanish. And these people are just as good mechanics, believe it or not. Don't

require that English language ability be a prerequisite to get into training programs,

but that the English language training be parallel and additional to the technical

training.

There is also a dire need for improved occupational training methods. Voca-

tional educational programs for Spanish-speaking is a very crucial need today.

Finally, I would like to say that all these programs and a41 these comments and

all these recommendations ought to do one thing: to allow all minority groups to

contribute their own worth to their own culture and their values, while contributing

to the general overall culture and maintaining their positive self-image. There

has got to be a way where you don't have to give up being .Cuban, chicano, Choctaw,

or Navajo to get on the merry-go-round, as it were.

Casavantes: I have one recommendkion that is very I-road. I won't expand on this

because if you begin to expand on it, you can go into an extremely long ha rargue,
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and it also gets pretty technical. That is that when and if psychologipal test in-

struments are used, these test instruments be demonstrated to im valid instruments

for that group. Otherwise they are not to be used. I have found, as a matter of

fact, that talking to people is at least as good, if not better, than th6 psychological

test instruments. The counseling process itself is an integral part. It should be

given ample time in any training program. Again I would like to have Leroy respond

to this because I would like to hear what he has to say about it. What will happen

to the recommendations?

Walser: The regular procedure for any report isfor the contractor to make a presenta-

tion to the entire division or to those persons who are in the division to listen to it.

Afterwards, it is the responsibility of the project officer (which I happen to be in
iro

this one) to write down either to accept it or reject it, or have it modified. That

is the mechanical procedure to go through in this thing. Then the contractor gets

clearance with the grants and contracts office, which is a different set of people

from myself..

We have, as I indicated to you, a network of staff development activities across

the entire nation. It is called Area Manpower Institutes for the Development of Staff

(AMIDS). They will be one of the first to receive the report. It will go across the

entire United States in our own built-in dissemination mechanism. If it has enough
.

valid content to !t, it will be forwarded to the highest level of HEW. Whatever they-

do with it is their business. .There is no way a project officer is going to do anything

ekcept pen the letter my boss will sign to transmit 'king on to the system. That

is the realities of the way we work. Each one of you will get a copy, to do with as

you please. .
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Ed, without going into the details, there is a policy group within the division

that meets periodically -- at leyst once a week -- On items of validity and significance

that have to do with the writing down of the areas of critical need for attention.

can guarantee you this much, as long as I am in the office, this will be the sub-

ject of at least one of those policy meetings where it begins to build into those con-

cerns. From this I would hope that local administrators and stateadministrators

would read into this to see whether or not they are fitting into some of thecategories

or recommendations. One of the primary problems is to use this report, as a

vehicle to validate the subject area as a topic' of conversation, It has been ignored

for so long.

Coming from the background I came from, a Mexican zitizen born and raised

in Mexico of American par'nts and therefore am Mexican-American, I was very

surprised when I got into nasuaal office that people didn't. unde rstand people who were

culturally distinct, not different, culturally distinct, unique, had a unique set of

experiences to work with. The United States did not all of a sudden drop off west

of the Wssissippi.

So I hope that answers it, because that is as much as the report can really get

to work with. I hope that the individtials that are around this table, presi\ddnt of

a junior college, for instancq, would find this useful in some of the activities --

maybe staff development plans -- for his'own college.

Robson: Any other comments? If not, I think there is just no way we can summarize

what has gone on in a day and a half and do it adequately. It is all on tape. We do

appreciate your contributions. I am sure you can appreciate that not all of your

comments have been comforting and warming and reassuring. We are convinced

that we probably have to go back and do some additional work now in light of what
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you have told us. And we will summarize the discussion and put that in the

report.

The report itself will be changed to accommodate your counsel and your advice

on some of these problems.. In the final analysis, obviously, the contract between

Olympus Research Corporation and the Office of Manpower Development and Train-

ing places the responsibility on us for the report. We would encourage each of you

to get your written comments to usat the earliest point and time.

We thank Leroy, and we thank each of you for your contribution apd your parti-

cipation. I hope we have occasion to sit down together again to continue a dialogue.

on this subject matter.

Walser: I would just like to express my appreciation for the excellent work Sometimes

we are just a little bit hesitant to bring some individuals in because we feel that maybe

they will just sit and listen and not contribute. This has been a very good meeting,

and I appreciate it.
5

Dr. Howard Matthews, Director of Manpower Development and Training, for

whom I have a great deal of respect, has a statement he uses once in a while. I

don't know if he thought it up, but if he didn't, I wish I had. He said, "It is Just

as easy to pool ignorance as it is to pool intelligence. " I think we have "pooled"

the latter here. Thank --ou very much!

4
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SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT

AND ITS FINDINGS

Despite a decade of fluctuating efforts to spread the full benefits of America's

affituen.ce and opportunities to various population groups suffering more than their

share of deprivation, the critical question remains unanswered: .When unemployment,

underemployment and low incomes seem concentrated upon a particular group or

individual, is the primary cause to be found in the shortcomings of those individuals

or in the institutional structure of a society which denies them opportunity? If the

cause is to be found in the individual -- lack of skills, lack of education, language

deficiencies, undegpotivation -- the operational response should be to change the

individual. If the institutional structure is at fault -- discrimination, excessive

credentialism, lack of information, transportation, etc. -- the answer is most likely .

to be found in changing institutions. Every remedy and every program must make

some assumption about this dichotomy. If the assumpt, 'n is incorrect, the solution

chosen is unlikely to .be successful.
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In exploring for obstacles to economic success for various population groups,

one obvious possibility is that cultural and language differences may pose serious

obstacles: Those obstacles may be such as to make it difficult to function success-

fully in employment situations structvred to fit the majority. t obstacles may

merely deny one the opportunity to demonstrate performance because of employer

bias or misconception. The obstacles may impede attainment-of or performance on

the job. Culture and language variables might also block the acquisition of skills nec-

essary to obtain and perform on the job.

Seeking an assessment of the extent to which cultural and linguistic differences

might prevent members of various minority groups from profiting from available man-

power training programs, the Division of Manpower Development and Trainingin the

U.S. Office of Education contracted with the Olympus Research Corporation for the

project, of which this is the final report.

This project was initially a response to a problem that .over the years has

proved itself particularly resistant to solution: the consistently low level of success

that members of minority groups have experienced as they move through the Atnerican

educational establishment. There are 'those who argue that their chances of success

could be improved if their educational program were carefully tailored to respond to

the characteristics of their cultures which distinguish them ftom other cultural groups

and from the mainstream of American life. Others argue that this very tailoring is

discriminatory and that minority students and trainees should instead have experiences

and opportunities identical to those that the majority hare. Some minority spokecrnen

condemn both these positions as focusing on an insignificant problem -- these same

culture and language variables -- and draining energy and attention away from
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the real source of the problem, which is not cultural at all, but rather the overall

socioeconomic environment, the unrelenting pattern of deprivation that is the lot of

so many members of America's racial and ethnic minorities.

The very fact that this problem arouses such controversy suggests that it is an

important area for further exploration, and it is just such further exploration that

is the task of this project. It is important to emphasize, however, the tentative

nature of the project. The impact of cultural and language differences has been

explored, but the controversy has not been laid to rest, and probably will not be by

any formal research because it is fueled by the full range of human experience, by

political, social, economic, psychological, philosophical, and even educational con-

cerns. Nonetheless, this project has allowed the researchers to formuldte some

hypotheses about the role of culture and language in the manpower training experi-

ence of blacks, chicanos, native Americans, and Appalachian whites; and these

hypotheses point to where new efforts can be more profitably focused.

TERMINOLOGY

In order to make clear the description of this project and the rather complex

concerns ii addresses, it is helpful to define several of the terms which are used in

the report:

(1) Culture: A body of customary beliefs and social forms and a related

pattern of human behavior manifested in thought, speech, action, and

artifact which combine to produce a distinct complex of characteristics

that distinguish one population group from other groups
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(2) Dominant culture: The culture (as defined above) manifested by the

majority of the population in a given area, such as (for the purpose of

this study) the United States

(3) Cultural and language variables: Those characteristics of attitude and

behavior, use of languages other than English or use of nonstandard

English, which are unique to a population group and help to dittinguish

it from other groups

(4) Minority group: A group comprised of a minority of the population of

an area that is either distinct from the overall population due to cultural,

language, or physical characteristics, or is separated from the overall

population by attitudes of the dominant culture that assume such distin-

guishing characteristics

The population groups considered by this study are blacks (Afro-Americans), chicanos

(Mexican-Americans), native Americans (Indians), and Appalachian whites.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The primary objectives of the study were (1) to determine the extent to which

cultural or language differences prevented members of the target groups from profit-

ing from vocational education and manpower training and (2) to recommend remedies

for any observed obstacles to successful training.

These objectives were approached through a series of distinct but related steps.

First, an extensive review of the literature already produced about these variables

was conducted. On the basis of this review, commonly held opinions about the vari-

ables in general and their effect on education in particular were gathered. From this
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information, a framework for further inquiry was devised, consisting primarily

of a questionnaire/interview survey of administrative, support, and teaching staffs

at manpower training centers. These personnel were asked to identify any cultural

and language characteristics that they felt their trainees from a given minority shared .

and to assess the effect of those characteristics on trainee performance. An important

and additional source of information was a variety of interviews with spokesmen of

the different minorities studied, as well is three conferences organized by ORC-
one on chicano and another on black concerns and a third in which representative

leaders from various minorities reviewed the draft report of the study.

HYPOTHESES FORMULATED FROM THE STUDY

The findings of this study have been organized al aThekies of "hypotheses."

The term normally suggests the setting up of an assertion which the study will then

attempt to prove or disprove. However, this study is an earlier step in the process.

It has e.-xplored the relevance and impact of cultural and language variables and then

has documented the following findings, conclusions, and assertions which are de-

serving of further exploration and testing to determine the full implications of each

of them on the training experiences of minority groups:

(1) Culture and language differences existing within various minority groups

are often as pronounced as the differences among population groups,

making it exceedingly difficult to reach genralizations out a given group

that are sufficiently accurate to he a useful base for practicable recom-

mendations. Nevertheless, there can be no analysis and no policy with-

out-generalization. It is necessary, therefore, to exercise care that
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recommendations and policy actions address only those factors which are

generalizable.

(2) No cultural attributes internal to and typical of the groups studied were

discovered which posed general obstacles to the ability of trainees to

learn and profit from vocational education and manpower training. How-

ever, misunderstandings by administrators and instructors about the nature

and implications of their trainees' cultural backgrounds did occasionally

impose obstacles to both teaching and learning...

(3) With blacks and Appalachian whites and many and probably most chicanos

and native Americans, there are no.language differences sufficient to

create serious obstacles to the learning process in-training programs.

In all of these groups, English tends to be the dominant language. How-

eve r, there are those in all of these groups who are inadequately skilled

in English, and for them this deficiency is an obstacle. For many chicanos

and native Americans, whose retention of their native language is generally

more pronounced than in other groups, language tends to loom much larger

as a significant factor in training.

That cultural differences pose no significant obstacles to the cognitive learning

ability of minority group members, while language obstacles to learning exist only

for those unable to understand and communicate in English.without serious difficulty,

does not mean that cultural and language differences cause no serious problems.

Further examination of the data gathered in this study produces these additional

hypotheses:
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(I) Although it does not significantly interfere with a trainees' ability to

learn, culture does function as a factor in various misunderstandings of

minority trainees by instructors and other staff misunderstandings that

can cause the teacher, and the learning environment he creates, to be in-

effective. In other words, staff attitudes toward and perceptions of trainee

characteristics are significantly greater obstacles to the learning process

than are the cha'acteristics themselves.

(2) The economic deprivation, the limitations on experience and opportunities,

and the poverty-dominated social.atmosphere shared in different forms by

many members of the minorities encompassed by this study are much more

likely to combine to create serious obstacles to successful training ani

well-developed vocational aspirations than are specific cultural and language

variables..

(3) There are prerences.ior life-styles and location which dissuade some

minority group members, particularly thoie from rural, backgrounds,

from taking full advantage of the economic opportunities provided by im- .

proved employability.

The implications of these last three hypotheses give rise to the final general hypothesis

of the study: Any effective assessment of the educational, problems of minority members

in training programs is not complete unless it considers the social, economic, and

political realities of the trainees' environment. Each of these hypotheses is discussed

and supported in detail in chapter 8 of this report.
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HYPOTHESES ABOUT SPECIFIC MINORITY GROUPS

Behind the general hypotheses of the study are the specific hypotheses which

were formulated about each of the groups studied. In the following discussions, these

are spelled out in groups for further clarification.

Blacks

There are no variables peculiar to blacks which pose significant obstacles to

successful vocational training. Staff misconceptions that assume the existence of

variables, which.do not in fact exist, create an atmosphere of poor communications

that hinders trainee performance and may also excessively limit the occupations to

which trainees are assigned. Some blacks from rural backgrounds and central city

ghettos do use nonstandard English which may cause them to be resented by training

staffs and avoided by employers. Their ability to understand and communicate and

learn is not impeded, but they do contribute to discrimination agaitft themselves.

. Most if not all of the factors which seem to affect the general performance of

blacks in training programs are the result of past and present discrimination and the

socioeconomic deprivation many of them have experienced in such areas as income,

education, and housing. Blacks are particularly likely to reject training opportunities

it what they perceive from a background of discrimination to be demeaning occupations.

Chicanos

Those of Spanish background in the United States include descendants of the

original inhabitants of the American Southwest with whom the Spanish conquistaLi.,

intermarried, immigrants from Spain, Mexico, other Latin-American countries, Cuba,

and Puerto Rico and their. descendants. The interviewees for this study were primarily

located to the Southwest and excluded Cubans and Puerto Ricans and involved few Latin-
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American immigrants from countries other than Mexico. The term -chicano" is used

to encompass this heterogeneous grouo. The geographic, economic, and attudinal

heterogeneity of the chicano population makes it particularly difficult to generalize

about the influence of their culture, on their success in training, and on their voca-

tional aspirations. Chicano spokesmen, nonetheless, strongly express a desire to

develop, maintain, and utilize a sense of cultural identity.

Evidence from this study indicates that the extended family of the chicanos and

the life-style and responsibilities that grow from it constitute a cultural chit-acteristic

that has a positive effect on the success of chicano trainees. Although the degree to

which it exists is not clear, some chicanos are deficient in English language skills,

and for them this lack presents a serious barrier to successful training. The rnbiguous

attitude Of training staffs about possible solutions to this problem serve to aggravate

the situation.

Several characteristics of the chicano population commonly described as cul-
.

ture based are, in fact, much more likely to be socioeconomically based:

(1) The allegedly negative influence that barrio life has on training success

is in fact the to the qualities that barrio life shares with all economically

deprived ghettos.

(2) The alleged preference of chicano workers for manual labor is in fact

not a preference, but a choice forced upon then by the labor market

and other socioeconomic forces that restrict their upward mobility.

(3) The alleged inability of the chicano to be motivated by anything other

an immediate gratiacation (where it existseat all) is a' reflection of
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the poverty-based experience chicanos share with other minorities which

makes any long-range planning a luxury.

The stereotype of the chicano as unable to make a serious commitment to a time -

structured situation -- the "maiiana syndrome" -- is not apparent among these trainees.

Native Americans

It is even more difficult to generalize about native American culture and language.

The language of one tribe is often different from another, and few traits are widely

shared among tribes. Language problems are a barrier to successful training and

employment for many native Americans.

There are no cultural attributes which by themselves interfere with their ability

to learn in training programs. However, many instructors fail to understand, or even

to perceive, cultural attributes which are relevant to the learning situation. It is this

lack of awareness that often results in teaching that is so ineffective that it jeopardizes**

the success of students subjected to it.

Two factors that contribute greatly to separating many native Americans from

the maifnstream of U.S. experience are the poverty and rural isolation that have con-

sistently been the lot of so many. Although it is impossible to fully isolate the effect

of poverty and isolation from the effect of culture, there is evidence to shovi that

poverty and isolation are more likely to be the cause of some educational problems

/or native Ainericans than are cultural variables.

Appalachian Whites

Cultural and linguistic differences do not significantly affect the training per-

formance of Appalachian white trainees. The rural style of residence and life, close

family ties, and the Appalachian dialect are idenirable characteristics in the lives
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of Appalachian white trainees. However, the first is a socioeconomically derived

factor, and.the study produced no clear-cut relationship between the other two and

the level of trainee performance.

Training staff perceive a strong preference for training in manual skills among

Appalachian trainees, but this seems more likely to be a response to economic and

geographic realities than a cultural characteristic. Whatever differences exist of

any) between the performance of Appalachian trainees and some supposed national

norm are the result not of culture Or language, but of their economic environment.

r- D


